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Abstract

A combination of Radio Frequency Identification technology and ubiquitous

computing are revolutionising the manner in which we look at simple objects' Radio

Frequency Identification (RFID) allows RFID labeled objects to be identified at a distance

without physical contact, and ubiquitous computing provides a virtually connected

environmint for the objects. RFID labels are frequently referred to as the next generation

barcodes.

RFID Systems provide increased productivity, efficiency, convenience and many advantages

over bar codes for numerous applications, especially global supply chain management.

RFID labeling has a number of advantages over conventional bar code systems. The optics

based bar code systems could be rendered useless by common everyday environments

containing dirt, dust, smoke, grease, condensation and by misorientation and misalignment.

Furthermóre bar codes are subject to fraudulent duplication and counterfeiting with minimal

effort.

However, there are limitations and constraints inherent to RFID technology: semiconductor

thresholds, limits on transmitted power, costs, antenna and coupling inefficiencies. Thus it is

important for RFID designers to understand these limitations and constraints in order to

opii-ir" system designs ãnd overcome inefficiencies where possible. Therefore the work

piesented in this dissertation seeks to improve the performance of advanced RFID systems

by overcoming a number ofthese limitations'

Prior to a discussion of improving performance, the author's interpretation of a modern

RFID system along its evolutionary path as a ubiquitous RFID network and its application to

supply chain management is described. Performance improvements are achieved by: the

dwãlópment of eleõtromagnetic theory for RFID system analysis and optimisation; design

and development of interrogator antennas; analysis of electrically small and tiny antennas for

RFID labeL; and development and utilisation of a design methodology for creating high

performance label antennas and antennas for tagging metallic objects.

Implementations of RFID systems have raised concerns regarding information security and

possible violations of end-user privacy. The most profound concerns are raised against low

ãost RFID technology because of its potential for mass scale deploynent, its pervasive

nature, and the resource limitations preventing the provision of strong cryptographic

solutions. There is a growing need in the RFID community to discover and develop

techniques and methods to overcome various hurdles posed by the above-mentioned

concerns.

Thus, the thesis also considers the vulnerabilities of low cost RFID systems and associated

insecurities and privacy concerns resulting from the latter. Prior to addressing such

concerns impeding the deployment of low cost RFID technology, a framework within



which to provide security services is also detailed. It has become important to both define
and identi$' a framework based around low cost RFID systems sincã RfIo has become a
"catch all" phrase for various other forms of technology.

Addressing security and privacy of low cost RFID systems requires novel thinking. The
later parts of the thesis outline design considerations for seôurity mechanisms and a
number of practicable solutions for providing the features of: mutual authentication;
confidentiality; message content security; product authentication; anonymity and
untraceability, that are necessary for low cost RFID systems to overcome the weaknesses
identified in this dissertation. Implementing these security mechanisms requires the
generation of true random tag parameters and true random numbers. Achieving these
objectives using a hardware based true random number generator is also described and
analysed.

A final part of the thesis focuses on active RFID labels and improving their performance.
The primary concern with active labels is the life of the onboaid baftéry. turn-on circuits
provide a method of turning "on" and "off'an active label remotely to conserve valuable
battery power. Analysis, development and testing of a turn-on ciróuit concept, based on
interrogator field sensing, have provided a means of remotely activating andiáactivating
active RFID labels and conserving battery power. The fural chapter of this thesis provides
a detailed analysis, based on coupling relations between electromechanical systàms, for
evaluating the feasibility of a theft detection sensor, based on a turn-on circuit for an active
RFID label, for preventing the theft ofhigh value items.

While low cost RFID needs to overcome certain security and privacy related barriers,
RFID technology does provide novel and valid approaches to such security related
applications as product authentication, anti-counterfeiting and theft detection. It is believed
that the contributions from this thesis will extend and elaborate on the existing knowledge
base, paving the way forward to allow fuither significant deployment of advãnced RFID
technology.
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GLOSSARY

Backward
channel

Ciphertext

CMOS

Collision

The term refers to the communication channel from the label to

the reader

The result of encrypting a string of plaintext

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

The term is defined as an event where multiple tags

simultaneously reply to a stimulus from a reader, where

information is lost in the process. A classic example of a collision

would be a packet collision

Challenge-response pair

Denial of Service

Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems

Electromagnetic

Electromagnetic Compatibility

Electronic Product Code. This is a naming convention developed

for all physical objects. It is a scheme proposed by the former

Auto-ID Centre group

Federal Communication Commission. It is the organisation

responsible for EMC standards and regulations in the United
States

The term refers to the communication channel from the reader to

the label

High Frequency. Refers to a band with a centre frequency at

13.56 MHz

Integrated Circuit

International Telecommunication Union. An international

organisation involved in worldwide radio frequency spectrum

management

Message Authentication Code

Number used only once

CRP

DOS

ECC

EM

EMC

EPC

HF

FCC

Forward channel

IC

ITU

MAC

Nonce
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NP NP stands for non-deterministic poþomial time. In the context
of complexity theory it classifies a set of problems that can be
solved in polynomial time on a nondeterministic Turing machine.

Here NP stands for non-deterministic polynomial time. Np-Hard
problems are a class of problems where there is no known
algorithm for solving the problem in polynomial time

Data coding method Non-Return to Zero.

Data coding method Pulse Pause Modulation.

Pseudorandom number generator

Data coding methodPulse Time Modulation.

Data coding method Pulse Width Modulation

Radio Frequency

Radio Frequency Identification

Data coding method Return to Zerc.

The term is taken to refer to an attack on the privacy or integrity
of an RFID system in which the attacker creates a misleading
context, by way of creating a fake label, to trick the readers into
making an inappropriate security-relevant decision, or fooling the
readers into believing that the label legitimately belongs to the
labeled article.

A stream cipher is said to be synchronous if the key stream is
generated independently of the plaintext and ofthe ciphertext

Ultra High Frequency

Universal Product Code

NP-Hard

NRZ

PPM

PRNG

PTM,

PWM

RF

RFII)

RZ

Spoofing

Synchronous
stream ciphers

UHF

UPC
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of thß dissertation and

describe the organisation of the material presented. A summary of problems and
performance issues related to modem NFID systems that are addressed in this thesis is

provided along with contributions made towards addressing the outlined problems and

performance issues. A tist of the author's publications are also provided.

i

t



1.1 Overview

An evolving set of identification technologies continues to play an important role in
the provision of identification and other related information about entities both animate and
inanimate in various contexts, ranging from Allied air planes in World V/ar II [l] to items
stacked on supermarket shelves. The technologies used range from biomeìric data
recognition, optical character recognition, magnetically coded ink (MICR) used on
cheques, magnetic strips used on credit cards, V/iegand wire and barium ferrite inserts used
in access control badges, speech recognition, smart cards and barcodes [2]. The term
"Auto-ID" is used to refer to systems based on the above technologies because automatic
identification is almost always a primary function performed by such systems [2].

Figure 1.1 A conventional barcode with 10 encoded characters.

Figure 1.2 An example of a2D barcode wilh62 encoded characters.

Amongst the identification technologies, barcodes, of which a standardised form (Universal
Product Code) developed by a consortium of inter-industry trade associations called the
Uniform Code Council (UCC), recently renamed as GS1 [3], are available for consumer
items [4], and have continued to proliferate throughout the world as a solution to both
logistic and inventory control by providing a product identification code. The proliferation of
Universal Product Code (UPC) technology was aided by the continued growth in the
coÍlmerce of goods and the need for effrcient logistical support for global trade and transport
of goods. A research report compiled by PriceWaterhouseCoopers in 1999 entitled. "lT
Billion Reasons to Say Thanks" [4] depicts the impact of the UPC on international
economies and industry and on the consuming public. Since the inception of the idea by
Norman Joseph Woodland n 7949, various forms of the barcode have been developed over

I
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the years [5]. One such example is the 2Dbar code which caîcarry a considerable amount of
datá on a imaller surface areathancompared with its predecessor [3]. The latter fact is made

clear by comparing Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 which show that the space required to encode

62 chaiacterJusing 2D barcodes is much less than that possible with conventional barcodes.

UPC codes are a contactless technology where scanners work in the range of a few

centimetres but require a clear vision of the bar code in the scanning field. Bar code labels

have to be printed carefully and exactly since line thickness and spaces signif,' the

alphanumericcharacters forming the UPC, while the objects labeled with barcodes must be

physically manoeuvred to align the barcodes with the scanners. In addition, barcodes are not

suitable 
-for 

hostile environments where optical recognition of the barcode may not be

possible. Another common failure of barcodes is that they are prone to physical damage as

ihe printed symbols may be smudged or concealed, making the process of scanning difficult

or impossible. These issues limit the usefulness, possible application and performance of
barcode based "Auto-ID" technologies.

An "Auto-ID" technology devoid of many of the imperfections of barcodes has emerged to

rival the simple barcode. This technology is commonly referred to as Radio Frequency

Identificatiorr (RFID). Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems allow automatic

identification using a unþe identifier associated with an object or person. RFID technology

has been in existence for more than sixty years with the earliest application of RFID

commonly cited as the "IdentiSr Friend or Foe" system used in Allied aircraft in the Second

World War [1]. Current applications of RFID are a diverse collection of identification and

data capture applications. Some typical applications are automatic toll collection, animal

identification, proximity cards for secure access, authentication, theft detection, tamper

proofing containers and last but not least, supply chain logistics [2 and 6].

The work presented in this thesis investigates advanced RFID systems. What soon becomes

apparent with study of advanced RFID technology is the large mrmber of issues leading to

disappointing performance, and the imminent threats posed by vulnerabilities of low cost

RFID systems. The following section summarises the issues plaguing the advanced RFID

systems addressed in this dissertation'

1.2 Problem Statements

Modern RFID systems are almost always supported by a network infrastructure and

thus have come to be called networked RFID systems. The architecture to build an

ubiquitous item identification network originated at the former Auto-ID Center, now the

eutò-n Labs [7] while the process of standardisation issues and future developments is

currently managed by a host of working groups, primarily the Software Action Group

(SAG) and the Hardware Action Group (HAG), established by EPCglobal Inc. The Auto-

ID Center's vision was to create a'Networked Physical World" by building an intelligent

infrastructure linking objects, information, and people through computer networks

oblivious to the users [31]. Such a system can be realised with a combination of automatic

identification technology and a ubiquitous computer network that will glue the physical
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rù/orld together. The ability to form a ubiquitous item identification network has a wide
range of applications including manufacturing automation and supply chain management.
A clear understanding of this network architecture, the data flows within, and the
usef,rlness of the architecture, is not widely available in literature.

One avenue for addressing the inadequate performance of RFID systems is by understanding
the coupling link between afagand a reader, and the coupling elements: antennas ll0, 37,3é
and 40]. This requires the development of electromagnetic theory that is suitable for the
analysis of RFID systems. The formulations used presently are those used in radar systems
[6] and do not allow the optimisation ofthe coupling links in RFID systems.

One drawback of High Frequency (tIF) intenogation systems is very limited read range due
to the regulatory limits on power that can be radiated at the HF Industrial Scientific and
Medical (ISM) band [9 and 11]. Hence antenna designs that minimise far field radiation but
create large volume near fields are required. Recent relaxation of electromagnetic
compatibility regulations in the European Union allows a greater degree ofradiation ld4l and
the possibilities for, and consequences of, exploiting this new development to impiove the
performance of HF RFID systems have not been considered in literature.

Unlike HF interrogator antennas, active development by various companies producing RFID
products has developed a broad range of RFID label antennas suitable for tagging a variety
of objects. However the understanding and the methodology required to-áevilop laUel
antennas have not been forthcoming and have remained somewhat of ablack art f51,52, and,
53]' In addition, the loss of performance from tag antennas placed close to metals and
materials of high dielectric losses such as liquids need to be addressed and understood [50
and 2311. There is in the literature an inadequate coverage of antennas suitable for tagging
metallic objects. Clearly, an understanding of the issues that need to be considered in tag
antenna design and a method for developing tag antennas will serve to remove this black veil
and engage a wider community to participate in the tag antenna development process.

The increasing drive towards the identification of smaller and smaller objects has placed
much research interest in small tag antennas operating in the Ultra High Frequency (Ufff)
region [54 and 63]. Such antennas are both physically small and electrically imali at UHF
frequencies and are very ineffrcient radiators due to their large losses in relation to their
radiation resistance [48, 60, 62 and 63]. Also, it is difficult to achieve adequate bandwidth
with small antennas to meet the operational needs required for different UHF frequencies in
diflerent jurisdictions around the world. While small antennas have been considêred in the
past in general 148, 59, 60, 61, and 62], what has not been considered is the design of
electrically small antennas and tiny antennas suitable for RFID applications.

Focusing on active RFID labels, it can be concluded that the addition of an onboard battery
for such labels creates novel problems dissimilar to those of passive RFID labels t39]. Thâ
most unique is that of increasing the life-time of the baftery onboard an active label [69 and
701.

The problems associated with performance are not isolated issues, the securþ and privacy
issues resulting from the pervasiveness of RFID technology and the vulnerabilities of low
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cost RFID systems are increasingly coming to the fore [85, 86, 87, 92, 93, 95, 96, I02 and

1081. The immediacy of the problem is highlighted by low cost RFID technology that is set

to piopagate throughout various consumer goods supply chains around the world 194,97 and

OO1. eOOressing issues related to security and privacy is important if RFID deployments are

to eventuate and become successful.

Despite the considerable progress made over the past decade in the understanding and the

development of RFID technology, the aforementioned intrþing problems have remained

unresoived, unaddressed, not clearly understood or inadequately considered. The approach

taken in this dissertation is to consider each of the areas highlited above in three separate but

related parts elaborated in detail in Section 1.4. The following section lists contributions

made in this dissertation to address the problems presented in this section.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

A list of publications by the author is given in Section 1.5, while this section

summarises contributions made by the author through both publications and the content

presented in this dissertation towards addressing the problems enumerated in Section 1.2.

o Publication of material outlining the development of the EPC Network architecture,

along with an overview of a web services based implementation and benef,rts of such

a neiwork to supply chain applications whilst also exploring the topic of merging

sensor technology with RFID.

¡ Development of coupling volume theory through experiments and simulations results

to extend it to near field electric fields. The application of coupling volume theory as

an antenna performance metric for comparing the performance of different antennas

and improving antenna performance.

o The use of far field coupling volume theory to consider the feasibility of using

miniatwised (tiny) antennas for UHF RFID applications'

¡ The testing and investigation of large interrogator antenna structures for operation in

the HF region. The development of a large wedge above ground plane antenna

capable of mid field reading distances in view of the relaxed HF RFID regulations in

Europe. The development of empirical results based on Brown and Woodward's

resulis and the author's experimental results to develop an equivalent circuit for large

wedge above ground plane antennas. The analysis of a large loop antenna capable of
reading tags in the mid freld with considerably reduced radiation achieved by

uniformity of current distribution on such alarge loop antenna.

o Investigating factors affecting the development of electrically small RFID label

antennas. Developing a methodology for building antennas for RFID tags' The

development and testing of three antennas for RFID applications, where one is a
small antenna designed for tagging metallic objects.

I
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Investigating turn-on eireuit concepts and, developing, analysing and testing a zero
power turn-on circuit for active RFID labels to increase the lifetime of battery
powered RFID labels.

Investigating and outlining vulnerabilities in low cost RFID systems, the resulting
security threats and privacy violations. Providing a framework for researchers tó
develop solutions for such issues. Developing and outlining a number of practical
solutions to address the aforementioned concerns.

Evaluating the possibility of using metastability and thermal noise for generating
random numbers on RFID readers for secwity mechanisms based on previous work
published on Physical Uncloneable Functions. Evaluate the test results of such a
generator to assess the quality of randomness and the suitability of the generator for
use in RFID interrogators.

Investigating and evaluating the feasibility ofusing MEMS in RFID. A MEMS based
turn-on circuit used for field sensing with an application to theft detection is analysed
and results presented with future directions.

O

o

1.4 ThesisOrganisation

The first chapter of this thesis has provided an insight into various "Auto-fD"
technology and highlited a number of problems that motivated the thesis topics to be
covered. Contributions made towards addressing issues mentioned in Section 1.2 and a list
of publications by the author are covered in this chapter as well. The final section is a small
but important note on notation used used in the discussion that follow.

The following chapters in this dissertation are assembled into three separate but related parts.
The parts are related because they focus on improving performance and developing solutions
and methodologies to solve the problems hindering the widespread adoption of RFID
technology. They are separate because they focus on different aspects of RFID systems
outlined in the problem statements described in Section 1.2.

The frst part of this thesis begins with an introduction to modern networked RFID systems
with the networking aspects covered in Chapter 3. The chapters subsequent to the
introductory formalities being dealt with, focus on optimising the coupling link, and coupling
elements between atag and a reader.

The second part is concerned with vulnerabilities of low cost RFID systems that are expected
to proliferate in consumer goods supply chains and outlines practicable methods of
overcoming such vulnerabilities.

The final part of this work deals with the development of turn-on circuit concepts to improve
the operational life of semi-passive and active labels, and the usefulness of turn-on circuits in
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the construction of an anti-theft tag for high value items. The various parts are explained in

more detail in the sections that follow'

The thesis is concluded with an appendix which describes usefi.rl formulae in the analysis of
the electromagnetic coupling links in RFID systems.

1.4.1 Part One: Electromagnetic Coupling

In order to introduce concepts developed by the Auto-ID Centre, now the Auto-ID

Labs [7], for RFID systems, Chapter 2 provides an overview of the components and

concepts underlying modern RFID systems.

Chapter 3 introduces a modern RFID system as interpreted by the author in its process of
evoiution as an EPC Network along with a number of applications that such a system could

bestow to the world atlarge.

As successful deployment of RFID systems depends on a proper understanding of
electromagnetic coupling between interrogators and labels, a formal statement of the laws of
electrodynãmics is presented in Chapter 4 where they are used to derive boundary conditions

that must be observed where fields interact with materials. The retarded potential solutions of
Maxwell's equations and their utility in developing near and far radiated fields are

developed, especially for infinitesimal electric and magnetic dipoles. Along with transmitting

antenna concepts, near and far field description of electromagnetic fields are presented for

both electrical and magnetic fields. Existing coupling volume theory for near field magnetic

fields is described. Thè existing theory is then extended to formulate the coupling volume

theory for near field electric fields and electricaliy sensitive antennas, thus providing a

comprehensive theory capable of optimising the performance of near field systems that are

either electrically or magnetically coupled.

The influence of electromagnetic compatibility constraints on the choice of operating

frequency and interrogator antenna style is explored in Chapter 5. A number of near field

creãtion structures arel[ustrated, along with a detailed design and analysis of a wedge above

ground plane antenna arrd a large loop antenna and their ability to increase the label

õperation range in the HF region to the near field and far field boundary.

Chapter 6 examines the design of RFID label antennas. The chapter introduces a

metùodology for deveioping tag antennas for RFID labels by presenting the design and

anaþis ofiwo long range, bow tie antenna designs, suitable for tagging cases and pallets.

Chapter 7 of this work identifies the need for electrically small tag antennas' Focus is placed

on developing small antennas for RFID labels, along with small antenna design constraints

and limitations in relation to RFID labels. Tag antennas such as those presented in Chapter 6

will not perform well when used for taggng metallic objects. Antennas for tagging metallic

objects rèquire novel thinking. An antenna design, which is also electrically small, suitable

øi tagging metallic objecti is presented in the same chapter along test results and

performance evaluation of the antenna.
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The coupling volume theory for near field electromagnetic fields is introduced in Chapter 4
while extending the theory to near field electric fields. Chapter 8 illustrates far field coùpling
volume theory. Far field coupling volume theory is then applied to coupling 

- 
link

optimisations, and comparison of antenna performance with the aid of antenna åesþ and
anaþis is presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

1,4.2 Part Two: Vulnerabilities and Solutions

While previous chapters considered the ingredients of RFID systems, it is important to
consider the implications arising from the pervasiveness and the, mass utilisatión of this
technology. Chapter 9 introduces vulnerabilities, leading to both privacy and security
issues, of low cost RFID technology and focuses on challenges that are unique to the
provision of security and privacy to low cost RFID systems. This chapter also irovides a
broad overview of cryptographic tools available for consideration in the pråvision of
security services, and an overview of possible attacks on cryptosystems. Latei sections of
the chapter present a literature review of RFID security schèmes and cryptographic
systems for limited r€source applications, and finally make mention ôi oirìi"g
cryptographic system implementations on limited resource hardware such as RFID
microchips' The ability to provide solutions and to evaluate their effectiveness requires a
simple security model and a framework within which to develop solutions; Chapter l0
considers the latter issues. Chapter 11 proposes a number of solutions for addressing
privacy and security concerns outlined in Chapter 9 and evaluates those solutions for their
merits for low cost RFID based on the framework developed in chapter 10.

Chapter 12 presents a hardware random number generator design evaluated for its usefulness
in RFID readers for the rapid generation of random numbers in the implementation of
security mechanisms outlined in Chapter 11.

1.4.3 Part Three: Tirrn-on Circuits

Chapter 13 provides two concepts for the development of turn-on circuits for semi
passive and active RFID labels based on a turn-on circuit for sensing an electromagnetic
pulse' Both employ diode resonance to address the problem of increasing the battery life of
these high performance labels.

Chapter 14 is an illustration of the fusion of RFID technology and sensor technology for the
creation of more powerflrl applications in the future.

Despite the shortcomings of low cost RFID technology, RFID has the potential to provide
solutions for various problems such as product authentication, anti-counterfeiting and theft
detection. Chapter 14 describes the outcomes of a feasibility analysis to evaluate the
possibility of developing a theft detection sensor using a turn-on ircuit for active RFID
devices based on a MEMS device. It is the author's view that the incorporation of sensors on
RFID tags will become more commonplace in the future and RFID systems will be able to
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benefit from the current enthusiasm, excitement and research outcomes in the Sensor

Network community. However the opposite may also be true.
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1.6 Notational Aspects

The notation and nomenclature used in this dissertation for physical quantities will be

as defined in ISO 1000, [8]. Sinusoidally varying quantities will be represented by peak

(not r.m.s.) value phasors. Lower case variables will be used for instantaneous values of
icalars such as, for example, voltage or current as given in (1.1) for a real time-varying

voltage. Bold calligraphic characters, for example E, D, H, and e, will be used for

instantaneous values of field vectors.

v =v(t). (1.1)

Upper case upright Roman variables, such as V and I will be used for phasors representing

sinusoidally varying scalar quantities, and bold upright Roman characters, such as E, I), H,

and B, willbe used for phasors representing sinusoidaþ varying field vectors.
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Chapt er 2

NET\MORKED RFID SYSTEMS

White there is a googol of information on Radio Frequency Identification systems,

most of which arose in the last decade, it is important to identify concepts ,and operating

princþles that will be discussed in this dissertation and to present the author's views on
'modern 

RFID systems. This chapter will provide an ovewiew, however brief, of a modern

RFID system as perceived and comprehended by the author.
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2.1 RFID Systems Overview

lnterrogator

Figure 2.1 An illusfiation of an RFID system.

A simple illustration of the concept of a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
system is provided in Figure 2.I. Herc, a transmitter of interrogation signals which is
contained within an interrogator, communicates via electromagnetic waves with an
electronically coded label to elicit from the label a reply signal containing useful data
characteristic of the object to which the label is attached. The reply signal is ãetected by a
receiver in the interrogator and made available to a control system.

There is a wide ¡ange of operating principles for such a system 16, g, r0 and 11]. The
gperating princþle and operating frequency are driven princþally by the application of the
labelling system and the constraints provided by electromagnetic compatibifity regulations,
environmental noise, and the ability of fields to permeate a scanned iegion of space or to
penetrate intervening materials.

Over the years a number of RFID systems have evolved with advances in material science,
microelectronics, and fabrication technology. Lrespective of the underlying technology and
the type of labels around which an RFID system is built, (that is, microelectronic lábeh,
surface acoustic wave labels, labels using multiple resonances to encode dataand, so on [6])
all modern RFID system infrastructures can be categorised into three primary components
given below.

1 RFID labels (transponder)

2 RFID label readers or interrogators (transceiver)

3 Backend network (electronic databases)

The rnaterial presented in this thesis will consider RFID systems based on using
microelectronic devices for REID labels.

\

¿
Label r
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2.2 RFID Labels

Generally, a microelectronic RFID label consists of a small microchip with some data

storage and limited logical functionality, and an antenna. The antenna allows the label to

"orrpI" 
to an EM field to obtain power, or to communicate with the reader, or to do both.

Figure 2.2provides an illustration of an IIF and a UHF RFID label'

HF Label UHF Label

Goupling Element

Microchip

å

Figwe2.2 Components of an RFID Label.

RFID labels can be distinguished based on their frequency of operation,

¡ TF'

o HF,
o UHF or
. Microwave

as described in Table 2.1 below

Table 2. I Characteristics of tags based on their frequency of operation'

LF' HF UHF' Microwave

Frequency
Ranges Used 125-I34kJ1z 13.56 MHz

860 MHz- 960
MHz

2.45GHz
5.8 GHz

Data-Transfer
Rates

Low Medium High Very high

Advantages Taç less affected
by metals and
liquids

High data-
transfer rates,
cheaper than
LF tags

Higher data-transfer
rates, cheaper to
manufacture. Less

sensitive to
environmental
detuning.

Very high daø-
transfer rates.
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Disadvantages Low elata-transfer
rate
Tags are expensive
because ofthe
copper required for
larger antennas.

Affected bi,
metals and
liquids

Poor near metals
and liquids

Poor near metals
and liquids. Line
of sight required
for long distance
communication.

Typical
Applications

Access control,
animal tracking

Contactless
smart-cards,
Libraries, and
Access cards.

Item level
tracking.

Item level and pallet
level tacking of
goods in a supply
chain

Electronic toll
collection

Labels may also be categorised based on powering technþes as listed below.

o Passive
o Semi-Passive
¡ Active.

In a primary category of passive systems, the most common operating princþle is that of RF
backscatter or load modulation [10 and 11] in which a powering signal or communication
carrier supplies power or command signals via an HF or UHF link. However, the circuits
within the label operate at the carrier frequency or at a lower frequency, and reply via
sidebands generated by modulation within the label, or by modulation ola portion of the
powering carrier. This approach combines the benefits of relatively good pìopagation of
signals at tIF and UHF and the low power operation of microcircuits af nr õr lower.
Powering at IIHF is employed when a longer interrogation range (several metres) is
requirgd, and HF powering is employed when electromagnetic fields, which exhibit good
material penetration and sharp spatial field confinement are required, or sometimes whèn a
very low cost RFID system imple ntation is desired.

Table 2.2 Comparison of passive, semi-passive and active labels.

Passive labels Semi-Passive labels Active labels

Powering Incident RF signal Battery Battery

Transmission Backscatter Backscatter Powered from a battery

Typical read range 3m-5m(JIIF) 10 m-20 m 1000 m

In the category of active labels, the most coÍrmon objective is to obtain a long range in a
battery-assisted backscatter label. Such labels that use backscatter for reply generationãnd an
onboard battery to power the label's logic circuits are called semi-passive labels, while other
t1'pes of labels called active labels do not use backscatter but instead use a battery for
powering and transmitting requirements. In active RFID labels, power conservation is an
important issue since the lifetime of the labels will be determinèd by the lifetime of the
onboard battery. A simple solution to conserving power is the use of turn-on circuits.
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Chapter 13 of this thesis will examine this issue in more detail. TabLe 2.2 gives a comparison

of the significant characteristics of passive, semi-passive, and active labels'

The data stored on an RFID label can be used to uniquely identiff the object, person or

animal associated with the label. Unique identification requires a unique identifier defined

according to some standard. Among the various identifiers used in different industries, the

EpC [12-and 14], which is a unique product identification code format, is being standardised

for use in RFID applications. An EPC tpicaþ contains information that identifies the

manufacturer of the item to which a tag is attached, the tlpe of item and the serial number of
the item. This information is also refened to as the label ID.

It should be noted that an EPC is one form of a unþe numbering scheme proposed for

RFID applications and is a result of an ongoing eflort to standardise the data format on

labels. thr *id..pread adoption of EPC is a result of its suitability for object identification

in the global supply chain. It has been demonstrated that, through supply chain visibility,

manufaitw"tr, dirtiibntors, retailers and other intermediaries can reduce inventories and

ensure product availability, resulting in tremendous cost savings and increases in

efficiencies. This is currently the largest market for REID technology and the potential cost

savings and efficiencies are the drivers that are propelling RFID technology into the future.

Thus,-throughout this thesis, the author will primarily focus on examples related to the global

r,-tppiy chain, while a closer look at the implications of RFID technology to supply chain

applications is given in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Label to Interrogator Communication

Labels perturb the field created by an interrogator to achieve near or far field, label to

reader communication. However there are similarities and differences in the way

communication is achieved in both the far and the near field by a label antenna.

In near field systems, areader senses the reactive power flowing in the label' A label is able

to control the ieactive power flowing through itself by varying the load across its antenna [6,

10 and 111.

However in the far field, labels cause some of the incident RF energy to reflect back or

scatter. This is referred to as backs catter. Similar to the rnanner in which RFID labels in the

near field varies the load across the label antenna to vary the reactive power, a label in the far

field also varies the load across its antenna to modulate the amplitude and phase of the

backscattered wave. In the far field, variation of a label's load impedance causes an

intentional mismatch between the label antenna and its load. Backscattering a label response

in this rnanner is akin to the label antenna radiatngits own weak signal [6, 10 and 11]'

Variations in the load across a label antenna can be achieved by either switching on and offa
resistor or a capacitor across the label antenna. The particular mechanism used gives rise to

ohmic load modulation and capacitive load modulation, respectively [6, 10 and 11].

I
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In the near field, the real power received by a label is enhanced by using a hlgh quality factor
of the label antenna resonance [10], while the reactive power which flowi inthe iabel is
further amplified above the real power by that same quality factor. Thus the quality factor of
the label antenna increases the effect of the changes in reactive power flowing inthe label.
This is made evident in (4.35) given in Section 4.13.I.

However, in the far field, the power backscattered is not aided by the quality factor of the
antenna where the radiation resistance of the antenna is much larger than the antenna losses.
Such antennas are generally considered lossless and the best that ðan be achieved is to reflect
all the_incident powff back to the intenogator while modulating the amplitude or phase of
the reflected wave in a time varying manner. This is not fully aðhievablá since some power
must be used to power the microcircuits of the label antenna. The latter concepts and
coupling relations in the far field are more coÍprehensively considered in Section 4.i2.3 and
Chapter 8.

2.2.2 EPC Concept

The concept involve_s identiffing objects through a uniquely formatted number kept
on each label as a data field, with associated data, stored in a backend system databasè.
The unique object identif,rer must have a global scope that is capable oi identifting all
objects uniquely and act as a pointer to information stored aboui the object ro-.*h.r"
over the network. The Electronic Product Code @PC) is a scheme designèd for universal
object identification with the associated standards developed by EPcglobal Inc t131. A
binaty representation of the EPC is shown in Figure 2.3 lI4l. The Heãder identifies the
EPC format used by the tag;96-bit, 64-bit or 256-bit while the General Manager Number
identifies an organisational entity. These numbers need to be unique and can be assigned
by a standards body such as EPCglobal Inc. The Object ChsJ is used by a General
Manager to identifu a specific product class. The Serial Number is a unique number within
each Object Class.

It is important for serial numbers to be unique for objects labeled by a particular organisation
within a product class. However, different objects may reuse the samJserial numbérs, as the
difference in product codes will ensure unique identification ofthe product. Hence, the trþlet
of General Manager Number, Object Class, and Serial Number uniquely identifies an objécl

MSB LSB
Header General Manaqer number Obiect Class Serial number

Figure 2.3 Bit level representation of an EpC goneral type identifier format.
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2.2.3 Label Hierarchies

A more recent classification of RFID labels proposed by the former Auto-ID Center is

based on a functional hierarchy. The functional classes have emerged as a result of
discussions between the Auto-ID Centre and sponsor companies [15]. The formulation of a

label class hierarchy permits the development of a range of labels to suit different

application requirements while setting realistic expectations for firnctionality. This is an

important aspect of the development of
functional, operating range, security and pr
application employing RFID technology. Figr
The Class 1 labels wit-h simple read-only EPC data form the backbone of the evolving label

class hierarchy. The following section provides a brief overview of the functional classes.

Figxe2.4 An outline of the label class hierarchy.

Class I
Class I labels provide minimal required functionality. In addition to a read only write

once EPC code, aìabel falling into the Class 1 calegory carries a CRC for transmission

verification, and apassword that is used in the process of label destruction. As a guarantee

of customer privacy, labels can be electronically destroyed before goods are released to the

purchaser atìheir final point of sale (This featwe is available as an option on a Class I taÐ.

òbss I labels are low cost RFID labels that ate typically passive'

The latest standard being ratified by EPCglobal for UI{F RFID communication in the 860

MHz - 930 MI{z band known as Class 1 Generation2 (ClG2), is developed to standardise

the air interface for Class I labels [16].

Class II
EpC labels with additional functionality, such as read-write ability, provision for data

security, privacy, and theft detection ability. Class II labels are likely to be passive with

limited read range.

Class III
Class III labels contain battery support for long-range communications. These labels

may be active or semi passive and may support broadband communication.

Autonomous relaYing RFID labels.

Labels with battery support for longer range.

Labels with additional f unctionality.

Simple read-only labels.
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Class IV
These are active labels capable of peer-to-peer communication with other Class IV

labels utilising the same frequency. Class IV labels are increasingly being viewed as
autonomously networking labels that are able to form ad-hoc wireless net*ork..

In the scheme outlined above, the higher classes exhibit an inheritance of characteristics of
the lower classes; in particular they are all based on the EPC concept. Clearly each class
consists of a set of diverse fi¡nctionalities. For instance, Class tr labels are expected to
possess a multitude of frmctionality on a low cost passive label and this requires careful
attention in defining its specification.

2.2.3.1 A Classless RFID Label Society

The dilemma of diverse functionalities may be resolved by means other than a rigid
hierarchy, as outlined above, by writing standards that allow manufacturers to define ind
extend functionalities without having to revise or continually rewrite standards.

The RFID label will continue to evolve and be more than just an identifier. As put forward in
Chapter 14 the firsion of sensor technology with RFID will create a vibrant and diverse
future for RFID with labels capable of a variety of different functionality in addition to those
related to security and_ with other product specific functions. Given súch a pool of as yet
unimaginable set of infinite capabilities for an RFID label we should not limit ôurselves to an
inheritance based hierarchy that is inflexible.

Instead it is possible to create a classless society where the functionality of a label can be
related to its EPC and defined on a database. It is then possible to cac-he that database in
readers, given that it is relatively small [17]. With this philosophy it is possible for
manufacturers to be creative and define methods for accessingihose tàg ôapabilities.

If however, distinction is required, as it is human nature to classi$r and categorise all that
exists, it is possible to have Class I labels, Class tr Simplex labels (labels wlth read write
memory) and Class II complex labels (labels processing read write memory and unlimited
firnctionality, in theory) [17].

2.3 Interrogators

The readers communicate with the labels using an RF interface. Either a strong energy
storage field in the vicinity ofthe reader antenna, or radiating EM waves, establishã the RF
interface. Communication between a reader and a label proõess may involve interrogating
the label to obtain data, writing data to the label or tranimitting commands to the label so
as to affect its behaviour. The readers consist of their own source of power, processing
capability and an antenna. The general design principle in EPC based fifn sy.t.ms is tõ
off load silicon conplexity of the label to backend systems and to the reader in order that
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the cost of the labels may be kept to a minimum. Thus, readers have ample computing

power and are capable olacting ás proxies to perform computationally intensive tasks for

iUn hbels. However, increasingly in pursuit of low cost readers, reader architectures are

being simplified to manage cost-and cõmplex tasks are being pushed further back to the

backend systems. A more detailed look at interrogators can be found in [21].

2.4 Back-End Systems

The readers are generally connected to a backend database for storing collected data

for processing. The elãctronic databases are used to collect data aggtegated through readers

and the electronic database software uses the data for various purposes'
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Figure 2.5 A high level illustration of the interactions between RFID components [6].

The interaction of the components outlined above, the backend network architecture and the

flow of data within an EPC based RFID systerr¡ is discussed at length in Chapter 3.

2.5 Anti-Collision

An important aspect of an RFID system is being able to read multiple labels in a
relatively sûort period of time as in any realistic system there is likely to be more than one

label. Implementing such plurality of reading requires a means of overcoming collisions

between iabel replies (refer to Figure 2.6). Here the term 'collision' is used to imply the

resulting signal interference from two or more tags replying simultaneously. A collision

generally rãsufts in a failed communication. of anti-collision

ãqotith-r used to implement such plurality of the occu:rence of

"olliriottt. 
These algorithms are embedded in mult ols'

rl
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read range

Figtre 2.6 Tag reply collision.

The anti-collision methods used in RFID systems are similar to multiple access
communication conflict resolution or detection methods used in various conrputer networks
such as Carrier Sense Multþle Access (CSMA) [18]. However RFID anti-collision methods
are constrained by limited computational power, memory and power constraints of an RFID
label' Anti-collision methods used in RFID must consider the wireless and ad hoc nature of
RFID networks along with the necessity to recover from sudden power loss, as is the case
with passive RFID systems.

There are a wide variety of anti-collision algorithms. The vast majority of existing anti-
collision methods are time-domain methods which are either determinisiic or probabilistic
schemes. The most widely used deterministic methods are based on the binary tree walking
protocol while most probabilistic methods are based on Slotted Aloha [19]. ihese schemei
are intended to reduce the occurrence of multiple simultaneour r"sponrei from tags to a
reader query.

In addition to the feature which reduces the frequency of collisions, the capacity to detect
collisions is a powerfirl addition to an anti-collision algorithm. Most cãmmonly used
techniques rely on line coding schemes. When simultaneously transmitted signals, even of
different strengths, coded by line coding schemes, interfere they will always bJdemodulated
by an interrogator attempting to decode a demodulated signal from an RFID label. However
an interrogator attempting to decode those signals may fail due to the decoding process
producing an invalid symbol as a result of the t¡ipe of line coding scheme used byihe tag to
interrogator communication. Level coding schemes such as NRZ and RZ coding sch"-es *e
example schemes where collisions will not cause a resulting invalid symbol at the
interrogator during the decoding process, while the Manchester 

"óOitrg 
technique and other

transition coding techniques allow collision detection by preventing the propei decoding of
the received signal at the interrogator [6] by the resulting invalid symbols ittuf -ay occw as a
result of a collision.

With two messages ofunsynchronised bit periods, the level codes will decode to some valid
symbol (even though they are not the syrnbols in either message), but transition codes might
lose or develop transitions in the middle of presumed bit intervals and produce invalid
symbols (dissimilar to those present in either message). Nevefheless it shouid be noted here
that.when a weak tagto interrogator signal collides with a strong tagto interrogator signal
no line coding scheme will allow the detection of a collision. Insteaã the strong sþalwill
tend to mask the weak signal.
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While CRC codes appended to communication between readers and tags are not part of the

anti-collision algoriilun or a collision detection method, due to the properties of CRC codes,

it is possible to detect a possible collision using CRCs irrespective of the properties of the

Hne ôoding scheme. It is important to stress the word 'possible', since a weak tag reply and

thus a poJr signal to noise iatio in the received reply from a tag may also cause an invalid

CRC. In the event atagreply to an interrogator is correctly decoded (but the reply is not that

intended from either one of th" tags attempting to communicate simultaneously), the CRC

calculated on the reply may not match that part of the message interpreted at the CRC. This

is because the CRC itielf may have been inconectþ decoded or in the event the CRC is that

which was sent by one of thetags it may not match that calculated by the interrogator for the

received message.

In addition to the collision between label responses, applications requiring readers to operate

in close proximity to other readers can cause the interrogation signals from one reader to

interfere with signals from other readers [20]. There are several instances where readers can

be the source of a collision.

A simple scenario is when an interrogation signal froT 1 nearby reader interferes with a

weak rþþ from a tag outside the read range ofthe interfering reader during an interrogation

of that OgAV anotheireader in the read range of the tag. Such a problem can be mitigated by

using Frelquáncy Division Multiple Access (FDMA), as has been demonstrated by the C1G2

protãcol itOl *ni"n ca[s foi the spectral separation of tag replies from the reader

iransmission fr.q,r.r"y, while readers ihemselves operate at a number of different channels

in the allocated band.

Another situation may arise resulting ntagconfirsion when multiple readers simultaneously

attempt to read the côntents of a tag within their tag read range. Such a collision can cause

the rnisinterpretation of the reader communication resulting in an incorrect reply or a

complete faillure to reply because the command can not be decoded. In such a situation, a

"u1ai", 
sensing scheme may be utilised to prevent concr¡:rent access to a tag by nearby

readers [18 and 21].

read range

ReaderA Reader B

Figwe2.7 A practical interrogator arangement where carrier sensing can fail.
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However, using earrier sensing becomes a difficult issue if the reader antcnnas are
directional as it is often the case with practical implementations. Hence a reader may not
detect the RF f,reld of another active reader because both reader antennas are not in the RF
field created as a result of beam forming to increase antenna gain. While it is possible for a
tag to be in read range of both readers as illustrated in Figure 2.7, the RF field ãf tn readers
may not be detected by either reader antennas. When such a phenomenon occurs, the
commands or queries from different readers collide and the resulting signal will cause the
misinterpretation of the intended reader communication. Since tags themselves are made
simple, to control costs, they can not be expected to participatã and aid in a collision
avoidance scheme.

In addition to the phenomenon discussed above, tag collisions, reader collisions, noise fiom
other readers and tags, and echo oftag replies and reader replies has lead to the observation
of phantom tags. In this situation, a reader reports an EPC of a tagthat does not exist in its
tag reading range. However the C1G2 protocol was postulated with the idea of eliminating
the phenomenon of ghost reads by the following mechanisms:

¡ Tags must respond to a reader within a short time frame, so that responses that do not
fall into this time frame are eliminated.

' Tags transmit a preamble with every transmission. A preamble is a predefined signal
sequence that the reader expects from a valid tag signal. This reduces the likelihãod
of a noise comrpted tag signal being interpreted as a valid tag by a reader

' Th9 reader performs a validation check of the EPC, to confirm if the reply contains a
valid preamble. This is achieved by checking that the data received ôonforms to a
valid EPC format as defined in the tag data specification [14].

The reader then performs a third validation check to ensure the number of bits
received in the response is the same as that reported by the tag. Any mismatch results
in the reader discarding the response.

Finally the reader performs a CRC check on the data received to check for bit effors.

2.6 ConclusÍon

There are complex hardware devices (labels and readers) and software that bundle
together to form an RFID infrastructure. Wide scale adoption of this technology requires
an overall reduction in the cost of these devices. Thus, there is a great deal ofinterest in
low cost RFID technology, which essentially involves reducing the õost of RFID labels.

There is a variety of RFID devices desþed for various applications. The Auto-ID Centre
has taken a modular approach to accommodate this ãiverse application base and
technological possibilities. The EPC concept and the Class structure are a result of this
modular thinking.
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Class I and Class II labels fall into the low cost end of the RFID label hierarchy. The

microcircuits of these classes are extremely resource scarce with only hundreds of bits of
storage and only thousands of gates available for logic functions. These circuits are desþed
with strict limits onpower consumption and cost'

This chapter has provided a brief introduction to a very broad subject area but with a

number of references where further information can be obtained' While the RF

identification aspects are cofilmonly discussed in literature there is generally very little

information regârding the backend infrastructure vital to the formulation of a modern

RFID system. ttt. fotlo*ing chapter will elaborate on the integration of backend_systems

to RFI| technology, developed under the original vision of a 'Networked Physical

World".
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Chapt er 3

EPC NET\MORK ARCHITECTURE

The concept of a "Networked Physical World" originatedfrom the Auto-ID Center,

now called the Àuto-ID Labs [26]. Such a "World" can be realised with the combination

of an automatic identification technologt and a ubiquitous computer network that will glue

ihe physical world together. Low cost RFID (Radio Frequency ldentffication) technologt

can- automate identification of physical objects by providing an interface to link a vast

number of objects to the digital domain. Thus, RFID as the enabling technologt has paved

the way jorwardfor the crèafion of a "Networked Physical World". The ability to form a

ubiquiîius item identification network has a wide range of applications including

autàmafion of manufacturing and supply chain management. The previous chapter

provided a Uiie¡ overview of RFID systems. This chapter describes the backend system
-components 

formulating a ilistributed ubiquitous item identification network enabled by

the development of automatic identification provided by RFID technologt, and examines

the flow o¡ tog dàta, once obtained by an interrogator. The implementation of such an

architecture using a web services based model, ss well as the impact of the network on

supply chain applications, is also investigated'
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3.1 Introduction

The roots of the architecture to build a ubiquitous item identification network
originated at the former Auto-ID Center, now called the Auto-ID Labs [26]. Further
development of that network and the process of standardtzation of issues rètut"¿ to that
networþ are currently managed by a number of working groups at EPCglobal Inc [13].

The Auto-ID Center vision was to create a "Smart World" by building an intelligent
infrastructure linking objects, information, and people through a ubiqu-itous computer
network. The creation of the intelligent infrastructure demanded the abilityio identify objects
automatically and uniquely with the backbone of infrastructure providêd by a uúiqoitorrt
conputing system leveraging the Internet for global connectivity. The compónents ø.mi"g
the intelligent infrastructure are conìmonly referred to as an EpC Network where the term
EPC (Electronic Product Code) is a result of the unique object identification scheme
eîlployed by the system. This new infrastructure enables object-cenhic computing that will
allow universal coordination ofphysical resowces through remote monitoring andãontrol by
both humans and machines.

The availability of a Networked Physical World system connecting physical objects to the
Internet will have an immediate and profound impact on supply chain management, home
automation and manufacturing automation. However, such infrastructwe needs to be cost
effective to allow its feasibility and large scale adoption.

The EPC Network is assembled from many building blocks representing a number of
fundamental technologies and standards. The EPC Network archiiecture hãs continued to
evolve with technology since its inception. Current developments in the EPC Network are
based on an N-tier service oriented architecture and have been published, n 1271.

3.1.1 N-tier Service Oriented Architecture

Contrary to the component based EPC Network a¡chitecture developed initially by the
Auto-ID Center, the more modern version is based on an N-tier architeiture [28] with an
emphasis on defining interfaces. The interfaces define the required standard functionalities
and methods by which optional functionalities can be accessed rather than defini¡g
components and their associated functionalities. The benefits of such architecture are
many; primarily the modularrty of the software and the standardised interfaces allows
various components to be purchased from different suppliers. Thus, in addition to
conplexity reduced by modularity, there is also a strong business case for supporting the
current architecture of the EPC network. The definition of standard interfaces will easè the
process of compliance certification with standards.

The N-tier service oriented architecture approach l28l fits naturally with an object oriented
modelling of the architecture because objects encapsulate information and state while
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offering fi:nctionalities through their interfaces. The modules also have a loose coupling due

to the 
-independence of diffãrent modules. This reduction in dependency implies that the

system is easier to manage and enhance.

The EpC Network a¡chitecture is built around a loosely coupled and interoperable system of
modules. Many of the concepts for this architecture come from the conceptual architecture

called service-oriented architecture (SOA) [2 8].

'Web services ate one method of implementing the SOA over standardised protocols and

interfaces. There is a strong tendency and a technological trend driving the EPC network

architecture towards a web services based SOA.

The following Section presents the system architecture and technologies of the ubiquitous

item identifiõation network @PC Network) and provides a seamless architectwe for

extending the local area EpC Networks to a wide area infrastructure while the later Sections

include in application of such a network. The chapter is concluded with an investigation of
the impact ïf tn" EPC Network on its most revolutionary application; supply chain

management.

3.2 EPC Network

The EpC Network can be described as an intelligent ubiquitous infrastructure that

automatically and seamlessly links physical objects to the global lnternet. The network of
physical objócts is achieved by integrattng atag, or an RFID label, into each object. The

ryit"* neiworks objects sãadessly by communicating with these labels using

interrogators at suitábry pbced locations, for example: RFID portals; handheld

intenolators; and potentiatlty, eventuaþ for some tags, continuously throughout the

environ-ment by a nètwork oireaders. Interrogators collect data from tagged objects. The

RFID labeled óbjects communicate an EPC code to a reader and thus identiff themselves

as a unique entity. The data originating from the network of readers is passed to backend

systems ihat control and collect data while providing service layer functionalities.

Figure 3. 1 An Overview of an EPC Network.

Tags

Tags

Tags
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An illustration of the components constituting the EPC Network is shown in Figure 3.1
where the arrows indicate the flow of data from tags to the network support systeniand the
flow ofcontrol and data back to the readers and tags.

EPC Networks are sþificantly different from more traditional computer networks in the
sense that the flow of data and information is from many nodes (RFIb tags) at the edge of
the network towards a number of central servers. In nFlo networks, read-eís detect certain
events or readers query RFID labels to obtain event data and forward the resulting
information to backend applications or servers. The application systems then respond tó
these. events and application processes orchestrate tions such as ôrdering
additional products, sending theft alerts, raising harmf.rl chemicals or
replacing fragile components before failure.

The EPC Network can be separated into six primary modules, some physicaf some logical:
(1) RFID løgs, Q) RFID tag readers, (3) Epc, (a) the Application tevèl Ëvent (ALE) Eãgine
systems, (5) Object Name Service (ONS), and (6) EPC Information Service (EPCISi. Figure
3.2 shows the struchre of a typical EPC Network where readers communicaie with tags-and
then capture that information to be passed up the information chain to be utilised by the
service layers for various applications.

The EPC Network shown in Figure 3.2 is a local area EPC Network akin to a LAN. This
model captures the architecture of the system at a local site, company or organizalion, or a
private network. Nonetheless, local EPC Networks can be linked- togetlier through the
aheady established backbone ofthe Internet to achieve a global flow of information and data
to extend the reach and the usefulness of the EPC Network. Figure 3.3 illustrates such
architecture where a global public ONS system may be used to cõnnect public local area
EPC Networks. The subject of ONS is considered in Section 3.5.

Fig.ue 3.2 The modular struchlre of a local area EpC Network.
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Figure 3.3 Wide area EPC Network overview'

There are ongoing collaborative efforts to standardise the interfaces linking the modules

outlined in Figure 3.2by thevarious actions groups of EPCgloba\ andthe Auto-ID labs, to

achieve interoperability and to allow hardware and software vendors to be able to compete in

a fatr and open mari<et in the supply of technology and equipment to establish EPC

Networks. Frgure 3.4 below identifies the interface layers being standardised by EPCglobal.

Figure 3.4 EPC Network architecture interfaces'
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3.3 RFID Components

Tle RFID aspects of the EPC Network consist of RFID tags, readers and the unique
identifier formatted by the EPC. These modules of the network have been discusseûin
Chapter 2.

It sufftces to note here that a very advanced version of a ubiquitous reader network will
allow continuous tracking and identification of physical objects. Reader anays can, in
principle, be fabricated and integrated in floor tiles, carpeting, shelf structures, cabinets and
appliances. Similarly to cellular phone grids, the reader network may provide seamless and
continuous communication to tagged objects. A data collection and control system must
support the reader network to enable efficient use of the continuous, or at least very frequent,
object communications.

3.4 AppHcation Level Event (ALE) Engine

An ALE Engine system is a middleware system providing real time processing of
RFID tag event data. Conceptualþ an ALE Engine occupies, as shown in Fìgure ¡.5, the
space between a Reader (or multþle Readers) and the application systems. Networked
ALE Engine systems form a framework to manage and react to events generated by tag
reads by interrogators. The ALE Engine passes requests from the applications to the
reader(s) and receives unique tag identifiers and possibly other data lòm sensors, and
passes that information to the applications.

ALE Engine

Figure 3.5 Architecture of an ALE Engine System and its interaction with EPC Network components, EPCIS
and Readers.

ALE ENGINE SERVICES
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The ALE Engine has several fundamental functions integrated into its design, some of which

are datafilteiing of received rag and sensor data, aggregation and counting of tag data and

accumulation oidutr over time periods. These fundamental f,rnctions are required to handle

the potentiaþ large quantities of data that RFID systems are capable of generating through

cont^inuous intenogation of tags. For instance, ALE Engines enable local applications to state

the sþificutt . õf specific data obtained from RFID tags (for instance a record of
temper-ature variations over a time period) and to report accumulated data using a standard

ønnat defined by an )C\dL schema (an existing )OvfL schema definition can be for:nd in

[29]). The ALE Engine framework may also implement an application specific XML schema

ir"ðir ur that more õuited towards a specific sensor application) or a number of such schemas

to allow the capture and reporting of physical world events and measurements.

The ALE Engine possesses two primary interfaces that allow it to communicate with

external systems: the Reader Interface and the Application Level Event Interface. The former

provides an interface between the ALE Engine and Readers, and the latter between the ALE
^nngine 

and external applications [29]. An ALE Engine is composed ofmultiple ALE Engine

SÑices, each with théir own functionality. The ALE Engine Services can be visualised as

modules in the ALE Engine. These modules can be combined to perform certain frrnctions

for specific applications. Hence one or more applications may make method calls to the ALE

Engine t..,ritiog in an operation being performed (collection and return of temperature

..uditrg. from aiensor) and the return of results. Other than ALE Engine Services.interacting

with e;ch other to perform certain tasks, ALE Engine Services can also interact with services

such as the EPC Information Service (EPCIS) to provide services for the framework of
global applications (the EPCIS will be considered in detail in Section 3.6). Figure 3'5 shows

a conceptual architecture ofthe ALE Engine system.

Event management is a primary service provided by ALE Engine services. A common event

-uoug"*.rri firnction ii filtering, which is particularly usefi.rl in situations where there is

heaÇdata traffic. For example, readers may read data coming in from multiple RFID tags

..p"át"dly. Not all the datafrom all the tags may be of interest to an application. Filtering of
that datatan eliminate information that is either redundant (multiple reads of the same data),

or that is not required (tags read but not of interest to that application), from reaching an

application.

3.4.L EPC Data Encapsulation and Reporting

The EPC serves as a reference to information. However, the storage, transport and

description of that information requires a structured and universal vessel that can be easily

underitood, stored and transported across the Internet. Previously the Auto-ID Center

defined thePhysical Mark-uplanguage (PNtr-) (PNtr- Core specitication 1.0, Sept. 2003)

to encode captured object information. However, recent developments have retreated from

such a rigidly defined schema to the characterization of two instances: Escape and

ECReporrs instances using a standard )OvIL depiction [29]. Thus requests to the ALE

Engine are sent as Escape object while data from the ALE Engine is returned as an

uCneports object. The core )OylL schemas for these objects are defined with extensions
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and rulcs to accommodate application or manufacture specific )G,{L schema (süch as ihat
suited for a specific sensor application) or a number of iuch schemas to allow the capture
and reporting of physical world events and measurements.

The core )OVIL schema is tailored specifically to describing common athibutes of physical
objects and observables, such as the expiry date, manufacture date, weight, or the time an
object was seen at a specific location. )OvfL core does not interpret the ãata that it handles
nor does it promise a universal means for encoding structured information. The )OvfL
schema definition is rigid, simple and all the elements can be understood easily because of
the use of long descriptive tag names which increase human readability and heþ to avoid
mistakes in the interpretation and the understanding of dat4 and how that data is to be
handled.

3.5 Object Name Service

The functionality provided by the ONS system is similar to the services provided by
the Domain Name System (DNS); however instead of translating host ttutir.. to their
underlying IP addresses for user applications, ONS translates an ÈpC into URL(s). The
Object Name Service (ONS) in an EPC Network identifies a list of service endpoints
associated to the EPC and does not contain actual data related to an EPC. These service
endpoints can then be accessed over a network [30].

The ONS firnctions like a "reverse phone directoqy'' since the ONS uses a number @pC) to
retrieve the location of EPC data from its databases. The ONS is based on existùg DNS
systems and thus queries to, and responses frorr¡ ONS adhere to those specified in the DNS
standards (RFC 1034: Domain names, Conceps and facilities). This can be observed in the
oNS resolution process outlined in Table 3.1. However, unlike the DNS, oNS is
authoritative, that is the entity that retians control over the information about the EpC placed
onthe ONS is the same entitythat assþed the EpC to the item.

Encoded EPC Encoded EPC

EPC RI 3

URL of EPCIS Server

EPC
Domain Name

4
Records

Figure 3.6 An overview of an ONS system functionality [3 l]

Contacting
EPCIS Server

7NAPTR

RFID TAG

ONS SERVER
INFRASTRUCTURE
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Table 3.1 Outlines a description of the object name resolution process illusûated in Figure 3.6.

1

2

J

Example:
essuming that the EPC is of a 96 bit goreral identity type [14] and the following binary

sfing is r-eturned. This bit string represents an EPC encoded in the form identified in

Fig*.2.3 where the first 8 bits form the header, the next 28 bits the general manager

number, followed by a24bit object class and the last 36 bits are the serial number.

(00 1 1 0 1 0 1 0000000000000000000000000 1 0 0000000000000000000 1 1 000

processes.

Example:
(00110101 000000000000000000000000010 00000000000000000001 1000

software is able to manipulate the EPC codes independent of any tag level encoding

scheme, thus allowing software systems to teat the EPC data in a uniform manner,

irrespective of how they are formed or obtained. All URIs are represe,nted as Uniform

Refere,nce Names (URNÐ using the st¿ndard format defined in RFC2141 using the URN

Namespace epc.
Example:

For an EPC general identifier the LIRI rçresentation is as follows:

urn: epc : id. gid . GeneralManager$umber - obj ectclass - serial$umbe
t
In the above representation the Genetal%anagerMumber, Ob j ectClass and the

SeríalMumberrefer to the fields identified in Figure 2-3[14].

binary forrnA reader interrogates a tag and obtains the EPC

network applicationThe EPC obtained (as a binary number) is passed to the

formtoprovide a means by whichThe EPC then converted into IIRI

000000000000000000000000000 1 1 00 I

000000000000000000000000000 1 1 00

NAPTR record for that domain can be issued. In the event that the local ONS can not

respond, the request is sent to the global ONS server infrasfucture.

Remove urn:epc
Example:

[id:gid:2.24.400]
Remõve serial number, since resolution down to the serial number level is not undertaken

by the ONS and the resolution process stops at the Object Class level. This is apractical

implementation as resolution to such granular level adds both complexities, cost and

raises questions regarding the scalability ofthe architecture.

Example:

lid:gid:Z.241
Invert the string (replace ':' with '.')
Example:

pa.2.gid.idl
Append ".onsq)c.coml'
Example:

[ 24.2. sid.id. onsepc. coml

a query in the form of a DNS querY for aURI is converted domain name form so

4
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5

rnany services that are provided for the Obj ectCl.ass and
GenerafManagerNumber in the ONS query.
Example:
In the example the list of uRLs returned relate to the Genera J%anagerMumber2
andthe ObjectCJass24.

ls.

The ONS server infrastructure generate a set of URLs that point to one or

6
depending on the application type and need.
Example:

NAPTRrecord applicationThe correct is picked and

is.wsdlfoo.

7

Example:
In the example the application system can examine the wsdl file to obtain the desired
service and then using the information provided therein contact that service.
[htp://www.foo.com/GetAppearancesByEpc] - Returns events for the specified
EPCl29t.

The application system contacts the desired service.

Figure 3.6 shows the overview of an ONS systemwhere an EPC encoded in an RFID label is
read by an RFID reader, where obtaining information associated with the EPC involves the
resolution of the EPC through a query of the local ONS server to obtain a location of an
appropriate application layer service (such as that provided by an EPCIS). In the event that
the local ONS server is unable to satisff the requests it is forwarded to a global ONS server
infrastructure for resolution (the details of an EPC resolution process are outlined in Table
3.1).

The backbone of the ONS server infrastructu¡e is an ONS Root providing a general manager
id level (refer to Section 2.2.2) nameserver. The administration of thJ Rõot ONS server,
according to current proposals, will be carried out by EpCglobal Inc.

The ONS needs to resolve to a greater depth than an IP address. An IP address is only
sufftcient to discover a location but it is not sufficient to locate a particular service needed by
an application. It is possible to serve one service at each IP address and avoid the
corrplications in the resolution process. Alternatively an IP address may host a number of
other services. In a scenario where multiple services are provided at a specific IP address, the
ONS will need to resolve down to a unþe URL with the exact path and name of the service
(such as a service provided by an EPCIS).

A challenging aspect of the resolution process is the ability to select the required URL since
a list of URLs corresponding to a particular EPC may be returned by thá ONS server (as
shown in step 5). The format of the choices returned by ONS is defined in the Namùg
Authority Pointer (NAPTR). The complete defìnition of NAPTR can be found in t301. Iã
essence, NAPTR is a collection of information that points to a location on the World V/ide
web when only a IIRI is provided. The NAPTR is formatted as shown below.

Order Pref Flags Service Regexp lReplacement
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In a NAPTR, the URL is located in the [Regexp] field while [Order], [Pref] (Preference), and

tFlags] are used to state the preference order of a list of URLs. fservice] is used to speciSr

inr iyp. of service that is offered at the UR[, such as an EPCIS. The fReplacement] field is

not úse¿ for EPC Network pu{poses while the [Flag] field is set to 'u' to indicate that the

fRegexp] field contains aURI [30].

It should be noted here that the ONS does not resolve queries down to the level of fully

serialised EPCs. The depth of the query stops at the Object Class level (product type) of the

EPC. The architectural and economic implications of specifying an ONS request to the serial

number level was still an open issue at the time of compiling this chapter [30]. Thus queries

directed at the serial number level must be resolved by the service locations obtained from

the ONS query. A proposal for such a service is outlined as part of the EPCIS module in

Section 3.6.

3.6 EPC Information Service

EPC Information Service (EPCIS) is the gateway between any requester of
information and the databases containing that information. It primarily responds to queries

from authorised entities that are expressed in a standard format; however the internal

storage of that data within the databases may be in any format or standard. The EPCIS is

the ';ínterpreter" communicating between database(s) and application(s) and provides a

standardised interface to the rest of the EPC Network for accessing EPC related

information and transactions.

Retrieve Web
servtces

¡nformetion

Update service
descr¡ption and

location

Databases Databases

Figure 3.7 Interaction between EPCIS, ONS and external applications.

A possible interface for an EPCIS can be implemented by adopting web services technology'

Web services technology based interface allows applications in the wider area network to

utilise services providèd by local EPC Information Services using a remote method

invocation puraOigm (refer to Figure 3.7). Such an architecture has the advantage of
leveraging standar¿ised )C\dL messaging frameworks, such as that provided by SOAP

Use sery¡ce

oNs
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(Simple Object Access Protocol), and a description of thc av. ailable services defined in terrns
of a WSDL (Web Services Descrþtion Language) file. Hence an application requiring
information is able to access a WSDL file which has a description of the available service
methods, the required input and output parameters to the methods and information to invoke
those methods.

EPCIS provides a model for the integration of RFID networks across the globe. However it
is important that EPCIS provides a secure communication layer so that local EPC Networks
can retain the authority to determine access to information. WS-Security 132] is a candidate
proposal for enhancing web services secwity that describes enhancements to SOAp
messaging to provide message integrity and message confidentiality while proposed
architectural extensions to the existing WS-Security profile [33] could prwide u"."ir control
as well as a federated security model for EPCIS.

Information about a particular EPC may be spread across a number of local networks (in the
event of a supply chain application an object will pass through a number of physical
locations, for instance manufacturers, distributors and retailers). The ONS does not resolve to
the serial number level of the EPC and the DNS technology upon which the ONS is based
also does not allow the fine grain resolution down to serial number levels. Resolution down
to serial EPC level (to a specific object) is handled by the EPCIS Discovery Service (EpCIS-
DS).

EPCIS-DS is best described as a "search engine" for EPC related data [30]. EPCIS-DS
provides a method for custodians of a particular RFID tag datato update a register within the
EPCIS-DS to indicate thatthat they are in possession of data related to an EPC. The register
may contain a list of EPCIS LIRLs where such information may be obtained [34]. However
unlike the ONS, the Discovery Service is not authoritative about information that it may
contain regarding an EPC.

3.7 An EPC NetworkApplication

Raw
mater¡al

supplle6
Dlstributors WholesaleF Reta¡lsrs

:Ê

-^-:løl
:.Ê
:Ê
:Ê

Ê Ê

Ê
ñ

DIRECT
LOCAL

PRODUCT ON
PROCESSES

Figure 3.8 A very simple supply chain model
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Figure 3.8 shows an example of a simple supply chain_ model. The manufacturer is

linked io ,u* material suppliers, production factories, distributors and some direct sales

customers. The goods flow is from the manufacturer to distributors and then to

wholesalers. The goods then flow from wholesalers to retailers, and then to consumers. In
reality, multiple linkages or relationships are present, and the distribution system is much

*or.'óo1¡pl& than that shown in Figure 3.8. However, the simple model in Figure 3.8 is

adequate to demonstrate a use case scenario'

Figure 3.9 EPC Network utilisation'

Each party in this simple model, except for the consumets, is linked to the flow of goods

through a wide area EPC network infrastructure. In a supply chain utilizing RFID technology

a11 trãnsactions including individual consumer purchases can be automated. In such an

application the a¡chitecture ofthe EPC Network at each party is illustrated in Figure 3.9.

3.8 Supply Chain Management

RFID technology allows transactions to be automatically recorded and inventory

levels to be updated in real time. When a customer purchases a product from a retailer, the

RFID tag attachedto the product will be scanned. The local system of the retailer will be

informed of the current siatus of the product (i.e. product sold). If the stock level of the

product has reached a critical level business logic systems at the local system can

ãutomatically send a pgrchase order to the wholesaler. The wholesaler, upon receiving the

order requert Ao* that retailer, will automatically check through its inventory for stock

availability. If the stock level is sufficient, the goods will then be dispatched to the retailer.

If the stock level is low, either before or after the goods are dispatched, the wholesaler can

place an order to the distributor automaticaþ. A similar process will occur between the

manufacturer and the distributor and the manufacturer and its raw material suppliers.
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However- if shoulrl he note¿l here fhqf fhe EÞñ ¡attttntl'.-^,;^^. t^ -^+ ^tt^.-, ^.^ ^-.+^*-rr^ úvr v ¡vwo sv ltvL tltt\J w ctll ç^L\tllil,l
party to influence the collection of data without a prior contractual agreement.

The real time visibilrty into the supply chain allows the dynamic transfer of supply and
demand information along the supply chain and thus prevent what is termed the "buliwhip
effect" with the consequence of considerable savings to businesses and improved services to
consumers [35]. Visibility provided by RFID technology allows the organisations along the

PPply chain to adjust rapidly to meet market conditions without ih. b*d.n of large
inventories to meet a foreseeable demand thatmay or may not occur.

Automating inventory control and smart supermarket shelves 136] will also ensure product
availability and dramatically reduce customers lost to 6n.itr"s.s through þroduct
unavailability.

The EPC Network provides the ability to capture an instance ofthe supply chain in real time.
Enterprise applications exploiting knowledge based architectures can utilise the events
stream collected from an EPC network to adjust business processes to minimise cost and
increase ef,ficiency while perhaps noti$ring managers when cìitical events occur.

Below are a few scenarios depicting how the EPC Network can enhance and bring about
further improvements to supply chain logistics.

3.9 solutions to Grey-Market Activity and counterfeiting

Products falling into grey-markets have been one of the main issues that are of much
concem in some industries, such as the pharmaceutical industry. One scenario where grey-
market goods appear is in the re-importation into a particulai country of products which
were previously exported from that country, at prices far below thosé ruhng in the
domestic market of the exporting nation. These export prices may be for variousleasons,
including subsidies, are below the domestic prices. Some operators illegally import
products back to the country of origin, where substantial profits cãn be made by setting the
products at the higher domestic price.

^
,/ñ{

DISTRIBUTORS WHOLESALER RETAILERS

Figwe 3.10 Counterfeit goods detection.
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Product authenticity is also of concern to consumers. For example, in the pharmaceutical

industry, most high value drugs are illegally manufactured by various manufacturers. Many

of these products have the same potency as the authentic product, but some provide no

benefit, o-, *otr", cause harrn The ability of the EPC network to track and trace a product

throughout the supply chain can prevent the entry of illegal counterfeits'

Figure 3.10 shows one possible data flow in an EPC enterprise system to fighl grey-market

distribution. 'When 
a product is sold and the EPC is recorded at the point of sale; 1) the local

EPC Network will sánd a request to the manufacturer to check the validity of that particular

item; 2) the manufacturer, upon receiving the request, will make an enquiry to its
distribuíors; 3) the distributor, with the record of that product, will make an enquiry to its
wholesalers ; 4) fhe same situation repeats between wholesaler and retailer. If a valid supply

path exists for that product, the product is validated. Grey-market goods will not pass this

èxamination and an alert can be sent to the appropriate authorlty in such a scenario.

For product authentication, a party such as the retailer will only need to send a request to the

manufacturer. The manufacturer can check the EPC received with its database. The

manufacturer will be able to validate that the product was indeed manufactured and is

currently available at a specific location in the supply chain. The retailer will also be able to

check for multiple sale records to ensure that the item label was not obtained from a

previously sold item. Thus the ability to track and trace provide an electronic history of the

item throughout its life cycle through the supply chain and thus help prevent counterfeiting

and the re-iale of goods in grey markets. The term "electronic pedigree" has been coined to

label the electronic history of an item's life throughout the supply chain.

However such a simple solution may not be sufficient when dealing with counterfeit tags

introduced into the supply chain and other appropriate solutions need to be contemplated.

Such issues related to security are considered in more detail in Chapter 9, Chapter 10, and

Chapter 11.

3.L0 Product Recall and Other improvements

Apart from the obvious advantages of supply chain visibility and the reduction in

labour needed to check and scan shipments to confirm that the correct goods were

received, there are many other advantages arising from the use of EPC Networks. These

include, amongst many others, easy and efficient product recall and the convenient

identification olreturned or rejected goods, at all levels of the supply chain, from retailer

back to manufacturer.

The most significant ofthe above application is product recall. It is possible to flag each EPC

of a producidestined for recall, and such products reaching each location of the supply chain

can be detected and removed from the supply chain.
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3.L1 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced and elaborated on the technology and on the concepts of
the EPC Network. An application of the network to supply chain management wai also
illustrated with a brief outline of how the services provided can be implemented leveraging
the existing technologies provided by web services tools and standards.

The EPC Network is still a concept under development. The frrnctionality of the EPC
Network can be summarised as providing the linkages between all physical objects with
RFID tags, the management of the vast volume of data generated by readers and the
provision of a universal query system for accessing and sharing information that describes
objects over the Internet for access by remote services.

With a clear understanding of a modern RFID systen¡ it is possible to focus on addressing
various technical issues. The following chapter will illuminate the electromagnetic concepts
that need to be understood when dealing with RFID technology and provide and extend the
electromagnetic theory of coupling volume useful for analysing and improving the
performance of RFID systems.
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IChapter 4

ELECTROMAGNETICS AND

COUPLING

In optimising the pedormance of passive KFID labels, the most important issues

governing their pmcticit applications are related to the levels of environmental noise and

the strength of the electromagnetic coupling links.

Electromagnetic coupling relations explore the concepts behind powering up of labels.

There arã number of electromagnetic issues to consider and understand before

performance improvements can be made to RFID systems. However, beþre such an
^unâerstanding 

"on 
be developed it is important to review and comprehend some of the

basic principles of electromagneticfields and waves'

This chapter will provide an outline of Maxwell's electromagnetic laws, and th-eir ffict
upon eláctomagnetic field creation and field propagation. The significance of coupling

iolume theory in evaluating the performance of RFID systems is introduced using coupling

volume theory for near field magnetic fields, while an extension of the theory is presented

to cover near field electric fields to complete the previous formulation of the theory first
presented in [10].
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4.1 ElectromagneticFields

Though the word "field" has numerous meanings, in the context of electromagnetics it
is a veclor quantity which has a value (generally time varying) at all points of a iegion of
three-dimensional space.

4.2 Fundamental Laws of Electromagnetics

James Clerk Maxwell was first to correctly assemble the complete laws of
electrodynamics which satisfied the continuity equation given in (a.1) for the law of
conservation of charge. Maxwell's equations form the four fundamental equations
governing the behaviour of electric and magnetic fields. The equations are also known as
Faraday's law, Ampere's law as modified by Maxwell, Gauss' law for electric flux, and
Gauss' law for magnetic flux [6, 9, I0,37 ,38,39, 40 and 4I].

4L+v. J = o
dt

4.2.1 Faraday's Law

Faraday's law defines the relationship between magnetic fluxes and electric fields.
The law states that the circulation of the electric field vector E around a closed contour is
equal to minus the time rate of change of magnetic flux through a surface bounded by that
contour, where the positive direction of the surface being related to the positive direction
of the contour by the right hand rule.

ge .a, =-(6e a, Ø.2)Jc dt J'

4.2.2 Ampere's Law as Modified by Maxwell

Ampere's law identifies the relationship between current and magnetic field. The law
states that the circulation of the magnetic field vector H around a closed contour is equal to
the sum of the conduction current and the displacement current (time varying electric flux
density integrated over a surface) passing through a surface bounded by that contour, with
again the right hand rule relating the senses of the contour and the surfaòe.

(4.1)

fH dr =[ J .ds+ !6o .0,
dt J'

t4

(4.3)



4.2.3 Gauss' Law for Electric Flux

The total electric flux (defined in terms of the D vector) emerging from a closed

surface is equal to the total conduction charge contained within the volume bounded by

that surface.

(4.4)

4.2.4 Gauss'Law for Magnetic Flux

The total magnetic flux (defined in terms of the B vector) emerging from any closed

surface is zero.

fa.as=o (4.s)

Using Gauss' and Stokes' laws of mathematics and the definitions

D=¿oE+P andB=lo(H+M), (4.6)

these laws may be expressed, when the fields are spatially continuous, in the differential

form as given in (4.7).

v"¡=-ðl
at

vxH =¡*P (4.7)
aty.D=p

V'B =0

4.2.5 Concept of a Source and a Vortex

Maxwell's equations are often more conveniently interpreted using the simple

concepts of a sourõe and a vortex put forward by Helmholtz and using the field pictures of
Micháel Faraday [37, 38 and 39]. Helmholtz's interpretation of the above equations state

that the electric field vector E can have vortices caused by changing magnetic flux, the

magnetic freld tt can have vortices caused by conduction or displacement currents; the

electric flux density D can have sources caused by conduction charge density; and the

magnetic flux density vector B can have no sources.

In linear media, some of the statements about D and g can be extended to E and H as well,

but when non-uniform fields and boundaries are considered, it can be shown that E, D, and H

can have both sources and vortices, but B is alone in that it can have no sources.

$"o a' =[o.dv
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Figure 4.7 and Figrre 4.2beIow provide conventional illustrations ofthe source nature ofthe
electric field and the vortex nature of a magnetic field. The figures also illustrate two of the
most important boundary conditions which apply when any electric field s or a time varying
magnetic field g approaches a conducting surface.

Electric field

Conducting surface

Figure 4. I Concept of a source illustrated using an electric field near a conducting surface [37].

Conducting plane

Figwe 4'2 Concept of a vortex illustrated by an oscillating magnetic field near a conducting surface [37].

4.3 BoundaryConditions

Some electromagnetic boundary conditions were introduced in the previous section.
The following is a complete statement of those boundary conditions ãerived from the
fundamental laws of electromagnetics provided in Section 4.2.5.

Overlooking the properties on any materials involved, the tangential component of E is
continuous across any boundary; the normal component of g is continuous across such a
boundary; the normal component of D may be discontinuous across a boundary, with a
discontinuity being equal to any conduction charge density p," per unit area on the surface;
and the tangential component of tt may be discontinuous across a boundary, with the
discontinuity being equal to in magnitude and at right angles in direction to a surface current
density flowing on the swface.

Cunenl

Magnetic field
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Accounting for the restrictions imposed by the properties of the materials which may exist on

one or other side ofthe boundary, the following conclusions can be drawn.

¡ The electric field is continuous across the boundary for all materials and time

variations

o There are no electric fields or fluxes, or time-varying magnetic fields or flux densities

inside a good conductor

. A surface cu:rent density can exist only on the surface ofa perfect conductor

The time-varying charge density cannot exist on the surface of a perfect insulator,

although a static surface charge density can

4.4 ElectromagneticWaves

The resulting corrected equations by Maxwell given n(4.7) predicted electromagnetic

waves, later experimentally confirmed by Hertz. Maxwell's equations describe the

behavior of electromagnetic fields at every point in space and instant in time relative to the

position and motion of charged particles. The following equations express (4'7) in time

irarmonic (sinusoidal) from in the frequency domain using complex phasors representing

sinusoidal steady state oscillations at an angular frequency ø.

VxE = _ jaB
VxH =J+ jrtÐ

y.D=p
V'B=0

a

(4.8)

Where:

E : complex phasor representing the electric freld (V/m)

H : complex phasor representing the electric field (A/m)

D : complex phasor representing the electric field density (Clß?)

B : complex phasor representing the magnetic field density (T)

J : complex phasor representing the current density (A/-1

p= volume conduction charge density (C/m3)

In ûee space or a homogeneous linear medium (that is in a region with no charge or current

density with constant p and e and zero conductivity) sinusoidal steady state electric fields

and magnetic fields are orthogonal with the direction of propagation being perpendicular to
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both fielels. Then equation (4.8) has the follovring frequency dornain formulation. Such a
wave propagating through a medium is called a Transverse Electromagnetic'Wave (TEM).

VxE=-jaltV (4.9)

VxH = janV (4.10)
V.sE = 0 (4.11)y.pH=O g.n)

Combining equations (4.9) and(4.10) yields the Helmholtz equation.

V2E= -e/ta2n Øß)
Equation (4.13) represents a three-dimensional wave equation which can be used to prove
the existence of transverse electromagnetic waves. There are accordingly two independent
solutions which can in fact be chosen in many ways. One such choice is linearly pòhrised
\ry'aves, and one choice of linearly polarised wave solutions is to make the electric field
direction along the x axis. The equations of such a TEM wave can be described by an E and
H equation that describe the propagation of the time and space oscillating electric and
magnetic fields. The propagating E field vector is described by equation (4.14) where E6 is a
constant defining the wave amplitude.

E(z,t):tosin (ox - þ")"^ Ø.14)

The magnetic H freld is symmetric to the E field and 90 space degrees displaced from it. The
equation for the x field has a similar form as the E field:

H (z,t): ¡lositt (ot - þ)ur. (4.15)

The solution to equation (a.ß) is as given in equation (4.14) and (4.15) for free space
propagation of electromagnetic waves, where Bis the free space wave number given by

n r- (þ 2ltP=@i€oþo=;=T' (4.16)

Where:

c : speed of light (3x108 rrls)

€o = free space permittivity (8.85x10-12 F/m)

lt6 = free space perrneability (4nxl0-7 Wm)

The relationship between magnetic flux density and magnetic fields, electric flux density and
electric fields is given in equation (a.6) for a general medium; however in free space
equation (a.Q will reduce to the following due to the absence of polarization or
magnetisation vectors.
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D :eoE and B =þoH (4.I7)

The ratio between the peak Eo and 110 provides a quantity having the units of resistance

called the intrinsic impedance of the mediurn In free space this is defined as below [37].

n,= E = t20nÇt= 377fJ (4.18)

4.5 RetardedPotentials

The retarded potentials listed below may be regarded as integral solutions for

Maxwell's equationi which are available when charge and current distributions are known.

For the calculation of electric and magnetic fields at a point /2 caused by a distribution of
sinusoidaþ oscillating charge and cu:rent at points /r ovêr a volume v we may make use of
the retarded potentials

Q(rr)=r t p(")"-ip"' dv (4.19)
+1T€o J u \z

and

Ã(rr) = þo

4n
J(rr)e-i Þn'

dv (4.20)
ftz

The fields in the sinusoidal steady-state can be derived from these potentials by the equations

B=-grad@-jaA
B = curlA Ø'21)

The formulae given above may be used in the calculation of the electromagnetic fields

launched by time varying electric charge.

4.6 Radiation

Electromagnetic fields are launched by sources of time varying electric. charge.

Radiation is uséd to describe the phenomenon of electromagnetic waves propagating from

a time varying electric charge. Radiation is a process by which electric and magnetic

energy can be transmitted. Conducting or dielectric structures called antennas allow the

efficient radiation or propagation of electromagnetic waves into free space.

t
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Infinitesimal electric or magnetic dipoles as expressed below 137 and39] form two ideal and
simple conceptual antennas that can be used as building blocks from which fields of more
practical antenna can be calculated.

4.7 Electric Dipole

._In 
spherical polar coordinates at a point P0,AQ) the non-zero field components of an

oscillating small electric dipole of length L carryng a current I and of moment p where
j aP :IL arc given below.

P = þ'i"È'l(-l--r 4x l@Ò'-d,Y)"'.2coso Ø'22)

' _ þ' ja*rt( j Itu---qt:16.*-
)"

l
(þ,)'

-iþ'stne (4.23)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.24)

4.8 Magnetic Dipole

In spherical polar coordinates at a point P(r,O,þ) the non-zero field components of an
oscillating small magnetic dipole of moment M: IA arc

H.= þ' jr4t,M
4xrl

',=t#(6.ã*)"-'0"^,

t _ j
(þr)' (þr)'

-if'2coso

'' = 2#(ä,. ã* - d¡)"-'0"'

(*--r.ãu)"rtusneE = -þ'iatM4nø
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4.9 Transmitting Antenna Concepts

Radiation emanating from an antenna can be calculated using the concept of retarded

potentials described in Section 4.5 and outlined in more detail in [37], [38] and [39]. These

ãre just the same form as the electrostatic scalar potential and the magnetostatic vector

potential, but have the added concept that the potential propagates away from the source (or

vortex) at the speed of lþht.

Antenna characteristics such as radiation paffern, radiation intensity, directive gain and

power gain, along with antenna efficiency and lumped element models of antennas are used

io distinguish different antennas. These concepts can be studied in more depth with the aid of

[38], [41], V2landV3}

Nevertheless it is appropriate to introduce and define the important antenna parameters,

radiation quality faclor, and antenna quality factor that will be used throughout this

dissertation. The antenna quality factor Qo of an antenna is defured as

Impedence of the self -inductance (or capacitance) at resonance
(4.28)Qo=

Radiation resistance of the antenna + loss resistance of the antenna

While the radiation qualrty factor Q., of an antenna is defined as

Q,=
Impedence of the self - inductance (or capacitance) at resonance

(4.2e)
Radiation resistance of the antenna

4.10 Characteristics of Near and Far Fields

The field equations for a magnetic and an electric dipole show that the distance r,

where r < llþ :112o, is of significance in determining the nature of the fields surrounding

the dipoles. Within this distance the dominant fields may be recognised as being the same

as the energy storage fields (similar to electrostatic or magnetostatic dipoles). This region

is known as the near-field region, and the dominant fields in the region are called the near

fields, and simply store energy that periodically emerges fron1 and later disappears back

into, the dipola Near field analysis do not require all of Maxwell's equations but Gauss'

law, Ampeie's law before being corrected by Maxwell, and Faraday's law are sufficient.

The region beyond the near field region, that is when r > (2D20ù where D is the largest linear

dimension ol the antenna, where the dominant fields are those associated with energy

propagation by electromagnetic waves away from the sources, is known as the far-fieid

i.giot1 The dominant fields therein are called the far fields, and transport energy

continuously away from the dipoles. Contrasting with near field analysis, far field analysis

requires the use of all of Maxwell's equations outlined in Section 4.2.

The region between the near freld and the far field, is the mid field region. This is the

transitiõn region where the antenna radiating pattern is taking shape but is not fully formed
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and the wave fronts are becoming approximatel¡r planar. This is a region of hterest
considered in Chapter 5.

EM fields are created (energy storage field) and radiated þropagating freld) by reader
antennas. This is the flinction of a reader antenna in its role as a transmitter. Reader antennas
desþed for labels operating in the near field attempt to create large energy storage fields
while reader antermas designed for labels operating in the far field attempt io minimise the
energy stored and to maximise the radiated energy.

Labels operating in HF region operate in the near field and the label antennas are all
electrically small. Hence label antennas for operation in the HF region need to be designed to
couple to either the near field electric or the near field magnetic field and as such the
interrogators need to deliberately create large volume electric or magnetic fields in the near
field.

4.ll Near and Far Field Measures

A linearly polarised magnetic field expressed by a peak value phasor H can be
described by the two measures of the exciting field [37] given in (4.30) and (4.31).

Radialconponentofpoyntingvector,S, -ryEf inWm-2 (4.30)
2

Volume density of reactive power W, = 
oltoLHl' 

in VAm-3 Ø3D,2

A linearly polarised electric field expressed by a peak value phasor E can be described by the
two measures ofthe exciting field given n(4.32) and (4.33) 137, and39l.

Radial component of poynting vector t" = 
| ll t Wm-2 (4.32), 
2r7

Volume density of reactive power W, = 
o'+El' 

in VAm-3 (4.33),2

From equation (4.30) to (4.33), it is clear that once in the far field the reactive power in the
far field is given by W,: þ5,, where pisthe propagation constant at the frequency in use,
since B =a¡tflheo.

4.12 Reciprocity

The integral form of the Lorenz reciprocity relation for two solutions Et, Hr andE2,
Hz of Maxwell's equations in the same region and at the same angular frequency ø is,
under appropriate conditions,
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Jr{", "", -E, xH,).ds = J"{,1,'Ez- 
J z'n,) av (4.34)

where the integral is over a closed surface S bounding a volume v 137 arrd 39]. In the

derivation, which proceeds from Maxwell's equations, it is allowed that the material

parameters be characterised by complex (to allow for losses) and possibly symmetric tensor

(to allow for anisotropy) dielectric permittivities and magnetic permeabilities, but

gyromagnetic behaviour of magnetic materials which is characterised by skew-symmetric

tensors is not permitted [37].

In certain cases the right-hand side becomes zero. These cases include those where the

surface is a conducting surface, where the surface is at great distance from sources confined

to a frnite region, where the surface encloses no currents, where currents flow only by the

mechanism of drift, (but not by diffusion, as they can in a semiconductor) and where the

surface encloses all sources.

The theorem has in electromagnetic theory, and on the simplifrcation of electromagnetic

theory known as lumped circuit theory, some profound consequences. These include: the

symmetry of impedance, admittance and suitably defured scattering matrices; the

interchangeability with matched sources and loads of transmitting and receiving antennas;

the gain of a lossless transmitting antenna being related to the efflective area of the same

antenna used as a receiver; and the propagation loss from an interrogator to label being equal

to the propagation loss from a iabel to a receiver when antennas have single ports' The later

is an importánt result that will be used in the following chapters dealing with electromagnetic

coupling between antennas in relation to RFID systems.

4.13 RFID Label Antenna and Reader Antenna Coupling

Analysing and improving the performance of RFID systems requires considering

whether the labels are placed in the far þropagating) or near (energy storage) fields of the

interrogator antenna. When an antenna is of small gain, the distance which divides the near

and far fields is given by the size of the radian sphere of radius r: ?vl(2n), where l" is the

free space electromagnetic wavelength at the operating frequency'

Antenna designs are influenced by a raîge of issues, such as the region of label operation

(near or far), the coupling field (electric field or magnetic field), the regulatory constraints,

and the environment in which they operate. For example, an environment with many metal

structures can affect the time varying EM fields, and thus affect the performance of an RFID

system. Illustrations of designing antennas to suit their environment of operations are

piesented in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and in t40]. A vital aspect of the design process is to allow

maximum coupling between reader antennas and label antennas'
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4.13.! Near Field Coupling - Magnetic Field

In the near field, energy storage fields created by reader antennas excite the labels.
Power transfer relations are analysed using the laws of electrodynamics. The interactions
between the reader antenna's exciting field and the label receiving antenna can be
considered as weakly coupled inductors of selÊinductances L1 and Lz and mutual
inductance M. When both antennas are tuned to resonance with respective quality factors
Q1 and Q:, it can be shown that the power Pu dissipated in the losses of the label antenna is
related to the power P7 dissipated in the losses of the reader antenna by (.35)137 and 391.

The above equation indicates the effect of the quality factor, Q, of the label and the reader
antenna resonances in maximising the power transfer from a reader to an RFID label
operating in the near field. The latter relationship is useful to show the role of the quality
factor, Q, of the resonances in both the label and the interrogator coils in promoting power
transfer, but it is not useful in separately optimising the properties of those two widely
dissimilar elements.

4.13.2 Near Field Coupling - Electric Field

In RFID systems, the coupling can be via the magnetic field or the electric field. In
near field systems it is almost always by way of the magnetic field. Nevertheless it is
possible to couple to the electric freld whether in the far field or the near field,

The energy transfer is provided by the electric flux terminating on the antenna surface and
inducing a charge on the antenna. The induced charge will oscillate as the field around
oscillates. The induced charges will thus produce a current.

4.13.3 Far Field Coupling

Far field operation of labels and readers are analysed using electromagnetic
propagation theory. A simple approach to calculate the power coupled in the far field to a
label with a lossless receiving antenna is using the available source power P" from the label
antenna. For calculation of the power P, coupled in the far field the usual approach is to
derive the available souÍce power from the label antenna from (4.36) where An and. gr ãra
the effective area of the label and gain of the label antenna.

g,ft
4n

(4.36)1= s,A", = s.

D2= kro.o^ where/c =D et-z
al

(4.35)
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Effective area canbe formaþ defined as

A"=

The effective areafor the far field is a concept unrelated to either a magnetic flux collection

area or an electric flux collection area. It is unrelated to any physical atea the antenna may

possess, but it has the desirable property that it is possible to imagine that the label antenna

õo[ects all of the radiated power which flows through that effective area which may be

thought of as surrounding the label antenna'

S.= f,|r:rylHl' wrn2' 4nr' (4.31)

Equation (4.37), where P¡ is the power transmitted and r is the distance from the transmitter

rtt.*u to the label position assuming that the label has been placed in the direction of
strongest radiation from the RFID intenogator (transmitter) antenna, defrnes the power flow

p.t ,rnit defined by the radial component of the Poynting vector. Then Lorenz reciprocity

ìh.ot"^ of electrodynamics may be used to show that the effective area of a receiving

antenna is related to the gatn g, it would have in a transmitting role by the equations

A",=ú (4.3s)
4r

Combining (4.36), (4.37) and (a.38) gives the result in (4.39).

P,_o.( l\'-a",A",
Pt o'o'14n, 

) fir'
(4.3e)

Equation (4.39) provides the result usually used to evaluate the power extracted by an RFID

label in the far field.

The signifrcance here is to note that improving the power transfer from a reader to a label

involvès designing efficient radiators, as the gain of an antenna does not vary much with

size. That is, unless the antenna is very large, akin to a multi-element affay, ol a large dish,

the gain turns out be close to unity. Commonly used values of gain for RFID label antennas

is a gain of 1.5 for a small dipole or a small loop, or a gan of I.64 for a half wave dipole

antenna [38]. However, radiated power must still be within EMC regulations stated for the

frequency ofoperation.

In contrast to nea¡ field analysis, antenna qualrty factor Q"has completely different effects in

far freld analysis. While in the near field, a large quahty factor of resonance provídes

increased performance, in far field anaþis a large Q, simplY restricts antenna bandwidth

(when the bandwidth of the antenna is defined :ustng Q" or when the ohmic losses of the

antenna are negligible), while a smaller 9o results in broad banding albeit with increased
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losses, some or most of whieh may be ohmic losses. These issues are discussed in rncre
detail in Chapter 7.

4.14 Development of Coupling Volume Theory

The formulation ofthe near field coupling provided in Section 4.13.I is useful to show
the role of the quality factor, Q, of the resonances in both the label and interrogator coils in
increasing power transfer; however it does not allow the individual optimisation of the
completely dissimilar elements. The development of coupling volume theory addressed the
latter problem for near field magnetic fields [10].

4.14.I Near Field - Magnetic Field

The disadvantage outlined above was overcome in t10] by the formulation of the
coupling volume theory for near field magnetic fields. Coupling volume theory can be
described by focusing on the eneïgy storage measure of the exciting field, which is the
reactive power per unit volume in the field created by the interrogator at the label position.
In terms of that measure, it is possible to defure a figure of merit of a label antenna as the
ratio 137 and 391

þeactive powerflowing in the untuned label coil when it is short cìrcuited
olume density of reactive power created by the interrogator at the label position

V" has the dimensions of volume, and is thus is called the coupling volume of the label
antenna. The companion concept of a dispersal volume Va can be defined for the
performance of the interrogator antenna and it is the ratio

Va= þeactive power in the inductor of the interrogator field creation coil
Volume density of reactive power created by the interrogator at the label position

When both antennas are tuned it is possible to show

L:!ue,er. 
Ø.40)Pt [/d

'l'he benefit of this formulation is that the coupling volume is a property of the label
parameters alone, and the dispersal volume is a property of the interrogator antenna
parameters alone (and of the label position), and separate optimisation becomes possible,
whereas k2 n (4.35) is a complex function ofthe entire systemleometry.

Coupling volumes for various label antennas are readily determined. The following sections
provide the coupling volumes of a magnetic loop and a solenoid.

V"=

oa('l'
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4.14.1.1 Coupling Volume of a Magnetic Loop

For a planar coil, which in its idealised state has no physical volume, the coupling

volume is given by

- /toA'
L

where I is the flux-collecting arca (incorporating by summation an area for each turn) of the

coil, and Z is the self inductance [10].

4.14.1.2 Coupling Volume of a Solenoid

For a long air cored cylindrical solenoid of cross-sectional area A and length /, the

coupling volume is given by [10]

v" -- A2l (4.42)

Hence for an air cored solenoidal antenna the coupling volume is approximately the volume

of that antenna. It can be shown that when a magnetic core is in place that volume becomes

multiplied by the relative effective permeability

It",= r+h) Ø.43)

where lt¡, is therelative intrinsic permeability of the core material and N is the demagnetising

factor in the direction of the intenogator field'

4.14.2 Near Field - Electric Field

The issues of understanding and optimising coupling to the electric f,reld are

important. The coupling volume theory for near field magnetic fields in [10] can be

extìnded to addresi near field electric fields. This will allow comparisons between

different antennas sensitive to both or either electric and magnetic fields for their

effectiveness and efficiency in terms of their actual physical volumes and their coupling

volumes. This section will establish the coupling volume theory for near field electric

fields by extending the theory presented in t10l and thus completing the formulation of the

theory.

Similar to the description in Section 4.14.1 electric field coupling volume theory can be

described by consideling the energy storage measure of the exciting field, which is the

reactive power per unit volume in the field created by the interrogator at the label position.

Thus we can define a figure of merit of a label antenna as the ratio

I/" (4.4r)
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l/=c

which has the dimensions of volume, and thus called the coupling volume of the label
antenna. For the performance of the interrogator antenna, we can define the companion
concept of dispersal volume V¿ givenby

V¿= þactivepower in the capacitanæ of the interrogabr field creation electrodes ]
Volume density of reactivepowercreatedby theinterrogat¡r at thelabel position

When both antennas are tuned it is possible to show

,, 
=r"Pt Vd

Q,Q, (4.44)

The benefit of this formulation is that the coupling volume is a property of the label
parameters alone, and the dispersal volume is a property of the interrogator antenna
parameters alone (and of the label position), and separate optimisation becomes possible.
The following section illustrates the calculation of the coupling volumes for various electric
field sensitive label antennas using the coupling volume theory for electric fields established
above.

4.14.2.1 Coupling Volume of a General Shape

In order to derive the coupling volume of antenna structures it is important to define a
nrrmber of concepts. For a given antenna we can define an electric flux collecting area as
the area in space required by the antenna to generate from the displacement current of the
exciting field an oscillating current l when the antenna is placed in an oscillating electric
field of flux density D. This area may or may not be equivalent to the physical aiea. This
electric flux collecting area is denoted by the symbol,,4¡

The formula for the phasor representing the current I, flowing from an antenna placed in an
electric field with a flux density represented by the phasor D, and oscillating angular
frequency a¿ using the flux collecting areaA¡of the antenna structu¡e is

I= jØDAf . ØA5)
The reactive po\r/er flowing in the antenna with a selÊcapacitance C when the antenna is
open circuit is given by

lrl'
2ú{. (4.46)

The reactive power llyper unit volume in the field is obtained by

=eolVl2 
a¡

2
W,

oo(t(,

(4.47)



Thus the coupling volume of an antenna structure with a self-capacitance of C can be

obtained as

-erA?¡
C

v"

This formula provides the coupling volume of any antenna with a self capacitance of C and a

flux collecting area A¡ It should be pointed out that A¡ can easiþ be determined

experimentally by -"us*ing the curent flowing from an antenna placed in an oscillating

electric field ofknown strength.

A, =-_ f-_ 
Ø.4g)' €olEla¡

(4.48)

4.14.2.2 Coupling Volume of a Rectangular Capacitor

The derivation discussed below will prove that the coupling volume of a parallel plate

capacitor is equal to the physical volume of the capacitor reduced by a factor given by the

reiative permitiivity of the dielectric. Thus for an air filled capacitor the coupling volume is

shown to be that of the physical volume of the capacitor.

Consider a parallel plate capacitor antenna, as shown in Figure 4.3, consisting of trvo plates,

each having an uria A and immersed in an external electric field E. Then the charge Q
distributed on the plate is given by

Q= eoAlEl (4.50)

Figure 4.3 Field configwation for a parallel plate electric field antenna.

The capacitance C of a parallel plate capacitor is given by

€nt,A
C

d
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Now the flux densþ between the plates is the same as the flux density outside, but the field
strength between the plates is I/t, times the field outside. So the voltage Øbetween the plates
can be calculated by @.52).

v =lEld€r Ø52)

The energy stored in the capacitor is obtained as

I eoAlVl2 d
(4.53)2€,

Equation (4.54) gives the energy stored per unit volume in an electric field.

I

it'lur
Hence coupling volume V" of the parallel plate structure can be expressed as that given in
(4.5s).

(4.s4)

Ad

€,
(4.5s)

Examination of (a.55) reveals a number of results. Coupling volume has a dependence on the
value of the relative permittivity q., and a dielectric, if present, will reduce the coupling
volume. This last result stands in contrast to the case for a rectangular magnetic 

-coi!

equation (4.4I), where relative permeabilityp. multiplies the coupling volume. However, for
an atr dielectric capacitor, the coupling volume is equal to the physical volume. It can be
observed that the coupling volume of a general structure reduces to the coupling volume of a
parallel plate capacitor when

A¡ = A(area of aplate) and C = 
tot:A 

.' d Ø56)

4.14.3 Far Field Coupling Volume Theory

In general it is possible to calculate the power coupled in the far field to a label with a
lossless receiving antenna using (4.39), which is the Poynting vector-effective area
formulation. However, it is possible to calculate the power coupled in the far field using
the ideas expressed in coupling volume and dispersal volume formulations outlined in
Section 4.I4 albeit useful in different contexts. The formulation of far field coupling
volume theory and its applications to RFID is explored in Chapter 8.

V
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4.15 A Relation Between Electrostatic and Electrodynamic

Theory

The concepts of electric flux collecting area, effective area and the reciprocity

theorem have been introduced in the sections above. The radiation resistance of an

antenna, which is a full electrodynamic theory concept also provides for a label antenna a

means of calculating, using the Lorenz reciprocity thcorerr¡ the effective electric

displacement current collecting area of an antenna, which is an electrostatic theory

concept. While this is a significãnt development of electromagnetic theory the relationship

betweèn the two theories ãnd its practical applications is illustrated in Chapter 5 using the

electrostatic theory and the full electrodynamic theory and applying them to the wedge

above a ground plane antenna.

4.16 Conclusion

This chapter highlighted the fundamental laws that form the foundation for

electromagnetic theory and its applications to RFID with emphasis on near field coupling.

Previous 
-formulations of coupling relations for near fields proved inadequate for

increasing the performance of RFID systems. However coupling volume theory and its

completiõn thròugh to the extension of that theory to near field electric fields provides an

oppðrt roity for n¡IO engineers to optimise RFID systems by considering the label and the

reá¿"r antennas separately. After considering the subject of label and reader antennas,

coupling volume theory ii revisited in Chapter 8. The following chapter will consider the

desþn ãf irrt.rrogator antennas for improving the performance of HF RFID systems in

vie'Jof the relaxed electromagnetic compatibility regulations in the European Union.
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Chapter 5

NEAR FIELD INTERROGATOR

ANTENNADESIGN

The previous chapter considered relevant electromagnetic theory for improving

RFID system performance by considering the coupling link between tag and reader

antennas. This chapter focuses on the actual design of coupling elements, in particular,

antennas for interrogators. The design of antennas for interrogators is influenced by

regulatory limits, the frequency of operation and the environment in which they operate. A

viial aspect of the design process is to allow maximum coupling betvveen the reader

antennas and label antennas in arbitrary configurations'

A proposed relaxation of electromagnetic compatibility constraints in the ISM HF region

Ui tnõ European Telecommunication Standards Institute @fSD [44] outlined in Annex 9 of
the ERC/fuEC 70-03 provides for interesting consequences for HF RFID system operation

whereby substantially increased tabel reading distances may be obtained. This chapter

presents an overview of the changes to ETSI regulations and a number of possible

interrogator antenna designs suitable for the HF spectrum while considering in detail the

design and analysis of large loop antennas and monopole wedge antennas.
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5.1 Electromagnetic Compatibility Constraints

Pr.ior to delving into the effect of electromagnetic conpatibility constraints normally
applied to RFID systems it is important to remark that all of the regulations, whether ât
UHF or at IIF, are enforced in the far field. However, as shown in Chapter 2, near and far
fields scale differently with distance. In particular,úte near field energy density per unit
volume decreases as the inverse sixth power of distance from the antenna. The result is that
close to the antenna, substantial energy densities may be obtained, but these diminish very
quickly as distance increases.

Although the HF electromagnetic compatibility regulations, shown in Figure 5.1 below allow
only minimal radiation (a radiated power of approximately 5 mW using an antenna with a
gain of 1.76 dBi), well inside the radian sphere distance of r : 2nl), it is practicable at HF to
obtain a sufficient energy storage field for the operation of an RFID label. However, as
efforts to increase reading distance ate made, the previously mentioned inverse sixth power
of the reactive power density is generally sufficient to reduce the label energising signãl to a
level below that for practical operation before the boundary of the far field, where its less
severe inverse square dependence of energy density is reached. Thus under previous
regulations operation of HF systeru is almost entirely confined to the near field and short
distances.

EUROPEAN REGULATIONS
FIELD STRENGTH

@D=j0m

dB¡rA'/m

13.'t1

REVISED FCC REGULATIONS
FIELD STRENGTH

@D=30m

H

dBpA'/m dBpVm

84

H

42

-35

-1 50.5

40.5

29.5

Figure 5.I Previous FIF electromagnetic compatibility regulations.

In an effort to improve the range of HF RFID systems efforts have been made, through the
desþ of clever quadrupole antenna systems, to minimise far field radiation while enhancing
close-in near fields. While these efforts do achieve some improvement, maintaining the
necessary balance between antenna elements which are intended to produce far field
cancellation is difficult to achieve in practice.

13.41 13.56 13.71 14.0'l MHz
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Focus on minimizing far-field radiation diverts attention from an alternative productive

approach to gaining long intenogation range. This approach is that of using greater label

*t"*u sizes. Laboratory tests with square loop label antennas of sizes in the range of 148

nìm x 210 mm along with large interrogator antennas (occupying aleas of 1 m x 1 m)

radiating at the limits imposed by the revised FCC regulations [45] have shown that reading

ranges will increase to approach 0.5 mto l.2mrungeunder ideal conditions.

REVISED EUROPEAN REGULATIONS REVISED FCC REGULATIONS

FIELD STRENGTH FIELD STRENGTH
@D=1Om @D=30m

H H E

dB¡rA,/m dBpVm

-'l

dBpAJm

60

42

-35

84

I 50.5

40.5

29.5

13.11 13.41 13.56 13.71 14.01 MHz
+l-7k{z I

ii
Figwe 5.2 Revised IIF electromagnetic compatibility regulations.

However laboratory tests conducted in view of recent changes to European regulations

depicted in Figure 5.2 (thatis radiating about 320 mW ofpower with an antenna ganof 1.76

Afii¡ *itþ larglü interrogator antennas and larger label antennas of sizes outlined previously

have shown that reading ranges will increase to approach the mid field distance. In the mid

field region it is reasonable to assume that many antenna fields will, in the ratio of mid field

to far Fre|d amplitude, replicate the value that can be estimated from the dipolar field

expressions givén in Section 4.7 and Section 4.8. Then it is evident that it is not possible to

have a strong mid field without a related strong value for the far field (that is without

radiating some energy). The later conclusion does not sþificantly change with interrogator

antennisize. In consequence, the rational approach to achieving long interrogation range

includes canvassing for a greater allowed radiation from HF interrogator antennas, at least in

respect of their carrier level, if not in the signalling sideband level.

5.2 Near Field Creation Interrogator Antennas

Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6 below illustrate structures which may be useful in the HF

region. Such structures can generate either electric or magnetic fields, either in the near-

flreld, or the mid-field, that being the field at the boundary between the near field and the

far field. As a consequence of the value (22 m) of the electromagnetic wavelength at 13.56

Nfflz, the structures are always electrically small in practice. Antennas from Figure 5.3 to

+/- 150kHz<_>
+/- 450kHz
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Figure 5.5 can be considered as creating mainly electric fields in the near-field, but as a
consequence of the expressions given earlier for dipole fields, which apply to some extent
to this situation, the structures will also create some lesser value of near magnetic field [37
and 391.

In the far-field these structures will create electric and magnetic fields in equal proportion, in
the sense that for rudiateÁ, fields in the far-field lEl : qlHl and the stored energies per unit
volume % es1Ð,12 : Y, ttol6l'.

Horizontal ground plane

Figure 5.3 A wedge above a ground plane antenna.

Figwe 5.4 A meander line antenna.

Figure 5.3 is a wedge above a ground plane antenna and an alternative is the meander line
structure illustrated in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 below illustrates a top-loaded helical structure
which may be useful for creating large volume near-fields. These structures are conceptual
antenna designs to have similar field creation properties to that in Figure 5.3, with small
variations in the impedance properties to provide simpler driving requirements.

/-------------

Vertical plate

FI¿re
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Figwe 5.5 A top-loaded helical antenna.

As HF tags often couple to magnetic fields because they are less easily stopped by

conducting materials than are electric fields, there is in fact a growing interest in the creation

of strong near-field magnetic fields. The usual structure by means of which this is achieved

is a small current 
"urryitrg 

loop such as is illustrated in Figure 5.6. This loop has tuning and

matching elements at the top end. A strip line transmission line (not visible in the image) on

the undeiside of the right hand half conveys the driving signals from the connecting point at

the centre of the bottom to the driving point terminals at the centre of the top' The

examination of electric and magnetic dipoles in Section 4.7 and Section 4.8, repectively,

shows that magnetic dipoles are superior to electric dipoles in the creation of magnetic fields

in the near-field.

Figure 5.6 A loop anterura.

5.3 Interrogrtor Antenna Equivalent Circuits

There are numerous antenna designs, each with its own set of characteristics described

by their gain, directivity, radiation pattern, effective length, efficiency and effective area

l4Z, 43, 47 and 48]. In addition to the above characteristics, three primary parameters are

often used to desciibe an equivalent circuit model for the antenna using lumped circuit

theory. These parameters are indicated in Figure 5.7. Here R" represents the radiation

resistance; R¡ represents the Ohmic losses in the antenna whi\e Xt represents the reactance

of the structure.
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Figure 5.7 Antenna circuit model.

The range of validity of these equivalent circuits is where the reactance properties of the
antenna may be described by a single parameter, Z (inductance) or C (capacitance) or a
combination of the two. When the antenna is large, as is the case for interrogator antennas
considered in Section 5.2, reactance properties might well be described by an appropriate
mixture ofLandC.

5.4 Wedge Above a Ground Plane Antenna

Tapped inductor

Figure 5.8 A practical construction ofthe wedge above a ground plane antenna. The antenna was tuned to a
50 Ohm input impedance using a tapped inductor.

A number of near field creation structures were introduced in Section 5.2. The wedge
above a ground plane (also referred to as the monopole wedge above ground) structure is
investigated in this section as it presents a compact structure that can be incorporated into
building infrastructure with the least amount of obstruction. Additionally, analysing and
developing an ability to understand the behaviour of such a structure is aided by the work
presented in [46]. Figure 5.3 shows a monopole wedge above ground antenna while Figure
5.8 depicts a practical construction of such an antenna in the laboratory. A three-parameter
circuit model, which has been obtained by analysing the results for a monopole wedge
above ground presented in [46], is shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 An equivalent circuit model for a wedge above a ground plane antenna.

From the circuit model of Figure 5.9 the reactance is given by

(s. 1)

Table 5. I Expressions for evaluating the antenna parameters of a wedge above a ground plane antenna.

Capacitance (Cù in Farads Kr"Êoh,

Inductance (L ¡) in Henrys K*rltoh*

Radiation Resistance (Àøn) in Ohms K*^(þh*)'

The model parameters identified in Figure 5.9 will vary for different flare angles and heights

of the wedgì. However, within the range of validity of the equivalent circuit, which depends

upon the dimensions of the structure in relation to a wavelength, the radiation resistance, the

càpacitance and inductance can be expected to scale up with increasing height for a specific

flare angle. Table 5.1 provides generic expressions for evaluating the radiation resistance, the

capacitince and the inductance values for a wedge above a ground plane antenna. In Table

5.1 the constants Kwc and, K¡a4 are dimensionless quantities while Kwn is measured in O. The

specif,rc values of the constants Kwc, Kyw-, and Kwn depend on the flare angle of the

monopole wedge above a ground plane antenna.

The parameters Cw and L¡a, can be convenientiy obtained from a reactance Xølcd plot of a

wedge above a ground plane antenna. Then the frequency of intersection of the reactance

withlhe horÞontal axis (that is where the reactance is zero), and the slope of the reactance

curye at that point can be used to generate two simultaneous equations to compute C, and

2,. Brown aìd Woodward's [46] experimental results for the radiation resistance of
monopole wedge above ground plane antennas can be used to produce a value for the

radiation resistance ,Rz, identified in Figure 5.9. Both of these calculations have been

performed for different antenna heights and flare angles to evaluate the constants K¡4rç, K¡4,7.,

and K¡a,p identified in Table 5.1 for calculating the equivalent circuit model parameters of
wedge above a ground plane antennas.

Table 5.2provides a set of values for Kwc and Kwr, aîd a set of values for Køa derived from

Brown anà Woodward's [46] results. All of these results agree with the results of direct

measurements of wedge reactance and capacitance, and numerical analysis performed using

the method of moments confirm the measured self capacitance values of the monopole

wedge above ground antennas found in the experimental observations.

1

iXr(a¡)=-+ jaúyy
.l acw
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Table 5 .2 Flare angles and radiation resistance constants for a wedge above a p¡ound plane antenna of height
hn.

5 l5 0.2888 2.tr
10 77 0.2823 2.3s

30 22 0.260s 3.27

40 23 0.2470 3.9s

50 24 0.2349 4.6t

60 25 0.22s0 s.00

90 30 0.2t28 7.60

The significant fìnding is that, as expected, the low frequency impedance of a monopole
wedge above ground antenna is mainly capacitive and thus the value of the capacltance C¡y
in the model provided in Figure 5.9 can be obtained by calculating the selÊcapacitance ofthe
monopole wedge above ground.
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However the application of the model in Figure 5.9 and the derived expressions are only
suitable for electrically small antennas obeying the strict limit given in (5.2).

htr << 4 or electrical degrees << 60 (5.2),,6

Figure 5.10 Reactance values obtained for a wedge above a ground plane antenna with a flare angle of90
degrees and height h6,as rndicated in Figure 5.3.

\

+ Model parâmeter estimate

-* Experimental results
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In (5.2), hw ß the height of the antenna as indicated in Figure 5.3,,1 is the wavelength,

measured in metres, [39] and electrical degrees is evaluated as (h, x360)l A.

The graph in Figure 5.10 shows a comparison between the measured reactance values for a

90" flarè angle 
-monopole 

wedge above ground and the reactance determined using the

expressions indicated in Table 5.1. It can be observed that the model parameters correctly

est-imatethe measuredreactance values within the bounds given in (5'2). Figure 5.11 is an

illustration of the radiation resistance values evaluated using the expressions indicated in

Table 5.1 and the constants calculated in Table 5.2 within the validity of the model

parameters outlined in (5.2).

5

0

0 10 20 30
Electrical degrees

40 50 60

Figure 5.1 I Radiation resistance values evaluated from the derived formula for various flare angles, denoted

by alPha.

It is important to note that these results can be directly extended to analyse bow tie antennas

using tñe method of images. Bow tie antennas and their application to RFID are considered

in Chapter 6.

The radiation resistance parameter obtained has the significance of allowing the amount of
radiated power to be calculated for a transmitting antenna using (5.3), where Pr is the

radiated po*.r and V is a peak value phasor representing the voltage across the radiation

resistance.R".

p, =lvJ'/^ (s.3)
/2R,
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5.5 A R.elation between ElectrostatÍc and Electrodynamic

Theory

The concepts of electric flux collecting area, effective area and the reciprocity
theorem were introduced in Chapter 4. The radiation resistance of an antenna, which is â
full electrodynamic theory concept, also provides for a label antenna a means of
calculating, using the Lorenz recþrocity theoren¡ the effective electric displacement
current collecting area of an antenna. This relation between the two theories is illustrated
below using the electrostatic theory and the full electrodynamic theory and applying them
to the wedge above a ground plane antenna.

Figwe 5.12 An illustration of the electric displacement current collecting area of a wedge above a ground
plane antenna.

There are two methods for obtaining the short circuit current of the wedge above ground
plane antenna. The simplest of which is an electrostatic experiment, as has been performed,
which involved the concept of electric flux collecting areaA¡discussed in Section 4.L4.2.1
and as shown in Figure 5.12. The second method is based on radiation antenna theory
including the Lorenz reciprocity theorem that involves the antenna effective uteu À"
discussed in Section 4.13.3. Both of the above methods assume an incident electric field,
which can be used to calculate the,S, (refer to Section 4.10) in the radiation antenna theory
approach, or which appears directly in the electrostatic theory approach. Then it is possible
to conpare the short circuit cu:rent across the antenna terminals from the two approaches as
discussed below.

Consider the equivalent circuit of the antenna in Figure 5.9. At low frequencies the
impedance due to the capacitor is dominant and lI/jaf*l >> Rr,. Then the short circuit
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cl]Iïent I, across the antenna terminals when the afitenna is modelled by an ideal voltage

sonrce V. in series with a capacitor C. andis in receiving mode, can be obtained by (5.4).

I= jotC.Y". (5.4)

Initially, consider calculating the short circuit current using the radiation antenna theory and

the fuli electrodynamic theory. Then, the available source power fromthe voltage source can

be used to obtain an expression for V. in (5.4) as expressed in (5.5)'

lv,l =,6r¡* (s.5)

Using (4.32), (4.36), (4.38) and (5.4), where g is the antenna gain the following expression

for I can be obtained.

ln-, ( n\f%,-,
ltl=zliat*Ølîlî"1 lnl (s'6)

Then consider the electrostatic theory approach. The short circuit cwrent I can now be

obtained by a direct measurement of the voltage across the antenna terminals when the

antenna is placed in a low frequency electric field, assumingllliaC,l)> Rw, and using the

concept of electric flux collecting area of the antenna as given in (4.45).

Hence lf Rw, is known it is possible to evaluate the flux collecting arca A¡defrned in (4.49)

using (5.6) to produce (5.7).

o"=J-=rÉolw(-))% (s.7)
' eolÈla eo I 0 \4n))

However if R,w is unknown, then from the electrostatic theory approach it is possible to

obtain I from the measured voltage across the antenna terminals (assuming llljaC.l)) Rw,

and using the concept of electric flux collecting area given in (4.45)) and use (5'6) to obtain a

value for the radiation resistance of the antenna'

The concept of flux collecting area appeared at first, in Chapter 4, as an electrostatic concept

(refer to Fþre 4.3) andhas now been shown to be related through the reciprocity theorem to

the radiation resistance, which is a concqlt of the full electrodynamics theory' Thus the

effective arca of an antenna is related to its flux collecting area through the radiation

resistance.

The signifrc ant practical application of the above frnding that radiation resistance of an

antennã can be calculated using an experiment based on an electrostatic theory approach. It
should also be noted that in light of the reciprocity theorem, the radiation resistance is a
direct indication of the capacity of the wedge above a ground plane antenna to collect

displacement current from a uniform applied vertical electric flux density.
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5.6 Large Loop Antennas

Loop antennas are of significant importance at HF frequencies where their primary
purpose is to create strong near fields without excessive far field radiation. The analysis of
small circular loop antennas, where the term small implies that the dimensions are such
that the perimeter of the loop is much smaller than the wavelength )", canbe found in [38],
l4ll, 1431, l47l and [48] where it is shown that the radiation resistance R, of a small loop
antenna is given by

R, =20þo A' , (5.g)

where / is the propagation constant and A is the a¡ea of the loop. Also small loop antennas
have an associated gain of 1.76 dBi.

It should be noted here that the radiation fields and the radiation resistance of small loops are
independent of the shape of the loop and depend only on the area of the loop [48]. Hence
(5.8) canbe applied to a loop of any shape, as long as its area is known and its perimeter is
only a small fraction of a wave length. Also the radiation from a small loop is a maximum in
the plane of the loop and is zero along its axis. The maximum radiated far-field electric field
from a magnetic loop in the direction containing the plane of the loop is,

g =o4Ir:A v^t. (5.9)rt
0
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0 0.5 3.5 411.522.53
Distance z normalised with respect to coil radius

Figure 5. I 3 Variation of the normalised magnetic field strength with distance (z/a) along the z axis for a loop
antenna where a is the coil radius

Here Io is the peak current of sinusoidal excitation, r is the distance from the loop, and ,4 is
the area of the loop. Derivation the above result assumes a uniform current distribution over
the perimeter ofthe loop antenna. This assumption is justified if the loop is electrically small,
so that the current distribution, which must vary sinusoidally as a function of position around
the loop, with the wavelength of that sinusoidal variation being equal to the free space
wavelength for electromagnetic fields at the same frequency, is approximately uniform.
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As shown in Figure 5.13 loops are known to produce near fields that diminish substantially

when the interrogation distance significantly exceeds the loop radius along its axis.

The task of exciting a label in the near-field is substantially one of creation of a stored energy

density per unit volume in the volume served by the antenna. As shown in Figure 5.13, the

sma[ér ih" loop, the more the field is reasonably confured to the volume near the antenna,

and the less theìange ofthe antenna, but less total stored energy that needs to be provided.

d

I e -.+H!r)

Figrre 5.14 Geometry for calculating loop antenna near fields'

But there is another feature of small loops that is of interest. Considering Figure 5. 14, and by

taking the task of maximizing the magnetic field at the label position /, in the near field, for a

given electromagnetic compatibility enforcement distance e, in the far field, it can be shown

ihut th. optimum loop size is one where the radius tends to zero (when no other

consideratiõns such as antenna bandwidth or driving power are taken into account).

Clearly this is not a practical solution, as it has negiected important practicai consequences

and piactical constraints. Making the antenna size small increases the concentration of very

hig¡-and unused (because the tag is further awag energy density per unit volume created

clõser to the loop centre than at the label. In an attempt to keep the same energy density per

unit volume, at the tag positior¡ the total stored energy becomes very large, the quality factor

of the antenna becomes unreasonably high, and also the real power density required to drive

it becomes too large. An alternative view point is that small loops are badly proportioned to

create longitudinal near fields to excite tags.

Hence, practical consequences and constraints, such as the need to constrain the driving

power tõ practical valueì, indicates that such an optimisation is misconceived, and loops of
finite size must be considered. For this reason, attention passes to the construction of larger

loops. Such loops may suffer from non-uniforrnity of the current distribution (due to their

eleótrically largã size) as noted by Pocklington's Theorem, with the attendant problems of
increased radiæion and difficulties of tuning. If the current distribution around the loop is not

uniform, the cancellation of the radiation from different current elements which occurs for

certain radiation directions, such as the polar direction, does not occllr, and the loop begins to

radiate in that direction as a result of the current non-uniformity. There is also an increase in

the radiation in other directions [a8]. The result is that the electric field expressed in (5.9)

becomes the limiting far-field electric field, that is, it is the minimum value of electric field

that occurs u. u r.rolt of the loop radiation. The following section considers the construction

of large loops that aim to reduce the current non-uniformþ and thereby allowing the

creation of large volume magnetic fields in the near field.
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5.6.1 Practical Construction of a Large Loop Antenna

However it is possible to modiõr the structure of a large loop to contend with these
problems. Figure 5.15 depicts such a structural modification where effort has been made,
by breaking the loop resonating capacitance into several series elements which are
distributed around the loop, to counteract the tendency of the current distribution on long
wire antennas to become sinusoidal. Such structures can be used to obtain substantially
increased read range from high frequency labels.

H

C C

H

Figure 5.15 A large loop antenna construction.

The large loop structure shown in Figure 5. I 5 can still be considered as an electrically small
antenna at 13.56 MHz, because an effort was made to keep the current distribution uniform
despite the loop's considerable size. The construction of large loops according to this design
overcomes characteristic limitations of electrically small antennas [48] outlined below and
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 .

. A high radiation quality factor

o A small antenna bandwidth

A high input impedance sensitivity to changes in frequency

Practical consequences such as high and possibly unused energy density per unit
volume created close to the loop centre, so that the real po\ryer required to drive the
antenna becomes large.

o

a
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The analysis of large loops requires careful consideration. The results considered thus far are

for electiically small anténnas with perimeters much less than a wavelength. However, as the

perimeter of a loop antenna becomes a sizable faction of wavelength, it is important to

ðonsider the consequences of the results obtained by Pocklington that shows the current

distribution on thin wires to be sinusoidal 1471, to a very good approximation, with a

wavelength of the sinusoidal variation being equal to the electromagnetic wavelength in free

space atihe operating frequency. Hence, an increase in a perimeter of a loop towardsthe 22

m value of the wavelength at 13.56 MHz demands that the true nature of the current

distribution on a loop be taken into consideration'

As discussed above, a direct result of the non-uniform current distribution is an increase in

the far-field radiation. With a balanced feed, the magnitude of the current follows a cosine

distribution function with the maximum opposite the feed point. Figure 5.16 illustrates the

non-uniformity of current distribution around a large loop where the thickness of the current

distribution strip represents the magnitude of the current I along the loop given by

I = Io cos(É/) ls.to¡

where / is the linear position on the circumference with / : 0 opposite the feed point, and Io

being the maximum value of the sinusoidal current excitation'

v

Iocos(þl)

Large loop

Current distribution

Figure 5.16 Distribution of current magrritude around a large loop'

Figure 5.16 allows the effect of non uniform current distribution on far field radiation to be

.*!hio"d qualitatively. As far as radiation along the polar axis is concerned, the vertical (y

axL directed) sections of loop have approximately equal magnitude and oppositely directed

currents, and continue to cancel in their effect upon radiation in the polar direction' However,

the cru:rent at the feed point is substantiaþ less than the current opposite and these currents

no longer provide such cancellation, so radiation in the polar direction begins to occur.

x
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Considering now the points to the right of the loop or the left of the loop, that is the radiation
in the equatorial plane, do not produce a great contribution in the far field radiation as the
current elements on the left and the right sections of the loop have the same magnitude.
Hence the net radiation after superposition is due to the fact the two groups of current are at
different distances from the far-freld point, and suffer a different phase delay in radiating
thereto' However, if a far-field position above the loop is considered the; the current
elements on the bottom of the loop pointing left are further away from the current elements
on the top ofthe loop pointing right, but in this case the elements on the bottom have a lesser
magnitude than the current elements on the top, so the net radiation after superposition is due
to the residual currents on the top both being closer to the far-field point and also having a
larger net magnitude (the reduction from the other side of the roop is less).

Thus, the unbalanced currents on sections of the loop will act in a manner similar to a small
electric dipole. Hence the radiation patterns in the far field will be similar to those produced
by small electric dipoles and the electric and magnetic field vectors createá by the
unbalanced current canbe evaluatedusing the far field solutions of an electric dipole [41],
with a current element of size IL guen by the unbalanced current 1 and the lengttr of the
section of the loop containing the unbalanced current. The radiation produced will be
polarised along the x axis.

yy

c

D BB D C

x x

EFA E F

Average current IÆ

A

Average Current I"o
-

Figure 5.17 The current disfribution around a square loop of perimeter ],J4 in free space. The size of the loop
considered is similar to the size of the loop discussed in this in Section.
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It is possible to estimate the unbalanced current of two parallel sections of a square loop by

considering the current distribution around the loop to be sinusoidal' Figure 5'17 illustrates

the currenidistribution around a square loop of perimeter V4 while a complete formulation

of the radiated fields and the resuiting radiation pafferns can be found in [41]. Clearly the

currents on the left and the right sections of the loop are balanced due to symmetry. However

there is a significant variation in the net current on the top and the bottom section of the loop.

The product of LL for the unbalanced current can be found by the difference between the

current integral along the top and the bottom of the loop, where the sinusoidal current

distribution is given by

Io cos(Bf . (5.11)

The difference in the current length product will radiate in a manner similar to having a short

dipole of length )"116 atthe centre of loop, aligned along the x axis. The unbalanced current

IZ thus calculated is

v,- 0.llo
p

(s.12)

Substitution of the currentJength product into the short dipole's far field electric field

equation, keeping in mind that the current element is now alþed along the x axis, yields the

reiult in (5.1i) fór radiation in the equatorial plane. As stated previously, the radiation from

the short dipole will be polarised in the x direction.

s^=o.rþtoT(!\¿,r r¡ø (5.13)-a 4n Vr)
v

Iocos(oot)

Segmented loop

Current distribution I

Figrre 5. 18 The current magnitude dishibution around a segmented loop

;,
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The method for reducing the far-field radiation of a practical magnetic loop thus stems from
the effort to keep the instantaneous magnitude of the curent distribution around the loop
uniform. If a loop is segmented as shown in Figure 5.18, and is supplied with equál
excitation at each of the gaps, the current distribution of a segment òf a loop can be
conslds¡s¿ as having a maximum at the cente ofthe segment, taken as being the local onginl:0, andan even distribution firnction following

I=Iocos(þl) 1S.t+¡
as the linear dimension / is traversed. With this segmentation, the variation in current
magnitude in each segment follows that of the cosine firnction near its maximur4 i.e. the
amount of change in each segment is small, as the segment lengths are small.

Figure 5.19 A photograph of the large loop construction.

The segmentation of Figure 5.18 is implemented practicaþ by physically cutting the loop
into small sections with the electrical connection maintained by the insertion of a capacitor
between each section as outlined in Figure 5.15. The value of each capacitor is chosen such
that the combined value of all capacitors in series is the capacitance required to resonate the
inductance of the uncut loop at the frequency of excitation. By way of approximation, one of
the feed points is supplied with a voltage generator that has the job of supplþg the voltage
drop across the radiation resistance. Since this voltage drop is much leii itran tne voftale
drop across the loop inductance, a practical approximation to the symmetrically fed bõp
described earlier in Figwe 5.17 canbe obtained.

Figure 5.19 shows apractical construction of such alarge loop. As just described, the large
magnetic loop with the dishibuted capacitance should allow the current to be distributed
m9r9 uniformly so that the aszumption of uniform current distribution made in the analysis
of physically small loop antennas is still true for physically large and no longer electricâlly
small loop antennas.
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Figr¡e 5.20 Comparison of the current distribution around a large loop and a slotted loop with the expected

sinusoidal curre, rt distibution.

Spectrum analyser video display

HP Magnetic probe Large loop structure

Figrge 5.21 Instument set up used for obtaining the magnetic field around the loop using a close field
magnetic probe.
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The relative magnetic field strength shown in Figrre 5.20 w.as obtained by using a
HP118414 close field magnetic probe connected to a spectrum analyser with a video
averaging detector operating over a 10 MIIz bandwidth around a centre frequency of 13.7
MHz, to record the variation of magnetic field close to the loop as the probe is moved around
the perimeter of the large loop shown in Figure 5.19. Figure 5.21 shows the instrumentation
set up used to obtain the graph in Figure 5.20.

The tendency of the large loop with no capacitive slots to follow the sinusoidal current
distribution expected around the loop can be easily observed from Figure 5.20. The breaking
up of the continuous loop structure into slots has achieved a remarkably uniform current
distribution.

The modelling of the loop antenna shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.19 as well as the
extraction ofuseful antenna parameters is discussed below,

5.6.2 Large Loop Antenna Model
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Figtxe 5.22 Comparison between the measwed reactance and the reactance estimated using the equivalent
crrcuit model for the large loop structure.

The loop shown in Figwe 5.19 has been tuned to 13.47 MHz and matched to 50 Ohm
input impedance at resonance through the insertion of a series resistor at one gap. An
equivalent circuit for the loop antenna can be developed by using the measured reactance
curve shown in Figure 5.22 to obtain the capacitance, C¿, and the inductance, L¿, of the
equivalent circuit given in Figure 5.23. Figure 5.22 also shows the resulting reactance
obtained using the model parameters C¡ and L¿ derived from the measured reactance. Thus
the reactanceTXz of this loop can be modelled as
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Figure 5.23 An equivalent circuit model for the large loop antenna.
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Figure 5.24 The return loss curve obtained for the large loop indicating a resonance af 13.47 MHz and the

bandwidth of the looP antenna.

The radiation resistance of the loop can be estimated on the uniform current assumption by

using the formula for radiation resistance R, of an electrically small loop antenna provided in

equ;ion (5.8). Since the area of the loop is 0.76 n] the radiation resistance of the loop is

approximàtely 0.2 Ohms. The ohmic losses in the loop represented by,R¡ on the equivalent

ctcuit are due to the added series resistance of 49.8 Ohms. As the input impedance is

known, a voltage measr¡rement at the feed point of the antenna can be used to predict the

antenna curreniand hence, on the uniform current assumption, the radiated power from the

antenna.
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The quality factor for the antenna resonance can be obtained b¡r rrsing a- retum loss plot frorn
a network anaþer as has been shown in Figure 5.24.It may be shown that for deep dips at
resonance, the half power points of the resonant circuit correspond to the 7 dB return loss
points, from which the bandwidth of the resonant circuit can be computed. Thus the quality
factor Q ofresonance can be obtained as

Q:Bandwidth / resonant frequency. (5.16)

The quality factor, Q of resonance for the loop constructed is about 4. It is important to
emphasise that this low quality factor has been achieved through the additiorr of series
damping resistance, and that only a small amount of the power delivered to the loop is
actually radiated. As the function of the loop is the creation of a large volume near field, ìhis
in fact is a positive outcome.

5.7 Experimentalresults

Reading range experiments were conducted in a large empty room with the wedge
above ground plane antenna and the large loop featured in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.19,
respectively. Measurements were conducted using widely available library tags, and a
large tag antenna constructed with such library tag chips (refer to figure 5.jS). The
experimental results are summarised in Table 5.3 below. It should be noted here that since
both antennas constructed, though physically large, are still electrically small and therefore
a gatn of L76 dBi is assumed tbroughout the experiments.

148 m

mm

Figure 5.25 The large tag used in laboratory tests.
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Table 5.3 Summary of test results.

Antenna Antenna
Gain

Radiated
Power

EIRP Library Tag
Read Range

Large Tag
Read Range

Large Loop 1.76 dBi 295 mW 442.5mW 500 mm 2800 mm

Wedge Above a
GroundPlane

1.76 dBi 310 mW 465 mW 1000 mm 3200 mm

It is clear from the experimental results that the relaxation of EMC regulations and the use of
larger interrogator antennas and label antennas allow a considerable increase in reading

tu"!". Extending the reading range pushes the tags into the mid field region' The observed

difõrence in reading range between the large loop and the wedge is as a result of the Wedge

above a ground plane antãnna's higher Q andits ability to radiate significantly more than that

of the large loop antenna, so thus creating a stronger mid field region for tag operation'

5.8 Interrogation at nLarge Distance

The Sections above have focused on the structures used to create near fields, and

possible structures for increasing HF read range in view of relaxed electromagnetic

äompatibility regulations. The following section will consider a formulation of the

"orrptitrg 
link between tags and readers and consider the issues related to interrogation at

large distances in the HF region.

By choice of frequency it is possibie to place the large distance in the near field or in the far

fiåld, however the HF ISM band centred at 13.56 MHz has anearfar boundary at around 3

m from the field creation structure. Assuming that losses are also minimised, the total

reactive power Wt for a power Pr delivered to a field creation structure of quality factor Qt

given by

W, = Q,,P,. (5'17)

The energy density per unit volume, W,, at the label position is obtained by introducing the

dispersal volume V¿ deßned in Chapter 4, such that

,,, _ Q,P,*,=T. (s.18)

Assume that a label exciting freld is created at a distance r from an interrogator antenna

formed with a circular coil of diameter d. Since the interrogation considered here is at a large

distance, analysis of the field properties of such a loop leads, to a good approximation when

r)> d,to that given in (5.19).
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In (5.19), r is the distance from the interrogator to the label. and, F is a factor of the order of 2
resulting from evaluating the inductance ofthe coil using (5.20), where d, is the diameter of
the coil wire.

r=ry(^rir-z),,o.r' that F =i(^ryr-r, (s 20)

Substituting (5.19) into (5.18) gives

Q,P,dt
F(2r)6' (s.21)

This result indicates the advantage of a significantly high Q¡ while it also shows how the
reactive power at a ly diminish with increasing distance from the
antenna. In a practi of ró in the denominator of (5.21) tends to
eliminate the benefit from a high value of p¡ when r> d. 

'

Hence it is clear that obtaininglarge reading distances requires the use of physically large
interrogator antennas, as was done in Section 5.4 and. Section 5.6. The r".uit obtain"d in
(5'2I) also points towards the fact that propagating communication is a far superior choice
when r > d, which naturally implies that it is also necessary to radiate more iitag reading
range is to be increased, as was achievecl in the relaxed HF regulation standards õutüne in
Section 5.1.

5.9 Conclusion

A proposal for relaxation of electromagnetic compatibility regulations in a narrow
band in the HF region is investigated, and some of the interesting consequences for HF
operation at substantially improved distances have been identified.

In view of the new ETSI regulations at the HF ISM band a number of possible antenna
designs were proposed with the aim of creating strong mid fields. A detailed analysis of a
wedge above a ground plane antenna, and a large loop antenna was presented with methods
for matching and overcoming limitations imposed by size. Practical results with these
antennas and large label antennas have shown improved performance and the ability to read
RFID tags in the mid field region.

These results, while attractive, are unlikely, without substantial increase in label antenna
sizes, to challenge the supremacy of far field systems for long-range RFID system operation.

Through the analysis of wedge above ground plane antennas by way of experimentation,
simulation and comparison with Woodward's results, the concept of flux collecting area
which is an electrostatic concept has been shown to be related through reciprocity theorem to
the radiation resistance, which is a concept of the full electrod¡mamics theory.

W,
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The design of interrogator antennas andtag antennas are related, yet, they are completely

differentãisciplines. The desþ oftag antennas for far field operation in the UIIF region has

athacted much attention since the adoption of the UIIF frequency bands for supply chains

applications. Generally tag antenna desþ has remained somewhat of a "black art" where

tittte is published on their desþs and desþ considerations. The following chapter will
illuminaie the intricacies of tag antentta desþ and illustrate a simple methodology for

developing antennas for REID labels that operate in the far field.
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Chapter 6

FARFIELD RFID LABEL ANTENNA

DESIGN

Antennas used in the HF region operate at i,3.56 MHz which frequency has an

electromagnetic wavelength of around 22 m giving a near field boundary of around 3.5 m.

Thus, giván reading distance requirements of less then 3 m, and using the regulated

radiation power at the HF ISM band, reader antennas, as we have seen in Chapter 5, are

almost always near field creation structures that aim to create a large energl density

fields with the minimum amount of radiation.

However, at UHF frequencies the scenario is dffirent. At UHF frequencies the near field
farfietd boundary is at around 50 mm. Thus the region of operations in the UHF spectrum
"is 

âtmost always in the far field, and thereþre reader antenna designs are far field
creation structures that aim to operate at the highest possible fficiency.

This chapter considers RFID label antennas for far field operation in the UHF frequency
range oid th" development of antenna equivalent circuits to aid on the development of tag

antennas. Designinf RFID label antennas for various applications require careful

consideration. Thß chapter presents an HFID label antenna design methodologt,

illustrated in the far field with the design of two long range, bow tie antennas for tagging

cases and pallets.
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6.1 RFID Label Antennas

There are numerous label antenna designs, each with their own set of characteristics
described by the antenna gain, directivity, radiation pattern, effective length, efficiency and
effective atea142,43,47 and 48]. Antenna designs are influenced by-arange of issues,
such as the region of label operation (near or far), the coupling fieid ielect.ic field or
magnetic field), the regulatory constraints, and the environment in-which they operate. For
example, an environment with many metal structures can affect time varying ÈM fields,
and thus affect the performance of an antenna. Illustrations of designing ântãnnas to suit
their environment of operations are presented in [40], [49] and t50]. A vital aspect of the
design process is to allow maximum coupling between the readir antennas and label
antennas for the coupling field used. Prior to considering the subject matter of label
antenna design, the following sections consider a number of difierent label antenna
structures and the merits of their designs.

6.1.1 Magnetic Field Sensitive Antennas

A common example of a magnetic freld sensitive HF label is shown in Figure 6.1
below. The label is 42 mm wide by 47mmhigh. The label is designed to have a slffrcient
number of turns to provide the resonating inductance for the microcircuit input
capacitance, as well as a flux collecting area inthe interior which is as large as practicable
and consistent with the size requirement for the label.

Figure 6.I A magnetic field sensitive antenna.

Advantages of working in the near field at IIF rather than at LF are that the number of turns
required to resonate the microcircuit capacitance is small enough for low resolution
lithography to be used in antenna construction, and that no additional external resonating
capacitance is required.
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Figwe 6.2 A large loop antenna for an HF label

When a larger space is available for the tag label, alargen coil area should be used' As shown

in Figure 6i, fewer turns are then needed to obtain the required tuning inductance' It can be

observed from Section 4.I4.Il that the figure of merit (the coupling volume) for a planar

coil operating in the near flreld varies as the third power of size since the inductance of a coii

is dependenion the equivalent coil diameter. Thus the antenna of Figure 6.2 is about 18

titn.r more sensitive than that of Figure 6.1. Unfortunately, this increased sensitivity does

not translate to a corresponding increase in range, as small coil interrogator antennas have an

inverse sixth power dècrease in energy density per unit volume as distance from the

interro gator increase s.

Clearly, both of the designs illustrated above are unsuitable for being placed flat against

metal, as the boundary.onditiotr. shown in Figure 4.I andFigure 4.2willnot allow a normal

component of magnetic flux density at the metal surface. For this situatior¡ the label antenna

empioying a solenoid with a magnetic core design shown in Figure 6.3 is employed.

Figure 6.3 An antenna for IIF operation against metal.

It has been shown in equation (4.42)that without the magnetic core the coupling volume of a

long solenoid is just the physical volume, but when a magnetic core is inserted, the coupling

,rolo*. increasei by a faõtor equal to the effective permeability defured in equation (4.43).

This behaviour may be contrasted with that of electric field labels, in which in equation

(4.55) it has been shown that the inclusion of dielectric materiai into the interior of the label

is not helpful.
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6.1.2 Electric Field Sensitive Antennas

Two varieties of electric field sensitive antennas are shown in Figure 6.4 and. Figure
6.5. Figure 6.4 shows a small bow tie antenna that is intended to be sensitive to electric
fields in the horizontal direction.

Figure 6.4 An electric field sensitive label.

Figure 6.5 shows an electric field sensitive antenna that is suitable for placement against a
horizontal metal plate.

Figure 6.5 Aparallel plate electric field sensitive label.

Anaþis of the structure in Figure 6.4 is provided in Section 6.4, while the structure in
Figure 6.5 is anaþed in Section4.14.2.2. The analysis has a coÍtmon featu¡e that the figure
of merit for these antennas, when placed in the eriergy storage electric field is u 

"o.rpliogvolume, for Figure 6.5 it is equal to the physical volume of the structure, and for Figure 6.4 it
is derived from the label dimensions, even thoughthe antenna itself has no physicafvohme.

Both of the antennas will also have an effective electric flux collecting area but this area
should not be confüsed with the effective area concept of a radiating antenna or of a far field
antenna. The effective area for a near field electric field sensitive antenna describes the
extent to which the antenna can extract current from the displacement current density of the
driving electric field.

6.1.3 Electromagnetic Field Antennas

An antenna can be considered as an electromagnetic field antenna on a couple of
different bases. Firstly, if the antenna is capable of responding to both electric and
magnetic fields we would consider it to be an electromagnetic field antenna. It is almost
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invariably true that unless the antenna is very small, it does have this property' Proper

analysis iequires that it be analysed using the full set of Maxwell's equations, rather than

the subset or simplified versions that pertain to electrostatic or magnetostatic problems' A
good example oi this phenomenon is provided by the electromagnetic field sensitive

ántenna shown in Figure 6.6, in which there is no obvious effort to couple to either electric

or magnetic field alone.

Figure 6.6 An elecftomagnetic antenna.

Such electromagnetic antennas are generally useful for operation in the far field, because far

freld intenogation systems have shorter wavelengths, and antennas of acceptable size can no

longer be considered to be electrically very small, but are merely small.

Despite this distinction, there are electromagnetic label reading environments in the UHF

1."gion in which, through reflections, either the electric or magnetic field is emphasised at the

"*p.rr. 
of the other. For such situations it is normally useful to take into account the natwe

of the driving fields in antenna design, and to shape the design so that it is recognisably

athrned to one or other of those fields.

6.2 Label Antenna Design Considerations

Use of RFID in the identification of objects in the various supply chains around the

world has created research avenues into consumer product packaging (CPG) to find novel

ways of integrating RFID labels into packaging and developing labels to suit packaging

aná goods. The sections above have described the results ofprevious label antenna design

developments to illustrate the multi-faceted world oftag antenna design.

In addition to the antenna designs presented in Section 6.1, there is an accumulating index of
publications on RFID label antennas, for both active and passive tags, such as the slot

ãntenna design in [51], inverted F-antenna design [52] and the folded dipole antenna design

[53], to consider a few. Most ofthese publications only cover aspects of antenna anaþsis and

practical aspects such as the suitability of the antenna for a specific application [54].
Èo*"rr"r, what is not covered is a methodology for designing atag antenna and a clear view

of tag antenna design criteria. The following sections of the chapter bridge that knowledge

gup. iinully, Section 6.4 illustrates two successful antenna designs for a passive RFID label

ittãt 
"utr 

be placed on comrgated cardboard boxes containing some form of dry goods. The

antenna desþns presented are of a 'credit card size', considered generally to be a suitable

size for labeting a majority of cases used in supply chain applications.

:l(ill,ll, I 78fl
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6.2.1 Nature of Antennas for RFID

This section will consider, in general, types of antennas suitable for RFID
applications. The evaluation will be based on both practical aspects and performance
aspects. Considering practicable antennas for RFID applications restricts us to mostly
planar structures that can be attached to items, cases and pallets. In addition it is important
to consider the RFID chip input impedance at the threshold of operation to realise a
conjugate antenna impedance to achieve maximum power transfer to the RFID label IC.

Since passive RFID tags operate in a power constrained environment created by
electromagnetic compatibility regulations and the power required to operate the tags is
obtained from the incident electromagnetic waves, maximum power transfer is of vital
importance. Therefore, prior to postulating a theoretical "best" antenna, it is important to
consider the load to which an RFID label antenna must provide power. The resulting load
impedance presented to a tag antenna is considered below.

Antenna

D.C. output line

Junction

.jx"

Figure 6.7 A simplified RFID label IC schematic.

A UHF RFID label IC with an antenna terminal and a rectifying circuit that is intended to
produce a rectified voltage used for powering the label circuits, can be modelled as indicated
in Figure 6.7. Here, X7 represents the reactance of the diode capacitance, X¡ is the reactance
of the reservoir capacitor that also serves as an RF bypass, ,R¿ rÇpresents the loss in bringing
reactive power into and out of the diode junction capacitance.

It is clear from Figure 6.7 thatthe input impedance of an RFID chip is largely dictated by the
junction capacitance of the rectification diode. The rectifiers on modern UHF RFID ICs are
fabricated using Schottþ diodes with a junction capacitance value in the range of a few
picofarads or less. Due to the sensitivity of the junction capacitance to the biasing voltage the
input impedance of an ASIC RFID chip is a complex function of both the operating
frequency and the input power to the chip from the antenna. Thus in general, the chip
impedance, Z" is measured at the threshold of operation so that the antenna impedance is a
conjugate match at the lowest power level at which the chip will operate successfully. This
ensures that the chip receives the most amount of power possible when the tag is furthest
from the powering RF wave.

Rt

jxt

Bypass and
reseruotr

capacitance

Logic Circuits
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8 (a) A parallel equivalent circuit of an RFID IC input impedance where (b) is a series equivalent

circuit of the chip input impedance.

As illustrated in Figure 6.7 the input impedance of an RFID chip at the threshold of
operation (minimum input sensitivity) is capacitive. The input impedance of an RFID IC can

bã modelled as indicated in Figure 6.8 as a series equivalent circuit or a parallel equivalent

circuit. Using the series equivalent circuit in Figure 6.8 (b), Z" : R,",¡^ + (IljaCu,¡^)'
Depending on the fabrication technology and the IC design the typical impedance of RFID

ICs will vary. Some of the t¡pical values expected are listed below.

o 6.7 - j197.4 O at 915 MHz (EPC Class I GenI from [55], R:5800 Q, C:0.88 pF)

. 7.4-i2l8Q at 868 MHz (EPC Class I GenI from [55], R: 6400 Q, C: 0.84pF)

c 36 -ill7 O at 866.5 MHz (EPC Class I Gen2 fromlmpini [56])

o 33 - jII2 O at 915 MHz (EPC Class I Gen2 from Impini [56])

Protective coating RFID IC

Thin substrate
(PolyEthylene

Terephthalate - PET)

terminals
(etchêd out copper

of aluminum)

Figure 6.9 A direct chip attachment of an RFID IC'

RFID IC

DlGMount¡nspad

Figwe 6.10 An RFID sfap.
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The final chip impedance seen by the antenna is also affected by the technique r-lscd to attach
the RFID IC to the tag. Generally there are two different types of attachments possible.
When the IC is in a flip-chip package (which is the industry standard technique for low cost
packaging), as shown in Figure 6.9, the RFID ICs can be directly attached to the antenna.
The RFID ICs may also be obtained as a "strap" where the IC is connected to two mounting
pads with a thin superstrate as shown in t'þre ó.10.

Tlpically a resistance R, of around 1300 Q in parallel with a l.lpF capacitor Ç (which is
that quoted for an Alien Class I Gen I RFID IC fabricated with CMOS technology and at the
threshold of operation of the IC [57]) resulting in a series equivalent circuit impedance of
18'95 - j155.8 Q can be expected from an RFID IC strap. Generally it is good practice to
measrrre the input impedance of the chip at various operation frequencies using a network
analyser to obtain the impedance characteristics of the chip prior to designing an antenna.
Such a measurement method is outlined in detail in t5Sl.

Maximum power transfer requirements dictate that the antenna impedance should be a
conjugate match to ensure the greatest possible performance from the RFID label (measuring
the performance of an RFID label is discussed in Section 6.2.5). Hence considering thé
requirements of practicability and maximum power transfer the "best" antenna for an RFID
IC is a planar inductive antenna with a reactance that is able to tune out the capacitance of
the label lC and also provide an adequate match for the real impeclance of the label IC. The
following section will consider modelling the input impedance of a tlpical label antenna by
formulating a three parameters circuit model.

6.2.2 Label Antenna Equivalent Circuits

Equivalent circuits for small magnetic field sensitive antennas and electric field
sensitive antennas are shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 below. The range of validity
of these equivalent circuits is where the reactance properties of the antenna may be
described by a single parameter, L or C.'When the anterura is larger, as was the case for
interrogator antennas considered in Chapter 5, reactance properties were described by an
appropriate mixture of L and C.

V

+

L

&R,
Figure 6.1 I An equivalent circuit for a small magnetic field sensitive antenna.
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In Figure 6.11, the source voltage is the voltage induced in the flux collecting area of the coil
by magnetic fields other than those fields which resulted from current flowing within the coil

itself. Those induced voltages are represented by the voltage drop in the inductot L. The
parameters Rt and R, are loss and radiation resistances respectively. Figure 6. I is an example

of a magnetic field sensitive label antenna.

+

V
C

Rt R,

Figrre 6.12 An equivalent circuit for a small electric field sensitive antenna.

In Figure 6.12,the source voltage is the voltage developed across the self capacitance of the

antenna when it is open circuited, as a result of the current injected into it, when it is short-

circuited, by the displacement current density of the electric field in which the antenna is

immersed. The parameters ,R¡ and R, are loss and radiation resistances respectively. Figure

6.4 is an example of an electric field sensitive label antenna.

Calculating the parameters of the magnetic field sensitive antenna is straightforward, the

relevant formulae being obvious or contained in Appendix 4.1. For the electric field

antennas, determination of the relevant parameters is sometimes not quite so simple, as

electrostatic field solutions for the relevant geometries are not readily available. Therefore

empirical results or numerical modelling are more commonly employed foruseful shapes.

Thus far, the nature of RFID ICs and the nature of the impedance of label antennas have

been considered. Clearly, matching a label's input impedance to a label antenna's impedance

is vital. While an antenna impedance may be adjustable by design variations (as illustrated in
Section 6.4.4 and Section 6.4.5), the input impedance of an RFID IC can not be altered

without using external circuit components. This is an undesirable result. The following
section investigates the practicality of matching to an RFID IC's input impedance at UHF
frequencies allocated for RFID around the world.

6.2.3 Matching to an RFID Chip Impedance

Figure 6.13 A circuit with a lossless matching network and a parallel RC load.
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The Bode and Fano theorem can be used to investigate the existenoe of any theoretical
limitations to matching to an RFID IC's chip impedance. Figure 6.13 shows a circuit with
a real source impedance, a lossless matching network and an input impedance of an RFID
IC by a parallel RC load. According to Bode and Fano, the fundamental limitation on
impedance matching takes the form [64]

RC,
(6.1)

where f is the reflection coeffrcient of the load and its assumed lossless matching network
with respect to the source impedance R5, and i? and C is the resistance and capacitance,
respectively in the parallel RC load (Fþre 6.8).

I

lf lo'

cùl
Aro

(ì2

co (radls)

Figure 6.14 Reflection coefficient for thebest utilisation ofn/RC [63].

Equation (6.1) places a maximum limit on the integral to tdRC.In order to completely utilise
the given limit of tdRC for a desired angular frequency bandwidth (Aø),lll should be unity
along the entire band except for the bandwidtl¡ Aa under consideration, thus implying a
complete mismatch outside /ø. Considering a minimum achievable mismatch ovet Aa and
thus a minimum bound on the reflection coeffrcient of lfl¿, over the bandwidth Aø (refer b
Figure 6.14) yields (6.2) which reveals that for a given RC load, there is a compromise
between the maximum matching bandwidth and the maximum porù/er transfer to the load.

lrl^,)s2arRc (6.2)

If matching is to be performed to satisfr a certain acceptable lfl¿, (and hence, amount of
power transfer), the bandwidth may have to be reduced. On the other hand, if matching is to
be performed over a certain given bandwidth, the amount of power transfer to the load may
have to be compromised.
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Table 6.1 Regulated Ul{F frequencies allocated for RFID in major geographic regions around the world.

Region Frequency range (MHz) Bandwidth (MHz)

Europe 865 - 868 J

USA 902 - 928 26

Japan 952 - 954 2

Using the bandwidths outlined in Table 6.1, calculations of reflection coefficient limit

established in (6.2) are performed for the three regions: USA, Ewope, Japan and all of these

regions simultaneously. The results are outlined in Table 6.2. In the calculations, a chip

resistance R of 1.3 kÇ) and a chip capacitance C of 1.1 pF is assumed.

Table 6.2 Minimum achievable reflection coefficients (Ã : 1300 A, C : 1.1 pF)

Region Theoretical bound on lfl6¡¡

USA I.44xl0-6
Europe 2.42x1.0-sl

Japan 4.9lxl0 26

All regions 0.0214

All the values for lfl¿, therein are small. This means the allocated bandwidths for RFID

usage will not pose any theoretical limitations towards achieving a good impedance match to

the input impedance ofthe RFID IC.

Table 6.3 Minimum achievable reflection coefficients (Ã : 2500 O, C: 500 fF)

Region Theoretical bound on lFlm

USA 2.08 x 10-7

Ewope l.24xl0 s8

Japan 1.11x 10-2e

All regions 0.0123

However more recent advances in the fabrication of Schottþ diodes and low power CMOS

processes have yielded RFID chips with chip impedances represented by a resistance.rR of
2500 O with a parallei capacitance C of around 500 tr. In this light, the cases presented

above are re-evaluated and the results are presented in Table 6.3.

From the values in Table 6.3, it can be observed that in practice, if the tag chip has R : 2500

O and C: 500 ff, the theoretically achievable minimum reflection coefficient remains very

small and thus presents no theoretical limit to the maximum power transfer to an RFID chip

across the UHF RFID bands in the regions considered above.
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6,2.4 Environmental Constraints

The propagation of electromagnetic waves is governed by physical laws. RFID is no
exception to the laws of physics that define electromagnetic propagation. Hence it is
important to understand the effects of various environmental factors on atag antenna so
that suitable antennas can be developed to overcome any difliculties.

Liquids and metals play an important role in the performance in respect to the manner in
which they affect electromagnetic waves. High dielectric and lossy materials such as liquids
absorb or attenuate UHF RF energy and detune tag antennas reducing radiation effrcióncy,
while metals can either absorb or reflect it, depending on the amount and shape of the metal.
The unwanted result of a tag's reduced performance when attached to materials with high
dielectric constants and metallic objects need to be taken into consideration during the tág
design process.

Even a carton of photocopy paper may prove problematic for RFID labeling because the
liquid that affects RFID perfonnance does not have to be an actual liquid. Paper tl,pically has
high moisture content, and it does absorb RF energy. Wooden pallets made with green wood
and anything but oven dried wood present the same challenge because of the moisture
content. Fresh fruits and vegetables and frozen items will also pose lþid related problems
for RFID. It is important to evaluate whether the items have the potential to hold õr attract
moisture when considering the desrgn of RFID tag antennas for tagging the items.

Metal is perhaps more of a challenge because it may either reflect or absorb electromagnetic
waves. However the behaviour of electromagnetic waves next to a metal surface is
predictable as opposed to the effects mentioned previously. In some situations, the presence
of metal can actually improve the performance of an RFID tag. Irregular metal, on the other
hand, will either absorb the sþal or reflect it in random directions. As with liquids, there is
more to metal than may be immediately obvious. Metallised foil bags and even anti-static
bags can act as metal. Some materials have metallic contents or coatings that need to be
considered. Rice, for example, has been stated as having a high mineral iron content that
affects RFID performance [65].

The choice of void fill can affect RFID. Bubble wrap and loose Styrofoam void fill have
very little effect on RFID whereas dense foam will absorb some RF energy. Crushed or
formed paper, comrgate cardboard will have little efÏect unless it is very densely packed (and
then may pose the potential of the liquid problem).

While it may seem obvious that certain products will have an adverse effect on RFID, it is
possible to design antennas that take advantage of the nature of the surrounding material
properties. There are RFID tag designs that can be placed directly on flat metal surfaces.
These tags employ a relatively thin layer of dielectric insulation between the tag and the
metal surface. This effectively turns the metal surface into part of the antenna (a finite
ground plane) and can significantly improve performance by using the metal to reflect the
RF signal back to the interrogator that would otherwise radiate into the item. Section 7.5 will
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look at the development of a labei antenna for tagging metallic objects that resulted from the

investigation into the tagging of drill strings employed in oil rigs.

6.2.5 Performance Measure

While addressing the topic of RFID label antenna design it is important to consider the

practical performances of such antennas when attached to an RFID label IC. The accepted

metric foi such performance comparisons involves taking a read range measurement. The

read range of a tag is the maximum distance between a reader antenna and the tag before

the readðr fails to decode the tag responses while the tag antenna is favourably oriented to

the reader antenna propagation freld. These read range measurements may be taken in an

anechoic chamber, ãr may be performed in a more practical environment where the tag is

to be deployed.

In the theoretical estimation of read range for systems operating in the UHF spectrum two

scenarios can be anaþed to estimate the tag read range. These are given below.

. Tagpower constrained analysis

. Reader sensitivity constrained analysis

In the tag power constrained analysis, it is assumed that the system is adequately designed so

that the sensitivity of the interrogator's RF receiver is not a limiting factor (this might be the

case in the event of a reader using a bi-static antenna confguration).

In such a scenario the theoretical read range of a tag with a lossless antenna may be

calculated from the Friis equation given in (4.39). Thus the read range of a tag may be

evaluated as given below where the radiated power of the reader and the reader antenna gain

is replaced by EIRP and the available source power required atthetag antenna is P,¡¡os¡.

EfR1"oa",g,o,
(6.3)

I)t r(tag1

Equation (6.3) is only useful if an expression can be obtained for P4ø¿t. This requires careful

consideration in case of passive tag technology. Thus if the minimum amount of power

required to operate a tag is known to be P¡ç, and it can be assumed that the tag is receiving

that power, and the efficiency of the rectifer structure is r¡ and, k, is the power transfer factor

from the antenna to the tag circuit in the presence of modulation, that is, the ratio the power

reaching the tag circuit in the presence of modulation at the greatest mismatch to the

available source power from the tag antenna, then (6.4) gives the minimum power required

by atag at its threshold of operation. Hence it is possible to use P4øg from (6.4) in (6'3) to

oLtuin ã maximum possible read range when having enough power to energize the tag is the

constraint.
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If however it is the sensitivity of the interrogator's RF receiver that is lirniting, it is necessary
to find the distance at which the received signal at the interrogator's receiver just meets the
SNR of the receiver. Hence the minimum received power Prfeader)t at which the SNR of the
receiver is satisfied is given in (6.5) where i/F is the noise factor of the receiver, B is the
bandwidth of the receiver, fr is Boltzman's constant, Zis the absolute reference temperature
used in the definition of the receiver noise fäctor NF and (S/N)-;, is the minimum sìgnal to
noise ratio needed to decode a tag reply successfully.

Prq,eader) = (^9/i/).," krB@F) (6.5)

Thus the minimum read range can be calculated by considering the one-rù/ay signal strength
for a transmission from a tag to an interrogator with the required interrogator received porwer
given by (6.5). The result is the read range givein by (6.6) wherein the power Pa^r¡ is the
poÌwer scattered back from the tag and where it is assumed that the tag is just suffrciently
energised.

r
P4^g¡8r"oa"rT,t, ( Â'\

P,r"*. lo" ) (6.6)

To calculate P4øg we need the ratio of the effective modulated power radiated by the tag
antennas to the available source power from the tag antenna. We call this ratio k6 and thé
resulting calculation of P4¡og is given n(6.7). The value of Æ6 depnds on how good we are in
designing the modulator, and exactly how we define the effective modulated pô*.r, and that
depends in turn on the form of modulation employed. In an inefficient design (in which most
of the available source power is going to power the tag, so not much is backscattered), its
value could be small. It could also be small if most of the power is backscattered but not in a
way that is time varying or is a good expression of the type of modulation desired.
Aternatively its value could be up to about 1, in the case where not much of the available
source porwer goes into powering the tag and most is backscattered, and \rye are successfully
using, for example, binary phase shift keying modulation.

(taB) (6.7)

In practice the read ranges always need to be verified using practical measurements as
practical RF propagation losses have not been taken into account in the Friis equation given
in (4'39) and it is not easy to model the propagation loss in various environments without
extensive experimental data.

One simple method for evaluating tag performance in terms of tag read range in an ideal
propagation context is to use an anechoic chamber. The reader antenna can be placed at one
end of the anechoic chamber, whereas the tag is placed along the axis of maximum radiation
from the reader antenna. The tag should be correctly oriented on a polystyrene stand so that
there is maximum coupling between the tag antenna and the reader antenna. The reader
ouþut can be monitored while the tag is moved away from the reader antenna to obtain the
read range. However, it may be more practical to conduct the read range measurement in an

= koP,(tos)P,
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environment suitable to that in which the tag is to be deployed as it would give a more useflrl

indication of the performance of the tag with respect to the application.

The following section considers identifuing necessary tag antenna design requirements for a

given application prior to embarking on the antenna design process. Identifying requirements

*itt tr"tp the translation of application requirements to design requirements for an RF

engineer nominated with the task of designing a tag antenna.

6.3 Label Antenna Design

The sections above considered various aspects of label antenna design that a RF

engineer needs to be aware of in the design of antennas for RFID labels. The following

sections will consider the label antenna design process in detail.

6.3.1 Design Requirements

Table 6.4 An outline for evaluating antenna desigr requirements.

Operational
frequency band

operational frequency of the tag will depend on the country or counties m

which the tag is deployed. Table 6.1 outlines a list of such frequency bands.

Tag dimensions
Tagsizerequirements will depend on the application. For instance, the tag

may need to be printed on a label for sticking on a cardboard box, embedded

in plastic casing or placed within the confined space of a bottle cap.

Label cost
constraints

Keeping the cost of atzgto a minimum will limit the choice of RFID ICs

that can be used, as well as the type of material that can be used for
constructing the antenna. Generally tag antennas are constructed using

copper, aluminium or silver ink, while the material used for the substrate

may be anything from paper, polyester to FR4 dielectrics.

Read range
requirements

Consider the read range required by the particular application. Generally less

efficient, smaller antennas may be used for smaller read range requirements.

The read range is also affected by the electromagnetic compatibility

le

others may only require tags to radiate in a particular direction.

Objects to be
tagged

It is important to consider the nature of the item on which the tag antenna rs

placed AS the tâgantenna can be designed to be suitable to the surface on

which the tag IS placed (such ¿ts metal or cardboard) OT tuned for optimal

performance based on the contents of the tagged item (such AS liquids).
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The antenna desig4 material used and the antenna paekage need to take into
account the environmental condition to which atagmaybe exposed. For
instance tags may be subjected to a range of temperature, pressure or
mechanical sfesses depending on the application.

Due the nature of RF propagation, the effect of the permittivity of a materials on the
performance of antennas, and the environment in which the tags are deployed, RFID tag
desþs need to take into consideration the application for which the tags are being desþed.
Identifying application requirements will allow the selection of a suitable tag antenna design.
Table 6.4 provides a necessary set of considerations that should be deliberated upon to
identifr design requirements prior to embarking on the tag antenna design process.

6.3.2 Design Methodology

Generally, RFID label size requirements are restricted by costs and practical aspects
that depend on the application and the frequency of operation. Most practical tag antennas
for IIHF operation are physically small and hence tend to have a gain of aroun¿ t.ZO ¿gl.
These antennas also have moderately small bandwidths of operation.

YES

based on thethe

material suitable for the antenna

the in of the RFID be used

ldentify suitable antenna types, its dimensions and
impedance properties if possible

yield match
the RFID lC

a one or two element

antenna

measurements and

Does the antenna meet design
requirements?

Figure 6.15 A label antenna design methodology
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Generally, designing an antenna that is tuneable in manufacture is highly desirable 12351.

This implies that the antenna impedance can be varied easily in a deterministic or a

predictable manner by tuning a certain physical dimension or dimensions of an antenna- This

will ailow the same antenna design to achieve optimai performance when coupled to a range

of different RFID ICs, or when the antenna is to be placed on different packaging materials

or used in different frequency bands (as may be the case in porting an antenna design

suitable for operation in United States to Japan)'

A systematic method for designing an RFID label antenna is shown in the form of a flow

chart in Figure 6.15. This methodology is an expansion of the approach to tag antenna design

found in tr35] and addresses the incorporation of using existing antenna designs as well
formalising a method of impedance matching by phsycial construction of impedance

matching circuits on the antenna.

Once the antenna requirements are established by extracting them from the required

application scenario, it is possible to look at the types of material suitable for constructing the

*i"oou based on cost constraints and operational conditions of the application. It is then

important to determine the input impedance of the RFID IC in a selected package at the

threshold of operation; this might be obtained from the manufacturer or may be obtained by

direct measurement using a network analyser.

It is then possible to select a suitable antenna t¡rpe; there are numerous designs available,

ranging frõm simple loops, dipoles, meanderlines, spirals and patch antennas. However if an

antènnã parametric study reveals that it is not possible to obtain the required input impedance

within the design constraints, a designer is required to think more imaginatively.

A simple approach is to consider a single or a two element matching network that will
transform the antenna impedance to form a conjugate match to the chip impedance. Such a

matching network may then be physically implemented as part of the antenna, because the

use of lumped circuit elements is an expensive, space consuming and a less efficient method

for mass production of the antenna. Also, the absence of an efficient method for the

manufacture of the antennas will result in an antenna that is too dear and the use of lumped

elements is not desirable.

The resulting RFID tags inevitably tend to be too complex for analytical investigation and

various numerical EM analysis software based on MoM (method of moments for planar two

dimensional structures), FEM (finite element method) or FDTD (finite difference time

domain method for more complicated three dimensional structures) may be used' Prior to

using design tools, it is important to develop a simulation strategy and evaluate the

p"tfo. *"" of the tools by comparing simulated results with those from analytical and

measurement results. Then, new antenna desþs can then be modelled, and simulated to

obtain desired antenna gain, input impedance, and to understand the relationship between tag

antenna dimensions of the antenna input impedance, which is critical for delivering

maximum power to the tag.

Once an optimal antenna design has been developed, prototypes of the antenna can be built

and their performance evaluated by taking read range measurements under controlled
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conditions (such as an anechoic chamber) or in the practical environment in which the tags
are to be deployed. In the event the tag design is unsatisfactory, the whole design process
needs to be reiterated to obtain an antenna of adequate performance.

The following sections illustrate, in detail, the design of two tag antennas suitable for tagging
cases in the supply chain application depicted in Figure 6.16. Here the RFID portal is
constructed by using an ar::ay of reader antennas at various orientations to ensure maximum
coupling, to tags palced at, possibly different orientations.

RFID portal
(a suitable reader antenna

confìguration to allow maximum
coverage of RFID tags)

Cases are labeled with RFID tags

Packed cases placed
on a conveyor belt

Figure 6.16 An illustration depicting the use ofRFID labels in a supply chain application for tracking cases.

6.4 Illustrating a Novel Antenna Design

The antenna design methodology is best illustrated with an example. Considering the
design of an RFID label for labelling cases constructed from comrgated cardboard boxes at
a distribution centre, a number of antenna requirements can be found.

6.4.1 Antenna Requirements, Material and RFID IC Impedance

Assuming the tags are to operate under the electromagnetic compatibly constraints
enforced by the FCC the following requirement can be outlined.

o A convenient size for an antenna for labelling most cases is approximately a credit
card size label (86 mm x 54 mm)

o The frequency range of operation required is 902 MHz - 928}y'rÐz
o While using a reader radiating 4W EIRP to meet general application requirements,

tags should have read range of not less than 2 metres
o Since tag orientation can be fxed on boxes, there are no constraints on the directivity

ofthe antenna.
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Given the above requirements copper was chosen as the material of choice for the antenna,

due to its superior ionductivity. Considering the skin depth of copper, copper sheets of
thickness 32 ttrnshould be used. The substrate considered needs to be flexible, thin, and have

a low dieleciric loss. Poþsters with low dielectric constants such as PET (Poþthylene

terephthalate) ofthickness 50 pm are considered for the application.

The RFID straps used will be those from Alien Technologies [57]. The straps have a Class I
Generation 1 chip where the input impedance of a strap is typically 18.95 - j155.8 Q based

on the parallel input impedance values of R : 1300 O and C: l.lpF (refer to Figure 6'8 (a)
at9l5 MHz.

6.4.2 Antenna TYpe

hu

Figure 6. I 7 A Bow tie antenna with ttre height hs and flate angle a

It is possible to extend the analysis of the wedge above a ground plane antenna

considered in Section 5.4 anduse Brown and Woodward's [46] result to the analyse bow

tie antennas. Then, the Ansfot I{FSS simulation tool can be used to fure tune the antenna

impedance properties to form amatchto the label IC's input impedance.

A bow tie antenna may be thought of as a construction of a monopole wedge above ground

(examined in Section 5.4) where the perfect ground plane is removed and the image under

the ground plane is replaced by a physical structure as illustrated in Figure 6.17'

w
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Figure 6.18 A three parameter equivalent circuit model for a bow tie antenna.

Figure 6. 19 Field configuration around a bow tie antenna used for the calculation of its self capacitance.

Similarly to the analysis in Section 5.4 a three parameter model for the bow tie can be
developed using a detailed study undertaken of results first published by Woodward [a6] for
a monopole wedge above ground, The empirical model for an equivalent circuit for a bow tie
antenna is shown in Figure 6.18. The model which is derived from experimental results,
confirming Woodward's result, has an associated reactance X(a), given n (6.7), as a result
of a capacitor Cs, whose value is that of the selÊcapacitance of the bow tie, and an inductor
L6, placed in the series circuit shown. The radiation resistance of the bow tie is represented
by Rt,'

I-r

L"c"

R,,
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jX =: - + j@Lu 6.7)" jacu

Calculating the selÊcapacitance as depicted by the field lines of Figure 6.19 of the bow tie

antenna by seeking analytical solutions to Laplace's equation presents a difficult problem'

Nevertheless a numerical solution is both tractable and much simpler under the present

circumstances and has been performed. The method of moments provides a suitable

numerical approximation to the self capacitance of a bow tie antenna.

The sþificant finding is that, as expected and validated in Section 5.4 for a wedge above a

ground plane antenna, the low fiequency impedance of a bow tie antenna is mainly

capacitive and this value can thus be obtained by calculating the selÊcapacitance ofthe bow

tie antenna.

Figure 6.20 Field configuration for calculating the effective a¡ea of a bow tie antenna.

Also the radiation resistance outlined in the model parameters has significance in two ways.

It allows the amount of radiated power to be calculated for a transmitting antenna, and also

provides for a label antenna a means of calculating, using the reciprocity theorenr, the

éffective area as depicted in Figure 6.20, of the antenna. The relationship between the

electrostatic theory and the electrodynamic theory that allows the calculation of the effective

electric flux collecting areawas illustrated in Section 5.5.
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The model parameters outlined in Figure 6.18 will var,v for different flare angles of thc bow
tie antenna, as was the case for a monopole wedge above a ground plane antenna (Section
5.4). The radiation resistance, the capacitance and the inductance variation for a bow tie
antenna can also be summarised by the general expressions provided in Table 6.5 where the
height hprcfers to the height of the bow tie antennas as depicted in Figure 6.17.

Table 6.5 Expressions for evaluating bow tie antenna circuit model parameters.

Capacitanc e (C ù in Farads K rreohu
fnductance (¿¡) in Henrys K rrtrtoh"

Radiation Resistance (Ra") in Ohms K u^(þhr)'
In Table 6.5 the constants Kps and Ks¡ are dimensionless quantities while K¡n is measured in
Q. The specific values of these constants depends on the flare angle of the bow tie and they
can be derived from the anaþis of a monopole wedge above ground antenna (constants
described in Section 5.4 and given in Table 5.1) with the same flare angle using image
theory. The relationshþ between these values for the bow tie and wedge antennas are
summarised in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 The relationship between the bow tie antenna constants ancl the wedge above a ground plane
antenna constants.

Bow tie
antenna

constants

Numerical value of the bow tie antenna constants in terms of
the related monopole wedge above ground plane antenna

constants

Ktc Kryc 14

Ks¡ Kw
Ksn Kwnl2

Howevet, as a consequence of deriving the bow tie antenna constants from the analysis of a
monopole wedge above a ground plane antenna, the application of the model in Figure 6.18
and the derived expressions are only suitable for electricaþ small antennas obeying the strict
limit given by (6.8), where ha isthe height ofthe antenna as indicated in Figure 6.17.

nr aa!3 (6.8)
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6.4.3 Bow Tie Antenna Design
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Figwe 6.21 .R¡, of bow tie antennas of various flare angles evaluated using the expressions in Table 6.5.

While it is possible to find a bow tie antenna with an adequate radiation resistance to match

to an RFID chip impedance of 18.95 Q (refer to Figure 6.21) it is not possible to find a bow

tie with a flare angle and a height that will provide a conjugate match to the RFID chip's

reactance as an examination of Figure 6.22 reveals that all bow tie antennas of less than 90

mm in height appeff to be capacitive. Hence any resulting bow tie antenna, while possibly

having the conect matching real impedance, will not be inductive to form a conjugate match

to the chip impedance.
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Figore 6.22 Reactance of bow tie antennas of various flare angles (from the expressions in Table 6'5)'
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It is clear from the discussion in Section 6.4.3 that a bow tie of less than 90 mm in height is
capacitive at 9I5 MlIz. However, this structure has the advantage that it is easy to modèl the
resistance and reactance behaviour over a wide range of sizes and flare angles using the
expressions in Table 5.2.

Considering a bow tie antenna of 80 mm in height, it is possible to calculate the input
impedance of the antenna using the formulas outlined in Table 6.5. While it is possible to
obtain a configuration for a bow tie antenna with a real input impedance of the order of 18.95
Ç) for a match to an RFID chip's realpart ofthe input impedance, it is not possible to obtain
a conjugate match to the reactance of an RFID chip's input impedance.

The following sections will consider two different designs of bow tie antennas. Both desþs
illustrate the desþ process for a tag antenna and show how a useful antenna can be
designed based on a more easily analysed and understood antenna design, such as the bow
tie antenna.

6.4.4 Bow Tie Antenna with a Parallel Tuning fnductor

Considering an approximately credit card size bow tie antenna shows that the input
impcdancc is capacitive. This is true for any bow tie anterura of less than 90 mm in height.
It is then possible to engage in the thought process of discovering a suitable matching
circuit for the antenna to match to an RFID chip's input impedance. The simplest possible
matching circuit design, which is simple to physically incorporate into the antenna, will
generally provide the most suitable antenna design.

Ro,

+

V"

Equivalent circuit of
the bow tie antenna

Lossless Equivalent
matching circuit of
network RFID lC

Figure 6.23 An RFID tag with a bow tie antenna and a simple matching circuit.

CLp, *"n

C, La
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Figure 6.24 A bow tie antenna with a parallel tuning inductor.

Considering the equivalent circuit of the bow tie antenna, it is possible to contemplate a

matching element as illustrated in Figure 6.23 to achieve a match to the RFID chip

impedance. The tuning element, Lp.o,"h can be physically incorporated into the antenna

deiign. Such a parallel inductor may be conceptualised as indicated in Figure 6.24. þû
outline of the antenna desþ structwe is given in Figure 6.25.The copper strip across the

wings of the bow tie can then be adjusted to find a suitable inductor value to form a match

between the bow tie impedance and the RFID IC impedance.

ht,

i*
b

v

Figure 6.25 Bow tie antenna design structure with a parallel inductor
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Table 6.7 Bow tie antenna input impedance characteristics calculated from the empirical formulas.

R, Cn Ln h6 Input impedance

25 0.8 pF 23.1nIl 80 mm 2s -84j

Table 6.8 Simulation results.

å¿ (mm) dr(mm) i"(mm)
"ß(mm) Input impedance (O)

80 5 2.0 2 2 14.50 + 123.51j

80 6 2.0 2 2 29.00 + 172.00j

80 6 2.5 2 2 20.00 + 151.00j

80 6 3.0 2 2 17.00 + l4l.00j
80 6 3.5 2 2 rs.72 + 144.58j

80 6 4.0 2 2 13.s9 + 139.64j

80 6.5 3.0 2 2 2s.80 + 177.99i

80 6.5 3.5 2 2 2138 +t67.3tj
80 6.5 4.0 2 2 18.38 + r6L25j
80 6.5 4.5 t 2 15.31 + r47.89j

Taking a bow tie antenna 80 mm in height, the properties of the antenna can be calculated as
outlined in Table 6.7 where the centre frequency of operation is taken as 915 MHz.
However, adding the inductive strip will modiff the antenna model developed earlier since
the added strip will affect the self capacitance and the inductance of the model. Instead of
using an empirical method, simulation results from A¡soft HFSS (frrite element method
based simulation package) can be used to understand the effect of adding the inductive strþ.
Figure 6.25 describes the variable parameters used in the simulations while Table 6.8
outlines the results of simulations performed at 915 MHz.

Table 6.9 Tag bow tie antenna configurations.

h6(mm) d"(mm) ¡r(mm)
"Á(mm) "6,(nm) Input impedance (O)

80 6 2.5 2 2 20.00 + 1st.00j

80 6.5 4.0 2 2 18.38 + t6t.2sj

It can be observed that increasing the length of the inductor increases the inductance of the
antenna, while also increasing the radiation resistance of the antenna. Making the inductor
smaller reduces the inductive contribution of the strip and also the size of the radiation
resistance. These results agree with the manner in which a parallel inductor transforms the
antenna impedances as shown in the antenna equivalent circuit in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.26 The input impedance of the parallel tuned bow tie antenna desigr obtained from simulated
results.
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The simulation results suggest at least two possibilities for constructing thc bow tie antenna
as given in Table 6.9. The antenna parameters outlined can be fi.lrthér evaluated for their
merits in terms of maximum power transfer. Considering the power transfer to an RFID chip
input impedance of 18.95 - 155j O suggests that the second ântenna design will yield betteì
performance in terms of being able to form a conjugate match to the nfm chip's input
impedance.

9onsid.ering the range of frequencies over which RFID is used around the world (outlined in
Table 7.1) the variation in input impedance is plotted as a function of frequen.y in Figure
6'26. Figsre 6.27 shows the radiation pattern of the bow tie antenna. As expected, the
radiation pattern confirms that the antenna behaves similarly to an electric dþole.

Figure 6.28 A practical construction of a parallel tuned bow tie antenna used in laboratory tests.

A practical construction of the tag can be achieved using copper sheets of 0.035 mm in
thickness or more, to the specif,rcations given in Table 6.Ç and, ãs described in Figure 6.25
where an RFID chip can be attached using conductive adhesive. A test tag construcied in the
laboratory for read range asurements is shown in Figure 6.28. Read.ãog. -"ururementsof such a bow tie constructed and placed against poþtyrene foam boxei and comrgated
cardboard boxes showed a maximum read range of 6.30 m when the tag is favouiabty
oriented with the reader antenna, and where the transmitted power is 1 W, .núg u 6 dBi gain
reader antenna using an interrogator with a monostatic antenna configuration.

Fine tuning of the antenna dimensions for maximum performance can be easily achieved by
cfaæine i, by strþping away small portions of the inductor until maximum read range is
obtained at a required frequency. While simulation results are capable of giving a very
accurate result, finer adjustments almost always need to be done manuailylo obt"i.r th"
optimal tag dimensions for optimum performance.

6.4.5 Bow Tie Antenna with a Series Tuning Inductor

Alternatively, it is also possible to add a series inductor as a simple matching element
as illustrated in Figure 6.30. Then the tuning element Lsmatchcan be incorporateã into the
antenna design as shown in Figure 6.30.

1^4,
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Ru,

Equivalent circuit of
the bow tie antenna

Equivalent
circuit of
RFID IC

Lossless
matching
network

Figure 6.29 An RFID tag with a bow tie antenna and a simple matching circuit.

Similarly to the method used in Section 6.4.4 it is possible to physicaþ incorporate the

matching element Ls^o,"h illustrated in Figure 6.29 to achieve a match to the RFID chip

impedanie as illustrated in Figure 6.30. An outline ofthe antenna design structure is given in

Frgure 6.31. The copper strþ width, l-,the size of the gap betweenthe wings, g, andthe

arãount of copper removed, ¿", can then be adjusted to find a suitable inductor value to form a

match between the bow tie impedance and the RFID IC impedance.

Figure 6.30 Bow tie antenna with a series tuning inductor
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Figure 6.31 Bow tie antenna stucture with a series inductor.

Considering a bow tie antenna 80 mm in height, the properties of the antenna can be
calculated as outlined in Table 6.7 at a centre frequency of ÕtS MIIz. However adding the
indüctive strþs to form a series inductor will modify the antenna model developed in Seótion
6.4.2, stnce the added strip will affect the self capacitance and the inductance of the model.
Hence, simulation results are used to underst¿nd the effect of adding the series inductive
strip. Figure 6.31 describes the parametric variation used in the simulations, while Table 6.10
outlines results from simulations performed at 915 MHz.
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Table 6.10 Simulation results

ht
(ntm)

t,
(mm)

le
(mm)

g
(rrun)

f,
(mm)

f.
(mm)

Input
impedance
(o)

7l 1 6 2 9 I 1 r7.00+122.00i

7l 1 7 5 9 1 1 t6.47+93.54J

72 1 7 5 8 2 1 16.82+98.50j

72 1 7 2 8 2 1 t8.7s+142.6sj

72 1 7 2 8 2 2 t8.97+r4r.6rj

72 2 9 2 8 2 1 t6J6s+93.r4j

72 1 4 J 8 2 1 17.68+80.3sj

74 1 6 2 9 1 2 20.35+146.rDi

75 1 4 J 5 1 2 19.093+89.86j

75 1 6 2 9 I 2 2t.34s+rs4.42j

76 1 3.5 J 4 1 2 t9.s2+79.33j

76 1 4.5 J 4 1 2 20.5+102.92j

76 I 6 2 9 1 1 22.732+162.33i

76 1 6 J 9 1 1 22+148j

78 1 6 4 7 I 1 17.8+101.83j

78 1 6 J 7 1 I t8.3r2+r14.70j

78 1 6 2 7 1 1 18.95+128.34j

78 1 6 5 7 1 1 t7.32+89.3si

79 1 6 6 9 1 1 18.054+90.814j

79 1 6 5 9 1 1 23.929+74r.78i

79 1 6 2 6 2 1 19.37+138.00j

81 1 6 5 7 1 1 26.65+1s2.32i

81 1 6 6 7 1 1 19.433+98.55j

It can be observed that increasing the inductance of the strip by altering the strip size

increases the reactance of the bow tie antenna. It can also be observed from looking at

electric field vectors on the surface of the antenna in the near field that the strips protruding

outwards also affect the self capacitance of the antenna. Hence the addition of the large

inductor not only alters the reactance but it also alters the radiation resistance of the antenna.

It can also be observed that the reactance contribution to the impedance transformation from

the series inductor can be increased by reducing the width of the inductor, r,, increasing the

size of the inductor by reducing i" or by reducing the gap, g between inductance lines. The

real impedance of the antenna can easily be adjusted by increasing or reducing the height of

ú

ni

tlr
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the antenna as outlined ur the bow tie antenna model in Section 6.4.2.Thesc rcsults agiee
with the lnanner in which a series inductor transforms the antenna impedances as shown in
the antenna equivalent circuit nEigre6.29.

Table 6. I 1 Tag bow tie antenna configurations.

ht
(mm)

l*
(mm)

h
(rnn)

tc g Ír
(mm)

f,

BowAS 72 1 7 2 8 2 ) 18.97+141.61j

BowS 74 1 6 2 9 1 2 20.35+146.10j

The simulation results suggest at least two possibilities for constructing the bow tie antenna
as given in Table 6.11. The antenna parameters lead to slighdy different physical
constructions (as shown in Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33) and both antenna desþs wère built
to evaluate their performance.

Figure 6.32 Bow tie antenna design, BowS. Figure 6.33 Bow tie antenna design, BowAS
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Figr¡e 6.34 BowAS impedance variation over a frequencyrange of 850 MHz - 950 MIIZ obtained from

simulated results
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Figrle 6.35 BowS impedance variation over a frequency range of 850MIIz - 950 MI{z obtained from
simulated results.
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Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 show the impedance variation of the two bow tie antenna
desrgns over an operational frequency range of 850 MHz - 950 MHz. While both graphs
look similar the change in real impedance over the frequency ¡ange is significantly less for
the bow tie with a parallel tuned inductor (refer to Figwe 6.26). Hence, the paraiel tuned
antennas can be expected to maintain a reasonably low radiation quality factor over a range
of frequencies with the added benefit of being able to better mitigate the detuning effec1s
from environmental factors.

0=¡12
.s0 30

0=o
Bow tle antenna

€0 60

¿0 90

-12þ 120

-r80

4.0

Figure 6.36 Simulated radiation pattern of BowS.

Figure 6.36 shows the radiation pattern of the BowS antenna. As expected the radiation
pattem is that of a small dipole.

lõ0.160

4.0

Figure 6.37 Surface current dishibution plots of BowS.
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The simulation tools can be used to create a better understanding of the functioning of the

bow tie antenna and to confirm expectations. Figure 6.37 shows the surface current

distribution on the bow tie antenna as it is fed with an oscillating current. The diagrams show

the curent traversing from the feed point, outwards towards the end of the bow tie wings,

over a period of nl2 of the oscillating current'

Figqre 6.38 Practical construction of BowS. Figwe 6.39 Practical construction of BowAS.

A practical construction of the tag can be achieved, using copper sheets 0.035 mm m

thiôkness or more, to the specifications given in Table 6.11 and as described in Figure 6'31

where an RFID chip can be attached using conductive. Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 show

two of the antennas constructed in the laboratory for testing purposes. Read range

measurements (conducted in an indoor laboratory environment) of BowS constructed and

placed against polystyrene foam boxes showed a maximum read range of 7.30 m when the

tag is favowabiy oriented with the reader antenna, and where the transmitted power is 1 W,

.6iog a 6 dBi gain reader antenna with an interrogator with a monostotic antenna

configuration. BowAS showed a maximum read range of 6.70 metres. Similar read ranges

were obtained when the tags were placed against comrgated ca¡dboard boxes.

If fine tuning is required for maximum read raîge, the antenna dimensions can be altered.

One such simple adjustment is changing i" by stripping away small portions of the inductor

urtil maximum read range is obtained at a required frequency. While simulation results are

capable of giving a very accurate result, frrer adjustments almost always need to be made

manuaþ as described previously, to obtain the optimal tag dimensions for optimum

performance. However, ai described in Section 7.4, such optimality may not be desirable in

practice
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6.5 Conclusion

This chapter has explored the subject of RFID label antenna design, and illustrated the
requirements that a successful label antenna must posses by exploring the nature of RFID
label antennas and by designing two RFID label antennas for tagging cases. The three
dif[erent structural designs presented have illustrated the antenna design process outlined
in the chapter and produced three successful RFID label antenna designs suitable for
tagging cases.

It is clear from the discussion above that RFID label antenna design limits the designer to
planar structures with inductive input impedance due to cost limitations and the nature ofthe
load impedance presented by an RFID chip. Consideration of an adequate size for an antenna
involves desþing an antenna with an impedance that is a conjugate of the RFID chip's
input irrpedance.

Considering the subject of matching bandwidth an interpretation of the Bode-Fano theorem
provided a theoretical limit to the achievable power transfer to the ÀC load of an RFID label
IC. It has been observed that, in practice, if impedance matching is performed over a certain
bandwidtl¡ there is a limit to the minimum achievable reflection coefficient. Thus for a given
chip impedancc (rRC load), there is a conrpromise between the maximum matðhing
bandwidth and the maximum power transfer to the load.

The RFID label antennas presented in this section have many advantages. One of the main
advantages is the simplicity of the matching network. The bow-tie antenna did not require a
conrplex matching network and both empirical and simulation methods were used in
desþing the matching network. In addition, an excessively complex equivalent circuit for
the antenna was not required due to the smaller size of the antennas considered. Future work
may be used to evaluate the performance of the antennas against various packaging material.
The antennas are also easily tuneable by trimming the size of the inductori.

However, the label antenna desþs considered are relatively large both physically and
electrically. New applications of RFID technology and efforts to reduce costs are placing a
greater interest in small antennas that are both physically and elechicaþ small. There are
various limitations and constraints that need to be addressed before successfully designing
small far field label antennas. In addition there is an increasing need to address the pro6lemi
of tagging objects made of materials that effect RF propagation as mentioned in Section
6'2'4. The following chapter extends the far field antenna design to electricaþ small
antennas and consider constraints that need to be taken into account in the desþ of
electrically small tag antennas.

lE^tJ-



Chapt er 7

SMALL FARFIELD RFID LABEL

ANTENNAS

The previous chapter explored and illustrated the design of RFID label antennas'

Demandfor small, lowZost RFID labels of adequate performance as a result of the growth

and proiiferation of Radio Frequency ldentification Technologt has created interest in

physical[y small HFID label antennas. An antenna is called electrically small when its size
'ß'a 

smail fraction of the wavelength. This chapter considers physically small fuFID label

antennas iuitable for operation in the far field at UHF frequencies where the antenna is

also electrically small.

Limitations inherent to electrically small antennas have been studied in the past, however

RFID label antennas are subjected to a unique set of limitations as a result of the load

impedance presented to a label antenna and the nature of electromagnetic compatibility

,"gulotiont which restricts the power a label can obtain at a given position, algnq with the

,*t"ty of environments in which the labels have to operate. The subiect of electrically

smatt'RFID label antennas for RFID applications has not been considered previously in

the literature. This chapter explores the topic of small antenna design for low cost RFID'

discusses in detail the ôonsidlrafions that antenna designers for RFID applications need to

be aware of when RFID antennas become electrically small and presents an electrically

small antenna design suitablefor tagging metallic objects.
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7.1 Introduction

The subject of electrically small antennas has been considered in the past in notable
publications such as [59], [60], [61] and 1621. RFID label antennas -uy b" electrically
l_aree 9t small depending upon the frequency band of operation and the physicál
dimensions of the antenna. Electrically small in this context implies an antennâ whose
largest dimensions are a fraction of the wavelength under consideration. Generally for an
antenna to be considered electrically small, its largest dimension must be approximately
1/1Oth ofthe wavelength of interest.

The antenna analysis considered in the following sections will be for far field IIHF RFID
operation, where the frequency of operation is that of the FCC regulated frequency band of
902 lvftlz - 926 \vftIz. A centre frequency of 9 1 5 MHz in the 9}2lvftlz - 9261,{trI;band and
an associated wave length A of 327.87 mm is used. Hence the electrically small antennas
considered in this chapter will not have a dimension larger than 30 mm. In ihe view of using
dimensionless quantities the term þa, where / is the wave propagation constant, and a is an
antenna dimension, is used to describe small antenna sizes. Hence, electrically small
antennas considered here has a þa < 0.6 (using an associated wave length A of 327.87 ¡¡¡n,
md a ofllnl).

A discussion ofthe nature of antennas suitable for RFID applications has been introduced in
Section 6.2.7, and it is sufücient to reiterate here that a small inductive antenna with an
antenna inpedance which is a conjugate match to the impedance ofthe RFID IC, formulates
an ideal small antenna for an RFID application. This chapter will consider issues that arise as
a consequence of designing and using small antennas for RFID applications [63] and
illustrate the successfi.rl desþ of a small antenna for overcoming the froble-r oi taggng
metallic objects.

7.2 Radiation Quality Factor

+

%

jx +

Rr

jx

RI

(b)

%

Rr

(a)

Figwe 7' 1 Small antenna equivalent circuit, (a) an ideal lossless antenna (b) antenna in which the ohmic
losses have been taken into consideration.
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Figure 7.1 shows equivalent circuits for an electricaþ small label antenna with an ideal

,ro-ltug. source V", aieactive element X, radiation resistance R" and ohmic losses .R¡' From the

elements in Figure 7.I(a) we can construct a radiation quality factor

lxl
R,

Q, (7.1)

It has been shown that for ideal lossless and electricaþ small antennas, which would be

enclosed completely by a smallest possible sphere of radius, a, (both electric and magnetic

dipole antennas), the radiation quahty factor scales as follows [61].

g, = (pof' + (pa)' Q2)

107
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o
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E 104
o
C

103
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01 0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28

ßa

FigxeT.2The Q, of an ideal lossless antenna (where pis fixed at the cente frequency of 915 MlIz)'

Figure 7.2 ndicates a characteristically high Q, for small antennas. This is as a result of a

mõre rapid decline in radiation resistance with respect to the antenna reactance as the size of
the antenna is made small.

t 
lqul - 2l H (7.3)L=Foal*tu ) )

Consider the radiation resistance of a single turn small loop (inductive antenna), given by
(5.8) and the inductanc e, L, of a single turn small loop, given by (7.3) expressed in terms of
the antenna loop radius , a, aÍtdwire radius , b, whete þo: M x 10 -7 IVm is the free space

magnetic permèability t48l and A is the cross-sectional area of the coil. Then Figure 7.3

illuitrates the radiation resistance and the inductance of a small single turn coil as a function
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of its size. It can be seen from Figure 7.3 that the radiation resistance and the reactance are
both sensitive to antenna size but the radiation resistance decreases as a higher power than
the inductance. Hence, as the antenna (lossless) becomes very smal! a-relatively large
reactance stands between the radiation resistance and any extemal load to which wè migit
wish to match. However, it should be noted here that the radiation pattem and the directivity
of a small antenna is independent of its size [41].
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Figure 7.3 Radiation resistance and the inductance of a small loop antenna (where pis fixed at the cenhe
frequency of 915 MIIz).

The implications of a high Q, for a small label antenna are three fold. A large radiation
quality facto¡ will affect the antenna bandwidth, create difficulties in matching to the label
load and result in ineffrcient antennas. These implications for RFID applicaiions will be
considered in more det¿il below.

It should also be noted that a large quality factor will significantly increase the effect of
detuning by environmental factors. Environmental detuning is a serious concern in RFID
applications. These environmental factors may be as sirrple as the variation in the moisture
content of a comrgated cardboard box.

- 
b= 0.0001À

- - þ= 0.0002I
b= 0.0003i"
b= 0.00041.
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7.2.1 Bandwidth

Assuming the bandwidth of the antenna is regulated by the radiation resistance and

not the ohmic losses, antenna bandwidth BW can be defined by Q '\. Hence an

increasingly larger Q, signifies an increasingly smaller antenna bandwidth. Figxe 7.4

illustrates the latter fact for a centre frequencyfr of 915 MHz. This signifies a fundamental

limitation on the useable bandwidth of small antennas.

aw = L (7.4)
o
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Figwe7.4 Small antenna bandwidths (where pis fixed at the cente frequency of 915 MlIz).

Table 7 .l UHF RFID frequency allocations and the implied Q,.

o.o4 0.12 0.2 0.28 0.36 0.44 0'52 0.6

Region Frequency range (MHz) Bandwidth (wtrIz) Upper limit of Q'

Ewope 865 - 868 J 288

USA 902 -928 26 35

Japan 952 - 954 2 476

Ewope, USA,
and Japan

86s - 9s4 89 10
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The UHF RFID bandwidths for European eountrics, Ilnited States of America (USA) and
Japan are as shown in Table 7.1. Despite the limited bandwidth imposed by small antennas,
it is clear from Figure 7 .4 that to satisSz a bandwidth of 26 MHz (refer to Table 7.1),
theoretically, requires an antenna whose iargest dimension is greater than 15 mr¡¡ while to
satisSr the widest bandwidth of 91 MHz (refer to Table 7.1) requires an antenna whose
largest dimension is at least 27 mrrr

Considering the largest available bandwidth given in Table 7.I, an upper limit of 35 for e,
can be calculated for an antenna with adequate bandwidth for operatiõn itr tne United States
of America. However if the antenna were to be able to adequately cover the entire spectrum
in all the listed countries then an upper limit of 10 for Qr can be calculated. Figure 7.5
illustrates minimum theoretical sizes of electrically small antennas expressed in terms of the
largest antenna dimension a and the wave propagation constant, /, needed to achieve the
upper limit bandwidths outlined in Table 7.L lt is clear from the illustration in Figure 7.5
that, theoretically, it is possible to expect an electrically small antenna to have a radiation
quality factor that is below the upper limits indicated in Table 7.\.ft can also be seen that an
antenna with a bandwidth of 89 MHz requires an antenna that is on the borderline of being
classified as an electrically small antenna.
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Figure 7.5 Small antenna radiation quality factors (where Bis fixed at the cenfe fiequency of 915 MIIz).
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Secondly, a large radiation quality factor, Q,, wlll result in poor matching to RFID

label ICs ur ih"y have quality factors in the range of 8 - 10. The large values of Q, for

small antennas are due to their increasingly vanishing radiation resistance in relation to

their reactance. Thus small antennas will have an inherent difficulty matching to the real

impedance RFID ICs. The subject of impedance matching is considered in more detail in

Section 7.4.

7.2.2 Matching

7.3 Antenna Quatity Factor

The concept of an antenna quality factor was introduced and defined in (a.28). The

antenna qualityfactor takes into account the antenna ohmic losses. Unlike electrically large

antennas, practical small antenna structures that are electrically small have ohmic losses

that are significantly larger than their radiation resistance. For instance, a single turn loop

antenna ohmic losses, R¡, cârl be characterised by

Rr
a (tNo

(7.s)
b 2o

where ø is the angular frequency of operation and o is the conductivity of the antenna

material.

4.5
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3.5

3

0.04 0.08 o.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of theradiation resistance andthe loss resistance of small loop antennas (wherepis
fixed at the centre frequency of 915 MIIz)'
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Figure 7.6 shows the relationship between R, and À¡ of an electrically small antenna. It can
be observed that the ohmic losses of an electrically small antenna become much larger than
the radiation losses of the antenna as the antenna size is made smaller. The dampening effect
produced by the increasing losses has two implications for RFID applications ànd are
discussed below.

7.3.1 Bandwidth

Primarily, the loss resistance provides a dampening effect to reduce the antenna
quality factor Q, and thus broadening the bandwidth of the antenna, assuming that the
bandwidth of the antenna is now regulated by both the radiation resistance anã the loss
resistance as given n (7.6). Hence this further reinforces the view presented in Section
7.2'7 that electrically small antennas of adequale size are capable of meeting UHF RFID
operational bandwidth requirements, albeit with the detrimental affects of increased losses
in relation to the radiation resistance.

aw =L
Q.

(7.6)

7.3.2 Effrciency

Secondly, the increasing loss resistance reduces the antenna efficiency. The efliciency
of an antennã €anb is given by (7.7).It is clear from the discussion in Section 7.3.1 and,
(7.7) that increasing loss resistance aids in broadening the bandwidth of the antenna albeit
at the cost of inefficiency and thus reduced range of operation. Figure 7.7 ilfustrates the
declining antenna efficiency with antenna size for electrically small loop antennas.

""'=fi4 (7'7)

As antenna designers attempt to find the "best" antenna for RFID applications, it is clear
from the above discussion that making antennas smaller will not yield impedances of the
order 18.95 + j155.8 Q required to match to a tl,pical RFID label IC with impedance of 18.95
- j155.8 O. However, making antennas smaller will lead to the creatiõn of inefficient
radiators, as was illustrated with an electrically small loop antenna [63]. Nevertheless,
theoretically, electrically small antennas are capable of meeting UHF RFID bandwidth
requirements.
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Figwe 7.7 Effrciency of a small loop antenna (where pis fixed at the centre frequency of 915 MIIz).

7.4 Difficutty: Narrow Bandwidth Antennas and Impedance

Matching

Table 7.1 outlines the UHF frequency spectrums used by several countries around the

world. It can be seen from the table that an antenna with a bandwidth of 26 MHz is

required to cover the spectrum allocation in the US (which is the broadest available UHF
spectrum) while a bandwidth of 89 MHz will be required by a single antenna to cover the

spectrum allocations of the three regions under consideration. This will require an antenna

with a Q, or Qo (depending on antenna size) of at least 35 or 10, respectively. However it
has been illustrated in Section 7.2 that small antennas are inherently narrow band due to

their high quality factors.

The input impedance of UFIF chips considered (refer to Section 6.2.3) have quality factors of
approximately 8 (R : 1300, C : l.l pF) and 7 (R: 2500, c: 500 tr). Thus the chip input

impedance is inherently broadband and the available bandwidth adequately covers the cross

regionalbandwidth of 89 MHz.
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This predieament forces an antenna designer who is limited by small radiation iesistance
values, due to smaller antenna size and cost limitations, to produce less efficient antennas
with increased losses to achieve a conjugate match or to produce more efficient narrow band
antennas at the expense of limited bandwidth of operation and impedance mismatch. It is
never easy to achieve the right balance and it is even more difficult to alter electrically small
antenna which also tend to be physically small at UIIF frequencies, to achieve impedance
matching.

Nevertheless it should be stated here that the imaginary component of the RFID IC input is
not negligible in relation to the real impedance, thus it must be matched as well as possible
through proper tuning if optimal tag performance is to be expected from an RFID label
antenna.

However, due to reasons resulting from the magnitude of the radiation quality factor it is not
necessary in practice to achieve a fine grain match to an RFID IC's input impedance as this
might be detrimental to the performance of the tag. In a commercial development
environment it is generally a good practice to allow the real impedance of a tag antenna to be
larger than that of the RFID label IC, and the reactance of the label antenna to be smaller
than the reactance of the [{FID label IC, so that the antenna will always have a lower e,than
the RFID IC. This will mitigate the effect of environmental detuning while providing the
chip with adequate power during its load modulation cycles.

Chapter 6 has highlighted the problems of antenna performance when placed against metallic
surfaces. The sections above have highlighted the difTiculties of designing eleótrically small
tag antennas. The following section will present a tag antenna desþ that performs well
when placed on metallic objects and is also electrically small.

7.5 A lt{ovel Electrically Smatl Antenna for Tagging Metallic

Objects

Under the categories of item, case and pallet level labelling, a number of challenges
have arisen related to developing RFID label antennas suitable for labelling metallic
objects, objects filled with fluids and other such objects posing a barrier to radiation in the
UHF region, because fluids tend to absorb radiation while metallic objects tend to reflect
radiation. The material on which an antenna is placed also changes the properties of the
antenna due to the permittivity and the permeability of the material. It is èviãent that new
antenna designs are needed for identification of items manufactured with materials that
affect radiation and the performance of antennas.

RFID tags embedded in metal may be used for metal asset tracking applications. previous
work [50] has been performed at HF frequencies but there is increasing interest in UHF
frequencies as the frequency of choice for object tracking. In this section it is shown that
suitable antennas can be made from capacitive structures sensitive to electric fields
perpendicular to the metal surface.
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Aî I{FSS simulation environment for antenna applications was used to relate simulated

results to empirical results. Both the simulations and the measurements indicated that the

antenna concept is suited to the application of tracking metal assets.

7.5.1 Antenna Requirements, Materials and RFID IC Impedance

The drill strings used in oil drilling have a limited life in that a section may be used

400 times or until ihe diameter reduces 20 mm from wear against the surrounding rock.

These drill string pieces vary in size from 250 mm to 1067 mm in diameter and are made

from steel. The RFID tag is to be located n a 20 mm diameter hole at a depth below the

surface of at least 10 mm after wear has occurred. RFID labelling the pieces of the drill
string allows the recording of usage and location data at a particular depth of the drill head,

aiding in the planning of a rotation scheme, so that any one particular section is not

constantly at a position of high stress.

Interest in the anaþsis of electric field coupling to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

antennas placed on or against metal, and some informal measurements based on some

assembled structures, had suggested that the electric field coupling mechanism might be

suitable for use in small RFID labels placed on or against metal, and excited in the far field

by UHF RFID readers.

Assuming the tags are to operate under the electromagnetic compatibility constraints

enforced by the FCC the following requirement can be outlined'

o The frequency range of operation required is 902 NIJ-lz-928Ì|/4Hz
o Tags should have read range of not less than 1 metre using a reader radiating 4W

EIRP to meet general application requirements
. Since tags are to be embedded, the directivity of the antenna should be in a vertical

plane above the metal surface.

Given the above requirements copper was chosen as the material of choice for the antenna,

due to its superior ìonductivity. Considering the skin depth of copper, copper sheets in

excess of 32 pm in thickness shouid be used. The substrate considered needs to be hard, be

able to maintain the structural integrity of the tags, and have a low dielectric loss' Rexolite

with a dielectric constant of 2.53 (up to 500 GHz), with an extremely low dissipation factor

and an operating temperature range of -60o C to 100o C was chosen for the substrate.

RFID straps supplied from Alien Technologies [57] wili be used in the antenna protot¡ping

phase. Thè strápì have a Class I Gen 1 chip where the input impedance of a strap has a

iypical value of 18.95 - j155.8 Q based on an R : 1300 arld C: l.lpF (refer to Fþre 6'8

(a) at 915 NftIz, at the threshold of operation
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7.5.2 Antenna DesÍgn

This problem has been addressed in the past by embedding 'U' shaped ferrite cores in
depressions in the metal, and exciting the connected RFID chips through the creation of
tangential magnetic fields at 13.56MHz, some of which is encouraged to enter the hole by
the high permeability of the aforementioned cores [50].

The problem of RFID labelling of large metal objects previously approached by promoting
field propagation as described above by an HF tecbnology has been translatea tô Ufff Uy
attempting to exploit the electric field between the antenna and its metal surround rather than
attempting to promote the tangential magnetic flreld to dip down into the 'hole" containing
the RFID tag.

The antenna of interest consists of a top circular plate of a small diameter on a dielectric
substrate, with the sides and base of the substrate copper clad to form a cylindrical tub. This
capacitive plate is connected to the edge of the tub by an inductive track. The dielectric
substrate used had a thickness of 3 mnU a diameter of 20 mm, and a relative dielectric
constant of 2.53, with 1 oz. copper (35 fun). The top plate was 17 mm in diameter, and the
spiral track was notionally 0.5 mm in width (refer to Figure 7.g).

0.5 mm

Spiral inductor

17mm

Spiral inductor 3mm

E
E
o
N

-+r r-1.25mm

Bottom plate Top plate tcs

The inductive track length can be adjusted to vary the antenna reactance by reducing or
increasing the inductance. The region where the track joined the top circular plate was filled
in with copper tape and solder to raise the resonant frequency (reduce the inductive track
length) to within the 902-928 MHz band. The proposed RFID chip connection was chosen to
be at the base between the bottom of plate and a pin through a hole at the centre of the
substrate to the top plate.

J

I

Figure 7.8 Antenna stucture
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7.5.3 Simulation

The antenna without the external connections rù/as simulated in I{FSS using a

modifred FR4 substrate, to suit the characteristics of Rexolite. Perfectly matched layers

(PML) surrounding a vacuum box were used for radiation calculations rather than a

'radiation boundary' in the Ansoft simulation environment.

Figure 7.9 shows the magnitude of the simulated input impedance of the antenna and the real

pu:.t oftn. input impedanie of the antenna. The large impedance at 905 MtIz is suggestive of
àn intrinsic paralle|tuned circuit. Then the simulated structure has a self resonant frequency

of 905 MHz.
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Figrre 7.9 Impedance values of the antenna obtained from simulations.

Figure 7.10 shows the radiation pattern of the antenna obtained using the simulation

software.
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Figure 7.10 3D Polar plot of the radiation pattern obtained from simulations.

The simulated impedance values of the antenna show that the impedance of the antenna at
915 MHz is too large to form a conjugate match to the RFID IC impedance lz"l: ß5 a.
These results can be verified by constructing a prototype antenna and measuring the input
impedance using a network anaþer.

7.5.4 Measured Results

Connection at the end of the inductive track Suþstrate

Ground plane

SMA Connector to connect up to Metal block with a cut out for
embedding the antenna and a

via for the SMA connector
the network analyser

Figure 7.1 1 Antenna parameter measurement arrangement.
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The simulated results were conflrmed by constructing an antenna protot5¡pe and

measruing the antenna reactance over the operational frequency range using a network

analyser. The measurement affangement is illustrated in Figure 7.lI. Impedance

measurements were performed with the antenna embedded into a ground plane, with a hole

in the ground plane, keeping fields away from instrument cables. The network analyser

was calibrated at the base of the cable connecting to the SMA connector (at the panel

mount plane) to represent where a chip could be protectively located. For this investigation

u putr"i mount SMA connector was used with a 1.25 mm diameter centre pin (via) to
provide a connection to those nodes.
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Figwe7.l2 Measured reactance of antenna impedance (ohms vs. MIIz).
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Figure 7.13 Smith chart plot of the measu¡ed antenna impedance.
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It is clear from the measured antenna reactance values given in Fþre 7.!2 and, the Smith
chart trace in Figure 7.13 that the antenna exhibited, as expected, parallel resonance. As the
real part of the impedance was much larger than 50 ohms, the trace was on the Smith chart
periphery (refer to Figure 7.I3) añ thus points around the resonance (far right hand side of
chart) fluctuate and cannot be trusted in respect of the real part of the impedance. As a result
the real part of the impedance is not plotted in Figure 7.12 and only the reactance vaiues
which can be accurately extracted from the Smit chart plot with points on the periphery are
plotted.

Equivalent circuit of the antenna
Equivalent
circuit of
RFID IC

FigtreT.l4 Equivalent circuit of the antenna and RFID IC.
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Figure 7.15 Suceptance plot ofthe antenna obtained from the measured reactance values.
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It is possible to model the antenna equivalent circuit as a parallel resonant circuit, as shown

in Figure 7 .14, to evaluate the parameters Lo and Co of the equivalent circuit by using the

measured reactance values to obtain the susceptance. The susceptance versus angular

frequency was piotted over a wide enough span as shown in Figure 7.15 to ensure that the

susceptance measurements were stable and away from the "crowded" far right region of the

Smith chart. From the susceptance equation of a parallel tuned ctrcuit, iB : i ú' - il(úL'),
the slope of the susceptancJversus angular frequency plot around resonance ís 2Co, which

was fo-und by "line of best fit" ignoring values near the resonance, and the resonant

frequency taken to be where this line crossed zero susceptance. The value for Co was found

to be 8.8 pF, which for a resonant frequency of 919 MHz yielded an inductance Loof 3.4 ¡ÍI.
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95. 26pF
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Spon 5.000 MHz

Figwe 7.16 Measured antenna impedance'

This parallel circuit was then loosely coupled to a network analyser by removing a ring of

"oppêr 
around 2 mmin diameter from where the SMA centre conductor connected to the top

phtè of the antenna so that the centre conductor and top plate were capacitively coupled' The

iesult was that the circuit resonated at a lower frequency but was an effective series circuit

(detuned open), and the coupling could be arranged for the resistance at resonance to pass

through 50 ohms (the Smith chart centre). Figure 7.16 shows the resulting Smith chart

observed for the loosely coupled configuratior\ where the goal was to be close to the centre

of the Smith's chart for accurate measurement of resistance. Here, the value of the coupling

capacitor is not required to be known, only the resistance at the frequency of resonance.

The following calculation is based on the assumptions listed below.

o The substrate loss at the new lower frequency is equivalent to the loss at the frequency of
interest (the substrate is suitable for the frequency of operation and is not being 'þushed"

so that losses are not hrghly frequency dependent).

o The copper losses are constant (the difference in frequency is not sufficiently great so as

to require manipulation of the losses).
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The reason for these assumptions is that the losses were not sought to be separated into
different contributions from inductor losses and dielectric losses but rather the intrinsic
quality factor, Q, of the antenna needed to be known for the first order calculations to
evaluate the suitability of the antenna for an RFID label.

The combined losses were represented by Ro, the resistance of the parallel tuned circuit at
resonance (refer to Figure 7.14). In order to extract this loss, the parallel Lo and Co were
combined at the lower loosely coupled frequency to yield an effective inductance Le¡, as the
circuit was below the intrinsic resonance and is thereby inductive. Leyl,and,R were then
related to the parameters of a series equivalent circuit at the lower frequency by the relation

R: (C * t) r, (7.10)

where r is the resistance value (close to 50 O) at the lower resonance, and Q is given by
(7.1 1).

Q: R l(aL"¡) (7.11)

Solving for R results in a quadratic equation with the higher of the two solutions being the
one chosen. R was found to be 885.12 ohms, which includes the dielectric and copper losses
along with the radiation resistance. This value agrees well with the simulation results shown
in Figure 7.9. Thus, the intrinsic Q of the original parallel resonant circuit at its original
resonant frequency was calculated to be 45.1.

7.5.5 Performance

205 mm

Connect¡on at the ond of the ¡nductive track Substrate

plan6

Monopole antenna connected
to the RF out port of the

network analyser SMA Connector to connect to the
RFin port of the network analyser

block with a cut out for
embedding the ântenna and a

via for the SMA connector

Figure 7. 1 7 Measurement arrangement.

S27 rrloâsurements between the drill string anterura and a monopole field creation
antenna were performed above the ground plane, with a distance of 205 mm between the
monopole and plate antenna centre as shown in Figure 7.17. The 114?," monopole was
made self resonant at 975 MHz. The magnitudes of ,Srr for the field creation monopole
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shown in Figure 7.I7 (na 50 ohm system) were -13.15 dB at 884 MHz, and -9'12 dB at

919 MHz. Transmission measurements between the drili string antenna and the ll4ì'"

monopole (distance 205 mm) above the same ground plane gave a transmission loss Szt of
-29.6 dB at the loosely coupled resonant frequency of 884 MHz.

The transmission loss between the antennas, when adjusted for a realistic intenogator to

label distance of 1 m and radiated power of 4W EIRP suggests that the available source

power from the antenna will be 160 microwatts, which is more than sufficient to power an

itptO tuU"l at this distance. Hence the antenna design is successful and capable of
performing adequately for the intended application'

This is a highly tuneable antenna design as the length of the spiral inductor shown in Figure

7.8 canbeãdjusted to vary the inductance, that is tr, denoted in Figure 7.I4 to achieve a

conjugate maich to an RFID strap's reactance. It is important to note that altering the

induci=ance by adjusting the spiral inductor will not effect Ro significantly as -Ro is primarily

due to the losses and the portion of the losses attributable to the losses in the inductor are

comparatively very small.

Unlike the antenna design presented in Section 6.3 where the radiation resistance was

evaluated, there was no attempt to model or calculate the radiation resistance of the drill

string antenna, nor is such a calculation required. When antennas become electrically small,

far freld coupling volume theory suggests that only the coupling volume and the antenna

quality factoi n."d to be known. The formulation of far field coupling volume theory and an

iilustration of the latter mentioned postulate is discussed in Chapter 8.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a number of considerations that must be accounted for

when designing electrically small UHF antennas for RFID chips.

It is clear from the discussion above that small antenna designs mainly limits the designer to

structures with inductive input impedance due to cost limitations and the nature of the load

impedance presented by an RFID chip. Consideration of an adequate stze for a small antenna

involves designing an antenna with an impedance that is a conjugate of the RFID chip.

However, theiadiation resistance of small antennas are inherently small and thus achieving a

conjugate match while ensuring maximum power transfer also effectively increases antenna

losses. Nevertheless the added losses then ensure that the antenna has an adequate bandwidth

despite being rather inefficient.

It has been shown that a significantly high Q, or Qo is not desirable. While a high Qo ís not

meritorious to the antenna, it can help to enhance the performance of labels with tiny

antennas as will be shown in the discussion on far field coupling volume theory presented in

the next chapter.
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It has been illustrated that electrically small UHF RFID antennas are inherently inefficient:
thus impedance matching becomes vitally important in obtaining adequate performance
(read range) from an RFID label. It has been shown that there can be difficulties in
impedance matching when the RFID tag antenna size is limited to be electrically small.

Since electrically small antennas are by nature inefficient the best a designer can do to
improve performance is to design anter¡ras that deliver as much power as possible to the
RI'ID IC because providing adequate power to the IC is paramount in increasing
performance. This involves manipulating antennas to increase losses and to find the besi
match possible to an RFID chip IC albeit at the cost of reduced efficiency.

Thus understanding these physical and theoretical limitations of electrically small RFID
label antennas allows a designer to overcome some of these limitations by manþlating the
shape of electrically small antennas to create a matching network as part of the antenna
structure. Since electrically small antennas can be viewed as an inductive or a capacitive
structure this process is akin to physically creating lumped elements on an antenna structure.

However, due to size limitation only simple matching networks are possible (one or two
elements) and it is not possible to implement a complex and low loss structure on an already
physically small antenna. A number of simple matching networks based on series or shunt
inductors or capacitors, pi-matching networks or L-matching networks can be used in
designing the matching networks. The successful design of an elechically small label
antenna was given Section 7.5.

The usefulness and a description of the coupling volume theory were presented in Chapter 4
in the context of near fields. It is even more useful in the analysis of coupling links in the far
field involving tiny antennas which are electrically small antennas where the ohmic losses
are sþificantly larger than the radiation resistance. The following chapter will consider the
application of coupling volume theory in the far field, for tiny RFID label antennas.
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Chapter B

TINY ANTENNAS AND FAR FIELD

COUPLINGVOLUME THEORY

Coupling volume theory was devisedfor situations in which labels are placed in the

nearrtefl, i.e. the energy storagefield of a transmitter antenna, and also in the situation in

which the radiation resistance of the label antenna is small in relation to the losses in that

antenna. For operation in the HF ISM band centred at 13.56 MHz, both of these conditions

are normalty iatisfi.ed. For the situation when labels are placed in the far field of an

interrogator antenna, but the labels are so small that their own losses are large in relation

to the radiation resistance of the label antenna, it is not appropriate to use radiating

antenna theory to evaluate the pedormance as it does not take into account the

predominant ohmic losses of the antenna. It is in this context that the far field coupling

volume theory provides an elegant solution.

This chapter outlines the far field coupling volume theory analysis for tiny RFID label

antennai with an example of its successful application to analyse the power coupled to a

tiny RFID label anteina in the far Jìetd as well as depicting its usefulness in the

comparison of antennas for performance.
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8.1 Far Field Coupling Volume Theory

In general it is possible to calculate the power coupled in the far field to a label with a
lossless receiving antenna using (4.39), which is the Poynting vector-effective area
tbrmulation. However, it is possible to calculate the power coupled in the far field using
the ideas expressed in the coupling volume formulation outlined in Section 4.14167 and
66] although it was originally discussed for the different context of near field excitation.
The formulation of far field coupling volume theory and its applications to RFID is
explored in the following sections.

Far field measures in terms of reactive power density per unit volume, W,, and the radial
component of Poynting vector ,S,, were introduced in Section 4.1 I where it was shown that if
/ is the propagation constant at the frequency under consideration then volume density
reactive power can be expressed as in (8.1) using ,S".

lT,= þ5, Wm-3 (g.1)

Figure 7.1(a) shows an equivalent circuit for an electrically small lossless label antenna. It
shows that there is a radiation resistance in series with an antenna reactance. The same
resistance and reactance will be found in both the transmitting role and the receiving role of
the antenna. When losses are to be taken into account the antenna will also have a loss
resistance rR/ so its equivalent circuit becomes modified to that shown in Fþre 7.1(b). The
optimum load impedance, previously R" - jx, now becomes R, * R¡ - jx, and the power
which can be delivered to that load impedance is reduced.

When electrically small antennas becomes very small (tiny), the radiation resistance of a
loop antenna of radius ø given by (5.8) reduces dramatically. Moreover it has been shown
that R, q4 Rr. It is in this situation that you have the option of applying coupling volume
theory in the far field to determine the circuit behaviour 166 and 67l.ln coupling volume
theory, the source voltage in Fþre 7.1(b) anter¡ra circuit might as well be calculáted from
Faraday's law, the radiation resistance neglected, the self inductance calculated from the
magnetostatic formula, and the loss resistance determined taking into account that
conduction will only occur within a skin depth ofthe metal surface.

An application of the coupling volume theory in the far field is performed in the following
section for a magnetic field sensitive antenna consisting of a tiny loop antenna, where the
term tiny antenna is an electrically small antenna which satisfies the criterion of having a
radiation resistance that is much smaller in relation to the loss resistance (R, << R).

8.1.1 Analysis of a Tiny Loop

Consider a tiny loop antenna with a radiation resistance R" and self inductance Z with
an ohmic resistance rR¡ and directivity gd excited by the magnetic field of an interrogator
antenna. This loop has an effective area A" given by
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A (8.2)
4n

When the loop is in a flreld of Po¡mting vector, &, the available source powsr Po, neglecting

losses is given in (8.3). This is the power which a lossless loop antenna would deliver to a

load i?¿ :.R, and is identical to that evaluated in (4.36).

^2p,=Ts" (8.3)

However with electricaþ small antennas where the antenna is small in relation to a wave

length, it has been shown that Rr.ç Rr. Hence it is possible to focus attention on R¡

tt gi.titrg R, completely. In view of the definition of coupling volume in Section 4.14, it is

uplroptø" to calôuhte the power delivered to the losses ,R¡ without any external load yet

having been added.

v,,^

A" 8a

+

Figwe 8.1 An equivalent circuit for calculating the power P"'

Thus the tag arfieîîacould be replaced as shown in Figure 8.1 by a voltage source V_,^, with
a series ,"sistuoce .R, with lV,,12 : 4PÅ, where P, is the available Source power' Hence a

calculation of the power P¡, delivered to the losses R/ without any external load, from an

available source power of Po, canbe formulated as in (8.4) for the case À, << R¡.

n=(?\z (84)'IR'J"
Substituting for R", Po andS, from (5.8), (S.3) and (a.30) respectively and using the value 1.5

for ga,Provides

Pt=
rl'P' H 'A, (8.s)

&

In order to manþlate this into a more familiar forrr¡ replace R¡ by ù/Qt where Qt is the

quality factor of the anterma inductor and r7p by apo and obtain

P,=(ayovft({)0, (8.6)

Equation (8.6) can be expressed using the definition for coupling volume Z, outlined in

Section 4.14 andthe formulation of the coupling volume of a planar coil of N twns area A

and self inductance L in (4.41) into the more familiar form in (8.7)'
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P,=QrW,r/" (g.7)

In this formula, if the label is in the far field, then far field concepts can be used to evaluate
LTu, and near field concepts to evaluate P7. Equation (8.7) is the standa¡d form of the result
from coupling volume theory for coils coupling to the magnetic field. Thus the effective area
and coupling volume formulations of loop antenna behaviour are entirely equivalent, as one
can be derived from the other consistently. However, the coupling volume theory
formulation emphasises the internal antenna losses of the label antenna while the results
from the Poynting formulation emphasise the radiation resistance ofthe label antenna.

V

Figure 8.2 Equivalent circuit of the antenna with an extemal load.R¿.

When an external load R¿ : ,R¡ is added to the label antenna as shown in Figure 8.2 (such as
connecting it with an RFID IC of input impedance R¿), the maximum power that can be
delivered to that load is ll4 the amount evaluated in (8.7) if the definition of Q is evaluated
from the loop losses Ri. If however Q was evaluated for the circuit with the externally
connected load as being determined by the sum ofthe external load R¿ and the internal lossei
R¡ of the circuit then the power that can be delivered to a matched load R¿ is half that given
by (8.7).

Clearly, a more useful and a more meaningful formulation of the power available from a
small antenna (where R, is negligible with respect to the losses RD may be obtained using the
conceps outlined in coupling volume theory.

8.2 Application to Antenna Comparison

Chapter 4 has shown the application of coupling volume theory and its special
importance in the design of antennas for RFID systems. While coupling volume theòry is
useful in the design of antennas, it can also be applied to comparing the performance of
different forms of antennas and to illuminate the dependence of antenna performance on
different physical parameters of the antenna.

Chapter 5 introduced loop antennas and considered the analysis of those antennas while
Chapter 6 introduced and analysed bow tie antennas. The application of coupling volume
theory to antenna performance comparison is illustrated in the following seõtions by
revisiting the latter mentioned antenna structures.

+
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An antenna's performance is adequately characterised by its coupling volume, which is

derivable frornthe physical dimensions of an antenna as has been shown in Chapter 4. In

addition, the radiation quality factor, which is also a performance parameter, can also be

"*pr..ród 
in terms of the physical dimensions of an antenna. The radiation quality factor is

important because it establishes the bandwidth over which efficient communication is

possible.

Hence the coupling volumes and radiation quality factors of antennas can be used to

compare their pãfo-rmance and the influence of physical dimensions on their performance.

An äpplication of these concepts to comparing the performance of a well shaped planar

electric and magnetic field label antennas can be illustrated by considering a bow tie

and a single t*o toop antenna structure constructed from a square of size / as shown in

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4.

8.2.1 Loop Antenna Structure

Figure 8.3 A square loop antenna created from a squafe shaped material oflength /'

The selÊinductance of a small single-turn circular coil of radius a made from wire of radius

ó is, given in (7.3).

The formula in (7.3) is assumed to be approximately applicable to a single lurn planar square

coil provided the squme is replaced by a circular coil where: the area of the circular coil is

equivalent to the arèa of the square given by its perimeter marked through the centre of the

rttipr, the diameter D is then the diameter ofthat circular coil and the diameter ofthe circular

wie d is t¿ken as half the strip width of the square coil. A construction of the squale coil is

depicted in Figure 8.3.

The radiation quality factor for the magnetic field sensitive loop antenna formed with a
squafe of side I canbe calculated under the above assumptions, to be

Magnetic Q.^=2' (S.9)--Mr 
(þtY

80%

I /
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The coupling volume of a planar coil, which in its idealised state has no physical volume, is
given by (4.41). For the loop presented in Figure 8.3 it can be shown that the coupling
volume is that given in (8.10). It should be noted that the factors 40 and ll2 n (8.9) and
(8. I 0), respectively are approximate numerical constants.

MagneticV -1"'u" =;t (8.10)

8.2.2 Bow Tie Antenna Structure

Figure 8.4 A bow tie antenna created from a square shaped material of length /.

Considering an electric field sensitive antenna, it is possible to develop expressions

tie antennas was discussed in Chapter 6, with further results available from [46]. These
results can be successfully applied to calculate the radiation resistance and the coupling
volume ofthe bow tie antenna constructed from a square of side / as depicted in Figure 8.4.

The radiation resistance ofthe bow tie antenna in Figure 8.4 can be shown to be that given in
(8.1 1)

Electric Q", =L.=W' (8'11)

while the coupling volume of the antenna, given in (8.I2), can be obtained by using the
coupling volume theory for electric fields [39]. It should be noted that the factors 13 aid,2l3
in (8.1 1) and (8.12), respectively, are approximate numerical constants.

Electric 'ttr" =lf (g.12)'"3
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8.2.3 Comparison

The analysis presented is an illustration of the application of the coupling volume

theory to antenna performance measurements and the dependence on physical size for

performance. The illustration of the results presented for the loop and the bow tie_antenna

itearty indicate that the coupling volumes and the radiation quality factor for well shaped

planai electric and magnetic field labels arc síze dependent and similar.

'l'he coupling volume and the radiation quality factor, Q,, are indicative of the performance

of antennas of similar size. These results provide a direct means of comparing the

performance and improving antenna performance based purely on antenna dimensions. The
^formulation 

above providei clarity to the two most important parameters whic! determine

the utility of the structure by relating them to physical sue, arrd achieves it through equations

which consist directly of dimensionless ratios or can be easily put in the form of
dimensionless ratios.

It can be concluded that despite the increase in effective area (given in (4.38) of an antenna

with decreasing frequency, èfficient communication over an adequate bandwidth becomes

impossible *it-h d.ôt.using frequency because Q, becomes very large due to its cubic

dependence on.l as shown by (8.9) and (8.11)'

8.3 Application to Power Transfer Analysis

Chapter 7 discussed the repercussions of making electricaþ small RFID label

antennas while the preceding section outlined how a combination of radiation antenna

theory and coupling-volume-theory can be used to analyse tiny RFID antennas. A large

portión, approximately several cents 122], of the label cost is allocated to the antenna

manufacturè, antenna and IC assembly and packaging. Hence there is a keen interest to

produce miniaturised, on-chip antennas, to streamline the manufacturing process and to

ènable taggngof physically imall goods such as pharmaceuticals. The following sections

of this 
"Èult.. 

consiàers the feasibility of such an antenna for operation in the UHF ISM

band,912lvftlz - 928lvftlz as defined by the FCC, based on analysing the power available

to operate an RFID IC, from a tiny antenna, using the far field coupling volume theory.

This analysis makes use of both far field coupling volume theory and radiating antenna

theory. Radiating antenna theory is used to calculate the energy density at the label positior¡

and óoupling *1rr-. theory is used to work out what useful power the label antenna can

extract fromthe field.
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8.3.1 Miniature antenna properties

A principal target of the analysis will be the determination of the feasibility of a
miniaturised antenna providing adequate reactive power to the junction capacitance of a
small rectifier diode. The analysis will be based on an operational frequency of 915 \/ft12.
The antenna material will, for a _number of reasons, be assumed to be copper with an
electrical conductivity of 5.8 x 107 S/m. The antenna is assumed to be a rq.r*" loop with
the dimensions given in Figure 8.3 with length, l, berng 2 mm. Where appropriaie, the
square shape may be replaced with a circle of equal area having a radius, à, aJ shown in
Figure !.5. Although the antenna coil will undoubtedly be realised as a planar structure
with a flat strþ conductor, the flat strip may be replaced with an equivalent round wire of
diameter half the width of the strip (refer to Figwe 8.5).

rcNr$

Figure 8.5 Equivalent circular coil replacing a square loop.

The RFID interrogator will be assumed to radiate a power of 1 V/ through an antenna of gain
4 (6 dBÐ, as is permitted in the FCC frequency hopping regulations t681. An intenogation
distance of 1 m will be assumed as adequate, which is well into the fa¡ field, but is not at
such a distance as to represent an unfair challenge to the feasibility of the system under
investigation.

The skin depth, { for copper at a frequency of 915 MHz is 2.18 pm. It should be noted here
that it is feasible to deposit material for an antennas to at least this depth; however depositing
more metal will not produce an added benefit as the metal deeper than one skin Oepttr witt
not contribute to the conduction. It follows that all resistance calculations are based on the
assumption that inductors of all sizes are made from strip material of the above thickness.

1 cu
(8.13)

õo 2o

Calculation of the coil resistance involves the determination of the surface resistivity, &, for
the selected material and the frequency of choice. The surface resistivity is evaluaied to be
7.909 mç¿ per square using (8.13) where o is the conductivity of copper, ¡-z is the
permeability of copper and ø is the angular frequency.

Using the surface resistivity obtained above and a diameter ratio (diameter of the circle to the
diameter of the wire) of 9, a coil loss resistance of .R¡:71.18 m,Ç)can be calculated using
(7.s).

,R
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I

In this scenario it is reasonable to use the coupling volume theory, in which radiation

resistance is assumed to be negligible. This can be confirmed using (5.8). It can be observed

from (7.5) that, provided the number of turns is not changed an antenna in the form of a

single circular 
"^ol 

of round wire in which the diameter ratio is a constant will have a

constant resistance, independent of size.

The selÊinductance of a single tum coil of radius a, møde from a round wire of radius ó can

be calculated by (7.3). Apptying (7.3) to a single turn square coil 2 mm in length (/), with a

radii ratio a/b of g obtained by ápproximating it to a circular coil having the same area (refer

to Figure 8.5), the coil has a selÊinductance L of 2.58 nH. At the operating frequency of 915

\,ftI;,the reactance Xof this selÊinductance is 14.83 Ç). From the coil reactance and the loss

resistance, R¡, aninductor quality factor, Qt, of 208 can be calculated.

For a coil of Nturns, both the self inductance and the coil radiation resistance will scale as

the second power of N, and the series induced voltage will scale as the first power of N
(provided the same amount of surface area is allocated to the provision of those hlrns as was

illocated to the provision of a single turn). The available source power, the short-circuit

reactive power, the coupling volume, and the qualrty factor will be unaffected by the mrmber

of turns, and this is one of the interesting properties of the theory. As a result most of the

calculations below will be based on calculations for a single turn coil'

8.3.2 Reactive Power Density per Llnit Volume

Since the label is assumed to be in the far field, the reactive power density per unit

volume can be calculated using (8.1). The real power flow per unit area is evaluated using

the radiation antenna theory formula given n (4.37), where g¡ is the interrogalor-antenna

gain, P¡ is the transmitted power arrd r is the distance to a point in the field from the

interrogator antenna.

The result, under the assumptions of interrogator power, antenna gain, and interrogator to

label distance defined in Section 8.3.1, is a reactive power density per unit volume of 6.1

VAm-3. The power density calculated using (8.1) is an appropriate, power-like, measure of
the field strength available for energising the RFID label.

8.3.3 Label Coupling Volume

The coupling volume, V", of the label can be calculated using (4.41). For the coil

antenna under consideration, with a flux collecting area of 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm, a label

coupling volume Vc&abet), of 3.192 x 10-e m'can be calculated. As discussed Section 8.3.1,

ttre coufting volume doós not change with the number of turns. Hence it is possible to alter

the number of turns later to achieve a different inductance, or radiation resistance if that is

desired, to produce resonance with the junction capacitance of the rectifier.
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8.3.4 Reaetive Power in Short Circuit Labet

w n1 s no, ¡ = (H)' 
" 

Ø o t"t ) Y A' (8.14)

It is clear from the definition of coupling volume in Section 4.14.1that forming the
product of the coupling volume, Vc&abet), calculated above and the reactive power density
per unit volume calculated earlier gives the reactive power, Wn6ho,t), which would flow
within the label coil when it is short-circuited. The result of the calculation is short a circuit
reactive power Wn6no,, of 19.47 nVA. The resulting formula for this calculation is given in
(8.14)

It should be noted here that coupling volume scales as the third power of size, refer to (4.41),
hence obtaining a greater reactive powff clearly involves increasing the label antenna size.

8.3.5 Power Delivered to a Tlrned Label

The power P", which will be delivered to the losses that exist within the label when it
is tuned to resonance (assuming that the coil antenna is tuned to resonance by the
capacitive load provided by the RFID IC), can be obtained using the standard result from
coupling volume theory for coils coupling to the magnetic field given by (8.7). The
resulting equation is reiterated in (8.15).

If a quality factor Qt of 208 is assumed from the previous calculations, a portrer of 4.05 pW
can be delivered to the losses of the tuned circuit. If an external load equal to these losses is
introduced (that is an external load of R) the power delivered to that external load is one
quarter of the power P" just calculated, since the power P" is now delivered to a load of 2R¡.
The quality factor of the loaded circuit will then be half the figure of 208 calculated
previously. Alternatively there may be a more substantial quality factor reduction as a result
of the introduction of a real load to which power must be delivered. If the substantial quality
factor reduction has occurred through the introduction of a real load (which is much larger
than that of the inductor losses), to which porüer must be delivered, then the calculated
power is given by (8.15) with that lower value of Q¿ and is going substantially to that real
load.

1=wnlsnon¡n=(#)v"**,,Q, w' (8.15)

8.3.6 Reactive Power in Tuned Coil

The reactive power V4Rßesonant), which flows in the antenna inductor, and also in the
capacitance that it feeds, when those elements are resonant, can be obtained by (8.16),
where the power calculated in (8.15) is increased by a factor given by the inductor quality
factor.
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The formulation given in (S.16) assumes that the junction capacitance contributes no loss and

thus the quality factor of resonance is not affected. For a quality factor of 208, a reactive

power of 832 pVA can be calculated.

8.3.7 Reactive Power Needed in the Depletion Layer Capacitance

Assuming that the rectifier requires a 1.5 V r.m.s. voltage across it for a useful output,

and that the junction capacitance is approximately 0.1 pF, a reactive power of 1'294 mVA

is needed in the depletion layer capacitance.

8.3.8 Analysis Results

Even if a quality factor of 208 can be achieved, the calculations performed above

indicate that it ir troi possible to generate a reactive power in excess of that needed to

service the junction capacitance of the rectifier diode. Nevertheless it should be stated here

that other sources of lóss such as diode losses and losses in the rectification process have

not yet been taken into account. The results show that even in the absence of any other

losses an adequate power transfer can not take place.
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Figure 8.6 Reactive power in the tuned coil at distance r from the reader antenna'
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However the scenario becomes quite diffqent if the tag is brought closer to the reader.
Considering a minimum distance of 400 mm from the reader antenna to ensure that the tag is
in the far field of the reader antenna, it can be observed from Figure 8.6 that it becomes
possible to generate reactive power in excess of 1.294 mVA ifthe antenna is, approximately,
less than 800 mm from the reader, albeit over extremely narrow bandwidths.
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Figure 8.7 Investigation oftheoretical reading range and loop size.

Figure 8.7 presents results from investigating the variation in reading distance with respect to
the size of the loop with a value of WR(R"rono,"")> 1.294 mVA as a metric for reading range. It
can be seen that a loop of length / (refer to Figure 8.3) of at least 2 mm is required ø provide
the necessary reactive power at a distance of 800 mm from a reader while a loop of length /:
1.54 mm is sufficient to provide the required reactive power at 400 mm from a reader. When

bandwidth is desired, the picture will become less rosy as any advantage gained by a Iarge
Q ¡ is rapidly diminished.

An estimate, made by persons familiar with current technology, of the power likely to be
required to run a backscatter label circuit is about 5 pW (for read only operations), which is
in excess of quarter of the power calculated by (8.15); that being the power available to a real
impedance when the chip is a perfect match to the antenna and is in the far field of the reader
antenna. Thus with a high-quality factor inductance, it is probably possible to obtain an
adequate rectified voltage from an unloaded rectifier, but obtaining adequate ouþut power to
run an RFID label in the far field is doubtful.

Figure 8.8 illustrates this difliculty for the coil of length I : 2 mm (as identified in Figure
8'3), by evaluating the power available to a load R¡ at various distances from the reader
antenna. It can be seen that the tiny label antenna needs to be less than 450 mm from a reader
and thus the label antenna must be located in the mid field region ofthe reader antenna.
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Figure 8.9 shows results from investigating the variation in reading distance with respect to
the size of the loop with avalue of P"l4 > 5 FrWas ametric forreadingthreshold. It canbe
seen that a minimum loop length, I of at least 1.84 mm is required to provide the necessary
power to a label IC to enable the reading of atagat a minimum distance of 400 mm.

It should be noted here that the power calculated as being able to be extracted from the
antenna with a quality factor of 208 is still much less than the theoretically available source
power a completely lossless receiver antenna at this distance could provide by radiation
antenna theory. Applying (4.39) (formulated from radiation antenna theory) at a distance of 1

m, predicts an output power of 4.10 mW as the power that can be received by a lossless label
antenna' However, such an ouþut power is unachievable in practice due to large ohmic
losses in the small label antenna.

This analysis explains that it is difficult to contemplate the use of tiny antennas for UHF
RFID labels in the far field except perhaps for operation at very close range (in the near field,
mid field, and a very limited distance in the far field). Probably the only beneficial effect of
such tiny antennas might be that they are easier to prevent from becoming environmentally
detuned because their self fields extend only a small distance from the antenna. It should also
be noted that the conclusions drawn here depend upon assumptions made about the feasible
rectifier capacitance and achievable quality factors in coils.

8.4 Conclusion

This chapter revisited coupling volume theory to outline its application to solve far field
problems in the RFID context. It was shown that the Poynting vector-effective area
formulation and the coupling volume formulations, apparently dissimilar, are both equivalent
and usefi.ll in different contexts. The difference between the formulations is whether they
emphasise the radiation resistance or the internal losses of the label antenna. Thus the
extension of the coupling volume to far fields has provided an alternative and more useflrl
formulation ofthe far field coupling link for tiny antennas.

While it is possible to conceptualise the use of tiny antennas, the analysis presented on tiny
antennas has shown that the limited range of operation results not from being unable to
provide the necessary reactive power to service the junction capacitance of a reclif,rer diode
but from being unable to provide an adequate level of real power to power the label.

In addition to optimising antennas, far field coupling volume theory can be used as a tool for
comparing antenna performance.
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Chapter 9

SECURITYAND PRIVACY

4FID systems, and indeed other forms of wireless technologies, are now a pervasive

form of computing. In the context of security and privacy, the most threatening (to privacy)
"ond 

rutn"rible (lo insecurity) are the 'low cost RFID systems'. The problems are further
aggravated by the fact that it is this form of RFID that is set to proliferate through various

"áirr*", 
goods supply chains throughout the world. This is occurring through the actions

of multinaiional companies like Wal-Mart, Tesco, Metro UPS and of powedul government

organizations such as the United States DOD (Department Of Defence) and FDA (Food

oid O*g Administration). This chapter examines the vulnerabilities of current low cost

RFID ,yit"*, and explores the security and privacy threats posed as a result of those

vulnerabilities.

The chapter will also formulate a framework for defining the problem space constructed

around low cost RFID systems, and consider the challenges faced in engineering solutions

to overcome the defencelessness of low cost RFID systems.

Security issues beyond and including interrogators will not be considered as such concerns

may U" easily resolved using existing technology and knowledge, and because

interrogators are powerful devices where complex encryption and decryption operations

may b-e pedormõd using either the embedded systems, DSPs, or using hardware

implementation of encryption engines on a FPGA device onboard a reader.

t
Ði
¡J

l}
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9.1 fnfioduction

"RFfD" is increasingly used as a common term to encompass a number of different
implementations of RFID technology such as VeriChip l74l and SpeedPass payment
tokens; however the focus of this chapter will be on low cost RFID systems as identified in
Section 9.2, wlth its primary application being the tagging of cases and pallets in supply
chain applications.

One of the inhibitors to wide-scale adoption of RFID technology is the cost of a label. Thus
low cost RFID refers to an RFID system based on inexpensive RFID tags. It is imperative
that the cost of RFID labels is reduced if RFID technology is to gain any significant market
penetration. For example, the current cost of a gate of silicon logic is about one thousandth
of a cent 122 and 23]. Thus, a company producing 100 billion units of a product per year
would loose $1 million in profits due to the addition of a single logic gate to a label.
Therefore, a great deal of attention is naturally focused on low cost RFID.

The proposed Class I and Class II labels by EPCglobal represent the low cost end of RFID
labels. These RFID labels are passive transponders and have been discussed in Section 2.2.3.
A characterisation of a low cost RFID system with its cost structure is provided in Section
9.2 and such a system will be analysed to highlight its vulnerabilities in the following
sections with details of how to such weaknesses can be overcome.

9.2 Characteristics of a Low Cost RFID System

The most dominant form of low cost RFID technology set to spread through out the
consumer goods supply chain is that advocated by EPCglobal as Class I and Class IL The
low cost RFID labels involving Class I and Class II labels are based on passive RFID
technology as has been discussed in Section 2.2.Due to their potential for prolific use in
the future, most discussions regarding low cost RFID inevitably consider various aspects
of such labels. The following sections provide an overview of low cost label manufacturing
costs and IC components in an RFID label and focus on describing low cost RFID systems
based around Class I and Class II labels.

9.2.I 
^Low 

Cost Tag

Current fabrications of Class I labels consist of around 7,000 to 10,000 logic gates
l22l while Class II labels may have several thousand more gates. An RFID miciocircuit
can be subdivided into three primary sections: RF front-end, Memory circuitry, and Finite
State machine (label logic circuitry). Figure 9.1 is an illustration of a typical low cost RFID
transponder (that is, a passive label). The block diagram of an HF chip and a UHF chip
varies little, the primary difference being the way in which the local oscillator clock is
derived. In a UHF chip there is a dedicated low power oscillator, while in an HF chip, the
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ciock signal is derived from the received carrier by dividing down the carrier (at 13.56

MHz) in stages.

Figure 9.1 A block diagram of a passive UI{F/IIF RFID label

9.2.1.1 RF Front-end

RF front-end consists of antenna pads for attaching the terminal of the antenna to the

label IC. The antenna input passes through circuits for ESD (electrostatic discharge)

protection. The ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) demodulation circuits extract the
-modulation 

dips from the received signal while the Rectifier rectifies the received signal to

generate po*ôt which must be regulated using a voltage regulator to avoid voltage surges

due to va¡iations in RF field intensities.

passive RFID chips contain a relatively large capacitor following a rectifier for storing

charge to power the circuit in the absence of a battery. It is important to note here that the

gupuãito, åccupies a relatively large portion of the silicon area and RFID chips consuming

larger amounts ofpower will need higher capacity capacitors and thus will cost more.

9.2.1.2 Memory CircuitrY

Low cost tags have limited memory that is either write once or a read-write memory.

Class 1 labels have only read only memory while class II labels may have some read-write

memory. Read-write memory, at the time of writing, is implemented using EEPROM and

thus re[uires a large voltagcbefore information can be written to memory. Thus a charge
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PumP, consisting of a series of capacitors, is required to achieve a voltase of about 17 V
for writing to the tag's memory.

The CRC circuits are used in validating the CRC in the received data and commands from an
interrogator. The CRC generation unit is also used in the computation of the CRC for data
sent from the tag to an interrogator before being encoded for modulation by the Return link
modulation encoder.

Inthe implementation of an EPC, tag the E2PROM will store the EPC number ofthe tag and
the rest of the memory (generally in the order of a few kilobytes) is available to the users. A
tag's memory resources account for a significant portion of the tag cost.

9.2.1.3 Finite State Machine (Logic Circuitry)

The logic on board the chip will define the label functionality. Primarily, chip logic
will execute reader commands and implement an anti-collision scheme that allows the
reading of multiple labels by a reader. These logic circuits are highly specialised and
optimised for their tasks.

Furthermore, the logic circuits also control read and write access to the EEPROM memory
circuits.

The block diagram of a low cost RFID tag is given in Figure 9.1 along with a description of
the various functionalities of the tag components. The following Sections provide
quantitative characteristics of low cost RFID systems and reasonable assumptions that need
to be taken into consideration when solutions for security and privacy issues are developed.

Computation capability of a low cost tag is limited to a state machine with hard wired logic
functionality. The only arithmetic operation performed by current low cost RFID tags is the
calculation of a CRC for checking errors in received data and. the computation of a CRC
prior to transmitting data. Thus, for a low cost tag any additional haidware required to
implement security needs to be designed and fabricated incurring additional cost.

9.2.2 Tag Cost

Tag cost is generally based on the evaluation of the area of silicon required for a
physical implementation. While this includes the analogue front end of the tag, a reduction
in costs has been achieved through the miniaturnationof digital functional blocks and not
through devices such as capacitors, inductors or resistors. Hence, keeping tag costs low
requires focusing on limiting the number of gates on a tag even though ttrJtult of the tag
cost is associated with the analogue components whose costs are difnicult to reduce due the
nature of passive components.
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9.2.2.1 Manufacturing Costs

There are a number of key stages involved in the manufacture of RFID labels after the

design of the IC. An outline of the stages is given in Figure 9.2 below. Today, the cheapest

n¡IO taUets are passive and cost around 10 US cents in large quantities [24]. Presently

RFID read only ðhips have design sizes ranging from 0'16mm' l24l to 0.25mm' l25lIC
foot prints.

Further improvements to IC manufacturing processes will bring the cost of microcircuits

even lowei. This invariably involves producing more microcircuits per silicon wafer.

However, reducing die sizes to very small levels can incur added costs due to the increase in

cost of handling smaller die.

A more practical avenue for reducing costs is the use of obsolete IC manufacturing processes

and filling up such fabrication pipelines with RFID IC chips. This is a worthwhile

consideration as people migrate to smaller and smaller micron processes and larger, highly

tuned micron pr*.r."r such as 0.5 micron become available at a fraction of the cost due to

depreciated faLrication equipment and the availability of smaller processes. This will reduce

the cost of the IC component of the chip considerably. The older processes have the added

advantage of having few or no reliability concerns while being able to provide stable yields.

Figrre 9.2 RFID Label Manufacturing processes.

9.2.3 Tag Power ConsumPtion

A tag's power consumption will vary depending on whether the tag is just being

intenogatàd or whether the tag is required to perform a write operation. Tag power

consuription is also influenced by other factors such as the data transmission rate, the

feature søe of the fabrication process used, as well as the effort spent in designing low

power CMOS circuitry. Atag performing aread operation will require about 5 pW - l0
pW, *hil" atag attenpting to perfor- u *tit" operátion to its E2PROM will require about

50 pW or more.
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9.2.4 Physical Protection (Tamper Proofing)

Low cost tags do not utilize anti-tampering technology due to cost constraints and
therefore the contents of a labels memory or the layout of logic circuits are not protected
from physical access. Hence the long-term security of label contents cannot be guaranteed.

9.2.5 Standards

There are a variety of standards encompassing all aspects of RFID systems. The ISO
18000 is a multi-part standard that defines the air interface standard of a number of
different frequencies from LF, HF to UHF. However for UHF, tags the most prevalent
standard is that ratified by EPCglobal, called the Class I Generation II air interface
protocol [16]. However the recent amendment to ISO 18000-6 to include T1,pe C has given
rise to a protocol specification almost equivalent to EPCglobal's Class I Generation II.

Accordingly, the labels within reading range have a means of revealing their presence, but
not their data, when interrogated by a reader. The labels then reply with a non-identiffing
signal to an interrogation by using a randomly generated number as described in C1G2 air
interface protocol [ 1 6].

However, for HF tags, there is no such prevalent standard, although EPCglobal is currently
developing a IIF specification to complement its UIIF air interface protocol. Possibly the
most prevalent HF tag protocol specification is the ISO 18000-3 Mode I, most commonly
used by tag deployments in various libraries around the world. The existing standards most
commonly in use for HF tags, other than the ISo 18000, are listed below.

o ISO 14443 (types A and B). Devices operating under this standard are proximity
RFID devices with a reading range of a few centimetres

¡ ISO 15693 is a recent addition for 'licinity card" RFID devices, where the operating
range of the devices can be close to 1 metre (the operating mode I of ISO part 3
specification is based on ISO 1 5693)

9.2.6 System Operational Requirements

RFID systems are required to meet various minimum performance criteria to justiSr
their benefits to the end user community. Two such important and related performance
parameters are the number of label reads per second and data transmission speeds.
Performance criteria of an RFID system demand a minimum label reading speed of 100-
200 labels per second. In accordance with C1G2 protocol, a maximum tag to reader data
transmission rate of 640 kbps and a reader to tag data transmission rate of 126 kbps based
on equi-probable binary ones and zeros in the transmission can be calculated.
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9.2.7 Communication Range

Considering the current electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) re$ulations, the

operating ,urrg.ãf 1o* cost labels is limited to a few metres for those operating in the UHF

rpect*ri and-a few centimetres for those operating under the FCC regulations for the IIF

spectrum t45] (HF systems operating under current European regulations for the HF

spectrum ðan-have an operating tuttg" well in excess of 1 metre as discussed in Section

e.2.8).

9.2.8 Frequency of Operation and Regulations

Important considerations affecting all EM related issues, especially the powering of
RFID iabels, are the regulations that govern the operating frequency, power, and

bandwidth in different regións of the world. There are a number of regulatory organisations

and different EMC regulations around the world. Australian regulators are likely to follow

the footsteps of their US counterparts; this is highlighted by the experimental license

granted to ðSt (Australia) which siipulates a reader radiated power of 4W EIRP from 920

MHz to 926 y1qz by the Australian Communication Authority. Hence, treatment given

here for EMC regulations will not focus on Australian regulations. It is important to note

here that the EMC regulations are enforced in the far fieid'

Most RFID systems operate in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands designated

by the ITU i75]. Th; ISM radio bands were originally reserved internationally for non-

cómmercial or"ôf n¡' electromagnetic fields for industrial, scientific and medical purposes.

The most commonly used HF ISM band in Europe and America is centred at 13 '56 MHz and

the UHF band in the US is 902-928M.Hzl45l.

Figure 5.2 shows the revised European regulations at 13.56MH2 and the revised FCC

reluhtions 144 and45]. FCC tegulatiotrr for the HF spectrum allow only minimal 5 mW

raáiation wùen using ãn antenna of gain 1.76d8i. Hence devices operating under these

regulations only havð avery small reading range in the order of a few centimetres. However

nriropean reguiations depicted in Figure 5.2 allow radiating 320 mW of power with an

anteÀa gain of I.76 dFf. Using larger interrogator antennas and large label antennas have

shown that reading ranges under European regulations 144] canbe increased to approach the

mid freld distance (that is, around the 3 metre range)'

Near and far fields scale differently with distance and, in particular, the near field energy

density per unit volume decreases as the inverse sixth power of distance from the antenna

137 ani 40]. The result is that close to the antenna, substantial energy densities may be

õbtuin"d, but these diminish very quickly as distance increases. The limits on the radiated

power generally ensure that the previously mentioned inverse sixth power of the reactive

po*., ãensity sufficiently reducei the label energising signalto a level below an acceptable

ievel for práctical operation before the boundary of the far field' Thus, under current

regulations, operation of HF systems is almost entirely confured to the near field and short

distances. Conversely, at UHF frequencies, the boundary between the near field and the far
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field is in the vicinity of the antenna; thus, the operation of UItr svstems is almost entirel¡, in
the far field region.

Each frequency band provides its own set of advantages and disadvantages. The 13.56 MHz
band has a 14 KfIz bandwidth. This places a limitation on the bandwidth of the reader to
label communication since the central portion of the spectrum shown in Figure 3.2 regulates
the operation of RFID equipment in the HF region.

The 902-928 MHz band, under US regulations, allows multiple reader to label
communication choices with much higher communication bandwidths and hence data rates.
The regulations allowing the longest communication range require the reader to change its
communication frequency every 400 milliseconds. The reader may hop between any number
of channels, however the maximum bandwidth of a channel cannot exceed 500 kgz [a5].
This technique is referred to as 'frequency hopping'. Table 9.1 below highlights the range of
frequencies in use in the UHF region around the world.

Table 9.1 UHF RFID Íïequency allocations

Region Frequency range (MHz) Bandwidth
(MHz)

Europe 865 - 868

USA 902 -928 26

Japan 952 - 954 2

Australia
918 - 926

920 -926 (experimental band till l2'h July
2007 with4wEIRP EMC regulation limir)

8

6

9.2.9 Security Provided by Class I and Class II labels

The most dominant form of low cost RFID technology set to spread throughout the
consumer goods supply chain is that advocated by EPCglobal as Class I and ChJs II. The
low cost RFID labels involving Class I and Class II labels are based on passive RFID
technology as has been discussed in Section 2.2. D:ue to their potential for prolif,rc use in
the future, most discussions regarding low cost RFID inevitably consider vàrious aspects
of these labels.

Led by EPCglobal, the RFID community in its efforts towards standardisation has produced
a list of end user requirements for Class I and II labels that has flowed into the currênt ClG2
protocol standards and is outlined in the following sections. One aim of that list has been to
address the privacy and security risks posed by RFID Class I and Class II labels containing
an EPC. The security requirements are an appropriate guideline when considering the level
of security and privacy that can be expected and required from Class I and Class II RFID
labels. The following is an outline of the security features that can be expected from the
previously mentioned classes of labels.
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g.2.g.l Security Features of Class I Generation 2 Labels

Class I labels, the characteristics of which have been identified in Section 2'2.3,have

only a read only or a write-once memory and are incapable of participating in a complex

r."rnity mechanism. Hence Class I labels are required to provide "Kilf' capability and a

passwórd to control access to the kill command, so that consumers have the choice of
completely disabling an RFID iabel at the time an RFID labeled item is purchased'

..Killing" a label involves the destruction of the label thus rendering it inoperable [6] by

perhaps setting offa fuse or disconnecting the antenna. Untbrhrnately, the destruction of the

iabel ãenies the user the significant benefits that could have been obtained from a "smart

object". As a solution, an alternative idea to killing entertained previously involved the

removal of the unique serial number of the EPC code in articles that allows the label owners

to be tracked, albeit with difficuþ in practice. This does not remove all the privacy concerns

as tracking is still possible by associating a "constellation" of a label group with an

individual. This implies that a particular taste in clothes and shoes may allow an individual's

location privacy oi anonymity to be violated. However "killing" a label will eliminate

privacy 
"orr."rn, 

and prwent access by unauthorised readers when combined with a

password to control access to the kill command.

While throttling is not specified as part of the ClG2 standar{ it is reasonabie to assume the

employment ofa delay based throttling mechanism on tags to prevent the guessing of kill or

u..ir. pur.words [76]. The concept behind delay based throttling is that, on the occasions a

tag is given an invälid password, the tag enters a sleep state where it will not accept another

kill attempt for a specifred amount of time. This method can significantly increase the time

required by an attaôker attempting to kill atag.Ina situation such as a retail environment, the

delay factor can be an adequate deterrent to such brute force attacks.

Class I labels should also have the ability to lock EPC data so as to provide one-time,

permanent lock of EPC data on the label, so that EPC data cannot be changed by an

unauthorised interrogator once it has been written. Interrogators are also prevented from

transmitting completè EPC data except when data needs to be written to an RFID label, so

that the gÞC intormation may not be eavesdropped upon from a distance without being

discovered.

9.2.9.2 Security Features Expected from Class II Labels

Other requirements were identiflred as necessary for higher class labels since these

labels will have greater functionality and thus more hardware. Higher class labels are

required to provide a secure forward link for communication with an RFID label while

providing access control to label functionalities.
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9.2.9.3 Backend System Services: Track and Traee Capability

RFID labels are given a unique identification number: for Class I and Class II labels,
the unique identifier is an EPC. Using information technology services offered by backend
systems, such as the EPC Network services, it is possible to dynamically generate a profile
of the RFID label to create an electronic history of the label as it passes through various
stages of the supply chain. The scheme was discussed in detail in Section 3.9. The
electronic history, called an electronic pedigree, can serve to thwart cloning attacks.

9.3 Vulnerabilities of Low Cost RFID Systems

Low cost RFID technology described in Section 9.2 has the potential to promote a
sound business case because of its potential to save costs and improve ptoc".ies, while
providing certain security benefits. However, as described in Section 9.2,low cost RFID
systems generate significant security risks, mainly due to their cost constrained
implementations and the insecure communication channels over which tags and readers
communicate. The security risks that arise as a result are due to a number of reasons
outlined below.

o Communication between atag and a reader takes place over an insecure channel

o Tags are accessible by any reader implementing the air interface protocol

o Tags are not tamper proofand allow a channel for physical access to tag contents and

circuitry (as a result, tags cannot be expected to secure information for long periods).

o IC designs are constrained by cost and are thus minimalist implementations

o Air Interface protocols are designed to reduce tag complexity

. Design flaws in reader implementations due to cost constraints

The reasons above form the basis from which various weaknesses have arisen in low cost
RFID systems. The resulting vulnerabilities are examined in detail in the following sections.

9.3.1 Eavesdropping and Scanning

Transmissions from a reader and a tag take place over a clear communication channel
which may be observed by a third party. Low cost labels with minimum functionality are
only able to identiff themselves by transmitting a unique identifier, and these labels can be
read by any reader adhering to the air interface protocol used by an RFID tag. Hence a
third party may monitor a conversation between a label and a reader to obtain sensitive
information. Illicitly obtained information in this manner may be used to create fraudulent
labels, unauthorised readers, or used to discover secret information stored on labels (such
as a tag password).
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Similarly, competitors of an organization (such as a rival supermarket) may, over time, scan

another 
-orgaltzalions 

inventory labeled with RFID labels or eavesdrop on the organization's

own valid operations to obtain vaiuable information, such as sales data, to ascertain the

performance of its competitors (an act commonly referred to as corporate espionage) [83].

Þublications such as [85] have attempted to define various eavesdropping ranges based on

the reading ranges oftags. Similar descriptions of the eavesdropping distances possible are

stated below so that vulnerabilities of eavesdropping can be better understood. However, it
should be stated here that, while it is useful to define terms to explain ideas, the fact that a

third party can eavesdrop on a conversation between a tag and reader from a distance still

remains a fundamental vulnerability'

Power from interrogator RF field

Forward channel communication (Reader to Tag commands)

Backward channel communication (Tag to Reader responses)

lnsecure communication channel

Figure 9.3 A passive RFID communication channel model.

Figure 9.3 illustrates a simple model for a passive RFID communication channel. It is

possible to consider the distances at which a third party can listen to a conversation between

a tag and an interrogator to formulate the following general classification of eavesdropping

distãnces. Figure 9.4 gives an illustration of the latter distinctions discussed and explained

below.

Operating range

Backward channel eavesdropping range

Malicious scanning range

Fon¡vard channel eavesdropping range

Figure 9.4 Eavesdropping range classification.

@
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Operating range: Tag operating range is either defined by proeluet specification based on
user requirements or it may be based on a certain standard. The operation range of a tag will
also be application dependent as tag reading distances are affected by various environmental
factors' The operating range of tags is then the maximum distance at which any given tag
will read to a given reliability, when illuminated by a reader operating under the
electromagnetic compatibility regulations of that region for a particular frequãncy band of
operation.

Backward channel eavesdropping range: The backward channel refers to the
communications sent from a tagto areader. In a low cost system where the tags are passive,
this reply is weaker in signal strength than a reader transmission as it iJ achiwed by
reflecting some ofthe incident RF energy at the label antenna.

The backward channel range is generally much greater than the operating range of the tag
since a third party is capable of using a narrow beam antenna with an RF receiver of highei
sensitivity and because the third party does not have to use the same antenna for powering
and receiving (unlike most low cost systems which use a monostatic antenna configuration;
that is, a single antenna for powering, transmitting and receiving).

tr'orward channel eavesdropping range: The forward channel refers to the transmissions
from a reader to a tag, and the forward channel eavesdropping range is the maximum
distance at which a third party with a high gain antenna and a highly sensitive RF receiver
can correctly record a tag transmission.

Malicious scanning range: This read range is derived by considering an adversary with no
regard for electromagnetic compliance or standards and whose only intention is to both
power and read the tag at any cost or to eavesdrop on a conversation between a tag and, a
reader at any cost. Combined with the prospect of a highly sensitive RF receiver, a narïow
beam antenna and the willingness to break electromagnetic regulations, malicious scanning
range will have reading distances in excess of that possible for backward channel
eavesdropping.

There are generally two forms of eavesdropping possible with low cost RFID systems;
passive eavesdropping and scanning (active eavesdropping). The following sections will
discuss the previously mentioned forms in an RFID context.

9.3.1.1 Passive Eavesdropping

As the names suggests, passive eavesdropping relates to the observation and, or,
recording of communication between a reader and a tag by an unintended recipient.
Passive eavesdropping may be performed by a third party in the operating ru.tgè, the
backward channel eavesdropping range or the forward channel eavesdropping range.
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9.3.1.2 Scanning (Active eavesdropping)

In this situation, a third party or an adversary is activeiy attempting to read the

contents of a tagwithout the authority of the tag owner. In a scanning scenario with respect

to a low cost RFID system, an adversary is using a rogue reader to power the tag and

communicate with thé tag without raising the suspicions of the tag owner' An active

eavesdropper will have a working range within the malicious scanning range outlined in

Figure 9.4.

9.3.2 Cloning

Devices designed to impersonate tags or readers (imitating the behaviour of a genuine

label or a reader) lresent a sèrious threat to an RFID system. Impersonation will add a new

dimension to thieving as attackers are able to write EPC data onto devices that function

like RFID tags. A dirãct consequence of cloning is the possibility for counterfeiting, where

a genuine article taggedwith an RFID label may be reproduced as a cheap counterfeit and

talged with a clone ãf the authentic RFID label. The 'track and trace' concept outlined in

Section 3.9 is one possible solution to detecting cloning in a supply chain application'

At the time of writing, there is no mechanism for a reader to veriSr that it is communicating

with a genuine n¡'IO tabet and not a fraudulent label. Thus a thief may replace a tag of a

valid itern with a fake tag or replace the tag of an expensive item with that of a fake tag with

data obtained from a cheaper item. Hence the lack of a means for authentication allows an

adversary to fool u .."*ity system into perceiving that the item is still present or fool

automated checkout counters into charging for a cheaper item. Such fake labels may also be

used to create imitation items. There is presently no mechanism for a reader to authenticate

itself to a label or a label to authenticate itself to a reader. Thus labels and readers are

constantly in a vulnerable environment where the integrity of messages is doubtful and there

are no means for establishing the legitimacy of a reader by a label or the legitimacy of a label

by a reader.

Clearly, more expensive RFID system implementations are also not immune from cloning as

shown by a recent cloning attack published in t84] where a cloned tag was used in the

purchase of fuel at a serviðe station and to start an automobile locked with an RFID based

car immobiliser. A similar example of cloning of proximity cards is given in [85] while the

possibility of cloning the VeriChþ l74l tî a discussion of its possible use to tag employees

was outlined in [86].

The EpC Class I tags have no mechanism for preventing cloning as the tags are simple bit

storage devices thaitransmit a string of bits on request from any valid reader. All that is

requiied by an adversary is to scan a tag and copy its EPC number onto another tag or

anôther device that is capable of impersonatngatag. The EPC Network architecture aims to

remedy the problem by ôreating an èlectronic history of the product's life through the supply

chain ty wãy of an ólectronic pedigree. While the access to an electronic pedigree of a
product by way of a secure database only solves the problem of confirming the existence of
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an illegal clone, it may not be possible to distin.euish the oriqlnal ta-s from its illesal'e.-.-.-.ë..^-Þ-.

duplicate(s).

9.3.3 Man-in-the-Middle

An RFID system is constantly under threat from man-in-the-middle attacks resulting
from eavesdropping on reader and tag transmissions. A third party may monitor a
conversation between a label and a reader, record and use or alter parts ofthe conversation
and retransmit messages to illicitly obtain information from RFID devices or to command
RFID devices to the detriment ofthe system.

Retransmission of such recorded information may be used to query RFID labels or fool
RFID readers. Such an attack has the ability to fool personal access control systems and
contactless payment systems based on RFID technology [87].

For instance the EPC ClG2 protocol uses a "kill" command [16], protected by a password,
to disable the label so that it cannot be read. It is possible for a third party to record the
conversation between a reader and a Tag that performs a kill operation and use that
information to kill other tags provided that they are protected with an identical kill password.

9.3.4 DenÍal of Service

An adversary may initiate a denial of service (DoS) attack to blpass or avoid security
systems. A DoS attack is easily carried out by placing a large number of fake labels for
identification by a reader. Persons also have the ability to disrupt an RFID system
implementation by destroying or comrpting a large batch of labels. Labels are also
vulnerable to protocol attacks. DoS attacks may also be performed by exploiting
weaknesses in the air interface protocol or weaknesses in the implementation of a tag'i
finite state machine. A simple scenario of such an exploit may involve labels being
repeatedly asked to perform an operation, thus making them unavailable to an authoriseã
reader.

In addition, tags may be prevented from being read by using the simple concept of a Faraday
cage or by jamming the RFID interrogator signals, for instance by intentionally creating
noise in the frequency band in use. For critical applications, a DoS attack may havé
devastating effects.

9.3.4.1 Code Injection

RFID interrogation signals can be disrupted or blocked, or RFID readers can be
attacked using RFID tags designed to manipulate weaknesses in the air interface protocol
or the implementation of the reader to create a denial of service attack during an RFID
interrogation process by creating situations of system unavailability. The possibility of
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RFID viruses has been highlighted in t86] where a more sophisticated tag may exploit

interrogator or protocol vulnerabilities to affect a number of systems by using a reader to

.uor" ã system failure by way of a code insertion attack caused by creating a buffer

overflow in a reader's memôry stack using carefully constructed SQL instructions

disguised on the tag as the data that gets transmitted to an RFID reader. This vulnerability

is only present if tñe middleware is intentionally made vulnerable by accepting any data

transmitted by the tag without checking for validity of the format of the data sent. Also,

modern SQL servers are guarded against malformed SQL instructions.
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9.3.5 Communication Layer'Weaknesses

The recently ratifred EPCglobal CtGz air interface protocol [16] has a number of
security features based on the use of tag specific passwords. Probably the most important

feature that is protected ís the KILL command by using a kill password. There is also a

means for access control on the tag using an access password'

A recent publication in t87l has shown how the kill password of a tagcatbe deduced by the

careful analysis of the tag power consumption to a series of well constructed test passwords'

This highlights a particulai vulnerability of low cost tags to power analysis attacks and the

vulneraUltities of itoring long term secret information on a tag. However, it is possible to

prevent such an attack ár pÑ.t analysis affacks have been well studied in the context of
smart card devices. tne n¡IO ICs in the future will need to be designed to avoid such an

attack but this will take place at added cost to an RFID tag.

While power anaþsis attacks may be prevented in the future,the fact that each RFID tag has

at leasf two unique passwords will create both potential security and logistical nightmares if
the problem of ðaterut key management is not considered. This problem will be aggravated

in the future as item-level tagging begins to proliferate through the global supply chains and

poS þoint of sale) devices mày need real time access to passwords as consumers purchasing

goodJ may want their tags deactivated at the point of sale. Hence the problem of careful key

ãranag"móttt needs to bã considered in the context of low cost RFID systems where the

potenlial for key discovery is highlighted by the global aspects of supply chains' It is not

ãiffrcult to imagine a scenario in the future where a list of kill passwords anonymously

appears on a public web site.

The recently ratified CIG2 protocol also relies on the tag generating a random number to be

used as an input to an eiclusive-or operation. The risks associated with ineffrcient or

inadequate ran-dom number generation in RFID tags (that is, a high correlation between the

random numbers, in a pszudo-random number sequence) is emphasised in [88]. The

consequences are two-fold for tags using the ClG2 protocol. Primarily, the lack of
randomness may cause particular tags to respond with an identical time slot during the

execution of the slot seleðtion ptocers. Thus an attacker may be able to track a tag depending

on the time slot it selects in a seemingly random manner. Since the security of the

information sent to a tag relies on the randomness of the number that the tag generates, a lack

of randomness may a[ów an adversary to easily decrypt information transmitted, once the
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attacker successfully decrypts an encry,oted message, or el-iseover the seed used in the
p seudorandom generator.

Though with great technical difficulty, [88] also points out the possibility of identifuin g atag
using a "radio furgerprint". For instance, manufacturing variations that may cause pñysicaì
glitches in the signals may be used to distinctly identiff tags. ln such a situation, even strong
crylptography protocols and primitives would be ineffective.

9.3.6 Physical Attacks

In addition, the labels themselves are exposed to physical attacks due to the absence of
tamper proofìng as dictated by the cost limitations of low cost tags. Physical attacks are
possible irrespective of whether measures are in place to protect labels. However, the
ability to gain usefi.rl information from a protected label is a much more difficult problem.
A physical attack on an RFID label or a reader may yield an adversary secret info-rmation,
such as passwords (in C1G2 labels), providing security to an RFID system. The
importance of physical attacks is more prominent in cases where RFID tags aie used as a
means of authentication. The problem is compounded when a physical attack leads to the
construction of a clone.

An insight into physical attacks can be gleaned from an increasing body of work in the area
of smart cards. A complete overview of possible physical attacks and countermeasures is
outlined in [89] while specific lower cost physical attacks are presented in t901.

The majority of physical attacks possible on devices in general can be bundled into two
broad categories based on the means used for accessing the device. These attacks are
relevant to RFID devices, especially since they have no tamper protection to safeguard label
contents.

9.3.6.1 Non-InvasiveAttacks

These attacks are as a result of timing analysis, power analysis, analysis of certain
glitches (radio fingerprinting), and exploitation of data remnance. Non-invasive attacks are
low cost and require little expertise to execute. While non-invasive attacks are generally
thwarted by increasing chip complexity in most devices, it is not the case witn nnlO chþs
with minimalist implementations that may have design flaws as a result of human effors or
insufficient error checking. Non invasive attacks are particularly dangerous as there is no
physical evidence and the owner of the tag may not be aware that such an attack has taken
place.
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9.3.6.2 Invasive Attacks

In addition, an advers ary may simply reverse engineer labels to create fraudulent

labels for cloning or DoS attaôks or use probing techniques to obtain information stored in

memory (micropiobing and Focus Ion Beam editing) or alter information stored in memory

(using â lur., cutter -i"ror"op" t90]). A recent exploitation by reverse engineering of a

*r. costly implementation of an RFID device with added security to carry out a
fraudulent payment was published in [84]. Use of microprobe needles to read out the

memory contents of a smart card is published in [91].

Attacks such as opticalprobing and fault injection attacks where the chip is removed from its

packaging with the passivation layer still unbroken, are also invasive attacks but these

ãttacks are may be further qualified as semi-invasive attacks.

9.3.7 Privacy Violations

The mass utilization of RFID labeled items creates an imminent and potentially

widespread threat to consumer privacy. The privacy issues raised by RFID labels have

been ieceiving a wider audience as a result of the popular press. The mass movement by

civil libertariãns has seen RFID trials cancelled [92] (despite misunderstandings of the

company's intentions [93]) and negative press coverage for other manufacturers causing

delays in RFID test tiials [94]. Press coverage on privacy issues has also managed to

tarnísh the image of RFID with a satanic persona and nicknames such as "spy-chips" [95

and 961.

It is possible to imagine various scenarios of privacy violations and most of those are already

existing concerns from technologies such as credit cards, browser cookies, mobile phones

and Biuetooth devices. However, RFID, due to artifacts resulting from its cost constraints,

presence of a unique identifier readable by anyone, and the encoding of product information

ãn the unique numbering scheme such as the EPC, creates two possible scenarios; profiling

and, tracking and surveillance, where the privacy of people as well as corporations may be

infringed. These scenarios are discussed in the following sections.

9.3.7.1 Profiling

There are cLear possibilities for unauthorised interrogators to read label contents from

unprotected RFID labels due the lack of a mechanism for authentication and the fact that

low cost RFID labels as well as interrogators broadcast unique item identifiers such as the

EpC. Even if labels are protected, atraffrc analysis attack (or predictable label responses)

may be used. Hence an individual with a number of labeled items may be scanned by a

third party to identifii individual possessions or "taste", and specific EPC numbers on

products may then be associated with an individual.
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The data obtained can be misused to violate an individual's wishes to remarn anonymous.
For instance, persons carrying religious material or material related to a certain political
affiliation, may no longer be able to privately pursue their beliefs or interests and in à¿ditiott
to their reading material potentially becoming public knowledge, their beliefs and opinions
may be used in acts of persecution, jealousy or hatred. At the same time, data collected and
associated to individuals can be valuable to market researchers or even thieves in search of
wealtþ victims. The personal information collected regarding individual preferences will act
as a powerful tool for marketing products as more targeted marketing to individual tastes and
affordability becomes possible by scanning the RFID tagged possessions of an individual.

It is possible to imagine a variety of plausible ways of using such information. For instance,
if Bob purchases a brand named jacket using a credit card, the shop can immediately
associate "Bob" with the tag id of the apparel. When Bob enters the store agatn,the shop has
the ability to automatically establish his identity along with a history of his spending habits
and tastes. While this information may prove positive for Bob, Alice, who might enter the
same store, may be wearing cheap shoes and the shop assistants then have the ability to
provide preferential treatment to Bob while perhaps neglecting Alice. Similarly, a thief
hiding in the corner of the store may read the tag id of Bob's jacket and conclude from the
tag id (by way of carefirl observation and without having access to any backend databases)
that the tag id is indicative of an expensive apparel, then Bob might become the unforhrnate
victim of a theft.

9.3.7.2 Tracking and Surveillance

A further privacy concern resulting from the association of unique identif,rers to
individuals and the unobtrusive scanning of RFID labeled items carried by an individual is
posed by the possibility of tracking, albeit with technical difficulty. Correlating data from
readers obtained from multiple locations can reveal the movement, social intðractions or
furancial transactions of an individual once an association is made between a unique tag
identifier and a person. In response to such concerns, there have been suggestions to
remove the unique identifier in an EPC to prevent a specific EPC from being associated
with an individual. Even if such a scheme is implemented, individuals may be tracked
through a "constellation" of predictable label responses. Hence, a person's ,rtriq.r" taste in
items may betray their location, movements, or identity.

9.4 Addressing Vulnerabilities

Issues resulting from vulnerabilities discussed in Section 9.3 canbe divided into two
broad categories of security related issues (exemplified by eavesdropping, cloning, man-in-
the-middle, DoS, communication layer weaknesses and physical attàcks) and privacy
related issues þrofiling and, tracking and surveillance). Overcoming these seemingly
divergent issues can be achieved by the provision of services to enforce measures to
address both the privacy and security related issues. These services can be implemented on
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low cost RFID systems by identiffing existing mechanisms, inventing new mechanisms or

by re-engin".riog existing mechanisms to meet the required security and privacy

objectives.

However, there is a notion among the advocates of RFID technology that the general nature

that is partly hindering the mass scale deployment of RFID technology - that is, the

unreliability-of to* cost systems mainly due to the reasons given in Table 9.2 - makes the

exploitation of vulnerabilities such as profiling and tracking discussed in the previous section

impractical.

Clearly, low cost RFID tags are eliable. For instance an RFID tag placed on your jacket

may work while it is on the shop shelf, but it may stop working once the jacket is worn as

your body will affect the properties of the RFID tag antenna.

Table9.2 Sowces of unreliabilitY

Description

1 Effects of metal and liquids on the propagation of electromagtetic waves

2 Effects of permeability of materials on tag antennas

J Interference and noise from other users ofthe RF band

4 Tag orientation with respect to the reader propagation field

5 Dist¿nce of the tag from a reader

6 Electromapetic compatibilþ regulations

7 Cost and power constained implementation of RFID chips

It is due to the reasons given in Table 9.2 that some of the vulnerabilities discussed in

Section 9.3, in practice, ire far from being feasible. Ironically though, the unreliability of
RFID tags has prevented much of the security and privacy violations from being realised'

with the-possibie exception of laboratory experiments or in that realm of possibility. While

this is the present realiiy of low cost RFID technology, it is expected that the cost benefits of
RFID techiology will eventually propel the research community to solve the technical issues

outlined above. Hence the idea of using unreliability to brush aside the possible threats is not

a long term solution.

Generally, it is clear that the technology of tomorrow is what is being developed currently.

Even though deployrnents of current RFID technology do not adequately satisff

expectationl d".pìt" .rarious mandates for RFID compliance, it is gradually beginning to

pråtferate lg7, iB and 991. Hence, it is important to address vulnerabilities discussed in
^section 

9.3, despite some being implausible, so that the systems deployed today do not

become problems of tomorrow.

The following sections consider the measures required for addressing security related issues

and privacy related issues identified in Section 9'3'

t
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9.5 Addressins Securitv fssnps

Eliminating security related concerns regarding RFID systems illuminated by way of
the examples in Section 9.3 require the enforcement of suitable security ,n"ur.rr.r. Before
deciding on a set of security measures, the security objectives that need to be satisfied must
be identifred. Table 9.3 lists a necessary set of security objectives that will be required to
address the potential security threats.

RFID systems must employ mechanisms to achieve one or more of the above security
objectives to alleviate various concerns cited in Section 9.3. As security cannot be solely
accomplished by security mechanisms, it should be mentioned that proper legislation,
procedural techniques and enforcement of laws is also required. The fo[õwing-sections
describe the security objectives outlined in Table 9.3 and demonstrate that meeiing these
security objectives eliminates the security threats posed by inherent weaknesses in low cost
RFID systems.

Table 9.3 List of security objectives.

Security Objectives

1 Confidentiality

2 Message content security

3 Authentication

4 Access control

5 Availability [100]

6 Integrity [100]

9.5.1 ConfTdentiality

The term 'confidentiality' can be used to describe a mechanism to keep information
from all but those that are authorised to see it t78].

In an RFID system, the communicated information between a reader and a tag needs to be
confidential when sensitive data such as secret keys or other such information, which must
not be collected by an eavesdropper, is cornmunicated. The confidentiality of any secret
information stored on a tag is also at risk and needs to be secured.

Confidentiality may be achieved by having the communication link between tags and readers
encrypted, thus establishing a secure communication link. Confidentiality of tag contents
may be achieved by tamper proofing the tag to prevent physical access to tag contents.
Currently however, there is no secure means of establishing a secure communication link
between atag, andtamper proofing a tag has cost implications that will hinder the economics
of low cost RFID technology.
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9.5.2 Message Content SecuritY

providing message content security or data integrity involves making certain that the

data contained in a communication is not altered by unauthorised or unknown means [78].
Alteration in an RFID context may involve the capture, substitution, deletion or insertion

of information and the retransmission of that altered information to a reader or to a tag.

Ensuring message content security will prevent man-in-the middle attacks involving the

retransmission of altered messages. Present low cost RFID systems have no means of
providing message content security.

9.5.3 Authentication

The simple objective of meeting authentication can be expressed as authenticating the

devices invoived (the tags and the reader) or, in a supply chain application where the tags

are used to label products, as product authentication. In some applications where perhaps

the tag is an integralpartof the taggedobject, authentication of the tagmøy be adequate to

guuruãt"" ttre auttrenticity of the object to which it is associated' In other applications

lh"r. tags are placed as an external label to a high value item, authentication soley of the

tagmay iot be ãdequate. The objectives of tag and interrogator authentication and, product

authentication are discussed below.

9.5.3.1 Tag and Interrogator Authentication

In an RFID context, authentication simplifies to the corroboration of the identity of a

tag or a reader. Authentication is an important RFID security measure for preventing

counterfeit manufacture or substitution. It is also important for controlling access to label

contents. Use of authentication may also be required in other applications of RFID

technology such as baggage reconciliation or secuïe entry systems. Authentication of a tag

is useful in addressing vulnerabilities posed as a result of cloning.

9.5.3.2 Product Authentication

While authentication described above has the objective of establishing that a tag is

legitimate and a reader is authorised, in certain application use case scenarios,

Ñhentication of the tag is not sufficient to guarantee the authenticity of the product to

which the tag is attached as brand or goods substitution may have taken place. Hence in the

case of using a low cost RFID tag to label a product, product authentication refers to the

establishmetrt of th" authenticity of a product by the corroboration of the identity of a tag

and/or the legitimacy of the product by creating an irrefutable link between the product and

the tag that can be verified by a third party.
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9.5.4 Aeeess Control

In the context of interaction between RFID interrogators and tags, access control
implies a mechanism by which a tag or an interrogator grants access or revokes the right to
access some data or perform some operation. Generally, tags will require access control
mechanisms to prevent unauthorised access to tag contents.

9.5.5 Availability

Ensuring availability in RFID systems is an important issue since readers need to be
ready to detect tags that may enter their reading range at ad-hoc intervals of time
(dependingon the application). In an RFID context, availability applies to ensuring that the
services offered by a reader to an RFID tag or the services offéred by a tag to ãn RFID
reader are available when expected t100]. RFID systems meeting the availability criteria
will ensure that there are services in place to thwart or prevent a DoS attack.

9.5.6 Integrity

Integrity of an RFID system applies to the integrity of the devices, such as the reader
and the tags where it implies that a reader or ataghas not been malevolently changed. A
reader receiving data from a tag needs to be able to trust that the information received is
correct, while a tag needs to be able to trust that the information it receives from a
seemingly authentic reader is trustworthy [100]. Ensuring the integrity of a system is an
important consideration in addressing physical attacks.

9.6 Addressing Violations of Privacy

Table 9.4 An elaboration of privacy.

Privacy Interests Description

Privacy ofpersonal
behaviour

As the name suggests, privacy of behaviour encompasses all aspects
of a person's manner. In reality, this is narrowed down to areas that
are sensitive to individual people such as political activities, sexual
orientation or religious conduct.

Privacy ofpersonal
data.

Personal daø privacy refers to the more commonly used terrq data
privacy. In essence, data associated with aperson should not be
accessible by a third party without the consent of that individual. This
applies to cases where the data is collected, or processed by a third
parfy.
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While it is diffrcult to define privacy, and a number of different interpretations can be

found, it can be most simply stãted as the interests that a person or persons have in
,.sustaining a 'personal .puõ"' free from interference by other people and organisations"

t10l]. fne i¿eás captured by interests tha| a person has in an RFID context can be firrther

elaborated as given below in Table 9.4 [101].

It is not possible to describe the number of privacy violations RFID technology can

potentialþcause, since they are numerous as described in [102]. However, it is sufficient to

iealise that the root causé of such violations stems from the potential to automatically

associate human identification information with object identification information and thus

addressing privacy requires certain goals to ensure that the latter association is not possible'

privacy gãât o"tiin"d io tubl.9.5 are an adequate set of goals for addressing the issue of
u*o"iuting object identification data with human identiflrcation data and the related concerns

outüned in Section 9.3.

Table 9.5 List of privacy objectives.

Privacy Objective

1 Anonymity

2 Untraceability (Location privacy)

It is important to note that privacy is a multi dimensional issue involving many areas. The

..r."..r^fuI implementation of the privacy objectives outlined in Table 9.5 will not only

require ,".*ity mechanisms but will also require the formulation of public policies,

legìshtion and the enforcement of the law by the relevant law enforcement agencies. The

laiter statement is especially important in order to ensure privacy of personal data [103 and

1041.

public policy is a vital aspect because the security mechanisms used to ensure privacy are

most effective when implemented in conjunction with a well-formed policy. There are

existing privacy policies that can be applied directly in the context of RFID [105]. However,

these may tt"éü to be clarified, refined or amended to cover aspects specific to RFID

systems. Significant issues that must be dealt with by policy formulation or amendment in

relations to RFID are those generated by the following items.

. Unique Identification of all label items
o Collection of information (who collects data generated from RFID systems, how do

you exploit that data, ownership of information obtained from the data)

o Dissemination of that information
¡ Mass utilization of RFID technology

It is important to note that existing barcode systems have many of the same risks; they can be

read by a simple bar code reader, can be destroyed easily and can be cloned' However, there

is not the potèntial for these operations to be performed wirelessly and unobtrusively on an

immense scale.
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While public policy and legislation is an ongoing topic of discussion, it is beyonel the scope
of this thesis to address policy tools and legal tools for addressing securiiy and privaòy
issues. Nevertheless, technical solutions for addressing previously mentioned issues are
considered in Chapter 11. The following sections discuss in detail the privacy objectives
introduced in Table 9.5.

9.6.1 Anonymity

While anonymity can be described in a number of ways, the most appropriate is
probably the concealment of the identity of a particular person involved in sõme p.o""rr,
such as the purchasing of an item, visit to a doctor or a cash transaction t101].

Mitigating the problem of anonymity in an RFID context will involve the prevention of
associating an EPC of an item with a particular individual as the EPC can be used to obtain
information regarding a particular process, or an object, and that information may be
associated with a particular person's identity.

For instance, a person walks into a book store, purchases a book of their choosing and pays
for the purchase using a credit card. Immediately, this transaction allows a relationship to be
created between the identity of the individual and the EPC ofthe book. The person may then
walk on the street, now it may not possible to conceal their identity with regards to the
purchase from a third party scanning the book's RFID tag, provided that the third party has
access to the relationship between the object identification information and the human
identification information. The same person may carry an expensive medication which could
be scanned by thieves or by potential employers to his or her detriment.

9.6 "2 IJ ntraceability (Location Privacy)

Untraceability in an RFID context is aimed at addressing location privacy issues.
Location privacy is an issue that has surfaced more recently with the availability olreliable
and timely information about the location of people as a result ofpervasive computing. It is
also an issue associated with mobile users and other users of wireless devices. Whit" this is
not an issue specific to RFID [106], it does apply to modern RFID systems that are being
developed because of their pervasive nature and their ability to leverage the Internet to
form a global network that can receive and transfer data in real time.

There are number of ways of defining untraceability and, in an RFID systems environment,
it can be stated as a means by which the ability of other parties to learn or track the location
of people or transactions from a current or present location, based on information obtained
from one or many RFID tags in the possession of that person(s) or party to that transaction, is
prevented.

Hence, providing untraceability in an RFID system requires the provision of a mechanism to
prevent other parties from obtaining RFID tag data without the tag owner's consent and/or to
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prevent the association of an EPC of an item with a particular individual and/or to prevent

iags from emitting any kind of a unþe identification signal when performing a tag query by

an authorised reader. Hence a mechanism is required by which a person can hide his or her

true identity from devices that scan our personal RFID tags while still being able to take

advantage of the benefits of RFID for the consumer'

9.7 Cryptography

Achieving the security and privacy objectives outlined in Table 9'3 and Table 9.5

respectively, require an enormous anthology of technical and legal tools. While legal tools

are not .otriid..ãd in this dissertation, the required technical tools may be provided through

cryptography. The following sections of the chapter consider crlptography, the science

tóm wfrlôfr a plethora of technical tools for providing services to achieve the privacy and

security objectives identified previously can be obtained'

Cryptography is defined as the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of
informãtion security in t78]. However, cryptography is not the only mechanism by which

information security may be provided.

Security and privacy issues concerning RFID may be solvable using a set of security

mechanisms dérivable from various crptographic primitives. A security mechanism is a

collective term used to refer to a combination of cryptographic primitives and protocols used

to provide security. Hence, it is appropriate to briefly consider the subject of cryptography in

the following ."ótiot6 to examine the range of cryptographic tools available for various

applications, the level of security provided by such primitives and a simple classification of
the vulnerabilities of various security mechanisms'

9.7 .l Cryptographic Primitives

Cryptography is an ancient art that has been used throughout human evolution to

provide r"*tiiy and to protect the privacy of individuals or organisations. Providing

security and privacy for RFID systems will inevitably involve using some cryptographic

primitiïe akeady in existence, or newly defined, along with suitable protocols that take
-into 

account the unique nature of RFID systems. Figure 9.5 gives a classification of a

broad range of cryptographic primitives. A more complete description of these primitives

can be found in [78, 79,80 and 81].

Most modern cryptosystems, such as the RSA cryptosystem (with a few exceptions such as

one-time pads), are based on some mathematically hard problem and the level of security

provided by the system will depend on the difficulty of the mathematical problem.
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Figure 9.5 Classification ofcrlptographic tools [78]

It is important to define the difficulty of a problem before the level of security provided by a
cryptographic system can be discussed. A mathematical problem is said to be difficult if ihe
time it takes to solve the problem is immense compared to the size of the inputs to the
problem. Modern crlptographic systems are based on mathematical problems where the
fastest known algorithm takes exponential time to find a solution. This implies that the time
taken to solve the problem increases exponentially as the size of the inputs to the problem
increases linearly. Thus the level of security provided by a cryptosystem is often eipressed
as the number of operations required to break the cryptosystem or the time taken. Generally,
the level of security provided by a cipher complements the commercial value of the
information protected by the crylptographic system. A discussion on quantifying the security
provided by a security mechanism is considered in Section 9.7.3.

While there a¡e numerous crylptographic systems in use based on various primitives as
outlined in Figure 9.5, all such systems are not without their own set of weaknesses. There
are specific attacks on any cryptosystem or protocol employed by a security mechanism to
provide security. These weaknesses are a result of certain vulnerabilities in the cryptographic
scheme or due to certain flaws that may have entered into the protocol employed in the
security mechanism. A classification of attacks on cryptographic syste-s itr general is
discussed in Section 9.7.2.
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9.7.2 Classification of Attacks

Cryptanalysis is the art of recovering the plaintext of a message without the key by

using an algorithm to infer the plaintext from a given ciphertext or by deducing the key so

that"cipheriáxt can be decrypted to obtain the plaintext. An attempt made by an adversary

at cry$tanalysis is termed âs an attack [79]. The following sections consider the possible

attacks on cr¡ptographic primitives and protocols to defeat a security mechanism.

9.7.2.1 Attacks on Cryptographic Primitives

There are various forms of attacks possible on cryptographic primitives, with various

names. However, the most common forms are outlined in Table 9.6 (refer to [78, 79, and

801 for more details).

Table 9.6 Attacks on cryptosystems.

Cryptanalysis
Method

Description

Ciphertext-only This type ofattack 1S carried out by an adversary who 1S rn ownership

of a stnng of ciphertext t801. Here the adversary tfles to deduce the

decryption key or the corresponding plaintext from the string of
ciphertext t78l An encryptlon process Ihzt can be broken by a

ciphertext-only attack1S considered to be completelv msecure t781.

Known plaintext In this tlpe of attack, a cryptosystem is attacked by an adversary in

ownership of both a string of plaintext and the analogous ciphertext

t801.

Chosen plaintext

ciphertext message.

Adaptive chosen-plain
text

It is a chosen-plaintext attack where the choice of the plaintext used

by the adversary may depend ofthe ciphertext observed from
previous requests [78].

Adaptive chosen

ciphertext

It is a chosen-ciphertext att¿ck where the choice of the ciphertext

used by the adversary may depend of the plaintext observed from

previous requests [78]
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9.7.2.2 Attact<s on Protocols

Similar to attacks on cryptographic primitives, there is a vast anay of attacks on the
protocols used and the number of attacks has grown with the emetg"ttcé of new protocols.
Table 9.7 is a summary of a prevalent list of possible attacks.

Table 9.7 Attacks on cryptographic protocols.

Protocol Attack
Method Description

Replay As discussedin Se.ction 9.3.3,:r¡.areplay attack, the adversaryrecords a
conversation between trusted parties and then replays a section or all of
the recorded information at a different time to break the security

Known key An adversary attempts to determine the secret
future based on certain secret keys obtained in

keys to be used in the
the past p8l.

Impersonation This term is taken to refer to an attack in which the attacker creates a
a legitimate parly into making an inappropriate
or fooling the legitimate party into believing

te.

Dictionary The adversary uses a dictionary consisting ofa large nunber of probable
keys or passwords and applies it to defeat the security by guessrng the
accepted key or password This type of attack IS usually applied to defeat
the secunty ofpassword protected systems U81.

9.7.3 Level of Security

Many cryptographic systems liave been broken because of increased computational
resources, development of faster and better algorithms or problems which are próven to be
easier than when they were first conceived. This is the reality of any cryptographic system.
However, the concerning issue for modern cryptosystems is not that the ìystem will
eventually be broken, but that the range of possible attacks on a security meóhanism to
breach security and the time taken to break the security system using the best possible
attack

It should be noted here that, in general, the security of a system is difficult to quantiff. The
usage of the term, 'level of security,' is generally used to refer to the number õf operations
required or the amount oftime taken to break the security of a given system using stãte of the
art technology and the best available algorithms.

However, it is possible to evaluate the security provided by certain mechanisms and describe
themusing a number of classifications, some of which are published in [78], [79] and 180].
Terms used to describe the level of security of a system are outlined in Table 9.8.
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Table 9.8 Defining levels of security.

Level of Security Description

Unconditional
Securþ

A cryptographic system is described as being unconditionally secure ifthe
security ofthe system cannot be broken ifan adversary is given

unconditional resources. Encryption systems with perfect secrecy (where

the observation of the ciphertext does not provide any information

regarding the plain text) are unconditionally secure l78l. An example of
an unconditionally secure encryption system IS the one-time pad

Computational
Security

the system. Computation securþ is also termed Practical security [78].

be evaluated in terms of
sured by clock cycle times
ed to defeat an intended

security objective. As such, the level of security can be defined as the

minimum amount of work required break the security of the systern The
. Clearly,
Thus a

h
securitY

objective using the best available methods at a given point in time.

problems [79].

Ad-hoc Security

adversary. Secwity systems of this t),pe are generally designed to counter

some well known attacks and, where they survive such attacks, they are

also saidto have "heuristic security" [78].
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Provable Security A svstem is de"qcrihed as hnr¡ino nrm¿qhle ccnrrrif if i+ ¡a- l"o oL^,',- +L^+' -J - --_- UW OTTVVVII tt4t

breaching the security ofthe system involves evaluating the solution to a
problem belonging to a class of problems (such as NP-hard problems) that
can not be calculated in polynomial time, such as the integer factorisation
problem or the discrete logarithmproblem. As pointed out in [78] it
should be noted here that the proofhere is that the given problem is at
least as diffìcult as an existing problern, and not an absolute proofof
secwþ.

9.8 Low Cost RFID and Cryptography

The plethora of available securityprimitives are too excessive in terms of cost to be
implemented on a cost constrained RFID chip with around 4000 gates for logical functions
(refer to Section 9.2.1). Low cost labels are also not selÊpowered and only consist of
limited logic functionality, unlike smart card processors. However, they may be more
suitable for higher class labels with a greater opening price point. For instance, private key
cryptosystems such as AES are not suitable since a commercial implementation of AES
typically requires 20,000 - 30,000 gates [107]. This is far more than the number of gates on
an entire low cost label. However the SHA-I specified by the US Department of
Commerce is a possible candidate for an encryption rule but hardware implementations of
SHA-I are currently too costly to meet the cost budget of low cost RFID labels t108].
Crlptographic systems and protocols need to fit into a label footprint without dramaticalþ
increasing the cost of a label.

Considering crylptographic solutions for RFID requires a careñrl understanding of low cost
RFID, underþing assumptions of the system, limitations and expectations from the end user
community. There are particular challenges that need to be considered as a result of the
nature of low cost RFID systems. These challenges are discussed in the following section.

9.8.1 Challenges

Challenging aspects to providing security and privacy for low cost RFID systems
using traditional cryptographic mechanisms and existing hardware are outlined in Table
9'9.Each of the listed constraints needs to be considered before designing a practicable
security or privacy measure.

It is evident from the description of low cost RFID systems provided in Section g.2, and.thelr
associated implementation in supply chain applications as Class I and Class II tags, that the
main constraint hindering the adoption of more traditional cryptographic solutions is the
scarcity of hardware resources as a result of cost limitations. Nevertheless, cost is not the
only limitation. There are many other such restrictions and difficulties that result as a
consequence of the nature of electromagnetic waves and the constraints placed by end users
and electromagnetic compatibility re gulations.
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As outlined in Table 9.9, EM regulations pose restrictions on the isotropic radiated power at

stated distances. This implies that there is a maximum limit on the power available at a given

label distance from a traìsmitter. Thus, passive labels with size limited by a particular label

class or an application receive power from a stated power flow per unit area. The power

available to the label is one facior contributing to the determination of the tlpe of security

scheme and the cryptographic hardware used in a label. Cq4ptographic hardware consuming

considerable power(in thã range of tens of microwatts) will significantly diminish the label

reading distance and degrade the performance of the whole RFID system implementation'

Furthermore, a security mechanism employing a memory write will have to account for the

additional power required to operate a labels E2PROM.

Table 9.9 Challenges facing the implementation of strong cryptosystems on low cost RFID.

The power utilization of any security related hardware should not exceed the typical tag

po*., consumption of 10-15 microwatts required for writing to a passive RFID label, as

èxphined in Section 9.2.3.Ideally, the power consumed should be a fraction ofthis value for

any security related hardware to te viable as considerable power requirements will constrain

ttre laUel pérformance by limiting the operating range of the label. However reducing power

consumption of any encryption hardware is a challenging prospect.

power dissipation in integrated circuits is a function of many factors; the fabrication

technology, ìhe hyout of the design and the scale of the fabrication process. Static CMOS

DescriptionChallenge

IC's do not scale in the same lnanner as the digital devices so RF front end

on chips witl still remain a cost factor

Cost

Transmit power restrictions, spectral masks, frequency of operations,

available bandwidth, and time available for computations.
Regulations

circuitIC totheof labeltheml1unuzeto power consumptionImportant
whichdevice thersA highestIlìaxlmum cryptographicperformance.gam

affect itswillof S performanceconsumer adverselychip powefpasslve

as it will reduce a label's read range.

Power consumption

Label performance and system performance goals (data transmission rates,

number oflabel reads per second percentage ofcorrect reads)'

ion
will

affect system performanc e.

Performance

mechanismanda1SlossSudden realþ securþanyof practicalpower
afrsuch event.ln vulnerablea stateleavenot the dwingshould chip

Power disruptions
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technology is very attractive in low power devices due to the almost negligible power
consumption in steady-state operation. Power dissipation in CMOS circuits is mostty ãue to
the charging and discharging of capacitances during dynamic operation. power consumption
can be reduced by the proper choice of circuit, logical or architectural structwe. This might
come at the expense of silicon area, which is critical to controlling tag costs.

The power consumption in static CMOS circuits is due to the static (or steady state) power
consumption and t umption þower consumption during the swltching
of logic levels). dissipation in CMOS circuits is õaused by thã
switching of logic power consumption due to the leakage of current
flow through the reversed-biased diode junctions in the transistors is almost negñgible.

Equation (9'1) illustrates the total power consumption of a device i while (9.2) expresses the
static power dissipation as the leakage current \¡6¡¡¿ îrd the supply voltage to the device V¿¿.
Equation (9'3) formulates the power consumption during /-r switching operations (logic
0---+1 an 1---+0 transition) per second, where C¿ represents the sum of the intrinsic capacitance
(unction capacitance and other parasitic capacitances) and the extrinsic load capacitance
(due to the wires and connecting gate) of the device [l l0].

It is clear from (9.3) that higher throughput from a device leads to more frequent signal
transitions and results in increased power dissipation. There is always atradeoffbetween the
power dissipation and area of silicon used (and hence costs) as usô of parallel architectures
can reduce the power consumption by reducing the rate of switching io-pon.nts and the
supply voltage required. Reducing the supply voltage alone is not suffrcienf as this reduces
the latency of the circuit and any security related hardware may not be able to meet timing
constraints or performance constraints. Use of parallelism allows the trade offof silicon area
for power' Design methodologies for reducing power consumption in CMOS logic are an
active area of research and the reader is refened to [l l l] for moie details.

I=I"øt¡"r1 switch¡ns V/ (9.1)

P,",o,,"=Ino,rV¿o W e.2)

1-w,ching=CrVrto.fo-.,, W (9.3)

However, read range might not be a concern in certain applications and thus it is difficult to
set a bound on the required power leve! except to state that it should not exceed the power
required by the tag during the writing of data to the memory as this is the most power
consuming task a low cost tag is likely to perform. In additioq requiring more povver would
tmply that a tag in its cunent position of being just able to operate (as it can be read by an
interrogator) may not be able to complete a security related function, causing that operation
to fail. This failure may expose or lead to wlnerabilities in the security meðhanism. Hence
power consumption is an issue that needs to be carefully considered.

Security mechanisms and communication protocols also need to be caref,rlly designed to
avoid leaving the label in a vulnerable state during sudden loss of power or intemrpìions to
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communications. It is also important for security mechanisms to take into account the more

powerful signal strength of thê forward channei (reader to label transmissions), which can be

ãetected hundreds of metres away, compared to the tag to reader communication channel

which can be received from no greater ttrrn2}musing highly sensitive receivers'

The sections above have considered the nature of low cost RFID systems, its various

vulnerabilities and the unique set of challenges to providing cryptographic solutions to

alleviate these vulnerabilities. There are various solutions published in literature to address

the weaknesses outlined in Section 9.3. The following section provides a survey of published

solutions for addressing various privacy and security concerns related to low cost RFID

systems.

9.9 A Survey of Solutions

Section 9.7 considered the subject of cryptography in a general perspective and

introduced concepts that will be useful in the discussion of security mechanisms for RFID.

The following sections consider crlptographic primitives, protocols and security schemes

proposed for low cost RFID systems'

It is important to note here that, in addition to the possible vulnerabilities discussed in

Section 
^9.3, 

th"r" will be specific attacks on any cryptosystem or protocol employed by a

security mechanism used to provide security. These attacks are a result of certain weaknesses

in the cryptographic scheme or are due to certain flaws that may have entered into the

protocol ár"pfoyå¿ in the security mechanism. A description and examples of such attacks

can be found in [78 and 80].

The following sections detail more recent developments addressing the issue of security and

privacy for resource intensive environments.

9.9.1 Cryptographic Hash Functions

There have been a number of security schemes outlined in U08 and 109]. A proposed

scheme for controlling access to a label uses the difflrculty of inverting a one-way hash

function t108]. This mechanism, called the 'hash-lock scheme,' is based on a hash value

generated from a random message sent to a tag for locking a tag. Until the tag is unlocked

ln"tugonly responds with the hash value stored on the tag called the MetaID. The tag can

onþ ù'e untoctå¿ by an authorised reader by sending the original random message to the

label, where it is hashed and compared with that stored on the label's memory'

The primary flaw in this approach lies in the fact that a successful discovery of a MetaID and

a label ID pair will allow an adversary to engage in a cloning attack. The hash locking

method r.qrrir"r the implementation of a suitable hash function and the appropriate logic to

implement the details of a communication protocol. The greatest challenge lies in the

suôcessful implementation of a hardware efficient hash algorithm on the label IC. Since any
1l

L
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reader can obtain the MetaIDs from labels, this scheme does not solve the problem of
location privacy violations. The scheme is also susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks
since an adversary can query a label, obtain its MetaID, retransmit the value to a reader, and
later unlock the label with the reader response.

However, the hash based access control can be extended to provide access control to
multiple users, or control access to label functionalities such ás write access. It is also
possible to allow a third party to process labeled items using the MetaIDs and a database
lookup scheme without having to unlock the labels. Howevei, it should be noted here that
any system that will function using the MetaIDs alone will suffer from the same security
flaws as an unprotected label since the MetaID will act as a unique identifier (similar to an
EPC on an unprotected label).

Randomised access control is another variation of the above scheme described in [108] and
[109]; with the difference to the previous scheme being that a tag always repüès with a
random MetaID. However, the randomised hash lock scheme has similar flaws and
diffrculties. The emphasis is placed on removing the predictable natwe of the label responses
to reader interrogations. A detailed description of this scheme can be found in tl08].

Readers are still susceptible to replay attacks. An adversary only needs to obtain a label
response and the corresponding reader response to create a fake label. An important
consideration in this scheme is the number of labels that can be successfully supported, since
a large number of labels will cause increasing processing delays at the backðnd database
systems when performing brute force searches of databases to obtain the matching tag ID for
a given MetaID. It is also not known whether keyed pseudorandom numbei functions
required to implement the scheme are a more effrcient hardware implementation than a
symmetric key encryption such as a hash fi¡nction. The hardware complexity of keyed
pseudorandom number functions is still an active area of research.

Analysis of the random hash lock scheme in t1081 and [109] provided :rr-lll2l has also
concluded that location privacy is only ensured in the scheme if an adversury .u*it tamper
with the tag to obtain the static tag identifier (such as the EpC).

The 'K-steps ID matching scheme' in [1 13] has outlined a method that utilizes representation
of l/tags on the ly'leaves of a tree of depth Kwhere traversing the nodes of the tiee down to
the leaves yields the unique label identifier. This method allows to reduce the algorithmic
complexity of searching a backend database from O(n) to O(log n) where n is the number of
tag identifiers stored in the database.

The hash locking method requires the implementation of a suitable hash function and the
appropriate logic to implement the details of a communication protocol. The greatest
challenge lies in the successful creation of a hardware effrcient hashãlgorithm. However, it
has been shown in [114] that implementations of hash lock schemõs are generally not
cheaper than symmetric key encryption schemes using an AES and a SHA-I implementation
as an example of a symmetric key encryption scheme and a hash scheme, respectively.
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9.9.2 Cellular Automata

The theory of Cellular Automata (CA) tl151 developed by Wolfram has been used to

develop u ,ro-t". of different cryptographic systems. Cellular Hash (CH) [116] is one such

outcome and there is a rich variety of inexpensive encryption mechanisms developed based

on the chaotic nature of CA systems [117 and 118]. CA may be built out of a feedback

shift register and a single pair of gates providing a compact solution for low cost RFID. In

additioã, CA based trastres scale well as the size of the hash digest increases but CA hashes

require many parallel calculations and thus they may impose considerable demands on a

tag,s available power. However, it is possible to perform CA operations in series but that

will be at the expense of RFID system performance.

The CA cryptosystem encountered in CAC [ 1 18], while being promising, has been shown to

be vulneraLle to differential cryptanalysis or has been shown to form an affine group [ 1 1 9].

However, the estimated size of the un-optimised pre-layout area is abotÍ 4'25 sq. mm' which

is far bigger than a typical RFID siuõon design, which is about 0.25 sq. mm' Even if
optimisat-iãn halves the design, the silicon cost is too high for a low cost RFID chip.

Ñevertheless, improvements ãnd a scaling down of the design may be possible since the

analysed design was for a 128 bit key.

The use of CA generators in the formulation of stream ciphers has also been proven to be

insecure. It was shown in t120] that the ouþut of a CA generator is identicai to the output of
a LFSR and hence CA systems are as insecule as LFSR based systems.

9.9.3 Linear and Non Linear Feedback Shift Registers

While LFSRs are capable of generating pseudorandom sequences they are ìnsecure

due to certain non random properties. Part of the problem is the linearity of the bit

sequence which makes ttrem õf fttle use for encryption. Even in the event that the internal

structure of the LSFR scheme is kept secret, an affacker only requires 2n ottpttt bits of the

generator to determine the entire output sequence of a LSFR of length n ll2l and 1221.

Use of non linear feed back shift (NLFSR) registers to design a hash by using a complicated

feed back function is a possibility, since a shift register implementation does not require

complex hardware. Howèver an important consideration should be whether the additional

cost of a NLFSR provides an adequate level of securþ, considering the vulnerabilities of
various non linear feedback shift register based schemes in literature 178,79 and 80].

9.9.4 Message Authentication Codes

The use of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) has been discussed in previous

literature. Takaragi l25j and his team of researchers have been the first to make an RFID

chip (p-chip) equþpid with a MAC commercially available. The chip manufactured using
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a 0. 18 micron cMos technology occupies less than 0.25 mrÊ of silicon wafer - nlacino fhe2 f --- - -'o -'^-
IC in the low cost end of the RFID labels.

The MAC implementation adopts avery simple approach. The security of the p-chip relies
on a 128 bit ID stored permanently on the chip at manufacturing time. This ID is a
concatenation of a prwiously encrypted MAC and chip data, the MAC being derived by
encrypting a portion of the data using a hash function and a secret key, where the secret key
is known to the manufacturer and the client. This mechanism does raise the difficulty level
for forgers as the process of eavesdropping and creation of fake labels is made more
complex. However it does not provide privacy as the ID code embedded in the chip will
breach anonymity and location privacy. There is also the risk of the key, which is common
to many labels, becoming known.

9.9.5 NTRU

The NTRU cipher appeared in 1995 ll23l. NTRU is based on the Closest Vector
Problem which involves f,lrding the closest vector given a lattice L, and a target vector /
[80]. It is similar to the knapsack problem. A lattice is defined as 'the set of intersection
points of a regular (but not necessarily orthogonal) n-dimensional grid". This is an Np-
Hard problem where there is no known algorithm for solving it in polynomial time 1124].

There are several cryptosystems based on this problem ll25 and, 1261, but they have not
gained in popularity due the excessive size of the keys needed to provide security
comparable with other public key cryptosystems. The main advantages of NTRU are that it
requires moderate resources and it is a faster operating algorithm. However, it is difficult to
make accurate comparisons with other algorithms, as NTRU depends on many parameters
that govern its behavior. Early research indicates that NTRU is generally faster, relatively
easier to implement both in hardware and software than other public key cryptosystems such
as RSA, and needs only a modest size memory Llz3l.Its simple implementationand limited
demand on memory have alreadyproven its relevance in RFID applications ll27l.

Nonetheless, NTRU is susceptible to brute force attaoks and multiple message transmissions
[123]' A more detailed treatment of attacks on NTRU can be found inlt-+1.In addition,
NTRU has a relatively large message expansion. Encrypted messages are almost twice the
length ofthe plain texf messages. This may not be a pressing concern as RFID messages are
not of very long length.

9.9.6 TÍny Encryption Algorithm

TEA is an encryption algorithm designed for simplicity and ease of implementation.
The encryption algorithm is based on the Feistel cipher [78] and a largã number of
iterations to gain security without compromising simplicity. A description ofthe algorithm
is provided in 11281.
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TEA can be eftortlessly translated into any language as long as 'exclusive ot' is an available

operation. A hardwaie implementation of the algorithm is stated to have the same

cåmplexity as DES t1281. ñespite its simplicity and the ease of implementation, TEA is a

relatively recent invéntion and the level of security or its vulnerability to attacks is still not

very clear.

9.9.7 Scalable Encryption Algorithm

The authors i;allzglhave noted that resowce constrained encryption using symmetric

cryptography does not have a long history. They cite TEA above and indicate the

vulnerãUiiities of TEA to linear and differential cryptanalysis attacks.

SEA (Scalable Encryption Algorithm) is a scalable encrSption algorithm for small embedded

appliciions U2gl. iypicalpeiformances of the SEA algorithm on encryption and decryption

,5log u 128 bit-key and-l MHz 8-bit RISC processors can be undertaken in a few

milliseconds, using a few hundred bytes of ROM 11291'
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9.9.8 Re-encryption

In [130] an unorthodox re-encryption mechanism is proposed for providing- privacy

*A ,."*ity protection to banknotes ãmbedded with RFID labels. In a traditional setting,

the entity cãnducting the re-encryrption will not be aware of the plaintext. However, in the

re-encr¡ftion schem]e discussed i" ¡t:01, the plaintext is known to the entity performing

the re-éncryption. The scheme is elaborate and the details are complicated, thus, only an

overview of the scheme is given below'

The security of the mechanism is based on the ciphertext created by encr¡pting the digital

signature sóred on the RFID chip by a central bank authority, the serial number of the bank

nðte and a random number. The-auihenticity of the banknote can be verified by comparing

the ciphertext stored on the ba¡knote to the ciphertext obtained by encrypting the digital

signatrue, the serial number, and the random number using a public key stored on an RFID

,"ãd"r. A match indicates an authentic banknote. Figure 9.6 provides an overview of the data

placed on each banknote. In addition, an access control mechanism prevents the data on an

ifffO hbel from being read without making optical contact first. This prevents remote

alteration and interrogation of an RFID label's memory contents.

Data on RF label Optically encoded data on
banknote

Figure 9.6 Data on a banknote.
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The significant privacy and security achievements outlined include consumer privacy
(tracing of individuals or banknotes is only possible with the use of a kÐ, -forg..y

resistance, fraud detection and tamper resistance. In contrast with the aforementioned
mechanisms outlined in Section 9.9.1, the primary significance of the re-encryption
mechanism is that a banknote is not in possession of any secret keys and the RFID label is
not required to perform any resource intensive operations. The encryption engines and secret
keys have been shifted away from the RFID label to more secure locations, such as the
readers and the central bank authority.

Despite the inventiveness of the re-encryption scheme, the sþificant drawback is the
adequacy of the information obtainable from a banknote to create fraudulent banknotes. The
digital signature is not verified during a transaction; hence, the fake banknotes can be created
with ciphertext obtained from a collection of believable serial numbers. Other shortcomings
that might be exploited by a resourceful adversary are provided in tl301.

9.9.9 Lightweight Cryptography

_ Lightweight crlptography is a branch of cryptography that aims to develop fast and
efficient cryptographic mechanisms for resource constrained environments. tience this
branch of cryptography has been the most promising avenue to generate secure
cryptographic solutions to low cost RFID systems. Several lightweighì cr¡lptographic
models relevant to RFID are summarised below.

Building cost effective cryptographic hardware for RFID is still not a reality. Although
certain advances have been made towards the development of hardwarå optimised
encryption engines in U311, Ll32l, and [133], they still present a performance hindrånce and
an expensive solution to current RFID systems.

9.9.9.1 Lightweight Hardware

The process of developing or optimising the existing hardware of security
mechanisms has been an active area of research with respect to smart card processors.
Howevet, there has recently been some focus on more resource-constrained environments
such as low cost RFID ICs. There have been a number of advances towards developing
such low cost hardware [131, r32,134, and 135]. Elliptic Curve cryptography (ECCIha;
presented itself as a public key cr¡lptosystems for RFID [133] due toìhe smaliei key sizes
required to provide an adequate level of computational security. A relatively low cost
implementation of an ECC processor suitable for RFID can be found in t136].
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9.9.9.2 Lightweight Protocols

Building on prior work, Hopper and Blum have suggested two shared-key

authentication protõcoh, HB and HB* protocols [137]. HB protocol is proven secure

against a passive (eavesdropping) adversary. The HB* protocol is proven secure against

active attacks. Security of thesã protocols are based on the conjectured hardness of the
,.learning parity with nóise" (LPNi problem. Their extremely low computational overhead

makes tñern very suitable for low powet, bandwidth and low cost devices such as RFID. In

[l3S] it has beèn proven that the security of these protocols only holds for sequential

å*ecutions and the question of whether the security also holds in the case of parallel or

concurrent executions is explicitly left open.

Katz andshin [139] suggest that, in addition to guaranteeing security against a stronger class

of adversaries, a confirmation of the security in parallel and concurrent operations would

allow the HB* protocol to be parallelised. This would also reduce substantially its round

complexity. Katz and Shin prove the security above. They also suggest simpler security

prooß for these protocols which are more complete. In effect they also explicitly address the

ãependence of the soundness error and the number of iterations.

An improved version of the HB+ developed by [140] is analysed in [141] where a number of
improvements have been made against various vulnerabilities outlined in [140]. }JB++ 12291

is ä modified version of the IIB* protocol designed to thwart a wider adversarial attack in

[230].

9.9.L0 Minimalist CrYPtograPhY

The formulation of mechanisms to achieve security and/or privacy objectives under

the constraints presented by low cost RFID systems to real-world tags using a weak, but

perhaps a realisiic, security model form the basis for minimalist cryptography'

9.9.10.1 Pseudonyms

An early version of minimalist cryptography was proposed n ll42l where a list of
randomly geâerated tag identifrers was used on a tag. On querying atag, a reader is able to

hash the response urrdu"""r, tag related data on a secure hash table. The idea of using

completely åndom EPCs and an outline of such a scheme was given n lI42l. A similar

u"rrion wâs aho published in [143] with a minimalist security model and acco_mpanying

protocols for low-ìost tags. The proposed method has every tag containing a collection of
pseudonyms; it release. th".. pseudonyms on each interrogator query' Both schemes have

ieft open the possibility for a valid reader to renew the list of pseudonyms on a tag'

The use of pseudonyms in [1a3] is based on the assumption that the intruder only comes into

the scanning range of a tagon á periodic basis, as a complete analysis of the limited number
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of pseudonyms will allow the identification of the tag. The security model is also based. on
the underlying assumption that the tags release their data at a limited rate [143]. The
minimalist model sets an upper limit on the number oftimes an intruder or an adversary can
scan a given tag or try to spoof a valid reader.

9.9.10.2 One Time Pads and Random Numbers

In addition to the schemes presented above, there are many security schemes in the
patent literature. Information security is a secretive realm, with many froiOing firmly onto
thefu intellectual property with a whole array of patents. It is the nature of the beast.

Most methods outlined in patent literature are too complicated for low cost RFID. However,
[144] demonstrates a very simplistic approach. The patented scheme relies on a simple one-
time pad concept, where the intended application is that of bank notes. The scheme involves
the recording of a random number, a time, and a date stamp on an RFID label of a bank note
on release of the note for circulation. The bank note keeps a track of the number of times it
has been scanned and this number is used as part of its authentication process. When a bank
note is read by a bank teller, the random number, date, time stamp anà the number of scans
are sent to a central bank computer to veri$r the authenticity of the note based on comparing
the same information securely stored on the computer.

This scheme is subject to imitation, simply because the label can not be trusted as a secure
place of storage for valuable information because bank notes provide adequate incentives for
a physical attack on the RFID label.

A different application of one-time pads can be found in another patent [145]. In the novel
scheme, labels are equþed with a small rewritable memory. Priorlo the release of a label, a
set of random numbers (authentication keys) generated by a completely random physical
process is stored into the label along with a label ID. A back end database stores a copy of
the random codes and the associated label IDs.

The label ID may be read from the label during an interrogation. The ID provides knowledge
ofthe label being authenticated by the reader by consulting the relevant iecords in the secure
back end database. In consultation with the database, the interrogator may transmit one or
more of the random numbers stored in the database. One of the numbers should match a
series of random numbers stored on the label. If a match occurs, the label responds with a
return authentication code known exclusively to the database and increments a counter to
select a set of new random numbers for the next authentication procedure. An identical
counter that determines which of several authentication numbeis is next in force is
incremented at the database to synchronise the database entries with that ofthe label.

Hence, the above mechanism prevents an eavesdropper from obtaining any information
regarding the next correct authentication key, or the next label authentication iesponse. The
only available information to an eavesdropper is an apparent burst ofrandom numùers.
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In the event of an unauthorised reader, the label will not respond unless the reader knows the

next random number expected by the label. In case a counterfeit label is interrogated, the

label may respond with á random number but the interrogator will fail to find a match, and

thus detect the counterfeit.

Nevertheless, this scheme still leaves the possibility of a physical attack where the contents

of the label may be discovered. However, in the'worst case, this information cannot be used

to counterfeit labels in massive quantities as the set of authentication keys and authentication

responses are all different and completely random on each individual label.

9.9.1L Exploiting floise

RFID systems are based on limited computing power and arc not suitable for public

key cryptography. Hence a protocol with low computation burden is outlined in [1a6]'The
prótoóì i" tf ¿Ol takes advãntage of signal noise on a communication channel to secretly

exchange a key in the presence ofan eavesdropper'

An alternative proposal was presented in [147]. Similar to the blocker tags [148], the special

tagtnthis proposal is named as the noisy tag. Noisy tags are owned by a reader's managet

anã set oof *ithltr a reader's field. They are regular RFID tags that generate noise on the

communication channel between the reader and the queried tag. This is done in such a

manner that the intruder or eavesdropper carutot differentiate the messages sent by the

queried tag and those sent by the noisy tags. Hence the intruder is unable to identiff the

secret bits that are sent to the reader. Afterwards, the secret shared by the reader and the tag

can be used to launch a secure channel in order to protect communications against

eavesdroppers. In addition, the tag's identifier can be refreshed by exclusively-or'ing the

new identifier with the exchanged secret ll47l'

9.9.12 Radio FingerPrinting

If tags have distinct '?adio fingerprints- that are difflrcult to reproduce, then these

fingerpririts, on their own, could help strengthen device authentication [149]. This

tecinique, while sound in theory, is not a practicable avenue because obtaining such a

radio fingerprint is expensive and diffrcult'

9.9.13 Distance Implied Distrust

This scheme is based on the assumption that anunauthorised reader attempting to read

a tag will generally be more physically distant from the tags than a legitimate reader. The

lattei assumption ii based on the realisation that a closer and more visible reader will draw

greater investigation by tag ownefs or tag bearers. Thus, the measurement of distance of a

reader to atagis proposed as a measure of trust [150].
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9.9.14 Authentication Protocols

The YA-TRAP protocol proposed in [51], based on ll52l, provides location privacy
and allows the authentication of the tag by using monotonically increasing timéstamps
stored on the tag which are in synchronicity with timestamps on a seCure backend
database. This protocol requires the implementation of an iterated keyed hash function on
the tag. However, the proposal is vulnerable to a DoS altack initiated by desynchronising
the timestamp between the tag and the backend databases. Nevertheless by using hasñ
tables that are pre-computed, the search time required for correlating a tag response is
reduced to an O(1) operation which requires less workload than the randomised hãsh lock
scheme outlined in Section 9.9.1.

Another version of the YA-TRAP protocol in U53] also addresses some of the weaknesses
in [151] albeit at the cost of increasing the workload of backend systems.

9.10 Conclusion

Despite the vast array of RFID systems, those that are within the low cost spectrum
pose the greatest threat due to the possibility of wide scale deployment and inherent
constraints that place limitations on the number of possible solutions. This chapter has
introduced in detail systems characterised as low cost RFID systems and identified
numerous vulnerabilities of low cost RFID systems operating under the UHF EPCglobal
air interface protocol. These vulnerabilities lead to both security and privacy related issues.
Addressing these issues requires implementing various security and privacy objectives.
Providing services to achieve those objectives traditionally requires thJimplemeniation of
various cr1'pto graphic primitives.

However, low cost RFID, due to its resource intensive environment, presents a number of
difficult challenges to more robust cryptographic mechanisms with a high level of security.
Most of these robust cryptographic mechanisms are too area or po*ei hungry to fit well
within the limitations of RFID systems, and much of the encryption hardware ãvailable is for
smart card technology. Even though the solutions can be applied directly to RFID, the main
obstacle is that smart card processors are much more powerful than a typical RFID label
consisting of only 200 - 4000 gates. Thus, the solutions a¡e not portable to an RFID platform
if we expect the cost ofthe secure labels to remain below the 5 cents mark.

It is also clear from the discussion on the level of security that all security system designers
aim to develop a system where the only possible means of attack is by way of an exhaustive
search' Such a system will then have a computational security determined by the size of its
key space. Thus any security system considered must surely have a large enough key space
to ensure security, especially considering the fact that CPUs used in personal computers in
this century have benchmark performances rated in terms of terãflops (floating point
operations per second).
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Considering Moore's Law, cryptographic solutions that seem too expensive for low cost

RFID -uy-b..o-" the solutionr itr tn"nrt*e. However, it is not possible to wait for a futr¡re

time frame while the deployment of RFID systems is taking place around the world. Since

advances in cryptogr aphy- are slow to arise, due to the time taken to scrutinise new

mechanisms and find faults, the best option might be to fall back on simple and proven

technþes, such as those presented in minimalist encryption and lightweight crptography'

The survey ofvarious research efforts to address the security and privacy issues provides an

insight inio crurent developments in the area of security for resource intensive, low

computation capable devices.

It is important to recognize that the resource limitation of low cost labels suggests that the

simplicity of small one-{ime pads, which involve one or more small shared secrets between a

label and an interrogator, ãnd relatively simple chip implementations, should also be

considered and must not be discounted. Some of the concerns arising from privacy and

security may also be removed by occasional use of shielded electromagnetic

communications between the label and the reader system.

There are unique opporfunities within the label class hierarchy to develop various schemes

for meeting the seJurity and privacy levels expected by labels belonging to their respective

classes. This opens the gate to a vast number of research avenues that could be pursued with

regard to providing both security and privacy to low cost RFID systems'

It must be realised that security will come in many flavours and strengths, but 'low cost'

implies that we furd mechanisms that are 'good enough' and are deterrents, rather than

mechanisms that are impossible to crack.

perfect secrecy is a fine mathematical concept; in reality, there will always be a human

element that is difficult to quantify into any mathematical formulation. Thus, it is practically

impossible to have a perfectly secure system. Once this is understood, it is possible to move

onio addressing realistic securþ and privacy issues overshadowing RFID.

While this chapter has illuminated the weaknesses of low cost RFID systems, resulting

problems and sãrvices required to address such problems, it,has not provided any technical

solutions to the implementation of the required services. Prior to discussing solutions, it is
important to define a framework within which such solutions are sought so that realistic and

realsonable assumptions can be made about the requirements of those services' It is also

important to develop a security model of the system that is being secured and a method of
analysing the apprõpriateness of the solutions to meeting the needs of low cost RFID

syståms. 1.ne foliowing chapter will develop an evaluation framework and an appropriate

sócurity model, before óonsidering the subject of developing technical solutions.
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Chapter 10

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The previous chapter examined low cost NFID systerns and various vulnerabilíties

of such iystems that ieed to be addressed along with various solutions proposed for
år"r"o*ing resulting security and privacy issues. This chapter will formulate aframework

for definiìþ the prollem rpà"" coistructed around low cost NFID systems, so as to enable
"the 

eigineáring'of solutions to overcome the defencelessness of low cost RFID systems and

be able to evaluate those solutions for their effectiveness'
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10.1 Evaluation Framework

Thus far, the focus has been on considering various aspects of low cost RFID
technology and considering its various vulnerabilities along with developing security and
privacy objectives to address such vulnerabilities. As has been discussed in Section 9.7,
achieving security and privacy objectives using cryptographic solutions in low cost RFID
is a challenging but a necessary proposition. Nevertheleis, the design, analysis and the
evaluation of security mechanism is another challenging aspect ãue to ihe lack of
established evaluation criteria or a clear security model. The following sections develop
simple evaluation criteria for security mechanisms and a simple, yet suificient model of a
low cost RFID system for analysing security mechanisms.

Table 1 0. I An outline of low cost RFID system characteristics.

Class of labels Class I and Class II type of labels, (as they are low cost RFID labels)

Unique Identifier EPC of length96 - 256 bits. As defined in by EpCglobal in their tag
data specifi cation standard-

Read range 3 m- 5 m for UHF and 200 - 500 mm for IIF operation under FCC
regulations.

Label reads per second 200 - 1500 as demanded by end user performance requirements.

Hardware Cost 250 - 4000 gates in order to keep tag costs low and close to the 5 US
cents target value.

Power consumption 10s of microwatts, and should not exceed that required for E2PROM
operation, so the tag read range requirements can be maintained.

It is ortant to defure certain 'ooundaries and assumptions taking into account the
challenging aspects of implementing cryptographic primitives on low cost RFID because
implementing mechanisms to address security or privacy otherwise is inconceivable.
Defining and modelling the problem space will also aid future research in low cost RFID
Security. Table 10.1 summarises the important aspects of low cost RFID, introduced in
Section 9'2,that needs to be understood and reasonable assumptions that need to be made
prior to implementing any cryptosystems to address the vulnerabilities outlined in Section
9.3.

10.2 Evaluating Security Measures

While designing crlptographic solutions is challenging it is important to be able to
evaluate security measures devised to ensure that various goals outlined in Table 9.3 and
Table 9.5 suggested for providing security and privacy are satisfied while meeting
expected performance levels and costs. Table 10.2 outlines a security evaluation matrix to
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appraise the suitability of various mechanisms for providing security and privacy to low

"ãrt 
n¡n and various applications constructed around low cost RFID.

Table 10.2 Criteria for evaluating security mechanisms'

i

Achieved Security
Objectives

Confidentiality

Message content securitY

Tag Authentication

Reader Authentication

Product Authentication

Access control

Availability

Integrity

Achieved Privacy
Objectives

AnonSrmitY

Untraceability

Cost and
Performance

Estimates

Tag implementation cost estimate (gate count estimation)

Back end resource requirements (online or offline)

Overhead costs (initialiaation costs, requirements or time)

Time estimate (time to complete a process or hardware

throughput or clock cYcles)

Estimation of power consumption (maximum bound)

10.3 Evaluating cost and Performance objectives

The security and privacy objectives were discussed in detail in Section 9'5 and Section

9.6. However estimating thã cost of security mechanisms, and their power consumption

and performance was 
-not 

discussed. The following sections consider the cost and

performance objectives in Table 10.2.

1.0.3.1 Tag Implementation Cost

Evaluating the tag cost of a security measure generally refers to the cost implication

for its implementatio-n ott a tag IC. It is generally not easy to carry out such an

implementätion, and an estimate may be found by implementing the hardware required on

a FpGA. However, it is generally possible to evaluate the cost of an IC in terms of the

number of gates required for its implementation.

One NAND gate is considered to have a unit area in CMOS standard cell based hardware

and it is common to express the area evaluation in terms of the number of gates (NAND)
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requfued. Implementing a NAND gate in hardware requires at least four FETs. Tvpiea-l cost
estimations in terms ofthe gate count are given in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Cost estimation guide for cryptographic hardware based on static CMOS designs.

Functional Block Cost (gate count equivatent)

2 inputNAND gate I
2 input XOR gate 2.5

INV (Inverter) 0.5

2 inputAND gate 2.5

FF @lip Flop) 12

D latch 2

2-l MIIX 5

n-bit LFSR nx 72

z-byte RAM nx72
IIA (HalfAdder) lXOR+1AND
FA (Full Adder) 3AND+2OR+2XOR

10.3.2 Backend Resources and Overhead Costs

When referring to the cost of a tag, for security putposes the associated cost implied is the
cost of the digital components required to implement the security measure on chþ. In respect
to the cost constraints.placed on these labels and taking the ôurrent cost of fabricating a
transistor to be l/1000ú ofa cent, the low cost labels can be expected to have 250 - 4000
gates available for security purposes, although the number of gates available is expected to
increase over the years as manufacturing techniques and pro.".r.. improve o, ur'RFIO IC
manufacturing begins to fill the excess capacity of obsolete pro"ei.", that are still in
operation.

It is generally difficult to implement a security mechanism without the aid of proxy
systems or secure backend system for storing secret information such as keys. Seòurity
mechanisms of this kind require online and real time access to secure resources. The
monetary and time cost of implementing such a mechanism must be accounted for in the
evaluation process. Trimming constraints placed on RFID security mechanisms may
require expensive database system i plementations and expensive networking
infrastructure. However, it may be possible to design a security mechanism that performs
its operations off-line (that without requiring online access to secure ,".our""r¡. Hence
backend resource costs can be generally expressed as those requiring online access or those
that can be performed ofÊline.
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Overhead costs may result from the need for initializing tags with secure information, or the

need for performing some operations prior to their use or periodically during their use. For

instance a security mechanism may require the replenishment of secret keys on a tag.

1.0.3.3 Power ConsumPtion

Any security mechanism design will eventually involve an IC implementation'

CunentÍy, static 
-CMOS 

is the choice of most digital circuit designs built for low power

"orrr,r-ption 
and robustness. Hence, it is appropriate to consider power consumption

analysis based on an implementation using static CMOS technology. However a drawback

of túis technology is thè extra silicon area required for implementing logic compared to

dynamic CMOS.

An important aspect of the design process and the establishment of its suitability is to ensure

that the power dissipation of the integrated circuits do not exceed that outlined in Table 10.1.

There aie several techniques for measuring power consumption [154 and 155] and most

methods rely on simulation techniques based on various models using simulation tools such

as HSPICE [1s6].

While the use of direct methods to measure power dissipation may be possible a simple

method for estimating the dynamic power dissipation is based on formulating the power loss

during the charging-and discharging of capacitances. Equation (10.1) models the power

dissþãtion of a node that may consist of a number of logic gates and it is probably most

practicable when the logic circuit compiexity is a minimum.

P=po-rCrVo'of",o w (10'1)

In (10.1), C¿ is the ouþut load capacitance along the critical path and po-r is the fraction of
time the node makes â po*". consumption transition (that is a logic 0-'1 and 1--0) in a

single clock cycle. The combination ofpo-t Cl can also be stated as the average capacitance

.*It.h"d during each clock cycle. In (10.1),/represents the clock frequency atdVaaisthe

maximum signát swing, more generally taken as the operating supply voltage. It is diffrcult

to apply this formula tó ICs of large sizes. However, it is adequate for estimating the power

.oorrráption in small hardware, especially if circuit design tools can be used to evaluate the

capacitance estimates.

10.3.4 Performance

Furthermore, it can be assumed that the time available for a label operation (and thus,

any implementation of a security mechanism that needs to be performed jn real-time) is in

thé range of 5 - 10 milliseconds considering the performance criteria of an RFID system

that demands a minimum label reading speed of 100-200 labels per second. In accordance

with C1G2 protocol, a maximum tag to reader data transmission rate bound of 640 kbps

and a readeí to tugdata transmission rate bound of 126 kbps, based on equiprobable binary
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ones and zeros in the transmission, can be calculated. Hence a typical passive RFID label
data transmission rate of the order of 100 kbps is a reasonable assumption.

10.4 Security Model

Given the list of wlnerabilities posed by low cost RFID systems and the unique nature
of the technology, it is natural to consider the nature of adversaries in an RFIó systems
context with its various limitations, and to provide a clear security model. It is important to
develop the nature of various adversaries in an RFID systems context in order to te able to
analyse the level of protection provided by various security mechanisms and the various
circumstances under which the security mechanism may be deployed to achieve the
security and privacy objectives outlined in Table 10.2. Yarious idèas modelling possible
adversaries and system models have been published in [109], ll43l, ll2) inã t1s4l.
Howevet, analysing the security of an RFID security mechanism is stili challenging, patly
because of a lack of a universal model or the narrow scope of the models developed.

The following sections develop a simple model of a low cost RFID system and a number of
adversaries with various capabilities and goals.

I.0.4.1 Authorised and Legitimate

A discussion regarding security and privacy requires a clear understanding of the
trusted parties. The term "authorised" will be used in relation to readers or interrogators
who are registered in a given RFID system's database and are equipped with the necessary
security mechanisms to access secure resources of that system. The term "legitimate,, will
be used in relation to tags that are registered in a given RFID system's database as verif,red
by an authorised reader. Given the above concepts of authority and legitimacy, a reader
that is not authorised will be referred to as an 'hnauthorised" reader while a tag that is not
legitimate will be referred to as a "fraudulent" tag. In the event a legitimate tagìs copied to
produce a copy that may for all pu{poses has the ability to be verified as a lãgitimate tag
will be called a "cloned" tag.

10.4.2 Tamper Proofing

The long-term security oflabel contents cannot be guaranteed since these contents are
vulnerable to physical attacks. Tamper proofng to prevent physical attacks is an expensive
option. Hence, it is assumed that labels cannot be trusted to store long-term secrets such as
secret keys that apply to a range of RFID labels, but secrets pertinent to an individual label
that is unrelated to another label are considered acceptable as long as the information
obtained is unhelpful in defeating the security mechanism of another tãg.
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10.4.3 System Model

Figtye 10. I System model describing the information channels of an RFID system.

While RFID systems consists of various components a system model need oniy be

concerned with interrogators, tags, and the communication channels between them. The

problems involved witñ securing reader communications with a secure backend database

*i1 not be considered; instead, it is assumed that legitimate readers have secure

connections to backend systems. The general notions of eavesdropping as described in

Section 9.3.1 will be assumed. In such a context it is clear that that the forward channel

(interrogator to reader) is exposed to undetectable eavesdropping from several hundred

àeters 
-u*uy, 

while the backward channel (label to interrogator) can only be monitored

from close iung" (several meters away in case of UHF systems and a few centimetre in

case of HF systems). ü

Si

p
Clone

Fraudulent
Tag

Legitimate

Figwe I 0.2 Possible interactions between communication participants.

Some implementations of readers may store security related information on board

(providing an offline security mechanism), while other readers may simply obtain security

ièUt.¿ iniormation from a backend system (as required in an online security mechanism).

In either scenario a reader has adequate resources to secure the stored information or use a

secure communication channel for obtaining the information'

Tag

Tag

Powering channel

Physical channol
Forward channel (Reader to Tag commands)

Legitimate
Tag

Backward channel (Tag to Reader responses)
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Since other components ofthe s¡rstem are not confronted with any constraints rvith regards to
implementing necessary cryptosystems to secure information ii is possible to consider an
interrogator and the rest of the back end systems as a single entity, *tri"tr can be referred to
as an authorised interrogator. Now it is possible to outline the communication participants;
authorised interrogators, legitimate tags, fraudulent tags, clone tags and unauthorised
interrogators (refer Section 10.4.1). Figure 10.2 showJthe possible- ways in which the
various communication participants can interact.

A communication model describing the various information channels is shown in Figure
10.1'The sources of information available to an adversary in a low cost RFID system are
restricted to those which can be obtained over the insecure communication channels, the
contents of the tag memory by way of the memory channel from tags which are constantly in
an untrusting environment and from the interrogation of legitimate tags as shown in Figure
10'2. The eavesdropping distance of the forward channel, and the bãckward channel was
discussed in Section 9.3.1. While the forward channel is generally longer than the backward
channel, in a UIIF RFID system, the backward channel is in the rung. of ."ueral metres and
can be easily observed by a hand held reader, or an RF receiver rrith u higher sensitivity
from a greater distance. Hence in a UHF RFID context it is not appropriateio consider the
two channels separately while it is worthwhile considering the twochannels separately in an
HF RFID systems context, where a tag antenna must be inductively coupled at very close
range for a reader to be able to decode the backward channel. Hence piotocols based on
considering the forward and backward channels separately in their securiiy model cannot be
expected to be secwe for systems operating in the UHF region while thã model may hold
true for tIF systems.

Although it is theoretically possible for an adversary to read or write to the forward channel,
backward channel or the memory channel, in practice such duality is not possible. It is
possible for an adversary to provide a powering channel and observe the powering channel
as in the case of a power analysis attack. The adversary may read or write tã tne foirard and
or the backward channel, depending on the frequency of operation and the nature of the
adversary being modelled, as in the case of a man-in-the-middle attack. The physical channel
is considered to be read only once, as it may be used to read the memory contents of the tag,
and such an operation is destructive to the legitimate tag. However, it may then be possible
for the adversary to create a clone of the tag using the information obtained, but creating
many clones of the same tag is considered to be not possible in supply chain applications dué
to the availability of a track and trace facility. However for a general applicaliãn such as an
access control system, such an assumption is not valid.

The complete set of data stored on a legitimate tag will be unique, and not dependent on
other tags' This assumes that a tag's complete set of memory còntents is unique (such as
secreJ keys, unique tag identifiers and passwords) and it is not identical to any oìher tag
legitimate tag.
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10.4.4 Adversary Model

Tbreats exist to RFID systems because of the value of the object to which an RFID tag

is attached or the assets that the RFID tag is attempting to protect and the value derived

from correlating object identification information with human identifrcation information'

Who are the adversaries and what goals do these adversaries have? An RFID system

deployed in a consumer goods supply chain application will surely have different

aúversaries from those in a supply chain application for the Department of Defence. An

adversary looking at the system will only see the weaknesses outlined in Section 9.3 and

will aimto exptõit them to achieve various objectives: theft, defeating an access control

system o, -urJ production of counterfeit goods to illustrate a few. Such objectives are only

timite¿ by imagination and they depend on the application. However it is possible to have a

simple ciassification of adversaries according to their objectives, level of interference,

presence, and available resources.

10.4.5 Objectives of an AdversarY

It is clear that anadversary model should be determined with respect to applications.

However, achieving an adveisary's objective will ultimately involve using various

methods, such as cloning, or eavesdropping to defeat one of the security or privacy

objectives outlined in Table 9.3 and Tabie 9.5.

For instance an adversary may violate confidentialityto obtain a tag's access password by

eavesdropping on a convãrsation between a tag and a teadet, or an adversary may collect tag

data to ásrociate object data with human data or use a physical attack to obtain secure

information stored on a tag to create counterfeit products. If there is a gain to be made by

disabling a systerr¡ the advèrsary may initiate a DoS attack (defeating the security objective

of availability).

10.4.6 Level of Interference

It is possible to simply take the more traditional notion of a passive and an active

adversary in an RFID context. A passive adversary is capable of eavesdropping on both the

forward and the backward channel or just the forward channel (in case of HF systems)

without being detected, then record and analyse the data in reai time or at alater time. An

active adversary may play a number of different roles.

A malicious adversary has no respect for electromagnetic compatibility regulations and has

the ability to communicate with tags without being discovered by avoiding raising any

suspicions but with a bound on the number of possible tag queries. The limitation on the

,roåb., of tag queries comes from the assumption that tags will implement a throttling

mechanism to prevent repeated tag queries from being executed in a brute force style attack.
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A disruptive adversary can attempt to hinder the process of an interrogation by an authorise¿
reader or the responses from a legitimate tag. Such an attempt will amount tó a DoS attack.
The adversary may also intemrpt protocols, alter authorised reader commands or legitimate
tag responses.

10.4.7 Presence

The presence of an adversary is an important defining aspect of the adversarial
character. A stationary adversary may eavesdrop on RFID communications in a conf,ured
space such as a store, a warehouse or a room.

A mobile adversary seeks to clandestinely track the items. The adversary can maintain logs
of all observed tag identifiers and locations while being able to interact with the tag using iis
standard air interface protocol. Such an attacker has the ability to use the recorded
information to interact with legitimate readers to obtain tag related information. However a
mobile or a local attacker may be a proximity adversary or a distant adversary.

A proximity adversary is able to record both the forward channel, the backward channel and
utilize the powering channel while a distant adversary is only able to record the forward
channel and utilize the powering channel.

10.4.8 Available Resources

It is necessary to assume various levels of capability of an adversary. Generally, these
capabilities can be expressed as the level of resources available in the following catågories.

o Financiai

o Equipment

. Knowledge

¡ Time

The aim ofresearch presented in this dissertation is to achieve a practical and adequate level
of security by designing security measures to address various sócurity and privacy goals to
defend against realistic attackers, and thus attackers with unlimited resourceì such as highly
funded government or non-governmental organisations are not considered. Equipment
availability is another important consideration, especially when dealing with physical
securify of devices. Generally computing power is considered in the same *t"gory.
Deciding on adequate key lengths based on cur¡ent computing power is not diffrcult but it is
difficult to estimate future computing power to forecast the length of time a key size or a
cryptographic algorithm may be used. However, the general rule of thumb is that the
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efficiency of computing equipment divided by price, increqgs by a factor of ten every five

years l2i4l. This is only true ofPCs (Personal Computers) [79]'

A difference may be made with respect to the type of knowledge available to an adversary:

outsider, insider, or a peflnanent iniider. An outsider is generally not in possession of any

special tnowledge beyond that available, for instance by eavesdropping on messages

between tags and ,"ud.rr. An insider however, is an adversary with access to additional

information such as private keys or other securely stored information' An insider may be a

permanent insider if the adversary has continual access to secure information.

10.5 Conclusion

Various solutions proposed for RFID systems have been discussed in Chapter 9. Prior

to discussing security ,.rrri""., this chapter has formulated a simple' yet adequate, security

model for e-valuating security and privacy services proposed in Chapter 11' This chapter

aiso developed an uã.r.rrury model-suitable for analysing the level of security provided by

various services to be prãsented in Chapter 1 1. Using various characteristics of the

adversaries outlined above it is possible to consider likely adversaries to a given RFID

application.

The following chapter considers mechanisms for addressing the vulnerabilities discussed in

Chapter 9 and presents designs of security services. These services a¡e then analysed using

the ãvaluation framework dweloped in this chapter to establish their merits for low cost

RFID andthe level of securityprovided'

I
llr
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Chapter I I

SECURITY AND PRIVACY BASED ON

LIGHT\ilEIGHT CRYPTO GRAPHY

In the context of security and privacy, the most threatening (to privacy) and

vulnerable (to insecurity) are the 'low cost RFID systems' as illustrated in Chapter 9.

Various proposals maãe ø address issues regarding information security and end-user

privacy tor" b""n discussed in Chapter 9. However, some of these ideas are not applicable
-becauie 

they were based on a particular protocol that will soon be obsolete with the new

generation of low cost KFID systems that are being developed and others are not
-practicable 

àn account of their demand for circuit size and operational power while others

fail to meet various security and privacy obiectives adequately'

This chapter aims to propose a number of practicable solutions based on lightweight

cryptogr-aphy that addiesl the security objectives outlined in Section 9.5 and privacy goals

adàressed in Section 9.6 and on the low cost RFID framework outlined in Section 9.2' The

proposed solutions are then evaluated for their merits using the evaluation framework
developed in Chapter 10.
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11.1 Introduction

It is clear from the discussions in Chapter 9 that it is not possible to incorporate any
encryption engine of significance on a Class I or a Class II hbðI. It is in this vielv that the
majority of proposals below will aim at removing complexity from the label to other proxy
systems and limit any security related computation on the chip to simple operations.

The proposals below will also be considered on their merits based on meeting the
performance metrics and the framework outlined in Table 10.1 while implementations of the
mechanisms will be considered in view of the clG2 air interface protocol.

Prior to proceeding with the proposals a note on notational aspects and an introduction to the
hardware and operations used in the mechanisms outlined in this chapter is given in the
following sections. The rest of the chapter will outline and evaluate lruriorrs mechanisms for
achieving the security and privacy objectives discussed in chapter 9.

11.1.1 Notation

It is appropriate before proceeding any further to discuss a number of notational
aspects to improve the clarity of the discussions below.

An encryption function performed using a key K will be indicated by the expression
e¡d<plaintexr>) while a decryption function using the same key rvitt b. given by
d{<ciphertexÞ). If the pair of keys used is public and private they will be distingúished as
Kryy,ot" and Kp,uri"-However a hash flrnction operation õn a string of plaintext usiing key f
will in particular will be expressed as hash{<plaintext) and whére a keystream is ìsed, as
is the case with a stream cipher, a unþe sequence of the keystreams will be indicated using
italic roman character such as Ks and different segments of the same keystream will be noted
by appending a number to -tk such as Ksl, Ks2 and Ksn for the nth segment, Two different
keystreams will be distinguished by using a subscrþ, such as Kst and, Ksz.

A signature scheme used to sign a message using the srgning algorithm sþ and key K will be
given as sig{<plaintexf) while the corresponding verification algorithm ,u, uá-g key K
will be given as ver {s ig {<pl aintext),<pl aint ext>).

The exclusive-or operator will be notated in diagrams and equations using the ,6r, symbol
throughout this chapter, while its usage in a sentence will be termed as XoR.

A random number or a nonce will be denoted by À¡/ where there is a series of random
numbers used it will be denoted as,RN1, RN2, RN3, ... , KNn, while the notation RN(i) will
note the lth random number chosen or used.
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The cRC (cycling redundancy check) of a number will be noted by preceding the number

with the string CÞC_. For instance the CRC of a random number RN will be denoted as

CRC RN.

In order to distinguish commands specified in the C1G2 protocol specification, or commands

proposed for usalge in a protocol, the usage of these commands will be in bold, italic, small

äapitut, rornan chãracters-. For instance the command issued by a reader to write data to a tags

memory will be expressed as llntrn'

11.2 Related Work

The following sections provides a familiarisation with various lightweight hardware

and concepts discussed in the security proposals, and also highlight the significance of
these in the context of low cost RFID.

l1^.2.l XOR Operation

Table I 1. 1 XOR proPenies.

A@A= 0

A@A= 1

A@0= A

A@1= A

The 'exclusive-or' operation (XOR) is a function that requires minimal hardware to

implement. The XOR operator is both commutative
próperties outlined in Table 1 1.1 for a Boolean variab

kOR opetation will be used extensively in the

lightweight hardware for encryptin g data.

11.2.2 CRC Generation

RFID tags falling into the Class I and II category include CRC generation hardware

(refer to fig*. l.t) uìilised for error detection. A number of proposals outlined below also

ùse the C{C generator on a tag as part of a security engine. A CRC is a tlpe of a hash

function used on fixed length-bit itrings to generate a message digest. It is probably

important here to stress the properties of CRCs'
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predefined bit
y a generator
ction property

of a CRC, the poþomial chosen must be primitive. While any primitive polynomiäl of the
same degree will guarantee the error detecting ability, the põþnomial^ chosen may not
provide a good hash fi¡nction (a discussion of choosing a primitive polynomial is discussed
in detail nl223l, frompages 130-132).

CRCs by themselves can not be used for data ntegrity checks because of the linearity of the
division process whig!_nermils changes to the ¿ata in a message string, with relative ease,

lithout altering its CRC. This can be easily illustrated by a property o-f u CRC given as its
Hamming Distance (fD), which is the minimum possible numbêr of bit enãrs that is
undetected by a message's CRC. Hence if a CRC hai a HD of 4 then there are no possible
combinations of l, 2, or 3 bit errors that will pass undetected by the CRC, however thãe is at
least one possible combination of CRC with 4 bits, such tlat the bit errors will not be
detected by the CRC check.

CRCs are also not collision free. The collision rate of an z bit CRC is the probability that two
messages will have the same CRC. The theoretical collision rate of ai n bit CRC can be
given as Il2'. Whlle collisions may be a problem in error detectior¡ they can be seen as an
advantage in a security scheme as an attacker may be faced with the reconstruction of the
message given only its n bit CRC.

An 7 bit CRC generator consists of n shift register with XOR gates that form a linear feed
back shift register with an input for the message to be checÈed at the first stage of the
Ilgit]tl While it is possible to use additional gates to reconfigure the CRC to iroduce a
LFSR for generating pseudorandom numbers as part of a secwity mechanisrr¡ this provides
no added security due to the weaknesses of LFSRS discussed in Section 9.9.3. However it
may be possible to use LFSRs or NLFSRs in a context where the initialisation key and the
connection poþomial are kep secret. The security of a LFSR scheme is also inóreased if
the encr¡lption scheme can not be subjected to a known plain text attack. However generally
it_ is almost always assumed that the encrylption schème can be subjected to ã known
plaintext attack. Nevertheless, low cost RFID r ovides a unþe environment in which such
an assurrption is not always valid.

11.2.3 Stream Ciphers

As suggested in [160] there are four essential approaches to stream cipher design
listed below.

1. Information-theoretic approach

2. System-theoretic approach

3. Complexity-theoretic approach
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4. Randomised apProach

result of the information-theoretic security

ical in most implementations due to the

sizes, key generation and distribution.

r of generating a keystream that is of the same

size as the plaintext. However contrary to one time pads the key is not purely rqdop as the

key stream generators do not provide the same

led analysis of LFSRs and desirable properties of
found in t78l and [S1]. Prior to a discussion on

LFSRs it is important to define the term linear complexity which is an important concept in

the study of stream ciPhers U631.

Definition 11.L. Assume all sequences are binary sequences where s denotes an infinite

sequence with terms so, st,...) si refers to a finite sequence of length n' Then the linear

coinplexity of a finite binary sequence s'denoted L(s') is the length of the shortest possible

LFSR that can generate the sequence ,e' as the f st n terms'

Since no mathematical proof of security can be found for feedback shift register based

keystream generators, system theoretical

security properties have been developed

desirable criteria for keystream generators

listed below.

o Largeperiod before the keystream repeats itself'

¡ Large linear complexity.

. Good statistical properties so that the pseudorandom sequence satisfies statistical

tests for randomness.

. Confusion (so that the ouþut keystream bits are some complex transform of all or

most of the bits of the keY stream).

o Diffusion.

¡ Meet nonlinearþ criteria to provide correlation immunity.

While the above desþ criteria are not proven to provide a secure keystream generator, the

criteria above have bãen proven to be sufïicient or necessary for security. There are various

stream ciphers designed around these criteria based on non linear feedback shift registers,

linear combination'generators (the use of several LFSRs to build a single stream cipher),

nonlinear filter genãrators anó clock controlled generators which eliminate the linearity

properties of the lpSns. The shrinking generator is such a stream cipher where the generator

i* U. implemented using simpte strit registers and yet is secure provided that it is

implementôd prudently (discussed in more detail in Section 11.2.3.2).
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a complex-theoretic approaeh (or number
erator is based around a Np-hard problem.
, slow and result in greater silicon cost for

generator is an exception where the generator

9an b9 implemented using simple shift registers. The latter generator is discussed ìn more
detail in Section I1.2.3.3.

The final approach to desþing on the randomised
the aim is to assure security by the cipher requires
perform an impractical amount of work. The s uch a cipher can be

xamine before irrproving his probability of
An exanple of such a cþher can be found in
e randombit sequences ofthe order of1020

ads, as well as computations [79].
f summarised in tTgl and l79ls ed back shift registers despiteu and methods for constructing

11.2.3.1 Linear Feed Back Shift Registers

Feedback shift registers form the basic building block of a number of keystream
generators. Figure 11'1 gives a schematic of a LFSR with¿ registers and a connection
polynomial defined bythe coeffrcients in c: {ct,cz,....,ct}. LFSRs consist of a set of shift
registers whose input is computed based on a linear recursion of the current state of the
shift registers as shown in (1 1.1) where s is the current state of the shift register i at time t
and c¡, s¡ e GF(2).

sr-,(r+l) =f"r-,r,çt) lrr.r;
LFSRs form the backbone of many stream ciphers or keystream generators. They provide a
number of important advantages outlined belov .

o Maximum length.LFSRs can produce pseudo-random sequences (sequences with
st¿tistical properties satis$ring various randomness postulates rrròn ã Golomb's
randomness postulate) [78].

¡ LFSR can be easily implemented in hardware.

o 
\4aximal length !lSR" are capable of generating sequences of length 2L-I where L js
the length ofthe LFSR t781.

o Since the generators a¡e linear they can be easily analysed.
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Output (s)

Figure 1 1. 1 Schematic of a LFSR of length Z.

However the output bit string of LFSRs are not secure even if the feedback scheme is not

known [7S]. ft only takes a substring I of length 2Z consecutive bits of an ouþut sequence s

from a LFSR to calculate the feedback scheme of the generator (commonly defined as a

connection polynomial) using the Berlekamp-Massy algorithm of time order complexity

Oçn2¡ ¡1t1.-Once the connection polynomial is determined the LFSR obtained can be

iniialise¿ with any substring of I with length Z and used to generate the remaining bits of the

sequence s.

Then the remaining question is regarding procurement of the substring l. This requires an

adversary attacking the generator using a known plaintext or a chosen plaintext attack. Thus

if the adversary knows the plaintext sequence m andthe corresponding cþhertext sequence

c, the corresponding keystream k canbe obtained as m @ c. Hence using LFSR in RFID will
demand in addition to ihe LFSR being maximum length, that an adversary is not given the

opportunity to perform a chosen plaintext attack or a known plaintext. The latter may be a

difficult task even in a well designed system; however it is possible to prevent a known

plaintext attack by a passive adversary or an active adversary who is not capable of a
physical attack, inan nFI¡ context. The mechanisms presented in this chapter illustrate the

latter remark.

Based on a system-theoretic approach the most coÍìmon practice of making LFSRs secure is

to use a ooolitr.ur Boolean fi.lnction to generate nonlinearity in the ouþut or the irregular

clocking of LFSRs. Two generators based on the previous ideas and suitable for RFID

applicat-ions are considereðin Section II.2.3.3 and Section 11.2.3.4 below. Unfortunately

"oi6i"g 
can be proven regarding the level of security they provide. However these generator

have survived much public scrutiny and they can be concluded to be computationally secule

(refer to Table 9.8). Ñevertheless implementation of LFSRs must be done with care. There

are a number of practical guidelines that should be followed to avoid stream ciphers based on

LFSRs fa[ing to the prey of adversaries. These guidelines are discussed below.

1I.2.3.2 Implementation C onsiderations

In the choice of a connection polynomial it is important to choose a primitive

polynomial (ineducible polynomial) that will lead to a large number of feedbacks
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connections or in other words a primitive eonneetion polynomial of the same degree as the
length of the LFSR where only a number of the coefTicients are zero. this fill make
attacking the stream cipher more difficult [78] while ensuring that the resulting LFSR is
maximum length.

Definition 11.2. Anrúhùegree polynomial/(x) is ineducible if no polynomial of degree k,
where 0 < k <n, divides (x). There are a total of Q'-l)ln primitive poþomials for a LFSR
of length n.

The secret key is used to initialise the LFSR provide the initial state of the registers.
However it is possible to have secret connections that can be initialised using a seciet key
that consists of the connection polynomial coefficients and the initial state of the LFSR
registers. Keeping the connection pollmomial secret provides greater security [78] but with
the added cost of extra hardware for irrplementation.

An extensive coverage of LFSR based generators can be found in 1161]. The nonlinear filter
generator and the clock controlled generator are two such generators based on LFSRs and are
discussed below.

11.2.3.3 Nonlinear Filter Generators

Output (s)

x,,

Figure I 1.2 Nonlinear filter generator based stream cipher

Figure 11.2 shows a general structure of a nonlinear filter generator as given in t78]
where the function / is a nonlinear Boolean firnction called the filtering function that
operate on the vector x consisting of the outputs from the registers at various stages. The
stream cipher generates a keystream based on some nonlinear Boolean combination of the
output of various stages of the LFSR.

A stream cþher suitable for RFID applications can be found in a nonlinear filter generator
c¿lled the knapsack generator. While its classification may be questioned as the sãcurity of
the generator is based on a NP-hard problen¡ it is nevertheless based around a LFSR and a
function/which acts on x : {x,, xz,. .., xr} which are the outputs of each stage of the shift

xr

X,-,,*,
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tKnapsack Generator

A key stream generator based on the summation of a set of weights selected based on

the registér values óf u I,FSR to generate an integer sum,S is called the knapsack generator

in resf,ect of the subset t rtn p.oblem which involves the determination of a subset of
weights which when added tog-ether equals a given integer S. Provided that such a sub set

exists the problem is proved to be NP-hard [78].

Integer addition over GF(2) is non linear as shown by Rueppel in [164]. The knapsack

genãrator based on mapping the state of a LFSR at time I to a knapsack sum 
^Sr 

is also non-

iio.-. The key stream^ii gðnerated by calculating the knapsack sum S; as given in (11'2) at

time j by stepping the I,ÈSR forward by one step, where ,lxt,.'-, xz, xtl is the state of the

LFSR."girt"iÄ atlnne¡ andla6..., a¡l arethe integer weights each ofbit LenglhL.Here Q:
2L wheriL is the length of the LFSR The generator is illustrated in Figure 11.3.

L

S, =lx,a,modQ (11.2)
i=l

register and the key stream consist of selected bits from f. The knapsack generator is

discussed in more detail below

xi

x¡-t ùi-L+I

Output (sr)

Figwe I1.3 Schematic of a knapsack generator.

While the knapsack generator has been extensively analysed by Rueppel [159] there are no

published *"i*"s.-r of the knapsack generator available in literatwe. Unfortunately there

are also no concrete suggestioni on selecting the length of the LFSR or the knapsack

weights.

L1.2.3.4 Clock Controlled Generator

In general the registers in a LFSR are all clocked using the same clock signal, thus all

the regiiters are clocfed at regular times, and the contents of the registers are updated at

each rise or fall of a clock signal. However, in clock controlled generators the idea is to use

Register
L-2

Register
L-3

Register
L-1
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a combination of LFSRs so that the output of one LFSR controls the clocking of a second
LFSR' This introduces nonlinearity as the second LFSR is clocked inegular-ly and hence
tle stream cipher designer hopes to defeat attacks based on the regular clocking of LFSRs.
The shrinking generator proposed n 1162l, described below is-an example"of a clock
controlled generator that is suitable for implementation on an RFID label.

Shrinking Generator

This generator is a more recent proposal outlined :rr_tl62] that utilizes two LFSRs,,R1
of length Ll and R2 of length L2 clocked in parallel. At-any given transition of the clock
the output of the generator is that of,R/ given that the output ôt nZ is a logical one.If R2
gtp"t is a logical zero then nothing is output from the generator. Hence ihe ouput from
R1 is shrunk to produce an inegulady decirr ed subsequence [78] as shown itt nig*"
rt.4.

Output (/r)

Figure 11.4 Configuration of a shrinking generator.

An outline of the properties of the shrinking generator can be found in I78]. The security of
the generator has survived many known attacks on LFSR based systerns, äspecially due to
the very long period ofthe generator.

n based on an exhaustive search using
1167 and 1681, a distinguishing attack

I [169] and more recentlyusing linear hybrid
cellular automata to characterise the shrinking generator provided tñ connection
lollatomia]s, the lengths LI and Ll, and as many keystream bits ;s the linear complexity of
the shrinking generator (that is *2.11 bitÐtl7Ól are known. The order of comple*ity of
known attacks has exponential time complexity as they are a f,mction of the f."d¡ of both
LFSRs. The complexity of known attacks are summarised in l7g and, 162l.

Despite all of the above attacks, shrinking generators are still considered resistant against
efficient cryptanaþis attacks due to the diffrcr þ of the attack scenarios and the time order
c¡np!9xity of the algorithms. It should however be stated here that for maximum security
the following implementation consideration s ould be satisfied.

LFSRNl

o

CE
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o Use secret connection polynomials that are not sparse

o IJse maximum length LFSRs for,R1 andR2

o The lengths of LFSR should be suchthat gcd(LtJ'z): I

One draw back of this generator is its irregular ouþut but this may be solved by buffering the

key stream prior to its-use. In [171] an èstimate of buffer size calculated using a Markov

chäin to moãel the buffer has shown that the probability of not having a bye of keystream

data available is very small even when a buffer size of only several bits is used. Generaþ

running Rl and R2 at twice^the thLroughput required using a small buffer size of 16 bits

yields ã probability of 5x 10-3 of not hái-g a byte of keystream data available [162]. The

probability of not having a byte of keystream data decreases exponentiaþ with bufler size

-¿ttt" riteatwhich nf3¡lilZ arerunningwi respecttotherequiredthroughput[171].

11.2.3.5 Power ConsumPtion

power consumption of CMOS digital circuits was discussed in Section 9.8.1 and

estimating power diìsipation in modern CMOS digitial circuits was presented in Section

10.3.3. Èquation (10.j) provides a method of estimating the power dissipated by

considering the average capacitance switched per clock cycle. Hence 
- 
the power

consumptiãn of a LFSR based stream cipher is directly dependent on the frequency of
operatioì, the supply voltage and the physical parameters of the gates (equivalent output

cäpacitance). TË-Z. shift õperations ãnd XOR operations performed during each clock

"y"le 
,"srrús in a signifrcant high switching activity and hence a considerable power

dissipation. The estirñation of switching activity is investigated in [188] and [187] while

[189] gives power estimation of a number of stream ciphers including the shrinking

g.n"iutãt. A power consumption of 65 ¡rW was estimated for a shrinking generator of
íength 65 bits with programmable connection pol¡momials [1S9]. This is comparable in

malnitude to the po*"t iequirements for writing to the EEPROM memory of a passive tag'

Considering (10.1) it is clear that reducing the equivalent ouþut gate capacitance.will reduce

the power ãiÀripuíiott but this is a fabricátion process based parameter that is difficult for a

digital circuit desþer to control. Ho
techniques that can be implemented
two major principles used in low-power dig
minimiãing^uuerãge switched 

"upaõitao"" 
per clock cycle [190 and 191]. These technþes

are briefly-discussed below while a detailed coverage ofthe topic can be !*9 in [110] and

t1901. Aiso it is clear from (10.1) that the most effective method of reducing power

äissþation is by reducing the supply voltage as the resultant reduction is proportional to the

,qo*" of the supply rrolt-ug. wtrG itre relationship between average switched capacitance is

linear.
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Supplv Voltage Scaling

It is clear from (10.1) that the power dissipated scales with the square of the supplyvoltage. reducing power dissipation is tó reduce the supplyvoltage. of reducing the supply voltage is the resultantincrease of a gate given in (f t:l as a simple first order
derivation which ignores the nonlinear characteristiis of a cMos-gate t190].

''=ffi (11.3)

In (11.3), ic is a parameter dependent on the size of the CMOS transistor and the fabricationprocess, and Vaa is the supply voltage. Hence the supply voltage
can only along the criticalpath (the ilowest path) of ihe-circuitls
the same ed to achieve a given throughput fro--u stream cipher.
Further power reductions may be obtained by minimising the ãeiay of the critical path by
using pipelining techniques albeit at the cost of extra harãware. Thê critical path of LFSRs
are generally limited by the XOR summation operations [189], however for stream ciphers
based on LFSRs the critical path may also be ihe clock control circuit as in the threshold
generator or the ouþut combining function as in the case of a non linear filter generator.

Reducing the Switched Capacitance

Minimizing the average switched capacitance per clock cycle achieved by lowering
the switching activity by reducing the number of logic transitions per clock cycle akõ
reduces the power dissipated. Therefore circuits strould be clocked at the sloiest rate
possible and as seldom as possible to achieve the required functionality.

The average switched capacitance of LFSR circuits may be reduced by the choice of LFSR
|ryliJecture, logic design_style, 

,layout style and the used of gated clocks [190 and 191]. The
LFSR architecture must be designed to minimise the possibility of unneðessary transitions.
For instance, a XOR tree may be used in a LFSR instead of a chain of XOR gates to reduce
the number of state transitions. In Figure 11.5 the ouþut of the final XORIn the chained
OXR structure can change three times before a valid ouþut is available where as in the tree
architecture of the XOR gates, the final ouþut will change only once while the XOR gate
outputs propagate up th9 tree. Similarly portions of the circuit that are not in u." -uy b.
powered down to attain the same goal of minimising unnecessary transitions.

Output (r)

Chained architecture Tree arch¡tecture

Figure 1 1'5 Comparing a chained XOR architecture and a tree based XOR architecture.

(s)
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As discussed previously reducing the clock rate also reduces the average switched

capacitance. This can be, achieved by using parallelised LFSR hardware [190 and 191] but

this is accomplished at an additional cost and therefore is not a suitable method for reducing

the power consumption of stream ciphers for low cost RFID.

Finaþ gated clocks to prevent the clocking of portions of logic that are not immediately

Ueingïsea can reduce th" arr"ruge switched capacitance of the stream cipher. This can be

done-with the knapsack generator where the LFSR can be halted from being clocked while

the adder circuit computes the integer sum of the knapsackweights.

It.2.4 Physically Uncloneable Functions

Attacks such as micro-probing, laser cutting, glitch attacks and power analysis attacks

along with reverse engineering techniques [89] used to reconstruct the layout of circuits

havJenabled adversaries to extract digital keys stored in the memory of integrated circuits.

Security systems based on keeping a key secret have thus been broken as a result.

While various tamper-proofing methods have been developed over the years to counter such

physical attacks they mrght be considered to be a costly solution for RFID applications. Such
'an'example is the iu-pet sensing technology t165]. Using a sensor based on additional

metallization layers allows intemrptions and short circuits to be detected in the event of an

attempt to tampêr with the IC. However, such sensors only work while the IC is powered and

such à sensor iechnology can only cause a degree of difficuþ to an adversary attempting to

obtain the key while the IC is powered as the key can still be extracted when the IC is
powered off.

Alternatives to storing keys on insecure hardware devices have been developed. Such an

alternative is the introduction ofphysical one-way firnctions (POWFs) lri.ll72 and 1731. The

solution presented used a laser beam as an input to a transparent optical medium with 3D

microstructures and the ouþut was a quantification of the resulting interference pattern. The

resultant ouþut is dependent on the frequency and the angle of the laser beam entering the

optical medium and the optical characteristics ofthe medium.

The concept of using physical uncloneable functions (PUFs) is published :rl'll74l and is a

result of the early work on PO'WFs. Below is a general definition of a PUF.

Definition 11.3. A Physical Uncloneable Function (PUF) maps a set of challenge inputs to a

set of responses utilizing some physical characteristic incorporated in an object. A PUF

should also satisfiz properties listed below.

1. Easy to compute: The time taken for generating the response set should be acceptable

or be computablp in poþomial time'

2. Dfficult to model: The amount of information that can be obtaüred about the

response to a randomly chosen challenge by an altacker without access to the

physical device based on a polynomial number of measurements conducted
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previously using only a poþomial amount of resources- such as time- is nec,lio.ihle
itlsl. 

¡u ¡¡vÞ¡¡Þrv¡v

The ability to construct a PUF on silicon was outlined n lI74l, [175] and Ll76l. A pUF
structure Ilnt can be easily fabricated into an IC using standard CMOS fubri"uiiotr þ.ocesses
las far reaching consequences. Below is a definition of an integrable physically unõloneable
firnction.

Definition 11.4. An Integrable Physical Uncloneable Function (IPUF) is a PUF as identified
in Definition lI.2 andalso satisfying the following properties.

1. Inseparability: kt IPUF is integrated and fabricated as part of an ASIC desþ such
that any physical attack would lead to the destruction ofthe IpuF.

2' Secure communication: It is not possible to tamper with the measlrement data from
an IPUF.

The idea is based on using process variations, which are beyond a manufactwer's control, in
wires and transistors on an IC to obtain a characteristic response from each IC when given a
certain input. The IPUF circuit is able to uniquely characterise each IC due to manufaõturing
variations [174]. These individual characteristics then become similar to the secret keys useã
in a symmetrical encryption scheme. Thus, it is possible to identi$z and authenticate òach IC
re_li{ly by observing the IPUF response. The observation of IPUF results reveal that a string
of challenge bit sequences can be used to generate a response string umque to each IC.

The particular advantage in this technique lies in the fact that an adversary cannot construct a
model or a device to clone an IPLIF as there can be a number of possible challenge-response
pairs, exponentially dependant on the number of bits in a challenge. Hence theiystem has
computational security because a model based on an exhaustive search is impractical.
However, the IPUF based structure :rr_]74l is sensitive to noise, especially thermal noise, as
wire latencies and gate delays depend on the operating temperature of the device. This leads
to reliability issues when trying to obtain consistent responses for a given challenge.

Unreliability due to such environmental variations have been addressed in an IpUF
configuration given in [175] andll76l, wherein a challenge response pair is created using an
IPUF circuit based on a differential topology, using only 100s of gates. The design of such
an IPUF is considered in the following seciion whðre the word PUF will always iefer to an
IPUF.
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11.2.4.1 Circuit Implementation

Switch

J* 0
I

111
c6 cl c2

111
c61 c6z c63

11
"i:0 "0:1

Switch component operation

0
...¡+

J

J+

Arbiter (latch) operation as the
race between the signal ends at

the arbiter

I

Figure 1 1 .6 Arbiter-based PUF circuit implementation [178]

ío

tl

Sel c¡

Switch component

Figurell.7 Switchcomponentimplementedusingtwo-to-onemultiplexerstoswaptwodelaypaths[178]

The block diagram in Figure 11.6 depicts the structure of a PUF circuit which is based

on the arbiter-based PUF in t1751 and ll76l. The circuit accepts a nbit challenge bo, bz, bs,

..., bn to form two delay paths in 2' different configurations. In order to generate a response

bit, two deþ paths are excited simultaneously to allow the transitions to race against each

other. The arbiter block at the end of the delay paths determines which rising edge arrives

fnst and sets its output to 0 or 1. The actual implementation of arbiter-based PUFs in [175]
andllT1luses 64 bit 

"hullettges. 
The details of the switch component are given in Figure

rt.7.

The switch component indicated in Figure 1 1.6 is implemented using a pan of two{o-one

multiplexers (referto Figure 11.7). Depending onthe select blt Ci, the switch either allows

the sþnal to iravel straight through or it swaps the delay paths. The arbiter is constructed

usingã simple transparent latch with an active-low enable input. The arbiter favours the path

to ouþut zèro since it is preset to zero and requires a setup time constraint to switch to a
logic ône. Fixing a small number of most significant challenge bits can compensate for this

oo

o1

Mux

Arbiter

Arbiter

Arbiter
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_skew 
by effectively lengthening one delaypath. Thc layout was caref,rþ done to ensgre that

both paths are symmetrical and a¡biter responses are not biased to a binary 0 or a 1.

The chip used in testing was built in TSMC's 0.18 ¡ra single poly, 6-level metal process
with standard cells ll75l. The chip contains eight sets of ihe arbiter-based pUF tircuits
gapable of generating an 8 bit response for a given challenge and a JTAG-like serial interface
for communication. The total area of the eight PUF circuits is l2I2 ¡tmx l2l2 ¡rm and the
chþ can be operated at 100 \lftIzlI7s arñ 1761.

Man-ufacturers always attenpt to control process variations to a great degree, however, these
variations are largely beyond their control and hence it is not possible-for an adversary to
fabricate identical PUF circuits. It is estimated in t175] that there is a strong enough variation
between two chips fabricated from the same silicon wafer for a sufücient ãumbeiof random
challenges to identiff billions of chþs. The probability that the first measured response bits
to a given challenge (set of bits) on a chip is different from the measured t.rpon.. for the
same set of bits (challenge) on a different chip is estimate tobe23%oto 40yo ãepending on
the PUF circuit architecture [175]. A symmetric layout will increase this probabliity ø lO%,
and subsequent FPGA implementations have increased this probability i'trther. It has been
estimated that about 800 chgllenge response pairs are zufficient to distinguish 10e chips with
the probability p - 1 - 5x10'u t1751.

A PUF structure on an RFID IC can provide a suitable solution to create a low cost secwity
engine that is both cost effective and is capable of guarding against tarrpering to extract
secret keys stored on the tag. The usefulness of a PUF is discusseã in Sectión ttS.t.Z ntne
context of a challenge-and-response protocol.

11.3 Authentication

Authentication was discussed in Chapter 9. The following sections provide a number
of sectrity services for providing authentication in a low .oìt RflO systern, limited by
constraints identified in Section 9.7.

The goal of an authentication scheme in RFID is to prevent an adversary from creating a
clone of a tag to misrepresent the legitimate tag (and hence the authentitity of the objãct
associated with the tag) by a carefuþ planned attack on the RFID system (iefer to Section
9.3.2 for details on cloning). In supply chain applications authenticating thò tag will allow
the prevention and detection ofcounterfeit goods.

There are a number of possible ways in which a low cost REID system may be att¿cked to
obtain the necessary information to clone a tag. Present systems based on Class I and Class II
tags only require passive eavesdropping or a scanning of an RFID tag to carry out a cloning
attack (refer to and Section 9.3.1).
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11..3.1.1 Challenge-and-Response Protocols

practically all identification schemes or authentication schemes use a challenge and

response protocol to provide strong authent

the Schnorr Identification Scheme ll77l and

examples of more complex challenge and

authentication using challenge-response prot
11.8.

1. Reader choses a challenge, x, which is a random number and transmits it to the reader.

2'Thelabelcomputesy=e*(x)andtransmitsthevalue/tothereader(hereeisthe
encryption rule that is publicly known and /c is a secret key know only to the reader

and the particular label).

3. Thereaderthencomputes "y - e*(x).

4. Then the reader verifies that y' = y .

Figwe 1 l.8 Challenge-response protocol.

In the context of an RFID systerr¡ where there is no secure channel for communication, the

security of the mechanism ielies on the secure storage of the_key K and the inability of an

adversary to compute the key K given both the ciphertext and the plaintext'

11.3.1.2 constructing a challenge-and-Response Protocol

It is possible to construct a challenge-and-response protocol using a variety of

cryptographic tools. Most symmetric key e

candidates. However, in terms of silicon

same time the security provided by such sc

and non-invasive physical attacks (refer to Section 9.3.6). Security systems based on

keeping a key a secret on devices left in untrusted environme as a

,"rolt. Ï{o*"u.., the concept of using physical uncloneable d in

Section 11.2.4 can be ,r..d to securely-store a key on an RF ions

will look at leveraging a PUF to construct a challenge and response protocol'
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11.3.1.3 Tag Authentication

Challenoe

->

I nitiate Authentication

Send randomly selected challenge set
Send [CHAL]

Compare label response with that
obtained from a secure database

Figure 11.9 A model of a passive RFID chip with an integrated PUF for authentication.

Figure 11'9 depicts a model of an RFID chip with an integrated pUF cfucuit while
of a RFID system. The discussion below using
sum 0 challenge-response pairs (CRps) as a
in a to uniquely identify around a billion chips.

READER LABEL

Send [EPC]

Generate response and send
response
Send [RES]

Figure 1 l'10 Message exchange between a reader and an RFID label during an authentication process

Building a symmetric key engine is still not a cost effective solution and, although certain
advances have been made towards the development of hardware optimised eîcryption
engines in [131], [134] and [135], they still prese;t a performance hindrance to current RFID
systems. Hence instead of using a PUF to obtain a secret key, a PUF can be directly utilised
as illustrated in Figwe 11.10.

Communication that can be
mon¡tored

Charge pumpClock
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Loeloscillator

Rectif¡er and
POR
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and
impedanæ
modulator
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and deæder

ASK
demodulator
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control

fþnt snd
cRc

F¡nlte state machine

IIIITIIIIIII,ITIIII'ITIIIITIITIIIII
+64bits-

Challenge bufferm
Security eng¡ne

PLJF results bufer
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It is clear that once a challenge has been used it cannot be used again since an adversary may

have observed it. However iiis possible to have a list of CRPs (challenge-responses paÐ or

use an encrypted communication link to deliver challenge and obtain the responses. Then

there remains the question of delivering a secure communication channel between a reader

and the tag. A po..ibL mechanism for obtaining a communication layer encrypJiol scheme

is given in-Section 1 1.4. 1. However, not all the challenges need to be discarded the following

method allows the limited reuse of CRP pairs.

Figr¡e I I . I I Using randomised challenges and XORed responses to allow the limited re-use of challenges.

A simple altemative to the mechanism discussed above requires the reader to randomly alter

the orãer in which challenge set [C1, C2,...'Caoo] is sent to the tag. The tag is,thel required to

store the response, ÀES: [Ro0r,..., Rsoo] in a buffer (involves buf[ering the 800 bit long

response). Tñe Ä¿'S to the Chulleoge set is then subdivided into four diflerent blocks, kES],

nø'SZ, ¿E'SS and RES4 of length 100 bits each. The resulting blocks are then XORed

together as RE^S1 XOR -RES2 Xbn nøS: XOR ,R¿',S4 as illustrated in Figure 1 1 .1 1 . Thus a

ttrid party observing the communication between atag andreader is unable to formulate the

"o¡¡."t 
challenge topo*e pairs. This random organisation of the challenge string will allow

the challenges-to be reused even over an ßecure communication channel as shown in

Figure 11.11.

It is not possible to use the CRPs indefinitely without recharging PUF responses periodicaþ

in a secure location as an adversary collecting the challenge and XORed response pairs can

construct a set of equations and soÍve the Boolean satisfiability problem to discover the RES

vector with minimal eflort.

The above scheme will allow a label to authenticate itself to a reader before any sensitive

information passes between the devices, but the fact remains that a reader still needs to

identiff a taf by requesting its unique identifier (such as the EPC in case of Class I tag

impleáentei6.g tn" C1CZ protocol). The scheme also implies that the RFID. tags be

characterised wittrã number ofõha[enge response sets. Thus in a supply chain environment

a manufacturer might have to perform individual tag characterisations using randomly

selected challenges in a secure environment such as a Faraday's cage.

[c1,c000,c701,.,.......,c*]
Challenge

[&t,R*r,R*.,"""""Rt00]
XOR

[R,01, R,'r,Rr0.,.........,R 00]

XOR
Response [Rro,,R2¡2,R20a,.........,R.*]

XOR
[R30,, R3o, R.0.,.........,R*J
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11.3.1.4 Tag and Reader Authentieation (Mutual Authentication)

It is possible to extend the above scheme to enable a tag to authenticate a reader and
for a reader to authenticate a tag. This involves sending a t*do-ly selected challenge set
for which atag generates a response string. The reply string will be used to authenticate the
tag while the reader is authenticated using a one time pad that gets updated at the end of
the session.

mmmm
64 bits -----------+

Challenge buffer

100 bits
PUF results buffer

Security engine

Figwe 1 1 . 12 RFID label with a PUF and additional memory for storing a secret key and. RN(i).

READER LABEL

lnitiate Authentication

Send [ACK]

Send randomly selected challenge set

Generate response and send response
Send [RES]

Use RES to authenticate tag
Send [RN(i)@K]

Send [RN(i+l) @ CRC_K]

lnstruci backend databases to update
RN(i)with RN(i+1)

Authenticate lnterrogator by checking RN(i)
sent with that on the tag memory by using
Kto obtain RN(i)
Send [ACK]

Replace RN(i) on the tag memory with
RN(i+1)
Send [ACK]

Communication that can be
monitored

Figure 11.13 protocol for mutual authentication using a pUF.

This scheme requires that the tag stores a one time pad RN(i) and a secret key K (refer to
Figure II.I2) for encryption and that the reader hal access to the tag rclatei infoination
stored on a secure database, The message exchange protocol is outlined in Figure 11.13. The
key Kis unique to each tag and is stored in a tag's memory at the time of mãnufacture. It is
possible to construct the key K so as to provide product autúentication by replacing the key K
with an EPAC (Electronic Product Authentication Code), either encrypted or nol based on
measurable or observational product specific features or feature, so that a third party can
verify the EPAC independently to establish the henticity of the product. Such a
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mechanism is a possible extension fhat can be adapted to the current protocol. A det¿iled

description of the use of EPACs are described in Section 11'6'1'

Once the tag is identified using its EPC, a reader can request the tag related data set

IRN(ùøX,Þ,X¡i+1)@CRC_K1 from a secure database to complete the authentication

p.o"órr. The reader does notiequire any information regarding the key K,the number RN(f

àr the number RN(i+ 1) in the entire process. The use of a CRC of the key K and the number

.RN is achieved at no additional coJt, since CRC operation can be performed by the CRC

block of atag(refer to Figure 9.1). The use of the CRC generation hardware extends the

usefulness of K and RN, especiaþ K from what will otherwise be a 'use once only' number

requiring an extended protôcol with greater overheads to refresh two tag related keys. Thus,

tne CnC generator effectively aids the creation of a lightweight protocol'

The above scheme will require that atleast a sufficiently large (about 800 challenges) CHAL

set be used to be able to effectively identiSz billions of chips. However measurement noise

may cause errors in the response vector and readers will need to access a sequence of
redundant information along with a CRP to be able to correct the RES vector prior to

authenticating a tag. Alternatively a reader can transmit the RES vector to the secure database

where it can be corrected for errors.

11.3.1.5 llash Based Tag Authentication

READER LABEL

lnitiate Authentication
after obtaining tag EPC

Send [ACK]

Send randomly selected challenge set
Send [CHAL] Generate secure keY K using the

challenge set as input to the tag PUF
Send [ACK]

Send randomly selected challenge for
encryption.
Send [RN] Generate R = hash^(RN)

Send [R]
Authenticate label by checking R with
that calculated by the interrogator using
key K corresponding to the challenge set
Send [RN1@ RN-CRC]

Communication that can be
monitored

Figure 1 1. 14 Challenge-response protocol using a hash fimction'

While the nature of a PUF is ideal for the secure generation of a private key, without

having to store the key in the memory of a device in an untrusting envirott-9nl, its direct

apptcãtion in low .oit n¡tD is limited by the fact that im_plementing a hash function or

u*th.r asymmetric encryption engine requires valuable silicon area. Until the optimised
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cost of hardware implementations of symmetric key cryptosystcms becomes a reality such
an application context is not possible. However, 

-Figure ll.I4 illustrates a tag
authentication scenario when the physical implementation õf a hash function achieves the
critical cost effectiveness required for low cost RFID. Currently there are a number of
candidates for such a hash firnction as outlined in Section 9.9.g.1.

11.3.1.6 Evaluation

The schemes outlined above based around a PUF is evaluated using the matrix
outlined in Table 10.2 andthe re
in Table ll.2 do not consider
databases as such problems may
related data onsite. Clearly the

TcYS a far higher gate cost than that suitable for low cost RFID. Thus, if the number of
challenges required is in excess of 128, the challenges almost always need to be
transmitted. The transmission delay bottlenecks will then reduce the perf:ormance of the
system and limit the number of tags that canbe authenticated on average to around 2.5 tags
per second.

Table 11.2 Evaluation of authentication mechanisms.

Achleved Security
ObJectfves

Tag authentication

Reader authentication

PUF block 856 gates

Buffers (for storing 164 bits): 246 gates

Memory cost of storing 128,64 bit challenges 72,288 gates

Scheme requires online resources such as access to secuïe backend
databases containing tag profiles.

Tags need to under go a verification phase prior to deployment to
generate an adequate number ofCRps for each tag.

Transmitting 800, 64 bit challenges remain the bottleneck. The
transmission from an interogator to alagwill take 400 milliseconds at
the highest possible speed. Thus using 800 challenges will onry allow
on average the authentication of around2.5 tagsper second.

0

No power consumption estimates are available but it
be greater than that required for urriting to EEpROM

is not expected to
memory.
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The need 1 the reader to the tag remains the

primary ob possible transmissions speed from

a reader to ation is about 126 kbps given equi-probable

ones and zeros. However, higher interchip variations of a¡ound 50% 12281discussed in

Section 1I.2.4 and the factthaithe EPC can be used for unique identification suggest that for

the scheme outlined in Section 11.3.1,.4 and Section 11.3.1.5 a smaller challenge set (of

around 128 challenges to generate a 128 bit response) may be used. Using a smaller

challenge set will .ifoift"utttty increase the number of tags that can be authenticated to over

15 tags per second.

The primary performance obstacle in the tag authentication and mutual authentication

protocol p."r.ttt"A previously is the excessive overhead of transmitting a large number of
ihull"ng.ì, where eãch cha[énge consisted of 64 bits. There are several methods by which

performance of the above protocols can be improved.

Instead of choosing to transmit the challenges, it is possible to use a linear feed back shift

register (LFSR) to generate the challenges once nitial'z to

tnã rfSil nr"á, tJbe sent to atag as a challenge Ç is

outlined in Figure 11.15. The additional hardware of in

Figure 11.10,fig*.11.13 andFigure ll.14tobeexecutedwithgreaterefficiency.

11.3.1.7 Removing Barriers to Performance

Challenge buffer
RES

64 1 *- 64 bits 
--¡t 

64 128

Figure 11.15 Improved security engine desigrr of the lightweight primitive to reduce overhead'

11.3.1.8 Evaluating the Improved Performance

The schemes outlined above can be evaluated to consider the overall performance of PUF

based authentication mechanism with the alteration to the secwity engine discussed in Figure

11.15. The evaluation of the proposed method is detailed in Table 11.3. Unlike the

authentication schemes outlined previously, where a large number of challenges need to sent

to the tag, the cgrrent transmission requirement is that of a single challenge C, from which

other challenges are derived.

c
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Using a sma challenge set as well as the incorporation of a LFSR has allowed the
l@tryeight primitive to be inplemented in a low 

"osfRFID 
tag while meeting requirements

ofboth performance and cost.

Table I1.3 Evaluation of improved authentication mechanisms.

Tag authentication

Reader authentication

PUF block 856 gates

64 bit LSFR: 768 gates

Buffer (for storing 64 biS): 768 gates

Total cost ofhardware: 2392 gates

requires online resources such as access to secwe backend
databases ssaþining tag profi les.

Scheme

toneed under a verificationTas togo phase topnor dçloyment
an ofnumbergen€rate forCRPs eachadequate tag.

Transmitting C, a 64 bit challenge, from an interrogator to a tag will
take about 0.5 milliseconds at the highest possible ipeed. The reduced
overhead will allow the authe,ntication, on average, of about 2000 tags
qer lecorrd' ignonng the delay on tag for evaluating the puF tespons".
for the 128 challenges generated on the tag.

The mutual authentication timeexecution bewiltprotocol slightly
thedue forg@tsÊ randomrcquirement Thenumbers.üansmitting

fromtansmissions readerthe thenwill abouttake 1 .5 milliseconds,
lsused bits64 lnRN(Ð \4'illThis allowstillprovided 600over

underto the mutualtags authenticationgo process.

No power areestimates vailablea itbutconsunption notls toexpected
be thatthan for togreater EEPROMrequired vriting memory

I
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11.3.1.9 Addressing Reliability Issues
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Figwe 1 1.16 The density function of the random variable fr, where k is the number of I's out of 500 repetitive

measurements.

As it has been mentioned previously in Section 1I.2.4, the responses from a PUF are

sensitive to environmental conditions such as temperature and power supply voltage [175].

Variation in environmental conditions exhibits itself as measurement noise in the RES

output leading to inconsistent responses. In an alternative statement, a challenge set that

generates a farticular response vector ,RE'S may not generate the same RES vector if
ãnvironmentâl conditionr ìhung" beyond a tolerance level. This issue is highlighted in

Figure 11.16 where results of S00 repetitive measurements of 1000 challenges are shown'

The desþ in t1751 and illustrated in Figure 11.6 is used to mitigate the effects of
environmental noise (especiaþ temperature changes) based on the fact that noise would

affect both signal proiagation lruth. in an identical nunner and thus the final results of the

circuit *" ,rtt"n*ge¿. Since the circuit measures the relative delay difference, the PUF is

robust against environmental variations. For realistic changes in temperature from 20oC to

70"C anãregulated voltage changes of +2o/o,the ouþut noise is 4'8%o and3'7o/o,tespectively.

Even when increasing the tempeìature by 100'C and varying the voltage by 33%o, the PUF

ouþut noise still t"ttiuitrr below 9o/o. This variation is significantly less than the inter-chip

,ru.iæion of 23% (or 40þ, allowing for thr reliable identification and authentication of
individual chips [228].

T d by operatio can be minimised by the fabrication of
a on the PUF plocess can be ref,ised if the PUF is

challenges that produce unstabls responses
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inadequately powered. Another simple sohrtion to overcome rneasurement ncise is to
calculate and transmit redundant information extracted from a RES output along with the
CHAL set to ensure that the response obtained can be evaluated and cõrrected 

-for 
enors.

Improving the reliability of PUF systems is an active area of research.

The use of redundant information to improve the performance can be easily demonstrated by
using an error correcting code to encode the measured PLIF responses in the verification
phase. This will allow errors in the PIIF responses received from tags as a result of
measurement noise (discussed in above) to be corrected as far as that lossible with the
chosen elÏor correcting code. Noise is a randomly distributed variable, thus it makes sense to
use an error correcting code that is best suited for correcting random erors. BCH code
named after its discoverers (Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem) is a possible choice for
the purpose. BCH codes are a generalization of the Hamming õodes.

Challenge buffer
c

1 r- 64 bits 

-----¡ 

64 127

s(RES)

Figwe I 1' 17 Encoding of PUF responses using BCH codes at the verification phase.

For example, Figure 11.17 illustrates the use of a BCH(n, k, d) codewhere n bits of the pUF
output is used to calculate a syndrome S(RES) of ¿ bits. The syndrome is evaluated during
the verification phase and stored securely for use in one of ihe authentication protocols
discussed previously.

Securely sto¡ed RES stored SIRES)

Corected tag RES 127

e

127
RES

Figwe I I ' 1 8 Comparison of the received response from tag. If the RES received from the tag is not a match
an attempt is made to correct to a challenge at the interrogator in the authentication pr-otocols.

The use of the S(RES) at the interrogator is illustrated in Figure 1 1.18. Upon receþ of the
Rã,S vector from a tag areader compares that to rRES vector ðvahated during the verification
phase. A failure in tle comparison stage results in the attempt to correct any measrrement
noise using the stored s¡mdromes. The cor¡ected ÀE',S vector is again evaluated to ensure the
comparison failure most likely did not arise from measurement noise but from a fraudulent
tag or a malicious user attempting to clone a tag.

Measurements of noise in PUF circuits have shown a bit error rate of around 5%o. Thus we
can expect about 7 random effors n a I27 bit PUF response vector. However the BCH code
parameters used has an ability to corect up to 15 effors. This is more than double the bit
error rate expected from a PUF response and is adequate to ensure the reliability of the
authentication process.

Comparator
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11.3.1.10 Practical Issues

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

RETAILER
Secure access through an

application system

Figwe I 1 . 19 An overview of an implementation of a PUF based RFID system.

Figure 11.19 gives an overview of the system implementation required. Clearly a practical

imllementation will require thattaglC manufacturers or product manufacturers in the supply

cnåin nitially obtain -d r""*.ly store tag specific sets of challenge response pairs. This

will be an expensive task but it can be automated similarly to the test and verification of ICs.

While the mêchanism for authentication appears simple, issues regarding the secure storage

of challenge sets, and the corresponding responses along with a method for distributing the

challenge ãets and responses to parties in a the supply chain need to be addressed. There are

various existing solutiõns to such issues and they are not considered in this dissertation'

What has not been addressed thus far is the conpatibility of the mechanism with Class I and

Class II labels. The schemes described above require the transmission of at least 800

challenges. This comprises of 51,200 bits of information that needs to be sent to atag. There

is no comrnand in the- current specification of C 1G2 to transfer such a quantity of dat 4 and at

a maximum datarate of 128 Èbps it would take more than 400 ms to transfer a complete

challenge set to the tag. While it is p 0 tags per

secondlt will not be póssible to read However

since the authentication procedure does not the above

schemes will meet the performance metrics outlined in Table 10.1.

The curent version of C1G2 protocol does not have comrnands that could be used to

implement the mechanism outlined above however the specification does allow proprietary

commands to be defined. Implementing the tag authentication mechanism and the mutual

authentication scheme *or.rld require tñe definition of at least two proprietary commands

after initiating an authentication: WrurnCru (instructs the tag of the number of l(ntrnCnt
commands to expect and transmits a challenge to the tag), Rn'loRns (instructs the tag to

t

I

EPC Challenge list ResPonses

AO2 A1,B,2,.. Ra, Rb, ..

E01 41,81,.. R1, R2,...

INTÊRROGATORS

Reader
management

system

Evaluate ifthe labol
r€sponse matches the

expectêd respon8e
obtained lom a secure

databäse
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sc-roll 9ut the response to the challenges). In order to prevent the challenge lists from being
discarded in the event of sudden power loss, it is impórtant for the tag toîansfer the results
from the PUF output buffer to the tag memory and ódy to transmit b-ack the response once
the entire challenge sequence is transmitted and the reade. has requested the reqponse using a
Rn¿oRns comrnand.

In addition to these commands, the mutual authentication mechanism in Section 11.3.1.4 will
require a fi.rrther command; SnwnEwc(<flag>,<data>). The reader command Sn¡vonnc wjll
be used to send encrypted RN(i) to lhe tag, where theflag value will be used to denote the
authentication step. Irrplementing these additional commands will increase IC cost, albeit
being only a small cost increase.

11.3.1.11 Possible Attacks

The above scheme will allow a label to authenticate itself to a reader before any
sensitive information passes between the devices. The mechanism relies on a pUF to
sectuelystore a rurique secret key in the form of fabrication variations. The security of the
systems based on PUFs will depend on the difficulty of replicating a pUF circuit and on
the difficulty of modelling the PUF circuit successfuþ. T'hii is notã simple process and is
therefore an adequate detengnt depending on the valué of the article Ueing auinenticated by
the reader. Details of probable attacks on a PI based system are outlineã in tl75].

ll.3.l.l2 Conclusion

The PUF pr t RFID Systems. This security
engine can be gates and layout tools and
fabricated using A 64-stage pUF circuit costs less than 1000
gates. Additionally, various kinds of low power techniques such as sub-threshold logic
design and multi-threshold CMOS design can be utilised to reduce the power consumption
to make it suitable for use in devices sensitive to low power consumptioì.

The effects of environmental conditions on the measurements obtained from a pUF have
been studied but future work should involve the investigations into the effects of voltage on
the performance of the PUF. Future work is also requled to investigate the effects of the
generator throughput to study the time taken for the execution ofã challenge response
protocol.

Future work should also focus on the performance issues related to the large amount of data
that needs to be transmitted to the tag and from the reader, and the timelaken in memory
storage and retrieval will also need to be investigated to firrther refine the analysis of
performance issues related to using a PUF security engine on current Class I or Class ú tugr.
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ll.4 Confidentiality and Authentication

While authentication was discussed in the previous section the following sections will
consider mechanism for providing a service to deliver confidentiality to low cost RFID

systems. This is a diffrcult task as the tags and readers communicate over an insecure

cãmmunication channel, where tags can not be trusted to store secret information and

strong cryptographic mechanisms can not be used. Achieving confidentiality involves

creatúg ã ìr.*. communication channel in an untrusting environment over an insecure

channel. This is not a novel problem (refer to 178,79,80 and 1631) but the solution space

has little offerings for a minimal resource intensive environment.

ll.4.l Secure Forward Link

CHALLENGE SET

K PLAINTEXT

CIPHERTEXT

Figure 11.20 Tag implementation of a stream cipher performing an encry'ption operation.

Achieving a secure communication channel between alagand an interrogato¡ usìng a
pUF for the secure storage ofa secret key and a stream cipher as a fast and efficient source

of a key stream is discussed below.
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READER LABET

Query

Send [EPC]

Send randomly selected challenge set
Send[CHAL]

Reader uses K corresponding to the
challenge set CHAL to initialize a
stream cipherand get keystream Ks

Gommunication that can be
monitored

Figwe I1.21 Communication protocol for achieving a secure communication channel.

The method assumes tltat an interrogator has uniquely identified the tag using its EpC and
obtained a CHAL list fiom a secure database corresponding to the tag EÞC. Tñe intenogator
then initiates the establishment of a secure channel by signalling to the tag and once thã tag
acknowledges the interrogators request, the interrogatoi transmits the C-HAL list. The ta!
then uses the CHAL list to generate a key K which is used to initialise the stream cipher and
to obtain a keystream,tís which can be used to encry4pt the forward link as illustrated in
Figure ll'20. The interrogator is able to generate the same keystream for decr¡lption as the
reader can obtain the secret key K corresponding to the CHAL set as the tagk pUF was
characterised using the CIIAL list prior to its deployrnent. An outline of the co-mmunication
protocol is given in Figure II.2l.

11.4.2 Tag and Reader Authentication (Mutuat Authentication)

READER LABEL

lnitiate authentication

Send [ACK]

Send [RN1@ Ks,]

Use RN1 to initialises stream cipher to obtain
keystream Ksr.
Send [Ks,@Ks,1]

Store keystream subsequence Ksr3
Reinitialize the initial state of the stream cipher by
using RN2 and obtain keystream Ks,
Send [ACK]

Tag authenticates the Reader by verifying Ks,
Send [ACK]

Communication that can be
monitored

Figwe I 1'22 Protocol for mutual authentication after establishing a secure communication channel.

Use CHAL to generate secure
key K by using the tag PUF,
lnitialize stream cipher with K
and get keystream Ks
Send [ACK]

Reader authenticates the Tag by
verifying Ks,1 using Ks,.
Send [Ks,2@RN2]

Send IKs,3OKs,]

a1tL ttl
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The Section 11.4.1 above discussed a mechanism for achieving confidentiality by

allowing the establishment of a secure channel. However, a simple extension to the

commuãication protocol using the existing hardware required for achieving a secure

channel can provide mutual authentication of a tagand a reader.

The mutual authentication algorithm is based on using the stream cþher as a means of
generating a one time pad. In tlhe method outlined in Figure 11.22 aninterrogator initiates the

ãuthenticãtion after the establishment of a secure communication channel. Once the tag

acknowledges the request, the interrogator sends a randomly generated number RN1

encrypted ritittg ttt" keystream rKs generated Il'22)' A
i"gití-ut" tag"is able to obtain RN/ and cipher to

gJrerate the ãew keystream Ksz.Inorder to make the s< g uses the

ireviously generateã keystream bits ,ú3i and encrypts them with an identical length sequence

äf Uitr Ëtll to^the iceystream Ks2 gen rated from the reinitialised stream cipher. The

interrogator is then abb tã authenticate the tag since only a legitimate tag would have been

able to produce the keystream rKsr to produce rKs2.

If the tag is to the tag' In

the event th entication bY

transmitting to the reader

ouþut hasão indication of whether the authentication attempt was successfi¡l.

The tag then reinitialises the stream cipher using RN2 and sends an acknowledgement to the

reader.-The reader uses the previously generated keystream Ksz to obøin the bit sequence

Ksz3 andencrypts it with the keystream Ks3 geîeruted from the reinitialised stream cipher to

.nãbl. the tagio authenticate the reader based on the shared secret key generated using the

stream cipher.

'i
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11.4.3 Evaluation

The two schemes outlined above can be evaluated together, and the results are detailed

in Table 11.4. Using the knapsack generator as a stream cipher provides the most cost

effective solution *íth u tota^l gate óost of 2416. However, perforlnance may still be a

problem and increasing performance by storing the challeng cost an

àdditional 6144 gates. ihus the total seðurity engine will cost This is

still far less than that required for a heavyweight encryption 5 a much

greater performance benchmark (312 mutual authentications per second).
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Confidentiality

Tag authentication

Reader authentication

PUF block: 856 gates

Streom cipher

shrinking generator with 64 bit LFSRs and a l6 bit bufier: 1730 gates.

Knapsack generator with 64 bit LFSRs and a 64 bit adder (l HA + 63
FA) : 1560 gates.

Memory cost of storing &, & bitchallenges: 614 gates.

online access to secure database wÍh CIUL lists or offline
authentication may be performed
Requires

using a local cache.

Requires creating profiles of chips prior to deployment.

Considering that the challenges are stored in memory
Initialising the PUF will t¿ke an amount of time dictated by the tag
memory access time for 64,64bit CHAL*
Time to complete the transmission process using 12g bit random
numbers: 3.2 ms, hence 312 tags per second can be authenticated. on
average.

Considering that the challenges qre not stored in memory
Initialzng the PUF : 32 ms.

Time to complete the transmission process using 12g bit random
numbers: 3.2 ms.

Hence 28 tags per second can be authenticated on average.

Using the stream cipher

There will be a small delay in initialising the sfe¿m ciphers but this will
be in the time order of 10s of clock cycles and can be ignored.
Using a knapsack generator

on average 32,64bit additions need to occur prior to producing a 64bit
keysfeam and provided the adders are clocked with the worst cãse

transmission times.

Cost and
Performance

Power consumption is not expected to be greater than that required for
writing to EEPROM memory. Refer to section 11.2.3.5 for aietailed
discussion on LFSR power consumption.

Table I 1.4 Security mechanism evaluation
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The first instance use of LFSR is in the form of a synchronous stream cipher as the

key stream is generated by initialising the LF the PUF and thus

naÉ tne advant-age Ihat a tiogt" bit enor will he plaintext to be

comrpted after ãecrption. However, subsequ d from the tag to

nitialy1e the stream cipher may cause a failure in the authentication process due to

undetected errors in the transmission from the reader'

There is the adde.d overhead of requesting and obtaining the CHAL list from a secure

database and transmitting the challenges to the RFID IC. This process could be avoided by

storing the CIIALlist onThe tag, asth" dit"ou.ring the CHAL list by way of a physic_al attack

can not reveal the response a-PUF circuit on an IC but as shown in Table 11.4 this is an

expensive option.

The mechanism outlined above will require a number of proprietary comÍunds as permitted

by the CICI2 protocol. WrurnCøt isbne such command described in Section 11.3.1.10.

Fio*.rr"r, the mutual authentication scheme will require further two comÍìÍillds:

SøNnENc(<flag>,<data>) and RnsüNc(<data>).The reader command SnwoE¡vc will be

used to ,"nd ðtt".1pte.d iext to the tag, where the flag value will be used to denote the

authentication step.-The RnsENc command will be used by the tag to respond with the

encrypted ciphertêxt to the reader. Ifeither party detects a_fraudulent tag or an unauthorised

,"uÃir,the authentication process will be continued by the legitimate party, but the encryrpted

data will then be replaced by irrelevant bit sequences'

11.4.4 Practical Issues

11.4.5 Possible Attacks

11.4.6 Conclusions

Similarly to the methods outlined in Section 11.3, the vulnerabilities and weaknesses

of the pUF circuit also applies to the schemes described here and they are discussed in

Section 11.3.1.11. In addiiion the vulnerabilities of the stream ciphers discussed in Section

I1.2.3.3 and Section lL2.3.4 also apply to the generators. However, it should be noted that

as a result of the protocol used, not be subjected to a known

pfui"te*t attack, and attacks base attack can be disregarded. As

äiscussed previously, the existing ies of these generators can be prevented with

carefu I implementation.

The combination of a PUF circuit block with a stream cipher has created a practicable

and a powerful solution capable of delivering both an authentication service and an

.n"rypt.d communication chãnnel. The mech¿ sm is suitable for both Class I and Class II
tags, åspecially Class II tags requiring an encrypted communication channel'
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The performance of the knapsack generator may be increased by using a carry save adder
instead of the ripple carry adder, but this will only be achieved ai ahoJt doubÉ the cost (in
terms ofthe gate equivalent cost) ofthe ripple carry adder.

11.5 Anonymity and Untraceability

An RFID label implementing the ClG2 protocol will scroll out its EpC when queried
ceiver implementing the C1G2 air interface protocol.
RFID label poses various security threats and privacy
3. Thus, it is important to control access to a label's

concearing its trnique idenrity. ffii,i:T,u,.î'11å#,". iÍ:li?#irrîìiï:,å'å"îilr"j
tag's EPC which allows the tag, the associated object and perhaps even the person in
possession with the tag to be identified. The following sections wiliconsider twó methods
to achieve anon¡rmity and untraceability.

11.5.1 Pseudonyms

_ The schemes presented in this section are based on the idea of a tag using randomly
changing pseudonyms during the identification process as a way of addrJssingine privacy
concorns outlined in Section 9.3.7. All ps donym schemes gènerally rely oã two means
for changing the identifier on a tag. The mechanisms are baseð on where the pseudonym is
generated. There can be two types of pseudonym updates; reader or backend database
generated pseudonSim. updates or tag generated pseudonym updates. The security
mechanisms presented in the sections below based onìe-encryption ãnd randomly varying
object identifiers use simple lightweight protocols for pseuáónym updates genórateá Uy
backend databases or readers.

11.5.2 Re-encryption

The idea of re-encrypting was discussed in Section 9.9.8. Despite the resource
limitations of an RFID label it is possible to allow a low cost RFID tag io become aparty
to a computationally intensive security mec ranism provided that the designer is able to
transfer the computationally demanding aspects to a backend syst
itself, or a backend network of computers which may act as a

it is a transfer of complexity out of the chip
to execute a computationally intensive task in a timely manner.

lly reduce the ability to perform offline operations it does allow tag
cost to be kept to a minimum. Clearly pushing complexity furt'her up the EpC Network
reduces the ability to execute security services offline; an unfortunáte compromise that
must be made in view oftag cost constraints.
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The following security mechanism is based in the idea of transferring complexity out of the

tag silicon, ti" i¿.ur behind re-encryption and a method used for establishing a secure

co-mmunication channel outlined in Seition 11.4. Re-encryption offers a novel perspective

on achieving the privacy objectives of anonyrnity and location privacy (refer to Section 9.6).

The scheme is described below.

EPC memory bank Reserved memory bank

Memory banks

Tag memory

On identification of the label, the reader has the option of storing back an encrypted version

of the EpC padded with a new random number RN(i+I) used to perform the

[EpC@RNlt+i)] operation. The protocol is outlined in Figure 11.24' Hence authorised

readers may randody, or on every occasion the tag is read, update the encrypted version of
the EPC by storing a new encrypted version of the EPC.

I

I

I

I
'{

'l

ï
I

I

I

I

Figrge 11.23 Tag memory contents in a typical implementation of a Class I tag.

Instead of storing the EPC in a write once format, it is possiblg for instance , for aretailer in

the supply chaii to store an encrypted version of a Eg EPC XORed with a nonce or a

randorlnumber RN(i) on the tag where the EPC is now IEPC@RNlrl. The XORing of the

EpC ensures that the encrypted gpC appears difterent each time the encrypted version of the

EpC is updated on the ìag. However for simplicity of the following discussion the

IEPC@RN(rl operation is assumedto be implicit inthe mention of anEPC.

The scheme also requires the storage and the transmission of a random number RN(y' so that

the actual EpC can-be obtained fróm [EPC@ RN(Ð] and an initial random number RN(|-L)

on the tag as illustrated in Figure 11.23. The primary storage of the -RNs needs to be

performeð in a secure environment such as an electromagnetically shielded room or a
^Faraday 

cage. Then it is possible for the tag owners to use their own private keys to encrypt

the tagidentifiers prior to t¡eir use within a facility such as at a supermarket store.

The encryption may be performed using a secret key that i.s known solely to the ret¿iler or

the persoï having ãwnership of the tags. Thus, when a label is requested to scroll out its

Bpi, it will scroll out an enôrypted version of the EPC, which to a third party will appear as

a stream of random bits. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 11.24.

The encrypted EPC alone will prevent profiling as the information obtained by

earresaropiing does not reveal any information regarding the object to which the tag is

attached-ás * udrrer.u.y is unable to obtain the EPC without the private ke!, Kprrvarc.

However, the label still emits a predictable response and thus untraceability is not achieved.

*,

fl
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READER LABEL

lnitiate query

Use lÇn""," to obtain EPC
Compare RN(i) with that stored in a backend
database system to check the integrity of the

received str¡ng
Send [Ks1@Ks2 @ e'""*[EpC,RN(i+1)ll

Send [RN(i+1) o RN(i-1)]

Send[Ks3 o RN(i)]

.- Authenticate tag by checking RN(i-1)
lf authentication successful lnstruct backend

databases to be updated

send e*0.*[Epc,RN(i)]

Send [ACK]

Obta¡n RN(i+l) using RN(i-1)
lnitialize stream cipher to generâte Ksl and Ks2
using RN(i+1) to obtain e(. ^,.[EPC,RN(i+ 

j )]
Sencf [ACK] ÌÙa'e-

Authent¡cate interrogator by checking RN(i)
using Ks3. lf authentication is successful, store

N(i+1)
n of RN(i-l )
tion of RN(i)

Fig're 11.24 communication protocol for the re-encryption scheme.

The above mechanism has the added advantage that the RN(i) paddeÅto the EpC can be used
as a message authentication code to ensure the integrity of the received tag response to a
qu9ry by comparing the kN(i) obtained after decrlpting the transmission 

",ç,i,"¡EÞC, 
RN(ùl

and also to authenticate the tag as being legitimate. It ihould be noted fr"tétfrui it is possiblè
for the encrypted data transmitted from the tag to contain product specific information such
as an EPAC tl:€;t will extend the tag authentication scheme to á product authentication
scheme. The use of EPAC is discussed in Section 1 1.6.1.

Alternatively, it is possible to use the protocol in Section I7.4 after the tag has transmitted its
encrypted tag identifier. Then the ery,¡,o¡"fEPc, RN(i+ t)l can be transmitÌed from the readerto the tag using the encrypted communication channel established after a mutual
authentication process. The difference with the protocols in Figure Il.2l andqigne 11.22
with that Siven in Figure II.24 is the removal ofthe overhead oiusing a PIIF to inltialize the
stle.am cþher by transmitting the initialisation vector using a otré ti-e pad. Since the
initialisation ofthe stream cipher is carried out only once, the-performance will be increased
by eliminating the re-initialisation time and the delay time of the stream cipher before a key
stream of adequate length is available.

Communicat¡on that can be
monitored
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CERTIFICATION
AUTHORITY

DISTRIBUTORS WHOLESALERS RETAILERS

Figwe 11.25 Tagdata security infrastructwe based on a PKI'

An attractive feature of the above approach is that it can be used throughout the supply chain

by setting up a tag-data security infrastructure based around a PKI (public

e)-to a11Ñ the benefrts of tag or product authentications, anonyrnity and

be available, at any time and anywhere along the supply chain all the way

into the living quarters of consumers. Implementing such an infrastructure will require

careful standards and agreements between various parties in the supply chal' The idea is

illustrated in Figure n.lS. Considering a simple supply chain model given in Figure 3.8, the

manufacture would use the public key of a distributor to encrypt the EPC prior to the transfer

of goods to the supplier. T^he public key can be obtained from a certificate authority, with

which the distributor's public key is published. The distributor is then able to decrypt the

encrypted EPC using th" ¿i.t.ibntor's private key and prior to transportation of the goods to

u ,rtä1"., the EPCs óf tn. products going to a particular retailer can be encrypted using that

particular retailers public kèy. It is siill possible for a party along the supply chain or even a

ðorrorn , to then ùse their ówn private key to encryrpt the EPC for both greater effrciency

and greater secwity while the taggeditem is in their ownership'

\-r' \\-/t \-r'

11.5.2.1 Evaluation

The scheme outlined above is evaluated and discussed in detailed in Table 11.5. Re-

encr¡ption, while at the cost of online requirements and tag initialisation requirements is

"upuUi. 
of delivering adequate performance, using strong cryptographic primitives with

Use ,(ø* of distributor to
decrypt the encrypted EPC

Use K,,,r of wholesaler
to encrypt

IRN(i),EPC @ RN(¡)l

Use Kd,," of wholesaler to
decrypt the encrypted EPC

Use K*,, of retailer
to encrypt

IRN(i),EPc o RN(i)l

Use 4."" of ret¡aler to
decrypt the encrypted EPC

Use 4,," of a consumer
to encrypt

IRN(i),EPc @ RN(i)l

MANUFACIURER

Use KÉ of Distributor
to encrypt

tRN(i),EPc o RN(l)l

Public key certificate of
a distr¡butor

INTERNET
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minimal cost consequences to a tag. Unlike the mechanisms diseirsscd nreviously in
Section 11.4, the present mechanism Is able to satisôr a majority 

"f 
ln" ,.."rity oU¡ectives

and all of the privacy objectives considered necessary in Table 9.3 and 1'a6te g.S
respectively.

The total implementation cost of the mechanism on an IC is estimated to be 2328 gates
(ustng a knapsack generator), however this might be higher in practice due to additional
registers and the changes required to the finite state machine^(refer to Figure 9.1) to
implement the new commands necessary to execute the protocol and recover frãm a sudden
power loss.

Table 1 1.5 Secwity mechanism evaluation

Message content securþ
Tag authentication

Reader authentication

Confidentiality

Anonymity

Untraceability

Gate equivalent cost estimate based on the

clG2 tags already have the necessary hardware for XoR operations, string
comparisors, cRC generation, registers for temporary storage of operandsl
and memory for the storage of the EpC.

using a 96 bit EPC, a 128 bit RN value (adequate for initiaüsing two 64 bit
LFSR., as in the cases ofa shrinking generator and also adequate for
initialising both the initial st¿te and the connection poþomiãh of a knapsack
generator of length 64 bits) with a 128 bit private key where the encryptéd
message will be the same size as the key size (as is the case with the eps
block cipher \¡/ith a 128 bit key).

Memory cost for the encrypted EPC: 384 gates

Memory cost forRN(r- 1) and&N(i):384 gates

Cost ofashrinking generator: 1730 gates

Cost ofa knapsack generator: 1560 gates

memory storqge requiredþr the
keyt

time authentication requires access to secure backend databases with rRN
values.

However if real time authentication is not required and all that is required is a
pseudonym change, where back end databases can be consulted at a later time
for both the update procedure n process, the protocol can
be executed without the need

Real

Tap must be subjected to an initialisation phase prior to deployment in an
electromagnetically secure environment for the initial storag" óf the at least
the Rly' values. However this will be a one-time cost and .atr b" carried out at
the RFID chip verification phase.
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of clock cycles and can be ignored.

Estimated time to compete the protocol: approximately 5 ms

Hence the number of tags that can be read, authenticated and pseudonyms

updated: 200 tags

This is a best case scenario and in reality the string comparisons and the

EPC will reduce the estimated performance'calculation of the encrYPted

constaints assumed in Table 10.1' Refer

discussion on LFSR power consumption.

writeto twothelsmostThe requiredoperation operatlonconsullllngpower
notwill violatethethr¡s mechanismtheto and powerEEPROMstrings

for detailedSectionto 1 3.52

11.5.2.2 Practical Issues

The implementation of the scheme outlined in Figure 11.25 requires the creation of a
pKI whereby parties can publish their public keys signed by a trusted third party' A simple

system over;i;w of a manufacturer in possession of a list of public keys associated with a

product's destination party and a retailer using his own symmetric key encryption scheme

is illustrated in Figure 11.26.

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

RETAILER
Secure access through an

application system

Figure I 1.26 AL overview of an implementation of an RFID system based on re-encryption'
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?*hg the journey o 5upply chain where a party along the supply
chain is in ownership y tñènhas the option of using a sfrrmetrii[ey
primitive to encrypt t ve performance ty speeding up the encryption
process and to utilise the increased security provided by symmètriõ t<eys in relation to public
keys of similar size.

It has also not been_discussed if the present mechanisms can be accommodated by the
recently ratified ClG2 protocol. Tags will initially need to be placed in a locked state where
the query comnìand will initiate the execution ofthe protocol óutlined, or a modified version
of the existing query command is required to signal the finite state machine to execute the
protocol in Figure 11.24. The mechanism outlined above will also require two proprietary
commands as permitted by the crc2 protocol snNoENc(2flag>,<aåta>) *a
RøsEnc(<data>). The reader command SnuoEwc will be used to send êncry1pted text to the
tag, yhere the flag value will be used to denote the protocol step. fne nisnNc command
will be used by the tag to respond with the encryrptediþhertext tó the reader. If either party
detects a fraudulent tag or an unauthorised reader, thé protocol will be continued Uy tfrä
legitimate party, but the encr¡pted data will then be rephcèd by irrelevant bit sequences. The
commands mentioned above were also used and described in section 1r.4.4.

11.5.2.3 Possible Attacks

The security of the above mechanism relies on the difficulty of predicting the output
o_f th: stream cipher given only the ciphertext. Both, the knapsa"t g"tr.ruìor and the
shrinking generator have been found to be secure against known cipheiext only attacks,
even if the connection poþomials are known. The stream ciphers used have been
discussed in detail in Section 11.2.3.

Figure 1L.27 ptovides a protocol verification schematic outüning the execution of the
protocol over three consecutive interrogations of the same tag. At eaõh stage the tag memory
contents and also the possible information that can be obtained by a passive eavãsdropper
that can eavesdrop on both the forward and the backward communication channef is
indicated to show that the information collected is not suffrcient to defeat the security
mechanism.

The information that is available to an eavesdropper provides an insight into looking at the
weaknesses of the protocol to a passive or a maliciõus adversary *ho -uy be mõile or

protocol may be interfered with by a disruptive adversary
middle attack but this is a difficult proposition given the difficulty
the messages between a tag and reader during the rapid transition

of messages and the adversary would also have to ensure that either ih. tug b. the reader
never receives the unaltered message.
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READER LABEL TAG MEMORY

INFORMATION
COLLECTED BY

AN EAVESDROPPER
e*r'r.[EPC,RNI]

Ks1 (E Ks2 O e*0","(EPC,RN2)

RN2 @ RNO

Ks3 O RN1
Ks4 @ RNo
RN2 O Ks4

e".'*[EPG,RN2]
Kð1 @ Ks2

Ks"1 @ Ksl O e*ú",,(EPC,RN3)

RN3 O RN1
Ks,3 O RN2
Ks3 O RN3

Ks,4 {E RN1

e^*".IEPC,RN3]
Kö,1 O Ksl

Ks.1 (E Ks.2 O e***(EPC,RN4)

RN4 O RN2
Ks33 O RN3
Ks,3 o RN4
Ks,3 o RNo
Ks34(E RN2
Ks34e RN4

ln¡tiate query

Send

[Ks1 O Ks2 {EeK, 
","(EPC,RN2)]

Send [RN2 <E RNO]

Send [Ks3O RN1]

lnitiate query

Send

lKs,1 O Ks¿ Oex@r,(EPC,RN3)l

Send [RN3 @ RN1]

Send [Ks,3 O RN2]

lnitiate query

Send

[Ks31 @ Ks32 Oe(ed","(EPC,RN4)]

Send [RN4 o RN2]

Send [Ks.3O RN3]

Send
e*ø*[EPC,RNI]

Send [ACK]

Send [ACK]

Store e,*,n1gp6,P¡2¡

Send [Ks4 o RNo]

Send
ex ,,"[EPC,RN2]

Send [ACK]

Send [ACKI

S:tore e^ . .1Epg,¡¡3¡
Send [Ks,4 O RNI]

Send [ACK]

Send [ACKI

Store e",*1EP6,P¡4¡

Send [Ks,4 O RN2]

Communication that can be
monitored

Figure I I . 27 Verification of the re-encryption protocol'

An adversary with access to specialised equip

obtain the l?Nvalues. This will only allow a s

identical memory contents but such an atta

the security mechanism of other tags. How
able to decipher all future communicatio
physical attickrequires the secure stoïage of keys on the tag as discussed in the protocol

presented in Section 11.4.

The use of forward secrecy, that is the use

o\urers to keep the encryption key secret and thus the mechanism is vulnerable to an

adversary who is a temporary or a permanent insider'
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11.5.3 Randomly Varying Object ldentifiers

An alternative to the re-encryption scheme outlined above for providing privacy
protection and authentication, is a scheme based on the concept of using a" pool of
conpletely random EPCs is discussed belou. Here the EPC ,rrrrnb.. no loig.r'hu. u¡
information bearing structure and it is a random number which only acts u, u"t"11por*y
pointer to the actual EPC. The relationship created between the random EpC and the true
EPC is securely stored in a backend databaìe. Thus, it is possible for RFID labeled items of
sen-sitive nature (such that required for use in suppþ chain logistic operations of the
defence department) to be labeled with a randomly gãnerated Epc.

The scheme
be able to se to

able to perfo be

READER LABEL

lnitiate query

Send search request for RN_EpC(i) record
Send [Ks1@Ks2 O RN_EpC(i+l)]

Send [RN(i+1) o RN(¡-l)]

Send[Ks3 O RN(i)

., Authenticate tag by checking RN(i-1)
If authentication successful lnstruct backend

databases to be updated

Send [RN_EPC(i)]

Send [ACK]

Figure l 1.28 protocol based on using randomly varying object identifiers.

version of
(Electronic il extend the tag authentication scheme to a
product aut is discussed in Section 1 1.6.1.

Communication that can be
monitored
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However, the use of random EPCs eliminates the need to encrypt the EPC to hide the

informatíon bearing nature of the EPC while preventing the tag from emanating a predictable

response to a query by an unauthorised reader. The protocol is detailed in Figure 1 1.28 and is

similar to that given in Figure 11.24.

The randomly varying object identifier scheme outlined above is evaluated for its
suitability for low.ori npm-in Table 11.5. Sirnilarly to the mechanism discussed in

Section it.S.Zthe present mechanism is able to satisff a majority of the security gbjectives

and all of the privacy objectives considered necessary in Table 9.3 and Table 9.5

respectively.

11.5.3.1 Evaluation

Table 11.6 Evaluation of the randomly varying object identification scheme.

Achieved
Security

Objectives

Message content secruttY

Tag authentication

Reader authentication

Confidentiality

Achieved
Privacy

Obiectives

Anonymity

Untraceability

Cost and
Performance

Objectives

Gate equivalent cost estimate based on the memory storage requiredfor the

keyt

c1G2 tags already have the necessary hardware for XoR operations, string

compariJons, CRÓ generation, registers for temporary storage of variables,

and memory for the storage of the EPC.

Assume:

using a 96 bit RN_EPC and a 128 bit RN value (adequate for initialising two

64 biì LFSRS, as in the cases of a shrinking generator and also adequate for

initialising both the initial state and the connection polynomials of a knapsack

generator of length 64 bits).

Memory cost forRN(È 1) andRN(i):384 gates

Cost of a shrinking generator: 1 730 gates

Cost ofaknapsack generator: 1560 gates

Real time authentication requires access to secure backend databases with
RN EPcvalues.

If real time authentication is not required and all that is required is a

pseudonym be consulted at a later time

lor both the then local databases

caching a li use, will greatly speed up

the protocol and provide a method of offline authentication.

Refer to Section 11.5.2.2 for database cost considerations.
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Tags must be subjected to an initialisarion pha.se prior to deplo¡,rnent in an
electromagnetically secure environment for the initial storage órtne n¡¿
values.

Estimated time to compete the protocol: approximateþ 3.5 ms

Hence the number of tags that can be read, authenticated andpseudonyms
updated:285

This is a best case scenario and in reality the
calculation of the encrypted EPC will reduce

string comparisons and the
the estimated performance.

The most power consuming operation is the operation required to write two
strings to the EEPROM and thus the mechanism will not violate power
constraints assumed in Table 10.1. Refer to section r1.2.3.5 for á detailed
discussion on LFSR power consumption.

An interesting result of transferring tag complexity to backend systems (with a complex data
le of c ient search algorithms), the rãndomly
dentific the secwity related tag costs from232g
encr¡1pt IL5.2to 1944 gates in the current scheme by

the removing the overhead from encr5lpting the Epc related information.

11.5.3.2 Practical Issues

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

RETAILER
Secure access through an

application system

Figure I1.29 Arr overview an RFID system based on randomly varying object identifiers.

RN_EPCI A1594CEFFF0458BC Green,5kg,...

RN EPC EPC

RN EPCI

Update Random EPCs

lists

Reader
management

system

RN EPC1OO

Random

INTERROGATORS
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l
The scheme outlined above requires rapid access to databases over network

infrastructure and secure databases maintaining records for each individual EPC as

indicated in Figwe ll.2g. The management of such a database is not a significant hurdle.

A datastructurJsuch as a self-balancing binary search tree implementation in the form of a

red-black binary tree 1216l with the ability to perform concunent updates and search

operations will ierform efficient search, insert and delete operations. Infrastructural issues

are networks of
ade work delaYs

ate to the order

of microseconds using f,bre optic based infrastructure.

TpC (Transactions Processing Performance Council 12241) data provide a guide. to assessing

perfoàance and cost criteria to evaluate the feasibility of a system implementation. TPC is a

non-profit organisation founded to define transaction processing and database benchmarks.

The term trãnsactions has a broad meaning, however the TPC benchmarks define a

transaction as it is referred to commonly in the business world. Thus a typical transaction

defined by the TPC will encompass updating a database system for the purpose of inventory

control, banking or the purchase of g-oods. lPC benchmarks generally measure transaction

pro".r.ittg andãatabase performance in terms of the number sf 1¡ansactions a given system

an¿ ¿ataUãse can perfo.- ur transactions per second (tpc) or transactions per minute (þm)

TpC pricing and performance metrics are widely used by the industry to estimate IT

infrastructure cost required to provide adequate system performance 12251.

The TpC-C performance benchmark 12261 for OLTP (on-line transaction processing) is a

suitable benchmark to establish the cost of installing a clustered or a non clustered server

capable of delivering the database processing times required to make randomly varying

object identification fracticable. The price performance number obtained for a non clustered

approximately 15 million Australian dollars.

EÞC Network to reduce the cost of tags and readers, a sþificant investment will be required

to establish and run the required backénd systems. However this is not an ongoing cost and a

significant portion of the ðost will be one-time items (such as network infrastructure costs).

Iiaddition, rr.ag" over time (that is an accumulating number of transactions over the life

time of the sysiem), will reduce the cost per transaction to a level much less than that

estimated in the TPC-C benchmark figures.

Reading a tag is clearly no more complicated than current implementations. and requires no

special-comrãands. However a special query command or a modified version of the query

cämmand is required to signal the finite state machine to execute the protocol in Figwe

lt.ZB. The execution of the protocol following a query can be performed using the two

additional commands outlined in Section ll.5-2.2.
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11.5.3.3 Possible Attacks

READER LABEL
lnitiate query

Send
lKsl<EKs2oRN_EPC2¡

Send [RN2 o RNO]

Send [Ks3@ RN1]

TAG MEMORY

INFORMATION
COLLECTED BY

AN EAVESDROPPER

RN EPCI

Ksl O Ks2 e RN EPC2

RN2 O RNO

Ks3 O RNI
Ks4 O RNO

RN2 O Ks4

RN EPC2
Ksl-@ Ks2

Ks,'l OKs¿@RN_EPC3

RN3 @ RNI

RN EPC3
KsJ @ Ks,2

Ks.1 OKss2ORN_EPC4

RN4 O RN2
Ks.3 e RN3
Ksr3 @ RN4
Ksr3 @ RNo
Ks34 O RN2
Ks34 e RN4

lnitiate query

Send

[Ks,l @Ks,2ORN_EPC3¡

Send [RN3 e RN1]

Send [Ks,3 O RN2]

lnitiate query

Send
lKs31 OKS32ORN_EPC4]

Send [RN4 O RN2]

Send [Ks33 @ RN3l

Ks,3 O RN2

-

Send [RN_EPC1]

Send [ACK]

Send [ACK]

Store [RN_EPC2]

Send [Ks4 O RNo]

Send [EPC,RN2]

Send [ACK]

Send [ACKI

Store [RN_EPC3]

Send [Ks,4 O RN1]

Send [RN_EPC3]

Send [ACK]

Send IACKI

Store [RN_EPC4]

Send [Kss4 O RN2]

Communication that can be
monitored

Figure 11.30 Verification of the randomly varying object identifier protocol,

The use ofrandom tag identifiers provides anonymity by altering the tag response to a
query comnand and thus never transmitting a predictable response. Figure t 1.30 provides
an outline ofthe execution ofthe protocol to query a tag on three consecutive oócasions.
The tag memory contents at the start and the end of the protocol is also indicated. The
vulnerabilities of the system are identical to those discussed previously in Section 11.5.2.3
under the re-encryption based mechanism. Clearly given a mobile adíersary who may be
passive or malicious and who is able to collect all the information indicãted in Figure
11.30, still has the task of breaking the stream cipher given only the ciphertext.

1 1.6 Anonymity, rJntraceabitity, and product Authentication

Section 11.5 outlined a scheme for providing anonymity and untraceability, while
Section 11.3 outlined methods of authentication. The following scheme is aimed at
combining the previous solutions to provide, in addition, a product authentication service.
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Authentication implies the establishment of a tag's legitimacy by the definition in Section

9.5.3. However in a supply chain logistics onvironment, use of authentication services to

establish the authenti.ití ór a tag ald hence the legitimacy of the article to which it is

att¿ched is not sufüci*t'to gu*utit". the genuinetr"srãf the article; though authentication of

a tag does eliminate ctoning"of øgs. The u=b."tr.. of a methodto ascertain the genuineness of

goods may be a special.oã".- io ttt" secondary market for goods, and in the processing of

returned items.

11..6.1 Product Authentication

The absence of a method to physically or electronically bind the tag identity to a

product identity in existing RFID dãp- does

not necessarily guarantee-the authent ' The

genuine articÉ *"y ú replaced with a co fitted

with stolen tags.

There are a varíety of existing techniques

Biochemical marker tests provide the ability to detect markers but they do not -generaþ
of counterfeiting by dilution, while most

e deterrent due to the reduction in the cost

Product Signature

Figwell'3lElectronicProductAuthenticationCode(EPAC).

It is into this environment nic maker' Each

tag attached to a product n Code (EPAC)

illistrated in Figur; 11.31 fields are explained below.

Product Identifier (PI)

It is a unique identifier that characterise

observable product specific information
retailer. The product identifier may co

measurable physical characteristics such as

, ì rtr r |t I llr :f,,)ll
l ,1,,

-l'l,,iL"r
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and-shape of the product or an electronic copy of a signature prhted or embossed on theproduct.

Product Signature (PS)

-- The signature value allows the confirmation of the integrity of the EpAC and also
allows a third party to authenticate the identity of the signatory (súch as a manufacture or aretailer). As illustrated in Figure 11.31 the signatwe îahe is'calculated uy nur¡irrg tlr"
PID, EPC, SM, and K,"". This will allow the :reation of a message digest to rãduce the size

signature. Hashing the data will
storage costs. Various signature
gnature scheme can be used and

ces a 160 bit hash value) or MD5 þroduces

Signature Calculation Method (SM)

The binary sequence in this field will indicate the digital signature method and thetlpe of hash firnction used to calculate the message digest.

Signature Verification Key (K,")

]his is the public keyof the party thaLproduced the product signature. The signature
verification key can be used to veriff the proãuct signature.

READER LABEL

lnitiâte query

Use ç@ to obtain EpC, EPAC and RN(i)
Compare RNl, with that stored in a backend database

grity of the received string
SM, K"..),sig*[ptD, EpC, StV, K.]]
to check the âuthenticity of the

Send [Ks1@Ks2 o e\",,"[EpC, EPAC, RN(i+1)]l

Send [RN(i+1 ) o RN(i_1)]

SendlKs3 @ RN(i)l

.. .. Authent¡cate tag by checking RN(i-1)
lf authentication successful lnstruct backènó

databases to be updated

Send [e5ù,,"{EPC, EpAC, RN(¡)I

Send [ACK]

Obtain RN(i+1) using RN(i-1)
lnitiâlize stream c¡pher to generate Ks1ând Ks2
using RN(i+l) to obtain eK-. ,.[EpC, EPAC, RN(i+j)]
send [AcK] 

.prÉro'

Authenticâte ¡ntetrogator by checking RN(i) using
Ks3. lf authentication is suòcessful, sltor" i,'e* -
encrypted e(- _ [EPC,EpAC,RN(i+1 )]
Move RN(i) tä[frL memory tocatìàn of RN(i-1)
Move RN(i+1) to the menìory tocation of FìN(í)
Send [Ks4 oRN(i-1)]Commun¡calion that cân be

monitored

Figure I 1.32 Protocol for product authentication.

Assuming that the at the manufacturer, any strong cryptographic
sisnins algorithm nature size may be used for thJpróôess where
the signing metho part of the EPAC arong with the verification
key, K",. The protocol for product authenticatiõn is illustrated in Fig*; n32.
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Figure 11'33 Tag memory contents with EPAC information'

The data that needs to be stored on the tag is shown in Figure 11.33. Similarly to the re-

encryption scheme in Section 11.5.2 the EPC stored in the tag memory is a_result of the

EpCõ RNO, and RN(i) is transmitted along with the EPC. This ensures a random variation

in the tag identifrer. Ho*.u". for simplicity of the following discussion the [EPC @ RN(ù]

operatioi is assumed to be implicit in the mention of an EPC. Once a tag transmits its tag

identifier as indicated in Figure 11.32, a reader can decrypt the received information to

obtain the tagEPC, EPAC ãnd the RN(/ used in the XORing operation of the tags actual

EPC. Although not mentioned previously, the EPC memory bank can also contain an

encrypted n"riiotr of the EPC without the EPAC data. This will allow a reader who does not

wish to authenticate the product to execute the protocol based on the re-encryption scheme

outlined in Figure 11.24.

11.6.1.1 Evaluation

Table 11.7 provides an evaluation of the product authentication mechanism discussed

above. Examinæion of Table ll.7 reveals that there is a significant penalty in hardware

costs (storing a product authentication code costs 1536 gates) and time required for

transmitting tn" ÇAZ bit long string from the tagto the reader and from the reader to the

tag. The toîal hardware costls less than 4000 gate equivalents- However, there is a serious

p"ifor1¡uo.e limitation. This performance lin ation may not be a hindrance in practice as

product authentication may require a lengthy measurement or visual examination process'

Table 1 1.7 Evaluation ofthe product authentication protocol'

Message content securitY

Tag authentication

Reader authentication

Product authentication

Confidentiality

Anonymity

Untraceability

rI
fi,

ff
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64bit
for
fa

A 128 bit private key for encrypting the EpC and EPAC.

A 256 bit PID, and assuming that ECDSA is used to create the digital
signature with a key size of 160 bits as recommended in FIpS I g6-2

[227]wlttchgenerates a digital signature of size 320 bits using the
SHA-I hash algorithrq which produces a 160 bit message digest.

AnACM of 2 bits

Verificationkeyof size 160bits and,RN(i) of 128bits
Memory cost for encrypted EPC: 384 gates

Memory cost for encrypted EPC and EPAC: 1536 gates

Memory cost forRM(Ë I) andkN(i):384 gates

Cost ofa shrinking generator: 1730 gates

Cost ofa knapsack generator: 1560 gates

Total cost (using only the encrypted EPC and EPAC along with a
knapsack generator): 3288 gates

Real time authentication requires access to secure backend databases
withRl/values. However tion is not required and
all that is required is a pse e back end databases
can be consulted at alater time for both the update procedure and the
authentication process, the protocol can be executed without the need
for online resowces.

Tags are required to undergo an initialisation phase prior to

lu:,rtial RN(Ð values can be imprinted in memory

Cost and
Per{ormance
Objectives

Neglecting network delays and computation time for new encrypted
versions of a tag's EPC and EPAC, the greatest delays will resuit from
the time re
the EPAC
initialising
clock cycles and can be ignored.

Estimated time to complete the protocol: approximately 11 ms

llence the number of øgs that can be read, authenticated and
pseudonyms updated: 88

This is a best case scanario and in reality the string comparisons and
the calculation of the encrypted EPC on the reader side wilr reduce the
estimated performance.

The most power consuming operation is the operation required to write
three strings to the EEPRoM and thus the mechanism will not violate
power constraints assumed in Table 10.1. Refer to Section I1.2.3.5 for
a detailed discussion on LFSR power consumption.
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11.6.1.2 Practical Issues

Storing the EPAC on the tag is an expensive option both in terms of memory storage

costs and tiansmission costs, but it does allow the offline authentication of the product.

Alternatively it is possible to store the EPAC on a backend database, along with other

product relaied datá pointed to by the EPC. This will reduce tag complexity and reduce the

tottlenecks produced by transmiision times accumulated during the product authentication

protocol.

It is also possible to store a portion of the EPAC such as the PID on the tag, and the rest of
the data on a secure databaie pointed to by the tag EPC. This will greatly reduce product

authentication times by reducing the data load transmitted during the protocol. If the PID

data needs to be verifiãd, it can be achieved by opting to retrieve the remaining EPAC data

from the secure database.

As discussed in Section 11.5.2.2 tags will initially need to be placed in a locked state where

the query command will initiate thJ execution of the protocol outlined or a modified version

of the existing cluery command is required to signal the tag's finite state machine to execute

the protocot L^nigure IL32. A modified query command can also sþal if the ctlrent

inteåogation rolnà'requires the tag to participate in a product authentication round or if the

query õin onty result in the updatJof the tag identifier based on the encrypted version of the

Épg.stored in ttre BpC memory bank shown in Figure 11.33. The mechanism outlined above

will also require two propriety comrnands as discussed in Sectionll'5.2'2-

11.6.1.3 Possible Attacks

The use of re-encryption provides anonymity by altering the tag identifier using a

randomly generated orrrnb.t. Tlius tags never transmit a predictable response. Figure 11.30

provides ä outline of the execution of the re-encryption protocol, without the added

product identification service, to query a tag on three consecutive occasions. The

vulnerabilities of the system are identical to those discussed previously in Section 11.5.2'3

under the re-encryption based mechanism.
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11.8 Conclusion

The chapter has used lightweight ha¡dware and lightweight protocols to address
various wlnerabilities identified in Chapter 9, as strong c.yptogrupÈic solutions are too
area or power hungry to satisfu the limitations of RFID systems and much of the
encryption hardware available is for smart card technology. Even though the solutions can
be applied directly to RFID, the main obstacle is that smart card pro".r-ro., are much more
pow_erfirl than a t¡4pical RFID label. Thus, the solutions are not portable to an RFID
platform if we expect the cost of the secure labels to remain below thá 5 cents target value.

The solutions presented have recognised that the resource limitation of low cost labels
require the consideration of simplicity at the tag silicon level provided by small one time
pads, which involve one or more small shared secrets be¡veen a label and an interrogator.
fuch meihods required the use of shielded electromagnetic communications between the
label and the reader system to store secret information aian initialisation phase.

The solutions presented have concentrated on the simple concepts of removing label IC
cornplexity, and using the abundant resources available to the readèr and applicatiõn systems
of an RFID system to counterbalance the resource limited nature of RFID iaùek.

Solutions presented to overcome privacy concerns in Sections 11.5 and Section 11.6 address
profiling and, tracking and surveillance. However it should be noted here that issues
concerning privacy are also public policy issues and require a combination of security
mechanisms and properly formulated public policy.

The security mechanisms presented has been evaluated using the criteria developed in
chapter 10 to appraise their suitability for low cost RFID applications.

It is evident that RFID privacy and security are challenging areas of research that have lead
to a blossoming new cryptographic paradigm called lightweight cryptography. There are two
specific areas of research (lightweight hardware and lightweigtit piotã"ot ¡ *¡i.h *itt
gteatly benefit low cost RFID security and privacy and the outcome of this research will be
the widespread adoption ofthis technology.

It is important to note that the level of security and privacy will depend on the application. It
is evident that there is no universal solution but a õo[ection of sóhrtions suited io different
applications based on compromises and on security services required.

An important consideration that is often overlooked is the ability for a cryptographic system
to use a piece of hardware repeatedly to result in a more ,".*. 

"ncrypiioo 
engine. Most

modern UHF RFID chips use on board oscillators with frequencies over-f MHz. T-hus within
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the operational timing constraints imposed as

allow a tag to expend around 400,000 clock c

used to calculate the CRC (cyclic redundancy checks) on the tags.

A common d in of randomness to

achieve unp ion. e of randomness is

essential to f th er' The following

chapter will evaluate a suitably configured IPUF, as a pertinent source for generating random

numbers both cost effectivelyänd rupiary ty interrogators for use in the security mechanisms

described in this chaPter.
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Chapter 12

HARDWARE BASED RANDOM

NUMBERGENERATOR

Random number generators are used in cryptographic operations involving

generating random keys,Tnd random challenges in a challenge response prot-ocol' Wile
"pseudo 

rolndom nu*be, generators based on computational complexity are widely usedfor
'most 

of cryptographic ãpplications and probabilistic simulations, the generation of true

random numbers based^on physical ran-domness is required to guarantee the advanced

security of cryptographic syitems. This is an important aspect in both the implementation

of Urun ôrci Alr iiterface protocol and the security schemes outlined in Chapter l0 as

ieaders are required to generate random numbers on the fly' This chapter presents a

method to exptoit manufaóturing variations, metastability, and thermal noise in integrated

circuits to generate rindom nimbers. The metastabitity based physical r-altdom number

generator irovides a compact and low-power solution which can be fabricated using
-standard IC manufacturing processes. Experimental results show that the generated

random bits pass itandard-randomness tesis successfutty. The operation of the proposed

scheme is robust against environmental changes since it can be re-calibrated to new

environmental condùions such as temperature and power supply voltage.
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Random number generators are important in a number of modelling and simulation
applications' Howevet, the most significant is their application in cryptog"raphy. The wide
array of cryptographic applications employ secret keys that must bì g""etiea using a
random process to ensure the security of the cryptographic sy-stem. Numerous
cryptographic protocols also require random or pseudorandom inputs such as in the
generation of digital signatures, or the generation of chulletrges in ã challenge-response
protocol [78]. Random numbers are also used in the selection of winning riumbers for
lotteries and the picking of premium bonds as in the United Kingdom. Cr¡ptãgraphic needs
and large Monte Carlo computations continue to advance thelevelop-è"t"""à research
into truly random number generators. In RFID systems a fast and efficient randorn number
generator is both a necessary and an important component in the implementation of the
ClG2 air interface protocol. This chapter will p.ovid" the details oi a random number
generator suitable for implementing on an RFID reader for the provision of randomly
generated number for use in communication protocols and security mechanisms outlined in
Chapter 11.

Random number generators can be broadly categorised as follows:

l2.t Introduction

1. Pseudorandom number generators
2. Physical random number generators.

The above types of generators are more specifically referred to as random bit generators
when they are used to produce a stream of binary numbers. This stream can be subdivided to
form blocks of randomnumbers of required block sizes such as 32bits,128 bits, or 1024
bits.

Pseudorandom number generators are based on a computational algorithm that receives a
random sequence of length i as an input and outputs a binary r.qrr.rõ" of length x>>¡which
has the appearance of being random 178]. Such a generator-employs the exist-ence of a one-
way firnctionf that is based on the complexity of computations io rlake it irreversible. There
are various algorithrirs for pseudorandom number generation (PRBG); ANSI X9.17 and,
FIPS 186 are examples of such generators l7S]. The output of a PRBG is not randorr¡ but
completely deterministic, while the number of possible output sequences is at most zl r z, , of
all possible bit sequences of length x.

While the ouþut sequences of pseudo random number generators appear to be randorr¡ there
is the possibility for an adversary to predict random s"quen"es by ããvebping an equivalent
algo_rithm or simply duplicating the generator hardware. io achiåve- unp.Ëdi.tubl.
randomness, we can exploit the non-deterministic randomness in physical pheno'mena such
as the decay of radioactive isotopes and laser scattering patterns through nån-homogeneous
m¿te¡ials to generate random numbers. Physical randóm number genãrators basedln this
physical randomness can be usef,il since there may not be an ãquivalent algorithm to
simulate and predict the physical phenomena. However, exploiting ihis random" source to
produce a bit sequence that is both statistically independent and unbiased is not an effortless
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task. Random bit generators based on natural sotlrces of randomness are exposed to

environmental variJtions that can be sensitive to the generation of random sequences.

Therefore, most physical random number generators should employ post processing units to

compensate for ihe environmental variation and statistical defects of output sequences as

shown in Figure 12.1.

z(i)

Output

Figure 12.1 Arandom bit generator with a post processor

12.2 Sources of Randomness

Random sources can be constructed from dedicated hardware devices (Hardware

based generators); such as oscillators with considerable jitter. A number of hardware

randoninumber generators can be found in [186], ll92l, and [193]' Random sources may

also be extracted from software procedures using the platform on which the generator is

implemented (Software based generators). For instance, event timing may provide sources

foi SWC, such as mouse clicks, key strokes, size of input and output buffers, or network

access.

Software based generators (SWG) are not based on very ideal sources, and it is difficult to

properly evaluate and assess the robustness o

possible manþlations. Thus software based

obtain protection from one of its sources being

most often need to be heavily processed before

Hardware based generators (HWGs) have a number of advantages over software generators'

Generally HWG5 can be implemented using common integrated technologies and they can

be fabricated into tamper resistant devicès to prevent an adversary from performing

observations or manipuiating the generator. Hardware based generators are also faster, and

are capable of producing g.n.tuto.s with high throughput. Commonly used sources for

hardware g"n"ráto6 are physical phenomena such as thermal noise, shot noise, avalanche

noise, phase noise, cosmic radiation and atmospheric noise'

In this article we present an assessment of the possibility of using metastability and thermal

noise as u ,orrr". for a hardware random number generator. The HWG presented in this

chapter is fi.rlly integrable using standard CMOS technology'

Post Processor
(remove bias)

Random Bit
Source
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12.3 Metastability

_ When a signal violates a device's signal setup and hold timing requirements of a latch,
the output from the device becomes unstable ll94l.In this case thã observed output from a

ate (see Figure 12.2). This widely
and 196] and circuit designers try
is unpredictable. A latch is such a

state.
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Ê
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Figwe 12'2 RS Latch under a metastable condition: The oscillations of the latch output can be seen on the
simulation. The final stable output value of the latch varies with the operating temperature. This indicates the

role played by thennal noise in determining the final output value òf th. l*t.h.
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Figure 12.2 shows a HSPICE simulation s the

teñrperature is swept from -25 to l25oC. time

p.riod from 60 ns tò g0 ns the latch is in a me latch

ãnters a state where it is neither a logic one nor azelo. Since the fnal output value can not be

predicted due to thermal noise, this metastability provides a source of randomness that can

be used to construct a simple and efficient pl sical random number generator. There have

been attempts to use this metastability as a source of randomness [197, 198, and 199]'

However, propagation delay variation by environmental changes such as temperature and

power ."ppfy^uoftages makes the device difhcult to keep in the metastable condition. The

proposal pieÃented in ttris chapter is an alternative method to maintain the generator circuit in

a metastable condition to produce random sequences in a practicalnnge of environmental

changes.

12.4 Rlarndom Number Generator Design

The IpUF introduced in Section 11.2.4 based onthe manufacturing variation in ICs

provides a suitable solution to create and keep the metastability on a recurring basis. The

ãbservation of IPUF results reveals that for certain challenges, the setup and hold time

violation of an arbiter (D-latch) leads to unpredictable responses as the arbiter enters into a

metastable condition. Ìt is possible to identi$r and exploit the metastable challenges to

cause the D-latch to enter into a metastable state to produce random responses from the I-
pUF. The transformed IPUF will be referred to as IPUF Random Number Generators

(PUFRNGs) throughout this chapter.

prior to proceeding further, it should be mentioned here that in the work presented below in

this chapter, the iPUF circuits were designed by Marteen van Dijk, Daihyun Lim and

Srinivas Devadas while the testing strategy was formulated by the author. The fabricated

circuits were supplied by prof. Srinivas Devadas and Daihyun Lim while the testing and the

evaluation of the test results were carried out by the author'

12.4.1 Circuit ImPlementation

The block diagram in Figure 12.3 depicts the structure of a PUFRNG circuit which is based

on the arbitersased IPUF in [175, 200, and 201] and discussed in Section ll.2'4-l.The
details of the switch component in Figure 12.3 arc given in Figure 11.7. The circuit accepts

an n blt challenge bo, bz,-bs, ..., ó, to form two delay paths in 2' different configurations. In

order to generate a response bit, two deþ paths are excited simultaneously to allow the

transitions to race against each other. The arbiter block at the end of the delay paths

determines which riJing edge ar¡ives first and sets its output to 0 or |. The actual

implementation of arbiter-based PUFs uses For some challenges, the

deiays in the two paths are approximately id transitions violate the setup

time of the arbiter, the arbiter becomes metast random responses'
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The pUFRNG exploits the metastability of D-latch outputs caused by approximate

identical timing of datä and gate inputs. The output of the latch is largely determined by

thermal noise. figut. 12.4 shóws the probability density of the random variable ft, which is

the number of ts in 200 repeated measurements for a given random challenge. In the

middle of the density function, there exist the challenges whose responses consist of
approximat ely 50Yo lãgic ones and 50o/o logic zeros. Within a temperature tolerance of
*SãC to- t6e operating temperature, the responses from these challenges can be used to

generate a random bit stream.

'fhe responses from the PUFRNG ¿re sensitive to environmental conditions such as

temperatqre and power supply voltage. In addition fabrication process variations_will also

influence the respons.r obtãitr.d from one PUFRNG to another for the same challenge. A
challenge that generates unreliable responses may not generate unreliable responses if
envirorinental õonditions change beyond the tolerance level of 5oC from the original

temperature. Hence, each time uÞUp is used as a source of randomness, a number of random

chailenges must be tested to select a challenge that produces unstable responses.

From experimental results, approximately 10 challenges out of 10,000 challenges (0'1%)

produce unstable responses ira given envir Based on the performance of
ÞUf circuits, it takås 0.5 seconds to test 10,000 challenges by 1000

repeated measurements [175]. Hence it is po e the initialtzation of a PUF

random number generator within a second.

12.4.3 Increasing the Dynamic Range of Operation

Figure 12.5 Using eight PUFRNGs to compensate for variation in operating temperature.

The generator is sensitive to the power supply voltage and the temperature of the

,r¡¡o,]11dirrg environment. However problems caused by operational voltage changes can be

minimised"by the fabrication of a voltage regulator on the PUFRNG. In the testing stage of
the pUFRNó a simple mechanism was used to allow the generator to function correctly over

a temperature runge of 80oC by using eight different PUFRNG circuits each calibrated at

intervàls of apprðximately 10ôC, in view of the fact that each PUFRNG provided a

temperature toÎeiance of +5"C. The experiments were run in an oven with thermostat control

to provide cyclic temperature changes for the experimental collection of the random bit

strËam. The óutput bit stream was a iesult of ar XOR operation on each of the individual bit

streams (as indicated in Figure 12.5)'
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3
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The following section will examine the nature of the system used for generating randorn
numbers and the randomness of generated bit sequence to evaluate the qua-lity of raridomness
fromthe PUFRNG.

12.5 F,vzluation of the Generator

In a true random number generator the probability of producing either a 1 or a 0
should be % where each bit is generated independently of any other bit in the bit stream.
Hence it should not be possible to predict the value of a given bit with a probability greater
than/2. These conditions form the framework of an ideafrandom numbei generatoi.

12.5.1 Chaos Theory (Dynamic System Analysis)

It is possible to use chaos theory, a division of nonlinear system analysis, to analyse
the complex system used for random number generation to investigate if ine system
exhibits behaviour that is neither random nor periodic. The chaoslheory allows the
charcctetuation of the PUFRNG as a randorr¡ probabilistic (or chaotic) and deterministic
system' Furthermore the analysis can be used to discover underlying behaviour patterns,
system information and dynamical system models that may render the gìnerator
deterministic without uncovering the laws and equations goveining the dynariics of a
given system.

A technique for the analysis of chaotic data is based on Taken's Embedding Theorem [202
and 2031, which allows the reconstruction of the phase space of the systenid¡mamics. The
reconstruction of the phase space can be performed from a finite time series of observed
random numbers (observation of a single variable). This method ielies on the appropriate
selection ofthe delay time and the embedding dimension.

A phase space is a collection of possible states of a dynamical system. The elements of a
phase space represent possible states of the system 12021. tmphóit in the notion of phase
space is that a particular state in phase space specifies the sysìem completely; it is all the
information needed to have complete knowledge of the immediut" futrr.ãf tn" Áystem. Thus
the phase space of the planar pendulum is two-dimensional, consisting of the position (angle)
and velocity. According to Newton, specification of these two variables uniquely determiies
the subsequent motion ofthe pendulum.

Chaotic systems are deterministic and the exact system state can be expressed as

X(1) = kx(/), x(t -r),x(r-2r),..., x(t -(k-t)r)). 02j)
where I is a scalar index for the data series and ris the interval of observations.
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I
1

Let F: fik ) SË be the nonlinear function governing the system. Then the future state of the

system at time t+xcaîbe determined, such that

x(t +t) = r(xP;)+ P1r; 02'2)

There is relatively small, zefo mean, probabilistic component p(t) added since real world

systems are not completely deterministic. This term accounts for the random effects.

12.5.1.1 Attractors

An attractor is simply a state into which a system settles (thus dissipation is needed).

Hence over time a dissþative dynamical system may settle into an attractor' The attractor

may be a point, a closed path or a complex object on a phase_space plot. The attractor is a

geometric representatiorr of (12.1) for some large value of t where the effects of the

transient have dissipated.

However a formal definition of an attractor is a set in the phase space that has a

neighbourhood in which every point stays nearby and approaches the attractor as time tends

to áfinity. For the general 
"iruìti. 

system given by (12.2), the ft-dimensional system will
have a non-interse cting atlractor with a bounded path of infurite length. However this

attractor will be encapsulated in a finite ft-dimensional volume.

12.5.1.2 Phase Space Reconstruction

Employing Taken's theorem to reconstruct the phase space requires the determination

of the delay tandthe embedding dimension d. Choice of rshould provide low correlations

between aájacent elements in the embedded vector so that the original data series is not

reiterated. ihe popular average mutual information algorithms can be used to evaluate the

lagr. Hence the first minimum of I(r) (average mutual information function) which

-éurrr.". the average amount of information (bits) shared by two measurements is used as

thelag r.

Furthermore, the correct dimension d unfolds the attractor from the time series. The false

nearest neighbour 1202f algorithm can be used to evaluate the embedding dimension d'

However ¡iO+1 proposeã a method for determining a good embedding dimension using the

ideas behind false nearest neighbour algorithm. Inl204l, Cao proposed two meltics, E1(d)

and Ez(d). Here, E 1(d) is used to discover a good embedding dimension, while E2(d) is used

to determine whethei the original data series is random. A suitable embedding dimension is

given by the value of d wheie E(d) stops changing. While random signals will exhibit an
-nr@) ttutis close to unity for all values of d, chaotic signal will have E2(d) vafues that are

less than unity for small values of dimension d.
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12.5.2 Statistical Testins

Randomness is a property that can be characterised and described in terms of
probability. The outcome of statistical tests applied to a random number sequence can be
thus described in probabilistic terms. There is an array of statistical tests u'oãilubl" to test
the randomness of random and pseudorandom number generators. Even though these
statistical tests do not provide definite results, it is possiblè to ittterptet these resilts with
care and caution to determine the randomness of a generator. The generalrule of thumb is
"more tests the better". The generator bit stream was subjected tõ a battery of statistical
tests for randomness used by The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST;
an agency ofthe U.S' Commerce Department's Technology Administration [205]). A more
detailed discussion of the tests and their interpretations can be found in t206j. It is however
important to note that the test suite is sui able for identitzing ,,dwiations of binary
sequences" from randoÍlness. However factors contributing to these deviations are
numerous and it is possible to expect a certain number of failures from a particular
generator.

12.5.2.1 Hypothesis Testing

Each NIST statistical test assesses a binary sequence to establish whether there is
significant evidence to suggest that the null hypothesis (116) should be rejected in favour of
the alternative hypothesis. Here the null hypothesis f[p is that the sequence being tested is
random; while the alternative hypothesis H1, is that the s"qren.é being tesied is not
random. Thus for each applied test a decision is made to accept or ieject the null
hypothesis based on statistical evidence.

A statistical hypothesis, commonly denoted as l1¿ is an asseúion about a distribution of one
or more random variables [207]. This assertion can then be tested using a method based on
the observations made on the random variables. The test can provide 

"uid"n." 
to suppofi or

reject the hypothesis 11¿.

Table 12.1 Consequences ofaccepting and rejecting a hypothesis.

Correct Result
Test Result Decision

Accept,tI¿ Reject II¿

H,1True Conect Decision Type I error

H¡ True Type II error Correct

Each test statistic obtained for each individual test is used to calculate a p-value that
indicates the strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis. Thus for each test, the p-
value is the probability that a perfect random number generator would have produced a
sequence that is less random than the tested sequence, given the particular non-randomness

leing gauged by that particular test. Hence to reject the nulr hypothesis 11, (signalling the
failure a test) at a 95o/o confidence level would require a p-vãlue < 0.05. Tie possible
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outcomes of the conclusions from a statistical test are outlined in Table I2.I.It is clear from

Table 12.1 that P-value only asses the relative incidence of Type I errors. Hence, it is

important to note here that the test only provides a measure of the strength of the evidence

provided by the data against the hypothesis and that the deduction derived from the test is not

irrefutable but rather probabilistic'

12.5.2.2 Statistical Test Suite

The statistical test suite employed (as detailed rn [20tt]) is briefly described ín Table

12.2.

Table 12.2 Description of the tests used from the NIST test suite

This test is designed to search for the number of
occuffences of pre-specified bit patterns. The test is aimed

at detecting generators that produce large occurrences ofa
cerlain aperiodic bit pattern. The size of the template used

was 9 bits in length, which resulted in a total of 148

templates being applied to each of the sequences. The

results from this test are similar to having applied 148

different tests on the sequence ofnumbers provided [212]'

No Test Description

I The frequency test The test aims to determine whether the proportion of 1's

and 0's in a given sequence is that expected from for a

random sequence [78]

2 Frequency block test Similar to the above test but the focus is now the M-bit
blocks within a given sequence. The block size used was

128 bits f781.

-1 The runs test The pulpose of the test 1S to determine hether the number

of (either 0's or I S) of varlous lengths ln the glvenruns
sequence 1S AS expected from a random sequence [208 l

4 Test for the longest run
of once in a block

The test examines if the length of the longest run of ones

within the given sequence is consistent with the length of
the longest run of ones that would be expected in a random

sequence.

5 The binary matrix rank
test

The purpose of the test is to discover linear dependence

a-otrg fixed length substrings of the original sequence [209
and.210l.

6 The discrete fourier
transform test

This test is used to examine the peak heights in the Discrete

Fourier Transform ofa given sequence. The test is able to
by
95o/o peak
xceeding this

threshold peak height is less than 5o/o fot a random

sequence [2] 1]

7 The non-overlapping
template matching test
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8 The over:lapping
ternplate matching test

Similar to the above test, vrith the exception that once a
pattern is found the search window is now advanced only
one bit instead of advancing the window to the end of the
pattern as performed in the non-overlapping template
matching tesIl2l2).

9 The serial test The purpose of this test is to establish whether 2m, m-bit,
overlapping patterns occurs as many times as expected
from a random sequence. In a random sequence every m bit
pattern has the same probability of appearing as every other
m-bit pattern [213].

10 The approximate
entropy test

The purpose of the entropy test is to compare the frequency
of overlapping bitpatterns oftwo consecutive lengthi of ,n
and, mil bits with that expected from a randorn sequence
12t4l.

l1 The cumulative sums
test

The cumulative sums (Cusum) test determines whether the
cumulative sum of partial sequences occurring in a given
bit string is that expected from a random reque.r.ce. The
cumulative sum may be considered as a random walk and
thus for a random sequence the deviation from the random
walk should be near zero. This test is performed once
going forward in the sequence and then going in the reverse
direction [78].

12.6 Analysis and Interpretation of the Test Results

Fabricated PUF generators mounted on a circuit board and interfaced to a pC using a
JTAG interface provided the experimental set-up. Each PUF generator was initialised
using 10,000 random challenges to select challenges that produceã an unstable responses at
different temperatures (10, 20,30,40,50,55, 60, 70 "C). The challenge was råpeatedly
used to obtain 4.5 million random bits after post processing of the output-sequence.

12.6.1 Post Processing

In order to make the stream of bits emanating from the PUFRNG uniformly
distributed, it was necessary to pass the bits through an entropy distillation process [7g].
Post processing is required to remove bias from an original bit stream at thè expense of
reducing the overall size of the original bit stream. The method adopted is detaileä in [7g]
and is that of von Neumann [215], and it involves the parsing of blts generated from the
random number generator in pairs, and then transforming them a""ordirrg to the scheme
outlined in Table 12.3. This method resulted in a typical reduction in the orìginal pUFRNG
bit stream in the range of 65-75%. However this is only a general estimate as it is a
variable parameter that tends to depend on the environmental conditions such at the device
operating temperature.
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Table 12.3 Post processing transformations. The original bit stream frop lhe 
PLIFRNG is obtained as non-

overlapping pairs (input Ëits). The corresponding néw output is then depicted in the 'output bit' column,

where 'Ignore' indicates that the bits a discarded'
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12.6.2 System AnalYsis
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Figure 12.6 Plot of E2(d) metric for the series of 32 bit random numbers.
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Figtxe 12.7 Mutual information function for the random data.

The Discrete Fourier Transform spectrum in Figure 12.10 shows a broadband spectrum.
Both chaotic and random systems will exhibit such a spectrum. However Section l¿.5.l
described the features of a chaotic system and the reconstruction of a phase space. This
section shows the results from the analysis. All the calculations depicted 

^h.r. *"r"
performed using the TSTool add-on program for Matlab. The bit stream subdivided rrrto 32
bit blocks provided the random numbers for the following analysis.

Cao's 12041 Ez(d) metric applied to identifii whether the number sequence is random is
shown in Figure 12.6. Here, E2(d) remans at unity for all values of d, suggesting a random
system and hence the system is not chaotic. Nevertheless, this can be shown graphically for a
two and a three dimensional phase space reconstruction by using the calculat.ã hg. Þig.rr"
12'7 shows the average mutual information plof,I(r) to support the computation of lag time.
The first minimum of the display is at lag one. This will be used as the delay coordinate in
the phase space reconstruction. Figure 12.8 and Figure 12.9 depicts the two d-imensional and
three dimensional phase space reconstruction respectively. The plot in Figure 12.8 does not
show an attractor, however strange attractor of a scfuare shape is õnly an añefact of the use of
32 bit blocks to generate random numbers. Similarly the plot in Fþre 12.9 does not depict
an attractor; however the space of the plot is limited by the use of 32 bits of the randombit
stream to generate data.
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12.6.3 Statistical Testing

The following sections will summarise the results obtained from the statistical test
suite along with a description of the parameters used in testing.

12.6.3.1 Parameters Used in the Test Suite

Table 12.4 provides the test suite specific parameters for all the parameterised tests.

Table 12.4 Test parameters used in the NIST test suite for analysis of the generator output.

No. Te.st Parameter value

2 Frequency Block Test The block size used was 128 bits.
1 The Non-overlapping Template Matching Test Template length used was 9 bits.
8 The Overlapping Template Matching Test Template length used was 9 bits
9 The Serial Test Block length used was 16 bits.
l0 The Approximate Entropy Test Block length used was 10 bits.

12.6.3.2 Evaluation of Test Results

Table 12.5 provides a summary of the tests conducted ancl the results of those tests. A
test result depicting a PASS indicates that the generator results have met the test criteria.

Table 12.5 Test result summary

No. Test Description

I The Frequency Tests PASS

2 Frequency Block Test PASS

J The Runs Test PASS

4 Test for the Longest-Run-of-Once in a Block PASS

5 The Binary Matrix Rank Test PASS

6 The Discrete Fourier Transform Test PASS

7 The Non-overlapping Template Matching PASS (except four templates failed)
8 The Overlapping Template Matching Test PASS

9 The Serial Test PASS

l0 The Approximate Entropy Test PASS

1l The Cumulative Sums Test PASS
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The guidelines in [206] can be used to interpret the test results. Table 12.5 gives a summary

of thã number of s"q.rétr"es that passed each of the tests perfotmed using a P-value of 0.01

(that is cr : 0.01) as the significance level to reject or accept the null hypothesis' A pass in a

test indicates that there isno significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis and thus the

sequence can be considered to be random.
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Figure 12.10 Discrete Fourier Transform test results ofthe random bit sequence.

Figure 12.10 shows the Discrete Fourier Transform of the random bit sequence. The

,.f,o.n"" has a broadband spectrum and there is no significant frequency component in the

spéctrum. Measurement results show that only 4.5o/o of the spectral lines are above the95%o

cãnfidence boundary. Hence less than 5% of the peaks are below the 95o/o confidence level.

The number of peaks exceeding this confidence level is less lhan 5o/o for a random sequence

1206 and2Ill.

The test results from the individual tests do not indicate a deviation from randoÍmess'

However, two recommended approaches by NIST to interpret the empirical results can be

used to investigate the validity õittt" null hypothesis. The method adopted by NIST includes

the following.

1. The examination of the proportion of sequences that pass a given statistic test

2. The estimation of the ìistribution of P-values to ensure that they are uniformly

distributed

95% Confidence
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If either of the above evaluations fails, the null hl,pothesis can be rejected. However, fuither
testing on the generator should be performed to ensure that the conclusion was not due to a
statistical irregularity.

12.6.3.3 Proportion of Sequences passing a Test
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Figure 12.1 1 Proportion ofsequences passing each test based on their p-value.

The empirical results can be used to calculate the proportion of sequences that pass a
given test' The range of acceptable proportions is given in 1206] and evaluated using the
confidence interval defined as

þ(1- þ)þx (12.3)
m

where þ =l - a and m is the number of sequences tested.

Figrle 12.11 is a graph of the proportion of sequences that passed each test, with the
confidence intervals marked with dotted lines. It can be seen that there is an outlier below the
lower limit of the confidence interval due to four templates from the template matching test
failing to pass the expected proportion ofpassing sequences.
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12.6.3.4 Uniform Distribution of P-values

Evaluation of the uniformity of the distribution of P-values is discussed in detail in

12061. A P-value calculated on tLe distribution of P-values of a statistical test can be used

[o aciept the distribution ofP-values as being unifoÍn or non-uniform.

kl ^i test and a determination of a P-value that corresponds to the goodness-oÊfltt

distriùutional test of the P-values can be used to evaluate the so called 'P-value of P-values'.

Thus using ten bins to analyse the distribution of P-values the 26 

2 statistic is given by [28]:

(t2.4)
s/10

where F¡ is the number of P-values in the bin i of Figure 16 and s is the sample size. The P-

value of P-values is then given by the complemented incomplete gamma function:

| -l(a,z) (12.5)

where a:912 and z: *tlZ ¡ZOA1. The resulting calculation yields a mean x2 vafue for the

distributions in Figure 1 6.

Table 12.6 Results evaluating the uniform distribution of P-values'

A significance level of cr : 0.0001 was used to assess the uniformity' Thus a P-value

calculated on the distribution of P-values > 0.0001 was considered to have a uniform

distribution 12061. Table 12.6 summarises the assessment performed on the P-values

obtained for each statistical test.

T
0)s/1(F,I

No. Test Uniformity of P-value distribution

I The Frequency Tests PASS

2 Frequency Block Test PASS

J The Runs Test PASS

4 Test for the Longest-Run-of-Once in a

Block
PASS

5 The Binary Matrix Rank Test PASS

6 The Discrete Fourier Transform Test PASS

7 The Non-overlapping Template Matching
Test

PASS

8 The Overlapping Template Matching Test PASS

9 The Serial Test PASS

10 The Approximate EntroPY Test PASS

1l The Cumulative Sums Test PASS
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Figure 12.12 below is a plot of the P-value distributions for the test conducted. The graphed
data show that ail the distributions are approximately uniform.
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Figute 12.12 Histogram of the P-value distributions resulting from appllng the eleven statistical tests from
Table 12.2 to 108 bit stream of length 38912 bits.
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12.8 Conclusion

The system analysis showed that the random number generator based on an arbiter

based pUtr circuit is not deterministic but rather random. The analysis of the generated bit

stream showed that the generator successfully passed the eleven tests used from the NIST

test suite. This proves the quality of the randomness of the bit stream from a PUFRNG

under varying environmental conditions.

The pUFRNG provides a cost effective solution to produce millions of random bits in a very

short time by fábricating a number of PUFRNGs on a single IC. This generator can be easily

constructed using standard digital gates and layout tools. However, the PLIFRNG requires

some overhead such as post processing and calibration prior to its use.

Nevertheless the ability to calibrate the PUFRNG very rapidly can be an advantage. This

unique ability of the PÚF random number generator allows the generator to adapt to external

influences and to fine-tune the generator for gleater performance. compared to other

physical random number generators, the PLIF random number generator can be a compact

ãrrá u tow-power solution. A 64-stage PUF circuit costs less than 1000 gates and the circuit

can be impiemented using standard lC manufacturing processes. Additionally, various kinds

of low pó*", technþes such as sub-threshold logic design and multi-thresholds CMOS

design å" U. utilised to reduce the power consumption to make it suitable for use in devices

sensitive to low power consumption.

The effects of environmental conditions on the measurements obtained from a PUF are

documented in [175], and the symmetrical nature of the circuit counter acts to reduce much

of the variation prov-ided otherwise. Changing temperature affects the propagation delays and

the metastability window and thus the particular set of unstable response producing

challenges may not all produce acceptable results if the operating temperature of the device

changes drastically. The tolerance of performance and the calibration of PUFRNG to operate

at a-range of temperature provide compensation for varying conditions of temperature.

However effects of power supply voltage still need to be investigated to discover praclical

performance boundaries suchìhat the PUFRNGs do not need to be calibrated prior to its use

ãn 
"rr.ry 

occasion. Nevertheless it is possible to fabricate a voltage regulator onboard the

pUFRNG to prevent effects from higher voltage variations, but it will not be able to

counteract 
"onãitionr 

induced by voltages below a calibrated power supply voltage.

Future work will also involve the investigations into the effects of voltage on the

performance of the pUFRNG. It may also be possible to avoid calibration by evaluating the

performance of the circuits under different environmental conditions of varying voltage. It is

àho left to investigate whether the generator throughput can be improved' Eliminating the

need for post processing the outpuiof the generator would one method of improving the

throughput of the generator.
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PART III: TURN.ON CIRCUITS
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Chapter 13

TURN.ON CIRCUITS FOR ACTIVE

LABELS

Thefocus thus far has been on low cost RFID technology used in Class I and Class II
labels in the label ciass hierarchy outlined in Chapter 2. The consideration of the rest of

this dissertation will be on battery powered labels; a set of higher class labels referued to

as active labels. The battery, powering such active labels, must have very low current

consumption in order to pro,toig the tife of the battery. However due to circuit complexity

or the desired range, the eleitronic circuits can drain the battery more rapidly than

desired.

A turn on circuit is a type of receiver, which applies the battery power to an RFID

transponder after receiving an appropriate trigger signal level. Turn-on circuits will allow

actile labels to operate ol gr"oià, distances than those achieved with passive labels, and

also allow a well controlleã trigger fietd to be estabtished for active labels. The primary

goal, however, is to activate tne UUet only when required, thus conserving power and
"extending 

the life of the label battery. Two solutions available for the development of a

turn-on circuit use resonance in a label rectffication circuit. This chapter presents the

results of experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of the suggested turn on

circuits and the design of a futly integrable turn-on circuit for higher class active RFID

labels along with test results published in [69] and [70] '
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l1 1 f nfrndrrnfinn

The primary focus of this chapter is on active labels (Class III and Class IV labels)
that will be equipped with a power source (such as a paper battery) to enable long range
communication. The interrogation of active RFID labels will inevitably involve the
development of a mechanism for turning on the labels as power conservation is an
important factor that requires the labels to be turned off when nòt being interrogated. This
situation will also be true for active sensors and sensor.networks.

The turn-on requirements of active backscatter labels are different from independent reply
generating labels. An active backscattering label will modulate the powering carrier or a sub-
carrier to establish a comrnunication link with the reader while using the baltery to power the
logic circuits of the label. However an active label that uses an independent source of power
for generating a reply to a reader may also alternatively use the on-bõard battery to power the
transmitter of the label. This distinction is more apparent in the range of operation of the
label. A reply from a backscattering label is very weak, and under un nlI¡ .yrt.* operating
under the US regulations for the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) bând of gOZ-gZS
MHz (allowed transmit power in this band is 4W EIRP), a backscattered reply can only be
correctly decoded in the range of tens of metres. Thus a turn-on circuit need only work
within the range of tens of metres. However an active label with an independent source of
poì¡/er for reply generation will work in the range of several hundred metrei.

Thus a turn-on circuit for this situation will need to be operated at a greater distance. The
turn-on circuit presented in this chapter is for active backscattering labels and for active
labels with an independent source of power for reply generation opeiating in the UHF ISM
band (refer to Table 7.1 for a list of frequencies). In the following Slctions the paper
describes a practical evaluation of the concepts and a discussion of a deiailed implementation
and test results of the circuit.

13.2 Turn on circuits

The practical options for turn-on circuits are two fold:

Rectifier circuits that can produce a voltage from an illuminating RF field of the
order of lv that can turn a cMoS transistor from fully off to fully otr; ot

Rectifier circuits that can produce a voltage from an illuminating RF freld of the
order of lOmV that can be amplif,red in a sub-threshold current CMOS amplifier to a
level in which a transistor can be turned from fully offto fully on.

a

a

For the production of a rectified output even to an open circuit load, a rectifying diode must
experience a voltage across the junction capacitance of the order of, o. gr.ut., than, the
rectified output, and hence a minimum of reactive power must flow into and out of the
junction capacitance. To service that reactive power, a resonant rectifier must be provided
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t3.2.I Evaluating Turn-On Circuit Concepts

A label antenna, that in this application is preferably inductive, and the recti$ring

circuit that is intended to produce frãm a UHF signal a rectifying voltage used for circuit

turn-on, can be modelled as indicated in Figure 13.1. Here R" represents the antenna

radiation resistance, X, represents the antenna reactance, X¡ represents the reactance ofthe

diode capacitance, X¡ is the reactance of the reservoir capacitor that also serves as an RF

blpass, A7 representrlh. los in bringing reactive power into and out of the diode junction

cápacitance , and Ro is the ohmic loss contribution from the antenna.

and the power lost in that resonant rectifier must be provided by the available source power

from thó antenna. Circuits of this latter type are described in the following Sections of this

chapter.

R, R

Label
antenna

jx"

Resonant circuit

Figure 13.1 Label rectification circuit.

The antenna ohmic losses can be ignored if the antenna is not too small, and the antenna

construction in a good design 
"utt 

b. a slot antenna containing a significant amount of

copper. In additiõn the series combination of the impedance jX¡ and iXs will be

uppio*i-utely equivalent to that provided by the diode servoir

cäpacitor has-a relatively larger capacitance of the orde no d'c'

poï.r is removed tóm Íre diode. Shaping the points

ãppropriately, allows an impedance match between R" and Rr to be achieved'

Determining experimentally the minimum power required to produce one volt across the

reservoir .upu.itor of the label circuit r"q.rit"s care. The procedure involves the following

steps.

1. Selecting a suitable diode'

2. Setting up an impedance matching circuit.

3. Setting up an RF rejection circuit.

4. Minimising damping caused by radiation.

Bypass and

jxt

reservolrjX"

D.C. ouþut
line

Junction
capacitance Tum-on circuit
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C,(Vo)L"

R"

A model of a Schottþ diode at high frequencies is presented in Figure 13.2 where R, is the
parasitic series resistance of the diode, Z. is the series package inductance and C. is the
package capacitance, where the capacitance Ç which depend on the bias voltage V¿ is the
voltage across the junction. Current CMOS manufacturing technique. 

"un 
p.õduce small

Schottky diodes with junction capacitances (diode depletion layer capacitancej ranging from
0' 1 pF to 1 pF. However a Schottky junction is relatively delicate and sensitive to ãxcessive
RF power. RFID applications may work in poorly controlled environments where high
po\¡/er many cause the diode to burn out. Hence in an application it is important to use power
limiters to protect the sensitive Schottky diode.

I"(V")

%

Figure 13.2 High lrequency diode model
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Figure 13'3 Variation of the diode junction capacitance as a function of the reverse biasing voltage [71].

The experiments described below utilised the Hewlett Packard 5082-2835 Schottky diodes
l71l @ surface mounting version of the same diodes are available as HSMS-2820). ih.r" *"
good candidates for the application due to the range of its capacitance (1 pF - 0.5 pF) and
low cost. Figure 1 3.3 provides a plot of the variation of the jutròtiotr .upuòitá.r." as a result of
the reverse biasing voltage across the depletion region.
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In addition, consideration must be given to practical matters regarding the construction of the

circuit and the measurement of the voltage developed across the reservoir capacitor at

various RF energies fed from the antenna. The circuit design must minimise damping caused

by measuring instruments, connectors and radiation from physical structures such as the

inductor used to represent the antenna or the leads connecting the electronic components.

The issues of "hot wires", and radiating connections and components are serious at high

frequencies. Thus the construction of the experimental circuit should employ low loss and

low series inductance capacitors, small coil inductors, and short connections with adequate

shielding provided by a metal box as shown in Figure 1 3.4. The shielding from the metal box

serves tõ ieflect radiated energy back into the circuit, and so reduce losses from the radiation

mechanism. It also produces a small and unimportant change to the inductance and

capacitance properties.

ï

Test circuit shielded in a metal box

lmpedance
matching circuit

Schottky rectifier

63nH

RF filterr

I lpF

Rectified voltage to
Oscilloscope using a

BNC connector

1Mo

RF lN through an
SMA connector

The experimental arrangement used to conduct the turn-on circuit experiments and a

schemaiic of the test circuit for diode rectification studies is provided in Figure 13.4. As the

measurement method uses a network analyser, the RF input port of the measurement circuit

Figure 13.4 Instrumental arrangement and the schematic of the circuit used to conduct the turn on circuit

experiments.

1oko
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requires an impedance matching network with a capacity for externa! adjustrnent. This is
provided by an adjustable trimmer capacitor in series with stray inductancð of the capacitor
connections. The inductor is used to represent an antenna element which fulfils the function
of resonating the diode junction capacitance. Measuring the output voltage from the reservoir
capacitor requires very good filtering to remove all the RF content in order to minimise
radiation from the output connection before the voltage is measured across the reservoir
capacitor. The simple RF filter achieves this function.

The impedance matching network utilised employs a capacitor in parallel with a large (10
Kf)) resistor (to provide a DC path across the capacitor for the case where no such path
exists in the source). The impedance of the matching circuit was measured with the Schoìtky
rectifier and the RF filter circuits identified in Figure 13.4 disconnected.

j10

ds 1: llkr I 900.000 MHz

100 855.7n¡
-104.zrb

1 , 697nF

250

o

0

-) 10 j 2s0

100

Stðrt 500 000 MHz Stop 1 500.000 MHz

FigLue 13.5 lmpedance properties of the matching circuit.

The impedance of the matching circuit over a bandwidth of I GHz is given in the Smith
chart provided in Figure 13.5. The impedance appears close to the periphery of the Smith
chart implying a lossless termination and from the nature of the chart it is clear that the
impedance below 900 MHz is capacitive while above 900 MHz is inductive.

However this is not true for all values of the trimmer capacitor, which can be adjusted to
obtain a wider range of capacitive or inductive impedances as indicated in Figurei:.0 an¿
Figure 13.7. 

^point 
of resonance for the setting that produced Figure 13.5 can be observed

at 900MHz but at resonance the impedance of the transmission 
"ãb1" 

i* mismatched to the
impedance of the resonant circuit. The fact thatthe impedance plot is at the left edge of the
Smith's chart is indicative of a detuned open circuit and hence indicates the matching
network to be a series resonant circuit.
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Figure 13.6 Smith chart of the impedance matching network showing impedance values with the trimmer

capacitor set to its minimum value'
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Figure 13.7 Smiths chart of the impedance matching network showing impedance values with the trimmer

capacitor set to its maximum value.

It is important to gauge the p of this circuit as it provides an indication of the lossless nature

of the impedance matching network. This is an important consideration as we requfue most

of the RF energy to be localised in the diode resonance. Estimating the Q requires a measure

of the inductance, L and capacitance, C ofthe series resonant circuit model. The reactance

graph in Figure 13.8 can be used to obtain the C and L parameters of the resonant circuit'

Íne capacitance is found to be about 5.0 pF and the inductance is found to be about 6.36 nH'
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Figure I 3. 8 Impedance matching circuit input reactance obtained using a network analyser sweeping across a
frequency range of 500MlIz to I 500MHz.

The resistance of the series resonant circuit is much less than 50 O since the resulting Smith
chart is at the periphery for a broad range offrequencies; this point can also be obseived by
examining the d¡mamic resistance on the Smith chart (refer to Figure 13.6 and Figure 13.7).
The quality factor of this resonance is in excess of 35. Hence the impedancJ matching
network is relatively broadband in relation to the quality factors expected in the diode
resonance and low loss.
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Figure 13.9 Low power Q: the return loss plot obtained with the network analyser output power level set to -
35dBm indicates a low power Q of approximately 130.
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The return loss plots provided in Figure 13.9 with the diode connected (that is with the

Schottky rectifiei and the RF frlter circuit in Figure 13.4 connected) can be utilised to obtain

the low power Q of the diode resonance (þ tuning the matching network to obtain a deep

dip on the return loss curve), while the plot in Figure 13.10 provides a return loss curve

,trd.t high power and thus can be used to obtain the high power behaviour of the diode as

the sourðe fr"qrr.tr"y is swept. The non-linearity of the circuit response at high power shown

in Figure 13.10 precludes a meaningful definition of high power Q.
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t3.2.2 Ttrrn on Range Estimation for a Zero Power Turn on Circuit

Figure 13. 1 1 A DC voltage of 500 mV obtained across the reservoir capacitor using an oscilloscope with an

input impedance of I MÇ) and a capacitance of 4 pF.
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26 as in_dicated in Figure l3.l.i whjle sweeping across a
um UHF input power required from the 50-e ,ourr.pro was 46.20 dBw The ìesulting return loss curvepresented in Figure 13.12 shows that over 90%o of the incident pol., at g25 MHz isfeeding into the diode resonance.

>1: Reflection
>2:1lf

/M Log l.lag 5.0 dBl Ref 10.00 dB

Þ

I

Figure 13' 12 The return loss plot with the network analyser output RF power fixed to -16.20 dBm.

standar , of the range atwhich, for favourably
a read dBi and ouþut power of lW, (as isUS reg available source power of _46.2 dBW
of gain 12.6 m.

However, an interesting and an important
sweep bandwidth at high power is reduced.

large voltage needed' However zero power turn-on circuits are useful for extending thebattery life ofbattery assisted backscatter labels.
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13.2.3 Turn on Range Estimation for a Low-Power Tirrn on circuit

An alternative means that can still exploit the diode resonance in a turn-on circuit is to

compare a small d.c. voltage developed across a diode with an internal reference voltage,

and io activate a switch wñen the reõtifred voltage exceeds the internal value. In order for

the low power turn-on circuit to be useful the current drain in its "off' state must be low

with respect to the self discharge current of the battery. Unlike the previous turn on circuit

the present design is triggered by a small d.c. voltage, rectified and amplifred by diode

'."ro-rrun". 
wherJthe -i"im* vaiue will be dictated by rectif,red RF noise [69 and 70]'

Figwe 1 3. 1 3 A DC voltage of 5 mV obtained-across the reservoir capacitor using an oscilloscope with an

input impedance of 1 MO and a capacitance of 4 pF'
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Figwe 13.14 The return loss plot with the network analyser ouþut RF power fixed to -43 dBm'
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evidence has pro imum RF power of -46 rjBiii is requireci atbtaina5mVd.c.
from rhe reservo ;Ji":i":"i;:iå".r"åilt#:.f;liilJiåJi:

Iesonance.

Calculation, using standard lär field ante , of the range atwhich, for favourably
oriented antennas, a reader with antenna and output power of lW will provide
this available source power from a tag a of gain t.s gives a range of 390 m. The
operation range makes these turn-on circuits suitable 

-for 
indepãndent reply"generatrng active

labels.

13.3 Design and Implementation

Ohmlc
contact

Figure 1 3 ' I 5 Cross-sectional. view of the schottky banier diode. Here the Schottky diode contact width is I4t,
and the separation between the Schottky contact and the Ohmic coniact is D t70j.

While it is possible to construct circuit topologies that utilize the diode resonance toturn a battery powered RFID label "on", the primary concern is the design and
implementation of a Schottky diode with characterisìics thát are similar to those studied in
HSMS-2820. In order for the circuit design to be cost effective it requires the diode design
to be fabricated using a standard CMOS process. The possibilities of achieving such a goal
are explored inl72 and73l.

It should be noted here that the Schottky diodes built on a standard CM9S process and used
by the author to validate the experimental results presented in Section 13.2 were fabricated
by Mr' David Hall but the concept to use them in the turn-on circuit tests described below
and the experi'rents performed below are the work of the author.

The layout of the CMOS diode used in the tum-on circuits is outlined in Figure 13.15 while
Figure 13'16 gives a voltage and current plot of the diode extracted jointly by Hall and the
author.

--a--

) ) ) ) i/ (/i )TI

n+

N well

p-substrate
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Figure 13.16 Measured IV curve of the cMos Schottkybanier diode [70]'

The diodes were fabficated using a standard 0'5 pm digital process' The Schottky diode was

made by placing metal over a minimum size (0.5 pm x 0.5 ¡rm) contact cut to a region of

minimum size (3.5 ¡tmx2.4pm) n-well [70]. The capacitance from the n-well to p-substrate

was 4.6 ff. The diode had a dc voltage drop of 0.56 Y al 427 pA, and an RF sensitivity of

14.23 mYl¡tW at 915 MFIz when developing a rectified dc voltage of 4 mV' As a

comparison, an f{P HSMS-2820 Schottþ d
similar conditions. At 915 MHz the diode

when the rectified d.c. ouþut was 4 mV [70]'
using a network analysei and a double stub tuner to achieve a match to the diode input

impäance measured using a network analyser. The rectifred voltage was measured using an

Agilent digital oscilloscoPe.

13.3.1 Zero Power Turn-On Circuit

I Resonant circu¡t

ict D2
(+ve) Battery

Antenna

100 300 ko

Figure 13.17 Turn on circuit implementation'

vdd
Voltage
doubler
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cireuit topolo adequate and cost effective
label. In this nEf is used as a switch to
to a label's triggered by incident RF

el antenna. In the circuit outlined in Figure
junction capacitance of the Schottky diodes
y, amplified by the quality factor of the
a p-channel FET from an off state to an on

state' Figure 13.17 gives the general concept of the turn-on circuit while Figure 13. ia gives
an implementation used in an HSPICE simulation of the circuit. In the circuit used for
simulations (Figure 13.18), the antenna was modelled as a voltage source with an
impedance of 5Q' Again, the inductors are required to match the inprit impedance of the
rectifier structure to the 5 o test input but theìependence of the junction capacitance on
the biasing voltage was not modelled. Hence the simulations did not require ifr" i"p"t n¡
signal to be swept over a 26 }lllFrz frequency band.

29 tH
Resonant circuit

cr D2

(+ve) Battery

Antenna Matching network

r00 300 kç)

Figure I 3 ' I 8 Tum on circuit implementation used in an HSpICE simulation
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Figure 13.19 Simulated results for the turn on circuit implementation using a HSPICE diode model for the
fabricated CMOS Schottky diode.
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Simulation results (refer to Figure 13.19) indicate that the turn on circuit in Figure 13'18

dBW at the resonant

with the measurement
diodes. However the

simulated results indicate a lower power requ equired turn on voltage

in comparison to the measured rôsults in Se e to the elimination of

losses L tn. experimental circuit and the use of a voltage doubler instead of a single

rectification diode. Figure 13.19 shows the simulated output for a 915 MHz, -47 dBW pulse

input to indicate the circuit switching
requires the excitation for the time of t
latching the battery switch on for the

simulated return loss curve of the turn on c
indicates the resonance frequency of the turn on circuit'

0

-10

-20
ó
!

Ø^^
I

ö,

fl-40

800

Frequency (MHz)

The zero power hrrn on is a practicable design that can be fabricated using a standard CMOS

process. Simulation results and tests performed using discrete components show that the

ãiod. fubti.ated is adequate to obtain a desired level of performance fot a zero power turn on

circuit. However the cåmplete fabrication of a zero power turn on circuit was not available

for testing at this stage.

However for a zero power turn-on circuit to be of practicable significance the current drain

of MOSFET must bó less than the self discharge current of the battery. The zero power turn-

on circuit presents a current drain of less then 0.1% of the self discharge current of a typical

3.5 V, 750 mA battery.

950 900 9SO 1000

Figure 13.20 Simulated return loss curve of the zero power tum on circuit.

Calculations using standard far freld antenna formulae of the range at which, for favourably

oriented antennas operating at a frequency of 915 MHz, with antenna gatn of 6 dBi and

output power of lW(as is ã[owed under FCC regulation for the UHF ISM band), providing

an available source po*". of -47 dBW from a iabel antenna of gain 1'5, give a.range of

approximately 13m.'Operation at this power level would thus enable a backscattering tag to

bã turned on and off inlhe range of 10 m under ETSI or FCC jurisdiction.
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13.3.2 Low Power Tllrn-C)n Circuit

It is also possible to build a turn-on c
across the reservoir capacitor 169 and 701
Section 13.2.3. Such a low power turn-on
around l0 mV d.c.) to be developed by a Sch
with an internal reference voltage using a v<
circuits of the RFID label are turned on when the rectified voltage exceeds the internal
reference value, However unlike the previous turn-on circuit impleãrentation the minimum
turn-on voltage value will be dictated by rectified noise from other users of the frequency
band and the intended operational temperature range16g and,70l.

Simulation results presented nr [70] has shown that a rectified voltage of 4.2 mV d.c, ouþutfrom the reservoir capacitor was achieved ,¡ith a minimum RF power of -65.3 dBW at
resonance' Calculations' using standard far field antenna formulae, ãf tn" range at which, for
favourably oriented antennas operating at a frequency of 915 MHz, with uri"*u gain of 6dBi and output power of 1W (as is allowed under FðC regulations for the UHF ISM band
[45]), providing an available source power of -65.3 dBWãom a label antenna of gain 1.5
give a range of 117.4 m' The long operation range of the low power turn-on circuit presents
itself as a candidate solution for turning on indepðndent reply generating labels.

Similar to a zero power turn-on circuit, a low power turn-on circuit is only useful when the
current drain from the MOSFET switch 170] irits "off'state is lower with respect to the self
discharge current of the battery on board the label. The low power turn-on circuit presentedin f70] presents a current drain of less than 5o/o of the selfiischarge currents oia typical
3.5V, 750m4 battery.

13.4 Acknowledgements

The solution ed in this ut collaboratively
with David Hall. ed in the and fabricated byDavid Hall. The to thank H. Cole for their
collaborations.

13.5 Conclusions

. The development of active labels and sensors will eventually involve the
incorporation of turn-on crcuits. This chapter has presented some concepts ancl a number
of ways in which they can be exploited.

The concept provided for a zero power turn-on circuit in Section 13.2.1 involves the design
of a turn-on circuit that functions by sweeping the excitation across a UHF bandwidth. The
concept of using a trigger RF wave and diode resonance is a practicable alternative and it is
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illustrated through performance measurements taken in a scenario modelling a far field' and

through range piedìctions under favourable conditions based on that scenario' The concept

outlined and tested were used to design, analyse and simulat e a zelo power turn-on circuit

based on a Schottky diode fabricated on a standard CMOS plocess' The simulations were

performed at single frequency and no frequency sweeping was necessary as the diode

junction capacitaieof the simulation model was not dependent on the applied voltage across

it. ¿iod" junction. Hence it was not necessary to "chase" the-resonace by sweeping across a

wide frequency band. Experiments conductéd in Section 13'2'2 have shown 1 V can be

generated at an adequate distance from a tr
MHz frequency band, the frequency band

6.1). Future work should consider reducing the

hig'h frequency value to a low frequency value so that the frequency sweep is able to meet

the diode resonance instead of follòwing the diode resonance as the junction capacitance of

the diode varies with the applied voltage (refer to Figure 13'3)'

It has been shown that the turning-on range can be increased by using a low poweT turn-on

small d.c voltage ãbtuitr.d by rectif,iing and amplifying (by diode

RF signal, as investigated in section 13.2.1. Here the selected

e for the turn-on circuit is determined by RF noise contributed by

other users ofthe frequencY band'

The turn-on circuits presented can be fabricated on a single poly, single Telal CMOS

process, allowing "u.j 
io"orporation into existing transponder designs. At UHF frequencies

the rectifier needs a ÒUOS process supportir Schottþ diodes' Test results show that the

practical realisation of the above concept in active labels is a possibility'

A turn-on circuit is permanently powered, however for it to be effective the current drain of

the turn on circuit must be low with respect to the self discharge current of the battery' The

low power turn-on circuit presented in the paper presents a current drain of less than 5o/o of

the self discharge currents of a typical3.5 V 750 mAh lithium battery while the zefo power

turn-on circuit presents a current drain of less than0'Io/o'

A turn-on circuit may also be conceived as a field sensor. The following chapter will look at

a MEMS based turn-on circuit for an active RFID label that can be used as a magnetic field

sensor suitable for both a turn-on circuit for conserving the on-board battery of an active

RFID label and theft detection.
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Chapter 14

AN APPLICATION OF AMEMS BASED

TURN-ON CIRCUIT

are continuing to evolve.

ive goods, with aim of both

wering such active labels,

must have very low internal and external current drain in order to prolong the life of the

battery while being in a state of functionatity to signal a theft of the labeled item. However

due to circuit complexity o, íh" desired operating range the electronics may drain the

battery more rapidly than desired and the tqbet may not last the shelf life of the product'

The theft detection mechanism presented in this chapter conserves power and thus

prolorgs the battery life of an active anti-theft label. A solution available for the
'devetoiment 

of such a theft detection circuit uses electroacoustic energy conversion using

igh sensitivity turn-on circuit which acts as a

ts of an analysis conducted and published in

abilities ofsuch a theft detection circuit'
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The primary focus of this chapter is o
that will be equipped with a power source
active labels the most common objective is
backscatter label. However other types of act
use a battery for powering and transmitting requirements. This chapter examines and

gged items by the
14.2. The solution
the lifetime of the

performance long lifetime theft detection labe 
n by use of high

14.2 Theft Detection Circuit

There are number of practical options for a theft detection circuit for a batterypowered RFID label. Although very low quiescent power theft detection circuits arepossible, the requirement of increasing the hfetime orRFn hbels (perhaps due to longer
shelf life of the labeled product) demands a zero quiescent power theft detection circuit.
The proposed theft detection circuit is a zero power turn-on circuit for active RFID labels
lhat w-tl.l rely on generating a voltage of the oìder of lv that can turn a cMos transistor
from fully offto fully on when triggered by a low frequency large volume magnetic field.

lvlechonicol energy

Piezoelectr¡c mater¡al

Piezoelectr¡c material
coupl¡ed to the mechan¡cal structure

Electricol energy source

Figure 14. I Components of the theft detection systern.

The proposed approach utilizes a piezoelectric material to convert mechanical energyprovided by an oscillating magnet into elect'ic power as shown in Figure 14.1. There arefour essential components described in Figure 14.t. rne piezoelectric Ãaterial 
"orrpl"d 

to u
magnet (mechanical structure) is used to convert mechanical stress placed in the slab ofpiezoelectric material due to the forced oscillations induced on th. magnet from an
oscillating magnetic field, to electric power. The oscillating voltage is theln rectified to

RectiFier
(voltage doubler) Lim¡ter

(energy storage)

Reservo¡r
capacitor

Turn-on
circuit -
initiâte

screaming

Conlrol and
osc¡llator

circu¡t
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provide a reliable 1 v to turn on the switch operated by a FET (refer to Figure 14'8 for

turn-on circuit schematic) to a theft alert circuit which will cause the label to "scream" by

alerting interrogators of tire theft and also provide a beacon for tracking the item' The theft

detectiãn pro""-t. is illustrated in Figure l+.2. fn" low frequency large volume magnetic

field provides the trigger for the MEMS circuit. Such a f,reld can be setup in and around the

vicinity of a large .o-riidor exit to turn the MEMS theft circuitry "on" when a thief attempts

to flee with stolen goods.

Figtxe 14.2 The "screaming corridor"'

14.3 Magnetic-Electroacoustic Energy Conversion System

A piezoelectric material acts as a transformer element between mechanical energy and

electricäl energy. When an external mechanical force applied to a piezoelectric material

strains the element, the unit cells of the crystal shift and realign. This results in the

development of an electrostatic potential between certain opposing faces of the element'

The relationship between the applied force and the resulting electric charge is dependent

upon a numbei of characteristics inherent to the material as well as its size, shape and

mechanical distortion.

The concept outlined here depends on being able to generate alatge volume low frequency

magnetic freld in the vicinity of the active labels al energy

such that the oscillating magnetic freld will influ sufficient

energy to generate through the piezoelectric effe turn on a

FET.

The intended frequency of operation of the turn-on circuit should allow the creation of a

large volume magnetiô field without exceeding the electromagnetic regulations regarding

rajiation (field confrnement without undue radiation). In addition the intended frequency of

operation should not consume excessive power to create large volume interrogation fields,

urr¿ tt. field created should not be easily Ácreened. It is also important that the frequency be

Screaming corrldor
Low frequency large volume magnetic field surrounding the conidor

Labeled high value item

RFID label
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high enough such that ambient electromagnetic frelels clo not caìlse the furn on circuit to
become operational unintentionally. All these considerations point to the use of a frequency
around the LF electromagnetic spectrum. FCC electromagnetic compatibility regulations part
15, section 15'209 has defined the use of the LF electromagnetic spectrum foi generaluse
while CEPT/ETSI has an unlicensed band from 119-135 kHz, among other bands in the LF
spectrum' Considering that the liequency range below 135 kHz is unlicensed and is available
for general use around the world and taking note of the aforementioned considerations, 130
kHz was considered for creating alarge volume, low frequency, magnetic field to power the
turn-on circuit' It will be important to consider later the practically aõhievable magnetic field
levels and any regulatory limits on them,

(Ú
N z

Figure 14.3 Geomehy of the large coil.

Consider, as shown in Figure 74.3, a single turn circular planar coil of diameter d, used to
create at a distance z amagÍtetic freld H,(z), at a frequency/when there is r.m.s current 1
flowing through the coii. Then the magnetic field at a distance z is given by ea.l). Figure
l4'4 shows the variation of the magnetic field strength as a funciion of-the noimalised
distance from the coil. Clearly, creating alarge volume magnetic field requires the use of a
large loop structure. The following analysis will consider uu"h a structure.

H ,(r) - , 'o' ,-.- ." z\-' 
'z(;'; "Y 

' (14'l)

For the geometry considered in Figure 74.3,the total reactive power flowing per unit volume
at a point where the magnetic field described by a real t.-.r. pharor u is given by

wr=a4trlul2. e4.2)
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Figure 14.4 Relative magretic field strength at a normalised distance (zla) fuom a circular coil'

In the situation where skin currents flow on surface of the coil conductor the selÊinductance

is given by

L = 
þoDlr"" l92ì- rl. (r4.3)"- z l'".u[d ) 'l

The power P dissipated by an r.m.s current l flowing in the coil is given by (14'4), where rR is

the rãsistance of the coil ãr is an effective resistance that lakes into account all losses in the

resonant circuit formed by the coil and a tuning capacitor normally placed in parallel with a

lossless capacitor.

p=IzR 04.4)

The quality factor of resonance can be obtained using the resistance of the coil wire' At a

frequåncy ãf tSO kHz the skin depth effects must be taken into consideration' The skin depth

or .opp"t at 130 kHz is 183 pm. considering a practicable geometry for the coil the

following parameters outlined in Table I4.I can be used to evaluate the reactive power

density o:t dirtun." z fromthe centre of the coil (refer to Fþre 14.3).

Table 14.1 Field generating coil configuration'

Description Symbol Value

Coil diameter D(2a) 3m

Diameter of the coil wire d 10 mm

Power supplied P s0w

Frequency of operation f 130 kHz
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A coil constructeel with the dimensions outlined in Table 14.1 will havc an inductance Z of
10'9011 ¡rH while the effective quality factor of the coil is expected to be around 60. (The
calculated quality using the resistance of the coil based on its skin depth is a much higher
value but in a practical implementation there are additional losses from tuning capacitórs).
The evaluations based on the following sections of this chapter will assume u ,ãugn"ti" fi.ld
strength created by a pair of coils with 50 w of power supplied to each coil.

14.4 Analysis

Electroacoustic energy conversion systems have traditionally been modelled using
mass-spring damper systems [218 and 219]. However we have usèd coupling relations to
analyse the feasibility of the proposal.

14.4.1 Electroacoustic Energy Conversion

0q

+

0

+

Figure 14.5 Representation ofan electroacoustic conversion system [66].

The energy conversion system outlined in Figure 14.5 can be formulated using a patr
of electrical ierminals and a pair of mechanical terminals as indicated in Figure ti.s. fne
quantities represented by Q and q are the instantaneous applied voltage and charge that has
entered the electrical poft, and t and 0 are the instantaneous applied torque and angular
displacement at the mechanical port. The electromechanical system can thus be described
by the relationship given in (14.5) t661.

lql fc,,, c"rflû1
lt)= 1r,,, ,,,,]l"l (r4's)

In the above matrix, C11p is the input capacitance at the electrical port with zero torque
applied to the mechanical port. C1¡p for the slab piezoelectric material can be calculated in
the thin parallel plate approximation by

c,,, (14.6)

Electroacoustic
energy conversion

system
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Figure 14.6 Magnet coupled to the piezoelectric material. Here F is the shearing force applied by the magnet

and p is the direction ofpolarization ofthe piezoelectric material'

Here er is the relative dielectric constant under constant stress, /, is the thickness of the

piezoelectric material (as well whlle h is the height of the

piezoelectric block and w is the piezoelectric material

irefer to Figure 14.6). Czzp i ic structüe given that the

piezoelectric material compliance is s f '

C,,,
st,

hwt 
o

(r4.7)

The offdiagonal element port2 when a voltage is applied

to port 1 arid no torque is harge entering port I when it is

short circuit and a torqu e Czlp aîd Ctzp are a result of the

piezoelectric effect aná these elements will be equal as an expression of reciprocity'

14.4.2 Electrical Power

A FET will require a turn on voltage of 1 v across the gate to turn it from an "off'
state to an "on" state. This voltage is gãnerated by the electroacoustic energy conversion

system and rectifred by the voltage

generated at the electrical port of t
electrical load of approximately I pF

Schottky diode used in the rectification struc1

902-228 MHz, under FCC regulations, the electrical load is primarily the junction

capacitance of the Schottky ãiod". Figure I4.7 shows the electroacoustic energy

conversion system considering its electrical load'
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C,

Figure 14.7 Representation of the electroacoustic energy conversion system with an electrical load.

The electroacoustic converter characterised above, connected to an external load of Ç will
have a charge q developed at the port 1 when a torque t is applied to port 2. The charge q is
given by

Q =-ctt. (14.8)

Solving the matrix given in (14.5) for /gives

ø=
c1 zpTp

ctr, + C,
(14.e)

+

I

Considqring the djmensionless ralio r: C¡lCt tp

6 _ _ CtzpTp

Ctrr(l + r)
Solving the matrix given in (14.5) for 0 andusing (14.10) gives

(14.10)

(14.1 1)

(14.1 3)

(14.t2)

c1e-- tpîp + Crrt,
Cr,r(l + r)

We candefine Ê asl22}l

,-z - 
CtzpCztp

C,,,C,,,

For a piezoelectric material # is described as the electromechanical coupling factor of the
material. For a piezoelectric material the coupling factor can be simply ¿"rc.it'e¿ as given in
(t4.12).

k2=
Mechanical energy converted to stored electrical energy

Mechanical energy input

However for a structure in which we have uniform stress, strain, electric field and
polarization it can be proved that the electromechanical coupling factor for a piezoelectric
material is identical to that ofthe piezoelectric structure. Hence

Electroacoustic
energy conversion

system
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k2l__
l+r

Thus we have an effective compliance for the capacitive loaded electroacoustic converter

given by (14.15), where czzp isthe open circuit compliance at the electrical port.

f ,-21
czzqff =lr-!-lrrr, (l4.ls)'--rr L l+r)"''

Observing thal 0 is proportionaltor, the stored energy fbr a t-ural torque tapplied to the

mechanical port is given as

t( t-)crrrrr. ( 14.16),rr=rlr_-r*, 
)

The energy E¡a expended at the mechanical port will appeff as stored energy in the capacitor

C¿ hence ihe electrical energy Er atthe electrical port is given as

C?,,

cr2rrlt + r¡2

Equation (14.1S) can be obtained by using (14'16) and (14'17)

Q- 1P (r4.r4)

(r4.r7)

(14.1e)

(14.18)

Equation (14.13) gives the effective electromechanical coupling factor k3¡¡ for the

piezoelectric structure as

14.4.3 Mechanical Power

In a practical realisation of the turn-on circuit the mechanical stress on the structure

is provideã by the 14'6 by the oscillatory

magnetic net¿. mtn e structure is represented

ty ître r.m.s phasor the freld on the magnet'

then

T" = povMfl. (14'20)

where p is the material density, v is the volume of the magnet and M is the remnant

magnetisation. It should be noteá that (14.20) assumes that the direction of the magnetisation

Mis orthogonal to the magnetic field 1L
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The mechanical stress on the structure is nrovideel bv a nen¡anent magnet excited by an
oscillating magnetic field where the resulting 

"n"rgy'nrr';;. structure flowing into the
stiffüess of the structure can be evaluated as

Eus =lrrl'ør, ( t4.2t)

Czzs is the total compliance of the structure at the mechanical port. C22s is calculated as the
harmonic mean of the effective compliance of the piezoelectric mareial Crr"¡l unA tn"
compliance Czzu of the magnetic structure. Thus, Czzsìan be calculated as gi".tr'in (14.22)
where C22¡ais given by (14.23), while sfl is the compliance ofthe magnetic material.

C,,, I

l1
Cr* Crr*

where

(14.22)

Crr, = Lhrk Q4'23)

From the total mechanical stress placed on the structure, only the mechanical stress on the
piezoelectric material will result in transferring electrical 

"tr.rgy 
E¡ap into the stiffrress of the

piezoelectric. That electrical energy is given as

- '' ìere rp = t, [þl (14.24)Err=lTol Crr* wl 
lLrr"¡r )

14.4.4 Mechanical Resonance

The section above evaluated the energy pou/er flow into the stiffness of the
piezoelectric material. It can be viewed that the piezoelectric material is placed under a
shearing stress as the magnet inclines to oscillate at the frequency of the surrounding
magnetic field. However, at the mechanical resonance frequency of the combined structure
with a mechanical quality factor Q, the voltage devéloped at the electrical port is
multiplied by the quality factor of mechanical resonance Q,. Thus the voltage at the
electrical port is increased by a factor of e,. Hence the enãgy E¿pa stored n7¡ at the
electrical port is given by (14.25).

E opn = kjre,,E w e4.25)
Using equation (14.24),

Eurn = kï e:,lrrl'crr*. ( 14.26)

Hence a magnet occupying a volume v, and a magnetisation constant M will provide the
following energy flow into the capacitor c¡ atthe eleitrical port.
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E"ro = toloÇ,tuvu)'lul' c'u,
1

Crr"Í,
(r4.27)

(14.30)

¡
I

I
I
{
'i

'l

I
t,

I

I

I

i
.l'¡

iìþ.

t4.4.5 Zero Power Turn-On Requirements

The r.m.s voltage Vtpn caî be calculated as given in (14'28) using the relationship

between the energy'storJ in a capacitor to an i.m.s volta*e Vnpn applied across the

terminals of that caPacitor.

Vøpo =
2E uo,

CJ
(r4.28)

vro: 2k!oÇ^(Mva)'lul' c'u, (r4.2e)

In order for the theft detection circuit to activate V76 mvst be about 1 V. It should be noted

here that in the event that the Schottþ barrier diode junction capacitance is comparable to

Cnp

k':-
4-2k2'

For the production of a rectified output even to an open circuit load, a rectiffing diode must

experience a voltage across the junction capacitance of the-order of or greater than the

reåtifred output. Thus, the r.m.s voltage Vio(Vnrn) available to turn on a FET can be

calculated as follows

I

t¿"11

14.5 Practical Evaluation

Figure 14.g outlines a possible schematic for a turn on circuit based on a piezoelectric

source. It should be noted 
-here 

that the power lost in the rectification process will not be

considered here, however it is sufficient to say that the turn-on voltage calculated is an

absolute minimum turn on requirement. Nevertheless several circuits simulated showed

inut u voltage dorrUling rectifier used in the turn-on circuit is the optimal design that

minimizes the diode losses.
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Figure 14'9 Resonant frequency of aPZT ceramic as a function of its thickness.

The piezoelectric mate_rial chosen for practical evaluation purposes is pZT,largely due to its
higher coupling coefficient. It can be seen from (14.19i that a larjs /lJu'¿.ri..¿
characteristic' There are a variety of different PZT ceramics available *itt u diversity of
characteristics while some ceramics can be cu de with desired characterist ics l22l

detection circuit a shear coupling
000 Hzm is used. Figure 14.9 shows

ezoelectric under a shearing stress. In order to
in the magnetic field to electrical energy at
is important to operate the piezoelectric
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material at the resonant frequency of the structure. Ideally for the application under

consideration the mechanical resonance frequency should be based around a point between

the minimum impedance frequency (series resonance frequency) and the maximum

impedance frequency (parallel resonance frequency) of the piezoelectric material. From

Fþure I4.g it can be noted that a piezoelectric material of height h : 7 rym - 8 mm is

required for the construction of the piezoelectric component if a mechanical resonance

frequency of 130 kHz is to be achieved. The bulk compliance of PZT, su (under constant

eleciric field) used was 30x10-r2 m2N-1 l22l and 2221whlle the relative permittivity was

considered to be 200.

The magnetic material considered for the bar magnet should suitably have a high residual

magnetisation M while occupying the largest possible volume. The latter is illustrated by

botl equations (14.27) and (14.29). Using a range of PtCo (Platinum and Cobalt) based

alloys ã residual magnetuation M of 400,000 ^Am-' 
is achievable. The bulk compliance of

ptCô used in the evãluations was 10x10-r2 m2N-r. While the compliance of the magnetic

material is taken into account in the following simulations, its inertia is not taken into

account. An assumption is made that the self resonant frequency of the magnetic structure is

close to that of the PZI material. The simulated results can be improved in fi.rture by

examining that the self resonant frequency ofthe magnetic erial to ensure that it is indeed

in the vicinity of 130,000 + 100 Hz or there is for the composite structure a new and known

mechanical resonance frequency in this region.

0

14

14

W¡dth of thê piezoelgclric (mm)

Thickness of lh€ pi€zoelectric (mm)

Figure 14. 10 Effect of the piezoelectric structure dimensions on V¿pp atz:2 metres from the "screaming

corridor"'

0
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Figure 14.10 gives the variationin Vspp at a distance of 2 metres fromthe loop structure
generating the magnetic field. Here the effect of the width and the thickness of the
piezoelectric are investigated. However the height of the piezoelectric was fixed to ensure
mechanical resonance while the thickness of the magnet (Ç was fixed to 3 mm and the
width of the magnet was set to equal that of the piezoelectric.

As can be seen from Fþre 14.10, increasing the PZT thickness has a gradually increasing
effect on the voltage Vnpnthat can be extracted from the electrical port. The thickness of the
piezoelectric has a significant detrimental effect on performance beyond 3 mm. It can be
seen that Vsppis also a function of the width of the material. However there is an optimum
value for the thickness of the piezoelectric to be used for a given width of the material. It can
be observed from Figure 14.10 that the optimum thickness of the PZI for a given width of
material is in the range of 2 Ítm- 3 mm.

¿

14

W¡dth of the magnêt (mm)
Thlckness ol the magnet (mm)

Figure 14. 11 Effect of the magnetic sfucture dimensions on V¿pp atz:2mefes from the "screaming
corridor".

Figure 14.11 investigates the electrical power as functions of the width and thickness of the
magnetic structure used in the application. In the simulation conducted the width of the
magnet was set to be the equivalent to that of the PZT denoted by w in Figure 14.6. It is
evident from Figure l4.ll that Vnpn is a strong function of the width of the magnetic
structure as well as the thickness. This is as a result of the increase in the torque produced on
the piezoelectric material by an increasing quantity of magnetic moment.
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Based on the previous analysis, Figure 14.12 showsthe Vørn(Vro) generated along a possible
of
on
LN,

operating range of around 2 metres fromthe centre ofthe coil.
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Figure 14. 13 Turn-on range of the theft detection tag (measured fiom a "screaming corridor")'
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The mechanical Q of a piezoelectric material is very high; hence the MEMS device has a
very narro\¡/ h of around 100 Hz. This high e, yierds a very high
sensitivity re ction circuit. When the frequency õrtn" magnetic field is
reduced belo onance frequency the sþiãcant advantage iui".O by the
htgh Q. will diminish rapidly. As a result it will greatly t"ãrr.. the power t*"rif"t ratios andwill eliminate the magnification of the
the expected voltage from the device if
with the frequency is
vibration ating enough
the label

The importance of Q^ factor to achieved the desired result emphasises the need to operate
close to the resonance frequency of the structure and the need avoid raising a false alarm
implies that the resonant frequency is set high enough to avoid the effects of stray fields.
However this may not always be practicable as it will depend largely on selecting suitable
magnetic and piezoelectric materials with desirable characteristics-to 

-optimise 
the energy at

the electrical port' In addition the cost of the structure will eventualy äetermine a practical
implementation in an active theft detection label.
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14.7 Conclusions

h performance anti-theft RFID labels. The
d overcome performance barriers of passive
venting theft of high value products. The
ft detection circuit that does not drain the

limited power supply of an active label but instead works to prolong the lifetime of the
battery powered label while at the same time providing ,..urity imflemented through a
"screaming corridor" has been examined in this 

-Chapter.-

The MEMS device developed exploits a combination of magnetic and piezoelectric effects
for the generation of a turn on voltage to a theft detection cir:cuitry. Unlike more traditional
analysis of electromechanical systems, the anaþis presented has used coupling relationships
to investigate the extraction of mechanical energy fro- u magnetic field and iriuestilat"C tte
feasibility of operating a trigger system based õn a combinalion of magnetomechaãical and
piezoelectric effects within acceptable material volumes in a practical exciting field. The
conclusion that sufficienl energy transfer is possible at a distancå of approximatjy Z - to¡¡
a "screaming corridor" has been established. T e above analysis also àddressed the issue of
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adjusting material proportions to achieve fesonance in the desired LF frequency range (100-

135 kHz).

Future work will involve the investigation of the use of flexural mode to generate turn-on

etween the electrode capacitance and the

of the MEMS device needs to be further

also involve the simulation of the mechanical

software package [233] to confirm the results

obtained from analYtical methods.
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Appendix A

LIST OF FORMULAE AND SPICE

MODEL

,4..1 InductanceCalculations

Planar Circular Coil

The self inductance of a single-turn circular coil of diameter D made from wire of diametet d

is, when the currents flow on the surface, given by

uf^e"'Y't)
An empirical but usefi,rl formula for the self inductance of a thin wire solenoidal coil of N

turns wound over a length of / on a former of diameter of 2r as shown in the diagrambelow

is

L - ltotr2 N2

I +0.9r
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Twin Wire Line

The self inductance L of a twin-wire line in which the conductors have diameter d and,
separation s is given by

L = þ'arc 
cosh

1T

ls\t_t
\a)

p (zs\
t_t\a) when s >> d

E

4.2 Axial tr'ield of a Circular Coil

In the magnetostatic approximation, the field at a point at a distanc e z along the axis of a
single turn circular coil of radius a carryinga currentlis given by

H,(0,0,2) =
Ia2

2(

4.3 Skin Effect

Skin depth âin a metal at an angular frequency øis given by

o log

+ z'z)ia

^1þ=-=
d

rz-
l rt,"

The surface resistivity Rs per seuare due to skin effect is

R"=* =.@-õo ttlzo

and the wave impedance rÌat the surface is

ry = (I+ j)R"

4.4 RadiationResistances

Electric Dipole

The radiation resistance of a short electric dipole of length L, operattng at a frequency for
which the free space propagation constant has a magnituaã p,is given in-ohms uy 

'

R, = 2o(þL)2
Magnetic Dipole
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The radiation resistance of a small curent loop of radius a, operating at a frequency for

which the free space propagation constant has magnitude B, is given in Ohms by

R, = 2or2 (fu)4

Small loops of other shapes but the same area have the same radiation resistance.

4.5 SBD SPICE Model

? ##############################################################
z
? spICE model used for simulating the sBD used ín chapter 13

å turn-on circuit simufations
z
? ##############################################################

.MODEL TurnOnSBÐ d
+ LEVEL=I
+ BV=9

+ C,fO=0 .7e-1-2
+ EG=O .69
+ IBV=10e-4
+ IS=2.2e-8
+ N=1.08
+ RS=5

+ PB=O.56
+ XTI=2
+ M,J=O .5
*

l

i

I
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